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FOREWORD

This international conference on aircraft wake vortices was sponsored by the
Transportation Systems Center and supported by the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration, U.S. Deparment of Transportation.

Twenty-nine papers were presented in five sessions. The titles of the sessions

and the respective session chairmen were:

Session I: The Wake Vortex Hazard; James Andersen, Director, Office of Air

and Marine Systems, Transportation Systems Center

Session 11: Vortex Sensors and Data: Robert Wedan, Deputy Director, Systems
Research and Development Service, Federal Aviation Administra-
tion

Session III: Vortex Structure; Alfred Gessow, Chief, Fluid and Flight Dynamics
Branch, NASA Headquarters

Session IV: Vortex Alleviation: Joseph Tymczyszyn, Special Projects and Ad-
vanced Planning, FAA Western Region

Session V: Vortex Behavior and the VAS; James Hallock, Traffic and Opera-
tions Branch, Transportation Systems Center.

I wish to express my appreciation to my fellow session chairmen for helping to
give some semblance of order to a diversity of papers.

James N. Hallock
Conference Chairman
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WELCOME

JAMES P. ANDERSEN
Acting Director of Air and Marine Systems

U.S. Department of Transportation
Transportation Systems Center

Cambrid'ge MA 02142

On behalf of Dr. Costantino and the Development Corporation, and the Coast
staff, I would like to welcome you to Cam- Guard. We provide DOT, state and local
bridge, to the Transportation Systems governments, and private industry with key
Center, and to this Conference on Aircraft transportation statistical information and en-
Wake Vortices. Dr. Costantino could not be gineering. economic, and environmental
here today as he is in Washington appearing planning information. We are involved with
before a Congressional subcommittee on problems of urban, intercity, rural and na-
programs of DOT and TSC. tional passenger and freight transport, aqd

This three-day meeting is sponsored by provide analytical support to the entire De-
TSC arid supported by the Federal Aviation partment with a skilled professional staff of
Administration. It is designed to bring to- engineers, community planners, economists,
gether in one place transportation and mathematicians, lawyers, sociologists, and
aeronautical specialists from other countries, computer srecialists.
our own government, the aircraft industry, We are engaged in a unique diversity of
and universities to discuss the progress being projects. They include vehicle research on
made in analyzing wake vortices and the ex- fuel use, emissions, noise, testing of rubber
perimental systems and alleviation devices tires; bus scheduling and routing; public
developed to cope with the vortex problem. transportation needs for the elderly and
We are most pleased with the outstanding handicapped; subway station design and
papers that you will be hearing during the construction, studies of rail passenger ser-
next three days. vice between Bos,"n and New York and

The Transportation Systems Center it- Washington - the so-called Northeast Cor-
self has been analyzing the wake vortex phe- ridor; railroad safety research to detect flaws
nomenon for some years and has collected a in tracks and rail equipment; antihijack-
large amount of data on vortex behavior, sensing devices to detect explosives and
This work, guided by Bill Wood, Head of our weapons; air traffic control in the air and on
Traffic and Operations Branch, has culmi- the ground; evaluations of energy use and its
nated in the Vortex Advisory System now economic implifations; and the forecasting
being tested at Chicago's O'Hare Airport. A of transportation systems needs. We also
paper will be presented on this system on work on very specific problems, like answer-
Thursday. ing the questions "why are the new GE

To give you a broad overview of our role SPD-40 locomotives derailing?", and "what
here in Cambridge, this Center is DOT's is the true noise and vibration effect of the
• major research and development facility for Concorde SST flying into the U.S.A.?"
air, highway, rail, and marine transportation. These are just some of the 120 on-going
We carry out, with a 60-million dollar annual projects that the Transportation Systems
budget and staff ot about 650 people, major Center has in progress.
parts of the R&D programs for the Office of In summation, we are here to integrat .
the Secretary of Transportation and for all transportation technology through state-of-
major administrations within DOT, including the-art research and development, always
Federal Aviation, Federal Railroad, National taking into consideration the social and eco-
Highway Traffic Safety, Urban Mass Trans- nomic ramifications of our work. The results
portation, Federai Highway, the Office of of our work lead directly to national deci-
Deepwater Ports, Saint Lawrence Seaway sions and policy implemented by both the



Secretary of our Department and the Presi- Wedan was Director of Transportation Sys-
dent. terns Development here at TSC. Bob has

SOur extensive agenda fir this conference held high-level management positions also
reflects, I believe, the state-of-the-art re- with the NASA Electronics Research Center
search and analytical developments on wake in Cambridge, and before that, worked for
vortices. It includes some 30 presentations Honeywell in Minnesota and St. Petersburg.
divided into five major sections. He received his Bachelor's and Masters' De-

Our Opening Remarks Speaker today is grees from MIT. Bob is the owner of a Beech
someone well known to you and to us at Bonanza and is a very expert IFR pilot, both
TSC, Mr. Robert W. Wedan, Deputy Direc- single and twin. It's my pleasure to welcome
tor of the Systems Research and Develop- back to TSC and Cambridge and introduce to
ment Service of the Federal Aviation Admin- you Bob Wedan.
istration. Prior to his work for the FAA. Bob
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OPENING REMARKS

ROBERT W. WEDAN
Deputy Directo., Systems Research and Development Servk e

Federal A viation Administration
Washington DC

The growth of aviation is progressing at a port is capacity-limited. Present and pre-
rapid rate, and current piojections indicate dicted demands being placed on airports
that aviation activity will continue to rise cannot be met by indiscriminate construction
over the next decade. For example, the of new runways and airports in the present
number of passengers carried by scheduled economic and social environment. To make
U.S. carriers is expected to increase from the matters more difficult, in recent years run-
212 million carried in 1976 to 388 million in way capacity has actually declined at the Na-.A
1986, That represents about an 83 percent tion's airports. Noise restrictions and wake
increase in activity. General aviation activity vortex separation standards have resulted in
is also projected to have a similar vigorous significant increases in delays and delay-
growth, with general aviation intercity car- related fuel consumption. A number that was
riage growing from 156 million in 1976 to an given to me before I came here was that we
estimated 233 million in 1986, and that repre- are experiencing a reduction in capacity at
sents about a 50 percent expected increase O'Hare due to increasing the separation
over the decade. These numoers, by the standards of the order of 4 to 8 percent. This
way. were put together by the aviation- may not sound like a lot; but when you con-
forecasting group in Washington. vert this to delay, delay is increased 8 to 10

These increases establish a great demand percent. That gives you some sort of a feel
for airport facilities to accommodate the traf- for the magnitude of the problem as it exists
fic flow not only safely but also efficiently, at O'Hare; please don't extend that in your
This in turn dictates that every possible ef- own thinking to all airports; but at that one
fort be expended to develop automatic airport, this is what we're seeing now with • ,

capabilities to aid the human or manual activ- the present separation standards.
ities or capabilities in the National Airspace Now in spite of this, over the next few
System to achieve optimum use of these years, the FAA has accepted as a broad de-
existing facilities. The system planned for velopment objective the need to double air-
use in the 1980's to about the end of the port and airway systems in the decade ending A
century is known as the Upgraded Third in 1980. It appears that airports can achieve a
Generation Air Traffic Control System. This twofold increase in capacity with such im-
is the system whose component parts are provements as dual-lane runways, the mi-
under development by the FAA at this time. crowave instrument-landing system, an im-
It is intended and designed to meet the goals proved beacon system, the automation of the
of maintaining or improving safety, of con- terminal radar vector service, a reduced sep-
straining or reducing costs of operating the aration to 2500 feet between independent
system, of increasing or improving perfor- parallel IFR runways, and reduced longitud-
mance and, finally, to meet energy conserva- inal separation of aircraft on final approach.
tion and environmental needs. One of the The operational capacity of the limited
major features of this Upgraded Third Gen- number of runway options that exist must be
eration System deals with the subject of this increased if airports are to meet the increase
conference - Aircraft Wake Vortices. The of traffic in the next few years. Today, there ,
vortex problem must be dealt with before the exists the technology to develop the landing

potential benefits of the Upgraded Third Sys- aids which will substantially increase runway
tern can be realized, capacity; that is, by employing these planned

The most critical element of the National techniques of the Upgraded Third System,
Airspace S.ystem is the airport, and the air- but until the wake vortex problem has been
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alleviated, these improvements cannot be approach. A first-generation wvake vortex
used to their full potential. avoidance system has been deployed at the

The vortex problem has been recognized Chicago O'Hare International Airport for
for a long time - the Wright brothers are demonstration and testing. This system,
known to have studied vortices in their wind known as the Vortex Advisory System, uses
tunnel. Of course, it is well known that the a measurement of the ambient winds in the
wake vortex is a phenomenon that is a direct approach coirdors to decide when it is safe
result or a direct consequence of the genera- to decrease ai'-craft separations to a uniform
tion of lift. But ir was the introduction of the three nautical miles.
wide-bodied jets with their increased weight Th,. Chicago O'Hare Delay Task Force
and hence stronger vortices which rekindled Study has pointed out that O'Hare annually
our interest in the phenomenon. processes about 9 percent of the United

Vortex strength measurements made by States air passengers and that the airport is
the Transportation Systems Center for the experiencing significant annual delay-related
FAA led to the revised separation standards costs: over 44-million dollars to aircraft
which were promulgated in November 1975 operators, 67-million gallons of fuel, and
for lighter aircraft following heavier airzraft. over 4½/2-million hours of passenger delays
History and measurements have shown that (that is, approximately 525 years of pas-
the present separation standards are safe. senger delay). The task force also foresaw
However, the time has come to examine that a wake vortex avoidance system as well
these standards to determine if we have been as upgrading the air traffic control automa-
in some circumstances and under some con- tion in the form of automated metering-and-
ditions exce ,sively conservative. The overall spacing can have a major favorable impact
objective of the aircraft wake vortex program on O'Hare's capacity and delay.
is the increasing of capacity at the major Now we come to the specifics of this
high-density air terminals. Thus, the problem conference. The conference was convened
is gaining capacity without sacrificing the because the FAA felt that the time was right
present level of safety, to share insights on the wake vortex work

There are two major approaches to the that has been underway these past few years.
solution of the problem of minimization or The first symposium on the subject was held
elimination of the impediment on air traffic in September 1970. This was sponsored by
flow caused by aircraft vortices. One ap- the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
proach is the use of various techniques to and the Boeing Company. In the summer of
break up or appropriately to alter the charac- 1971, the FAA sponsored a conference on
teristics of the vortices to decrease the turl'ulence, both clear air turbulence and
hazard caused by them. The FAA has recog- wake turbulence, in Washington DC. In July
nized, of course, the expertise that exists 1974, the Air Force conducted a two-day
within NASA and has supported the Office workshop on the phenomenon at Wright-
of Aeronautics and Space Technology in Patterson Air Force Base. NASA conducted
their efforts to accelerate vortex decay or a review of the minimization concepts in
dissipation at the source: that is, by the air- February 1976 in Washington DC. Over two
craft itself or modifications to the aircraft. and a half years have passed since the last
The second approach is 'he development of a get-together of the entire wake vortex tech-
wake vortex avoidance system; that is, to nical community, so for this reason we felt
detect the presence and to prevent following it's time we should meet again.
aircraft fi'om entering into the vortex caused The first session we'll hear today deals

by the leading aircraft. In concept, this sys- with me wake vortex hazaid. Everyone has
tem will insure that the aircraft will avoid an an in, .,tive feeling for the seriousness of an
inadvertent encounter with a hazardous vor- inadvertent vortex encounter, but it is impor-
tex by tailoring interarrival aircraft spacings tant to quantify these feelings. What is the
commensurate with the vortex hazard. With problem? How often does it occur? Are there
the assistance of the Transportation Systems specific aircraft which are involved more
Center, the FAA has pursued the latter often than others? How does the phase of

4
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flight affect pilot response? What is the ex- aircraft. In an operational system, to make
tent of the hazard? These are the kinds of the system available at the largest number of
questions that will be addressed in this first airports, it is important that we find low-cost
session. techniques; you will be hearing in this ses-

The second session is about vortex sen- sion about indirect methods of obtaining the
sors and data collection, It would seem that a same information that one would obtaii by
swirling mass of air would lend itself to sim- direct measurement and, of course, hope-
pie measurement techniques. However, the fully at a considerable reduction in cost.
elusive vortex requires specialized detection Alleviation techniques will be discus ,.d
devices and data-processing methods. Nu- after that. Various devices have been te', -d
merous schemes have been devised and in wind tunnels, water channels and fli.hts
many tested. Practically the entire elec- using full-scale aircraft. Splines, mass
tromagnetic spectrum and various mechani- tions, wing modifications, differe.:-.. thap
cal techniques have been examined for their settings, spoiler deployment, and -, .n have
applicability to the remote sensing of vor- been considered. The fourth se'.•ion will ex-
tices. As the sensors and sensing techniques amine some of these techniq,:,.i as well as
become available, the data on vortex be- how the alleviation systems affect the
havior expanded. The laser-Doppler ve- vortex-generating aircraft, 1, light test inves-
locimeter has become an important research tigations of the alleviation schemes will be
instrument in the study of wake vortices as discussed.
each of the papers in session two will refer- The final session is on vortex behavior
ence. Most of the data, however, has been and the Vortex Advisory System. The at-

4 collected using less sophisticated sensors. mosphere has a profound effect on how vor-
Vortex structure is the subject of the tices move and die. The papers will point out

next session. The status of some computa- the effects of meteorology on vortex be-
tional methods will be discussed as well as havior and describe how this knowledge was
results applicable ror the near term in the used to develop the first wake vortex
near wake. The importance of modeling is avoidance system now being tested at
acknowledged, particularly when theory Chicago's O'Hare International Airport.
agrees with experiment. Perhaps we are re- I now add my welcome to all of you to
ally beginning to comprehend fully the phe- the conference. The problem is a real one,
nomenon of wake vortices from their birth all and the need for the solution to this problem
the way through to their death or demise. is of paramount importance, so let us share
Knowing how vortices form can also be used our thoughts on the subject in the best inter-
to good advantage in the design of future ests of the aviation community.
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COLLECTION OF OPERATIONAL DATA ON
WAKE VORTEX INCIDENTS IN THE UK

OLIVER B. ST. JOHN
Civil Aviation Authority

London, England

ABSTRACT: Data relating to pilots' reports of a total of over 300 incidents have been collated and
analyzed covering a 5-yaar period.

INTRODUCTION tion, did not appear to have been caused by
wake vortices or where insufficient data was

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) available for analysis.
wake vortex incident reporting scheme was
formally initiated in July 1972; reports had
previously been collected on an informal Classification by Phase of Flight.
basis and reasonably complete information is
available on incidents occurring from Table, 1 shows the total numbers of inci-
January 1972 onwards. Pilots who believe dents reported during the period, classified
their aircraft to have encountered a wake according to the phase of flight of the two
vortex are asked to complete a detailed ques- aircraft involved; cases where the aircraftjtGonnaire. Whenever possible, the reports are generating the wake (the 'leader') was in a
supplemented by spacing data supplied by different phase of flight from the aircraft en-the air taffic controllers and by meteorclogi- countering it (the 'follower') are classified as

cal data; this extra inf,',rnation is received as 'other'. About 70% of the reported incidents
a matter of course when incidents are re- have occurred to aircraft approaching Lon-
ported in the neighbourhood of London don Heathrow airport, and these incidents
Heathrow airport. In some cases it has been have been subdivided into those occurring at
possible to examine flight data recordings or below 3000 ft ("final approach") and
from aircraft involved in reported incidents, those occurring above 3000 ft ("intermediate
No accidents attributable to wake vortices approach").
occurred.

This paper presents some of the data col-
lected during the five-year period 1972-1976, Table I. Summary of Reported Incidents
concentrating on the reported incidents oc- _ _ _

curring on the approach to London Heath- 1972 197311974 1975 1976 Total
row airport, which account for about 70% of Intermediate approach
the 316 reports received. Particular attention at Heathrow 4 6 3 9 11 33
is paid to the altitude at which the incidents Final approach
occurred, the reported wind conditions at the at Heathrow 40 49 18 27 59 193
time of occurrence, and the effect of the Approach elsewhere 4 3 3 3 4 17

in separation standards introduced in Take-off 5 8 2 4 19 38change En route 3 5 1 5 6 20
March 1974. Other 3 3 2 3 4 15

TOTAL 59 74 29 51 103 316

CLASSIFICATION OF -

REPORTED INCIDENTS Classification by Severity of Disturbance.

Between January 1972 and December The characteristic effect on an aircraft
A, 1976, a total of 316 reports were received, encountering a vortex wake is a sudden upset

excluding those which, on further investiga- about the roll axis. The severity of the dis-

6
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ST. JOHN

turbance is measured by the reported nkag- Tab!e 4. Aircraft Weight Groupings

nitude of this upset, on the assumption that
the pilot is taking corrective action. When a C hiWtigh t

large disturbance is reported, the flight data (kg) Ob)

recording (if available) is consulted to estab- r
lish the precise nature and magnitude of the B747-proup I Over 170.000 Over 375.000
upset. In general, the flight data recording B707-group 136.000- 170.00k 300,000 - 375.000

shows a roll angle somewhat less than was B720-group 100.000 - 136,000 2"20.000 - 300.000
Trident-group 40.000- 100.000 88.000- 220.000

estimated by the pilot, though in one en- Viscount-group 10,000 40,000 22,000- 88.000
route case a roll reported by the pilot as Learjet-group 7.000- 10.000 I -,000 22,000

40-606 was found to have been 69'. GA-group Below 7.000 Below t 5.000

Reported incidents are divided into
three classes as shown in Table 2, according ANALYSIS OF INCIDENTS REPORTED
to the angle of bank reported by the pilot. ON APPROACH TO HEATHROW
The actual hazard involved in any incident
depends on several factors, particularly on Analysis by Severity and Altitude.
the altitude at which the encounter occurs.

Table 5 gives the number of incidents in
Table 2. Classification of Incident Se'crity each class of severity reported on approach

to Heathrow in the whole five-year period in
Cas Reported Roll Exirs~on -various altitude bands. excluding 21 inci-

dents for which the altitude of occurrence
A Severe 30' or more
B Moderate Between 10' and 30w

jC Slight Less than 10' Table 5. Heathrow Approach Incidents by Scverit%

ri and AltitudeTable 3 shows the numbers of incidents re-
1-irted in each class. Altitude Severity

(fi) A B C Total
Tablc 3. Reported Incidents Classified by Severity

0- 200 5 34 21 60
All Incidents 201 - 500 I 3 3 7

A B C Total Sol - 1000 0 5 3 8

1001 - 2000 II 13 15 39
1972 14 24 21 59 2001 - 3000 12 22 32 66
1973 14 30 30 74 above 3000 7 10 8 25
1974 7 13 9 29 TOTAL 36 87 82 205
1975 9 I17 25 51
1976 is 39 49 103
TOTAL 59 123 134 316 Table 6 gives details of the six severe

T9 4incidents which have occurred at altitudes
below 1000 ft.

Classification by Aircraft Weight.
Analysis by Prevailing Wind Conditions.

The magnitude of the effect that the
wake of one aircraft can have on another Figure 1 shows the incidents reported at
aircraft is a complex function of the aircrafts' 1000 ft or below on approach to Heathrow,
relative weights, spans, etc., and of the con- plotted against the headwind (or tailwind)
trollability of the following aircraft. Initial and crosswind component recorded at the
experience, however, has shown that it is time of the incident by the Meteorological
helpful to classify reported incidents accord- Office anemometer positioned about 220
ing to the weights of the two aircraft in- metres south of the threshold of runway 10R.
volved. For this purpose, aircraft are The Mk5 Munro anemometer measures the
grouped into broad categories according to wind at 10 metres above ground level and the
their maximum certificated take-off weight measurements are averaged o, 10-minute
as shown in Table 4. period. It should be observed mtat the wind

7



ST. JOHN

Table 6. Details ok Severe Incidents Occurring Below 1000 ft

HEADWINJO CROSSWIND

INCIDENT AIRCRAFI ROLL HEIGHT Component Component SEPARATION
No. Leader Follower Degrees Feet Kts Kts nm REMARKS

53 1 B747 Trident IE 30 200 0 0 4 No natural turbu-
lence - B747 had
landed and turned
off runway. Separa-
tion should have
beeni 5 rnm (1972).

86 B707 Viscount 30 100 2 4 3 B707 just cleared
runway as Viscount
was over •.nproacf-,
lights when roll was

experienced.

97 B747 Viscount 30 300 5 1 5 Viscount experi-
enced very strong

rolling moments in
both directions from
300 ft to 100 ft agl.

126 B747 Viscount - 300 0 0 6 B747 just cleared
runway. Pilot was

[too busy to assess
roll angle, but turbu-
fence was so bad an
overshoot was con-

sidered.
157 1L62 Viscount 45 70 I 3 4 11162 just cleared

runway. Sharp right
wing drop required
full corrective aile-
ron. Turbulence
ceased 20 ft agi.

225 VCI0 HSI25 30 200 -3 3 5 VCI0 had cleared
runway when
HS125 encountered
wake turbuloace at
200 ft agl.

speeds recorded in this way are not always though it is of interest to relate reported inci-
representative of the conditions at the point dents to this wind ellipse, the difference be-
where the vortex encounter took place. tween the two types of wind measurement

Also shown on Figure 1 is the "wind used must be kept in mind.
ellipse" derived by the US DOT Transporta- The figure shows that almost all inci-
tion Systems Center as a result of mea- dents (70 out of 73 when the wind was re-
surements at Heathrow and elsewhere, corded) occurred when the reported wind
When the wind conditions, as measured by conditions lay inside or on the boundary of
an anemometer 15 metres above ground level the ellipse. All severe incidents occurred in
close to the threshold of the runway in ube, wind conditions well inside the ellipse. The
and averaged over I minute, lie outside this three incidents which occurred in wind con-
ellipse, it has been observed thai vortices of ditions outside the ellipse all occurred on
landing aircraft do not remain active for more approaches to the northern runway, and the
than 80 seconds in a zone of unlimited height two substantially outside the ellipse occurred
extending to a distance of 45 metres on each at an altitude of 1000 ft. It is interesting to

. side of the extended run-ay centreline. Al- note that many incidents occur above 1000 ft

• r•';;.7.€8

• .'ri
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Table 7. Inctdents Behind Aircraft Above 170.000 kg

•-..% all % all
-Year A B C TOTAL incidents landings landings

"197221 8 8 18 41 7700 6

1973[ 510 7 22 -:0 96001 7
""19741 5 2 8 38 1980' 7

1975 1 6 9 16 44 '13500 10
"N.76 3 8 20 31 44 6ooo 12

Table 8. Incidents Behind Aircraft Between 136.000
and 170.0W0 kg

% all % all
Figure 1. The winds forthe incidentsreportedat 1 Year A B C TOTAL incidents landingV landings

feet or below on approach to Heathrow. - .-

1972 4 9720 45 2660 19
in wind conditions outside the ellipse: during 1973 1 12 8 21 38 23500 18
the five year period a total of 51 such inci- 1974 3 3 2 8 38 24400 17

1975 2 3 7 12 33 23600 18dents, including 9 severe incidents, were re- 1976 7 1 112 34 4 21900 16
ported ci final approach to Heathrow. --. _

Incidents ihere 1hw Leading Aircraft uas ii number per 105 occasions on which each

the B747 or 8707 Weight Groap. leader-follower pair occurred. The frequen-
cies are expressed in this form to take ac-

Out of the '126 reported incidents (37 se- count of the different and changing propor-
vere) on the approach to Heathrow, 190 (29 tions of landings at Heathrow by the various
sevcre) occurred behind aircraft in the B747 aircraft types.
or B707 weight group. Tables 7 and 8 give the
numbers of inciients reported behind aircraft
in these group,, together with estimates of CONCLUSION
the annual numbers of landings of these air-
craft types at Heathrow. The analysis of over 300 reported wake

vortex incidents received during a period of 5
A nalysis of the Relative Frequei.,w ies of years shows considerable fluctuations, as is
Repor'ed lIcidents. to be expected from what is statistically a

small sample, but also some consistent fea-
In March 1974, following analysis of the tures. For example, although the total

early results from this programme, the spac- number of incidents reported annually has
ing given in the UK to aircraft in UK group 2 ranged from 29 in 1974 to 103 in 1976. the
(10,000 - 170,000 kg) on approach behind UK proportion occurring on approach to Heath-
gioup I (over 170,000 kg) was increased from row has always been aboltt 70%, and the
5 to 6 nautical miles. Thus it is interesting, in proportion of these Heathrow approach inci-
analys;ng fhe frequencies of reported inci- dents attributable to aircraft in the B747
dents, to c-,mpare the peri.'ds January 1972 weight group has remained close to 40% de-
to March 1974 and April 1974 to December spite the increasing numbers of these aircraft
1976. in service. The frequency of severe incidents

Table 9 shows the number of severe in- reported behind this group on approach to
cidents reported for selected le.&t'r-follower Heathrow dropped from 35 per 100,000 land-
pairs in the two periods and also the frequen- ings before April 1974, when the separation
cies of these incidents expressed as the behind such aircraft was changed from 5 to 6
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Table 9. Numbers and Relative Frequencies of Heathrow Approach Severe Incidents for Various Leader-Follower•. ~ Combinations

Leader's Follower's Jan '72 - Mar '74 Apr '74 - Dec '76
group group Total per 101 landings Total per 10- landings

! -.
) Trident 3 30 4 20

B747 Viscount 4 300 1 30
All 7 35 5 15

Trident 2 6 7 20
B707 Viscount 4 80 4 70

All 6 10 I1 15

All All I1 5.6 19 4.9

miles, to 15 per 100,000 landings thereafter. the B707 group (136,000 - 170,000 kg). The
Since the frequency of severe incidents re- number of movements by Viscount group
ported behind other large aircraft (above aircraft is comparatively small - less than
136,000 kg) mose slightly from 10 to 15 per I0% of all movements at Heathrow - and is
100,000 landings, the change in separation declining as the Viscounts themselves retire
would appear to have been fully justified op- from service and are only partially replaced
erationally as having led to a more consistent by newer aircraft in the same weight group.
level of safety behind all large aircraft. In addition, only a proportion of the severe

It is difficult to make a convincing esti- incidents occurred in the height band where
mate of the absolute level of safety being the risk of an accident is thought to be sig-
achieved. An attempt to do so was made in nificant. Thus the figures by themselves may
1973 by a small group comprising representa- not be a reliable guide to the importance of
tives of NATS, Directorate of Flight Safety, this problem.
Airworthiness Division and Chief Scientist's Virtually all incidents below 1000 ft on
Division from CAA, and of RAE Bedford. approach to Heathrow take place in wind
This group examined all the severe incidents conditions lying inside the 'wind ellipse'
reported up to that time and came to the shown in Figure 1. This implies that, when
conclusion that the likelihood of an accident the wind conditions lie outside this ellipse,
could be assumed to be of the order of 1/100 the separations applied currently are greater
of that of a severe incident, this being re- than is necessary to ensure adequate safety
garded as a pessimistic assumption. On this in this phase of flight. However, it must be
basis, the figures given in Table 9 for fre- noted that a substantial number of incidents,
quencies of severe incidents per 100,000 including some severe incidents, occur at al-
landings would represent the number of oc- ditudes between 1000 ft and 3000 ft in wind
casions in 107 landings on which an accident conditions outside the ellipse and a reduction
might be expected. The generally accepted in separations could be expected to increase
target level of safety is represented by a fig- the frequency and severity of such incidents.
ure of one fatal accident in 101 flights; con-
sequently some of the figures in these Tables ACKNOWLEDGMENT
could be seen as giving rise to a measure of
concern. The author would wish to acknowledge

Subsequent to March 1974, the highest the help of B. A. M. Piggott and J. A. Pask,
frequency of severe incidents, 70 per 101 both of Chief Scientist's Division, CAA, who
landings, has been experienced by aircraft in were responsible for both the data collection
the Viscount weight group behind those in and analysis of results.
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ESTIMATION OF VORTEX-INDUCED ROLL EXCURSIONSBASED ON FLIGHT AND SIMULATION RESULTS

BRUCE E. TINLING
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field CA

ABSTRACT: The results of flight measurements at altitude were combined with an analytical procedure
to estimate the wake vortex roll excursions for aircraft ranging in size from small business jets to jumbo
jets. The roll excursion estimates were compared with a bank-angle boundary developed from piloted
simulation. The estimates indicate that if the vortex from a jet transport of medium size or larger should
be encountered out of ground effect at current separation dltance standards, the resulting maximum
bank angle exceeds the boundary for all following aircraft except the large heavy transports. The
possible bank-angle excursion for small aircraft, even though their separation distances aie greater,
exceeds the boundary by a large amount. In view of this apparent hazard, it is reasoned that the current
extremely low accident rate exists because the specified separation allows sufficient time for the vortices
to be removed frora the path of following aircraft bý winds and by their mutual induction, and because
the vortex strength is dissipated at low altitudes by ground effect.

NOMENCLATURE approaches to the solution of this problem.
One is to develop a wake vortex avoidance

AR = aspect ratio. b2/S system for the terminal airspace. Such a sys-
b = wing span tern is being developed by the DOT Trans-

C1,C2 = constants portation 'Systems Center. The other ap-
g = gravitational acceleration proach to the wake vortex problem, finding
p = roll rate an aerodynamic means to reduce the hazard,
p roll acceleration has been the subject of a NASA research
S = wing area program for several years. A number of al-
V = airspeed leviation techniques were developed in the

V0 = maximum vortex tangential NASA ground-based research facilities, and
velocity several have shown sufficient promise to

W = aircraft weight warrant evaluation in flight.
x = downstream distance Within the last year, the research pro-

Fr large radius cit hulation grams have provided sufficient information
At = vortex encounter duration to estimate the maximum roll excursions that
p =-air density can be imposed on following aircraft by jet
o- = radius of gyration transports and to determine if such excur-
0=bank angle. sions are likely to represent a potential

hazard during the final phases of the landing
Subscripts approach. This information can be used to

f= following or encountering evaluate the roll excursions under current

g = vortex generating aircraft, encounter for a variety of aircraft pairs, to
evaluate the roll excursions of arodynami-

INTRODUCTION cally alleviated configurations at reduced
separations, and to estimate the level of

A solution to the wake vortex problem aerodynamic alliviatior, required if an en-
that permits airport capacity to be increased counter is to be nonhazardous.
with no reduction in safety is essential to the
success of the upgraded third generation air The procedure for estimating the roll ex-
traffic control system proposed for the 1980s cursions is outlined in Figure i. The follow-
[1]. Research is in progress on two different ing are key elements of this procedure:

A.
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Figure 1. Procedure for estimation and evaluation of vortex-induced roll excursions.

I. Verification of calculations of rolling span length of the aircraft that generated the
moment on aircraft that encounter a vortex. The key assumptions in the analysis
wake vortex by making flight mea- of the data are:
surements of upsets and vortex veloc- I. Rolling moments are computed for a
ity fields. worst-case situation where the air-

2. Correlation of flight results to obtain craft is centered in a vortex. The en-
vortex decay histories for jet trans- velope of vortex-induced rolling mo-
port aircraft in terms of correlation ments measured during intentional
parameters given by Iversen [21: encounters during flight test repre-

3. Estimation of the maximum duration sents this condition.
of an encounter from flight-test data: 2. The large radius circulation is invar-

4. Calculation of roll time histories using iant with increasing separation and is
a pilot response model developed equal to that for an elliptically loaded
from moving-base simulation results: wing.

5. Evaluation of the roll excursion in 3. The velocity distribution within the
terms of a bank-angle boundary de- vortex is that given by the variable
veloped from simulation results. eddy-viscosity solution by Iversen

121.
DATA ANALYSIS 4. The duration of unintentional encoun-

ters by any aircraft can be repre-
The flight data on vortex-induced rolling sented in the worst case by the

moments and maximum vortex tangential maximum for intentional encounters
velocity were obtained at altitudes of several by the small probe aircraft used in
thousand feet or more. The estimated flight test.
maximum excursions, therefore, correspond 5. The bank-angle boundary determined
to those that might occur out of ground ef- from piloted motion-base simulation
fect, that is, at an altitude greater than one separates possibly hazardous encoun-

" W. 12
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ters from nonhazardous encounters. decay of a single line vortex leads to
Exceeding the boundary, therefore, parameters that successfully collapse the
does not necessarily imply a hazard- maximum vortex velocities from a number of4 ous situation. data sources to a single curve. In Iversen's

vortex model, the large radius circulation is
CORRELATION OF FLIGHT-TEST assumed to be constant and dissipation oc-

RESULTS curs in the vortex core. His model was com-
bined with the rolling-moment calculation

Rolling Moment and Maximum Vortex proposed by Rossow et al. to allow vortex
1 Tangential Velocity. velocities to be inferred from the rolling

moments. The inverse calculation obviously
The principal method employed by is also feasible; that is, the rolling moment

NASA to evaluate vortex alleviation tech- can be estimated from the peak tangential-
niques is to measure the rolling moment on a velocity correlation for arbitrary vortex
following aircraft. This method has been generating and penetrating aircraft.
used in ground-based facilities as well as in A time history of a vortex encounter typ-
flight where the rolling moments are inferred ical of those from which estimates of peak
from the measured time histories of aircraft velocity were made is shown in Figure 2.
motion following an intentional encounter This particular record is unique in that it
with a marked vortex. Many encounters are represents the only instance known to the
made and it is assumed that the envelope of author where a large upset has been mea-
the rolling-moment variation with distance sured at approach speeds on a 3' glide slope.
represents the maximum. A limitation of The generating aircraft was Boeing-727 and
such results is that they cannot be gener- the probe aircraft was a Lear Jet-23.
alized for direct application to other aircraft
pairs. This is because the vortex core en-
larges as the decay progresses, and the effect
of a change in core size on rolling moment
varies nonlinearly with the span of the pene-
trating aircraft. This limitation can be cir-
cumvented if the vortex velocity field can be .2.5

inferred from the rolling-moment mea- rad"ec 0

ring velocities was developed and the resuits rad-l-c am 1[ 0
compared with velocity measurements made ". 0 -

in flight. These were obtained with a hot- 2 _
wire anemometer as a probe aircraft dOL -E
traversed the vortex wake. Reference 3 gives -2 5  E2.-A MI

a more complete description of the flight-test r,.,,
2  ,

techniques used in making both the velocity -25 1 2 3

and the rolling-moment measurements. TIME,,,

The estimation of vortex velocity from
measured rolling moments is based on the Figure 2. Time history of 4 roil response of Lear
work of Rossow et al. [41 and Iversen [2]. Jet-23 encou,.' ,'e vortex of a B-727

Rossow et al. compared maximum vortex- on a 3Y approach a. , with a separation
induced rolling moments measured in the of 2.7 n. mi.
wind tunnel with those estimated by several
methods. He demonstrated that a method The recorded roll acceleration for any
based on simple strip theory yields results encounter is typically oscillatory, as shown.
that agree with experiment as well as more This high-frequency oscillation is believed to
elaborate lifting surface methods. Iversen be structural in origin and was ignored in the
demonstrated that a procedure based on a estimation of peak vortex-induced roll accel-
variable eddy-viscosity solution for the eration. The procedure used in this estimate

13
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was first to correct the measured Lccelera- correlation of in-flight measurements of the
tion for aerodynamic moments caused by wake velocities of the C-SA. For purposes of
control inputs and by aircraft motion. The this analysis, the vortex decay for the B-747
principal contributions to this correction and B-727 with landing flaps has been as- Ji
come from aileron deflection and roll damp- sumed to be as shown in Figure 3. However,
ing. The peak vortex-niduced roll accelera- there is no reason to believe that the dimen-
tion was then chosen as shown in Figure 2, sionless distance parameter, as developed by
with the peaks caused by structural oscilla- Iversen for decay of a line vortex, will also
tion averaged, correlate with the point where rapid decay

The peak tangential velocities calculated occurs. It should also be recognized that the
from the rolling moments determined in flight point for rapid decay will be influenced by
are presented in Figure 3 in terms of the atmospheric turbulence and possibly by
correlation parameters developed by Iver- ground effect.
sen. The data presented include results ob- One aerodynamic alleviation technique
tained during tests of B-747 and B-727 air- that proved promising from results obtained
craft in the landing configuration with the in ground-based facilities is modification of
Lear Jet-23 used as a probe aircraft. Also the span-load distribution. In particular, a
shown in Figure 3 are results of direct veloc- sizable reduction in rolling moment was A
ity measurements made in the wake of the realized when only the inner segments of the
B-747. It can be seen that the results of the flaps of the B-747 were lowered. Unfortu-
two types of measurement are in reasonable nately. the flight tests showed that the allevi-
agreement with each other and with Iver- ation was nearly eliminated when the gear
sen s correlation for values of the dimension- was lowered or when small amounts of side-
less downstream distance parameter of less slip were introduced. The results from flight
than about 900. This implies that the method tests of this modified flap configuration with
of computing rolling moment from the known the gear retracted have been included here
vortex field yields reasonable results. because they represent the highest level of

aerodynamic alleviation achieved to date.

The results given in Figure 3 show two
beneficial effects of lowering only the in-

B 727 4 I I board flap segments as an alleviation tech-
, ••.-/,.,,nique. The first is the lowering of the peak
.CORRnELATIO~vN' tangential velocity at relatively small separa-

oMF,,sIoNtrss • tL~ NGFtS tion distances. This effect. observed in tests
MAXIMUM 7B --- , in ground-based facilities, led to the flight-

TANGENTIAL -2- 8 .. 2 test program. An equially important effect,
- ' REPS \, Es•AS not evident prior to correlating the flight-test

NEI \ o data in terms of Iversen's parameters, is that
.o• 8,747 the distance at which the rapid decay occurs

05 is reduced. As shown in Figure 3, this effect
2o0 400N 10 oo00 ,o o. causes reductions in peak vortex velocity ofDIME•NSIONLESS OOWNSTR E.!DIS-TANCE,WXII, /°v, NIAR the order of 4 at values of the dimensionless

distance parameter, (xlb)( r/vb,)AR2 , great-
er than about 900 in contrast to about 2 in the

Figure 3. Correlation of maximum vortex tangential near field.
velocity determined from rcspoaue mca-
surements and by direct velocity measure- The apparent sensitivity of the distance
ment. at which rapid decay of the wake vortex oc-

At values of the downstream distance curs to the aircraft configuration is not un-
parameter greater than 900, the data can be derstood. The discovery of the fundamental
bounded by a line with a slope of -2, rather factors or parameters that influence this dis-
than - 1/2 as in Iversen's original correlation. tance might lead to the development of more
This rapid decay has also been observed in a effective vortex alleviation techniques.
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Encounter Duration.

The ultimate objective of the data analy-
sis is to obtain sufficient information to cal-
culate the time history of the aircraft motion 0 * ..

following an encounter. This requires that 0 o
the time history of the rolling moment in- 00 06 080 8
duced on the encountering aircraft be repre- 0 0 00

sented. Examination of the flight records in- 2 0 0

dicated that there is no typical rolling accel- 0o 000 0 0

eration time history. The strategy adopted 1 0 GENERATRA,0 0-,0 AIRCRAFT 108 B727 :

was to integrate the rolling-moment accelera- PROBE AIRCRAFT LEAR JET

tion due to the vortex to obtain the total 0 .2 - i . 1.0L

impulse. An equivalent impulse having the
same area was then specified as indicated in Figure 4. Duration of •ortex encounters.
Figure 2. The amplitude was chosen to be
equal to the maximum acceleration because
of the vortex, and the rise and decay times
were always assumed to be 0. 1 sec.

The duration of a large number of en- BANK-ANGLE BOUNDARY
counters is shown in Figure 4 as computed
by the method described. Data from many Piloted simulations were conducted on
more encounters are included in this figure in the Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft at
contrast to Figure 3 where only data repre- Ames Research Center to determine hazard
senting the largest upsets at a given separa- criteria for vortex encounters. A bank-angle
tion distance are shown. The encounter du- boundary was determined for jet aircraft in
ration data show no correlation between p the 10,000-lb class (Lear Jet-23) and for the
and At, and that, with one exception, the 150,000-lb class (Boeing 707/720) (see refer-
encounters last less than I sec. The excep- ence 5). In both simulations only the final
tion is the encounter shown previously in approach flight condition was considered.
Figure 2 which was obtained with the probe The pilot control task was to fly an approach
aircraft in the landing configuration and at on a 3' glide slope in an environment of calm
approacl. speed. All other encounters were air or light turbulence and an occasional
made with the probe at an airspeed about wake vortex encounter. Both VFR and IFR
40% greater with the probe either clean or approaches were simulated.
with partial flaps. It is likely that the lower To achieve the most realistic simulation
airspeed typical of the approach increased results, several things were done to enhance
the duration of the encounter. There are in- the element of surprise so that the pilot could
sufficient data to determine if the size of the not anticipate the vortex upset. Although the
generating aircraft influences encounter du- pilot knew he was flying a vortex encounter
ration. The few points that are available from simulation, he could not anticipate the upset
tests of the B-727 - Lear Jet combination are because the altitude of the encounter, the
distributed from about 0.4 to 1.27 sec. magnitude of the vortex strength, and the

On the basis of the data in Figure 4, the direction of vortex flow (clockwise or coun-
duration of the encounter was chosen to be I terclockwise) were all varied in a random
sec. In view of the airspeed of the probe manner from one approach to the next. In
aircraft, this encounter duration might be addition, during some approaches, there
shorter than would normally be experienced would be no vortex encounter. To further
during a landing approach. Selection of an surprise the pilot, the encounter upset fea-
increased duration will cause a near!y pro- tures were varied so that he could not adapt a
portional increase in the calculated maxi- standard response once he determined an
mum bank angle. encounter was occurring. This was done by

ii: i..5
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simulating encounters from any one of sev- a wake vortex encounter was developed
eral directions which caused different condi- from the simulation results by Systems
tions to be associated with each upset occur- Technology, inc., under contract to the FAA
rence. For example, encounters at a shallow [6]. The model is limited to those encounters
entry angle from beneath the vortex result in in which the rolling moment is in one direc-
a monotonically increasing bank angle in the tion only; this is typical for the landing ap-
absence of pilot control, and shallow angle proach where the vortex would be entered
encounters directly from the side result in a from above.
roll in one direction followed by a larger roll As an example of the use of the pilot
in the opposite direction in the absence of model, the response was calculated to the
pilot control. vortex acceleration time history shown in

The pilots were asked to rate the encoun- Figure 2. The results are presented in Figure
ters as either hazardous or nonhazardous. 6. The computed bank angle is considerably
An encounter was to be rated nonhazardous less than experienced in flight where the pilot

only if the possibility of an accident due to purposely held the controls fixed during the
the upset was considered by the pilot to be encounter. The phases of pilot activity perti-
extremely low. The analysis of the data indi- nent to the computation of maximum bank
cated that the best separation of the data into angle are termed A through C. In phase A,
nonhazardous and possibly hazardous re- the. pilot is responding to normal turbulence,
gions could be made on the basis of if any, with aileron response to roll rate and
maximum vortex-induced bank angle. Typi- roll angle governed by derived gain constants
cal results are shown in Figure 5. The bank- with a time delay of about 0.4 sec. After
angle boundary is drawn to separate ihe data encountering the vortex, the switching logic
into nonhazardous and possibly hazardous of the model enters phase B once a threshold
regions. On the basis of similar results for roll rate of 0.05 rad/sec or about 2.9 0 /sec is
both aircraft for VFR and IFR approach exceeded. During phase B, the pilot applies
conditions, the boundary for purposes of the lateral control to produce roll acceleration
analysis was chosen to lie between 8* and 10' proportional to roll rate, also with a 0.4-sec
of bank angle. time delay. When the aileron input rate

reaches zero, the model switches to phase C
NONHAZARDOUS which represents a period during which the

BANK-ANGLE BOUNDARY pilot waits for the bank angle to start decreas-
6POSSIBLY HAZARDOUS ing.

600 180 ig

'r 00 r~.. FILLEDSYM13OLS -150 E

a 0 DENOTE w
S4W- •0 HAZARDOUS

ENCOUNTERS 120
'-: PLOT2

S0C• ROLL ACCELtERATIONAL30 1070 ELA F O L

C0 ROL30AROELERATIO, 4

MAXMU 1ANK ANE H 30RL-RT,40L -1 OSATRNE

MANK ANGLE, d40180L CONSTANTCRANAE

Figure 5. Bank-angle boundary determined from pi- F E

Ioted. moving-base simulation of Boeing TIME.
707/7201FR.

Pilot Model.
Figure 6. Typical response to a vortex encounter

A model for the human pilot response to according to human pilot model.
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During phase C, the pilot applies how much the vortex has decayed and how
additional aileron control at a rate propor- much the resulting expandi.d core affects the
tional to the wheel deflection. The change in rolling moment of the encountering aircraft.
aileron input is small in this phase and may As the sketch in Figure 7 indicates, the
be slightly positive or negative. During phase change in rolling moment on the larger air-
D, the pilot applies lateral control propor- craft because of vortex decay would be ex-
tional to bank angle to effect his recovery pected to be much smaller than on the
with some roll rate gain to generate lead to smaller aircraft where the core enlargement
offset his time delay. Phase D, however, is of has reduced the vortex velocity over much of
negligible importance in determining the the wing span. Ignoring this factor for the
maximum bank angle which is of interest for moment, it is shown that the rolling moment
this analysis. is proportional to the span of the generator

The magnitude of the maximum bank multiplied by the square of the span of the
angle will be influenced by the size of the follower,
gain constants assigned to phases B and C
and the magnitude of the time delay. As Fig-
ure 6 shows, variation of these constants and •THI pAQX i11 REST q)JALII! 17 "Qk tA
the time delay within the limits observed dur- W "py jUR•1EW To DDA.Q m "
ing the simulatio'n experiments can change
the maximum bank angle between limits of
about +20% and - 10%. ."...:

OuANIITY EQUATION VAA

EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT SIZE CICUL.....O. 1• .... v
ROLIG EN L, IR , 1 Nb IN, A. bf

Before proceeding to the results of the
computations of vortex upset, it is instruc-
tive to consider the importance of aircraft -R-
size to the vortex upset problem. Aerody- .-_

namicists consider the upset in terms of
WWANT UT INIAA L.'T~Ilbrolling-moment coefficient and measure I. .,LLINA • ...LERATIONV I I .

progress toward reducing upset in terms of
this parameter. However, when the vortex
upset is considered in terms of rolling accel- Figure 7. Variation with aircraft size of quantities
eration or maximum bank angle, the impor- affecting response to a vortex encounter
tance of the variation of moment of inertia by geomettically similar aircraft.
with size of the encountering aircraft be-
comes evident. The moment of inertia of the encounter-

Consider the various parameters of ia- ing aircraft is the mo.t significant factor, de-
portance to the vortex upset problem as illus- pendent on aircraft size, that determines the
trated in Figure 7. The circulation in the vor- severity of the upset due to a vortex en-
tex system shed by the generating aircraft is counter. The ,'olling moment of inertia can be
proportional to the weight per unit span. For expressed as the aircraft mass, W/g, times
geometrically similar aircraft having equal the square of the radius of gyration. For air-
wing loading, weight will vary as the square craft having identical wing loading, the mo-
of the span; therefore, circulation will vary ment of inertia is found to vary roughly as the
as some constant, designated Ki in Figure 7, fourth power of the span. This corresponds
times the span. The rolling moment induced to the case when all the mass is uniformly
on the following aircraft is somewhat more distributed in a plane. Differences in engine
complicated and depends on the circulation location will cause some differences in this
of the generating aircraft, the square of the variation.
"span of the following aircraft, and some func- Finally, the rolling acceleration is shown
tion of separation distance and the spans of to be proportional to the span of the
the aircraft pair. This function expresses generator divided by the square of the span
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of the follower, multiplied by the function The calculated rolling-moment coeffi-
that expresses the effect of vortex decay. It cient for the Lear Jet-23 pair is considerably
is extremely interesting to consider the re- less than the expected value because of vor-
suits when a series of aircraft pairs, each of tex decay. However, even this much lower
ever decreasing size, are assumed to be at a calculated value exceeds what our experi-
common separation distance. Ignering the ence indicates will occur. The calculation of
decay function for the moment, the expres- rolling moment, in this case, depends on the
sion indicates that if the aircraft have identi- estimation of the rolling moment at dimen-
cal 'ving loading, the bank-angle excursion sionless downstream distances that exceed
should become more severe as the aircraft by about 50% the limits of the data on which
pairs become smaller! Iversen's correlation is based. The data

Results of calculations to study this ef- available from flight tests indicate a rapid
fect of aircraft size, based on the ccrreiation decay in this region. Further, the decay may
of experimental data discussed earlier, are be more rapid than the slope of -2 shown in
shown in Figure 8. The expected variation of Figure 3.
rolling-moment coefficient and 1, without In other words, extrapolation of the re-
"considering the effects of vortex decay, are suits to predict upset for small aircraft pairs
shown as the solid lines, assigning the value is questionable. However, there is evidence
of I t., a pair of B-747's with a separation of 3 that the decay of the vortex from the B-727 is
n. mi. The rolling-moment coefficient on the sufficiently close to that of the B-747, in di-
aircraft following would be expected to re- mensionless terms, to expect that the

main constant as size is reduced, and the rolling-moment coefficients would be very
rolling acceleration would be expected to in- nearly the same, as shown in Figure 8. In this
crease as b147!b. The actual values computed event, the rolling acceleration will vary
for the pairs of B-747Ts, B-727's, and Lear roughly inversely as the span, and the upset
Jet-23's have been compared on the same to a B-727 encountering a vortex from
basis. In making these computations, the another 3-727 would be expected to be mote
.variation of vortex velocity with distance severe than the upset of a B-747 caused by a

"8 implied by Figure 3 was assumed to apply to B-747 at the same distance.
all aircraft. The calculated value of p for the
pair of B-727's exceeds the expected value CALCULATED BANK-ANGLE
because the placement of engines on this air- EXCURSIONS FOR CURRENT
craft causes a smaller moment of inertia thar. SEPARATION STANDARDS
given by the assumed variation.

Iversen's correlation has been shown to
collapse vortex decay data from many

,,. bg sources to a single curve. On the basis of this
SEPARATION - 3 result, the vortex decay data shown in Figure

E NO DE• •~cr~o •o oCAY 3 would be expected to apply to the B-727 as
well as to the B-747 in the range of dimen-
sionless downstream distances where the

\ 1, 1 -slope of - 1/2, as given by Iversen, applies.
2- However, the point at which the decay pro-

LEARJET cess apparently changes and is better repre-

7 •sented by a slope of -2 might not be the
_..----"ROLLINOMOMENTCOFFIC-ENT. C same for both aircraft. TI~e two data points

shown in Figure 3 for the B- 127 represent the
• * ' ' 'most severe encounters obtained during the0 .2 .4 ,• .8 1.0

b flight tests reported in reference 7. A slope of
-2 drawn through these points would reduce

Figure 8. Variation with aircraft size on the severity the peak tangential velocity at separations of
of the encounter for identical generating 3 and 4 n. mi. by about 40%. The correspond-
and following aircraft. ing reduction in rolling moment will depend
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on the span of the penetrating aircraft and In view of the large estimated bank an-
will be considerably smaller than 40%. How- gles, it is logical to ask why there have not
ever, for purposes of this analysis the solid been more wake vortex accidents and inci-
lines in Figure 3 were assumed to apply to dents. Landing accidents attributable to the
both the B-747 and the B-727. wake vortex, for instance, are reported in

The calculated maximum bank angles reference 9 to be only about one in 3 million
are shown in Figure 9. Also shown are esti- landings. Reasons for the low accident rate in
mates of bank angles made by Nelson [8]. view of the apparent hazard are: (1) the low
Nelson's calculation used a different vortex probability of a "maximum" encounter in
model, a simpler pilot model, and the calcu- which an aircraft penetrates the center of the
lation consisted of a six-degrees-of-freedom vortex; (2) the wake vortex in ground effect
digital simulation of the encounter with the is considerably weaker than at the altitudes
encounter duration determined by the path of where the data for this study were obtained;
the aircraft. Nelson's estimates are for dif- and (3) the bank-angle boundary drawn on
fereut aircraft pairs and cannot be compared the basis of the simulation results is very
directly with those made herein, but when conservative.

the effects of aircraft size are considered his "Maximum" encounters of the type
procedure appears to result in somewhat consider ed in this study can be shown to be
greater values of maximum bank angles. extremely rare events. Surveys of the pres-

ence of the vortex in an area 46 m on either
side of the runway centerline [10] show the N
vortex to be present about 1% of the time at a
separation of 3 n. mi. (see Figure 10). At
separations of 4 n. mi. or more, the occur-
rence is -reported to be less than 0.1%. For a

80[ maximum encounter, the aircraft must be
centered in the vortex core, which is of the

"" NE SON REFERNENCE a order of a few meters in diameter. Thus the
d"40N BANK- probability of a core penetration is consider-

SOUDR ably lower than that stated above.
20'

0INE6*20 VC3 '073 0*lB 72? 0*

100

Figure 9. Calculated upset magnitudes for current t
separation standards. C

00

Both sets of calculations show the domi-
nant effects of aircraft size and that the 40JFK/O DATA
maximum bank angles for the small aircraft 2 n, mi.

exceed the bank-angle boundary by factors
of from 4 to 7 even though the separation 3n.mi.3 n. mi.

distances for these aircraft are greater. This
relatively large estimated response of the
small aircraft to a vortex encounter is consis- TIME, we
tent with the trend of accident statistics re.
ported in reference 9 where it is stated that
the vortex-related accident rate is lower by Fgure 10. Results of surveys by DOT near runway
an order of magnitude for air carriers than i. threshold to determine vortex presnce
is for general aviation. within 46 m of runway centerline.
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The effect of the proximity of the ground decreased (see Figure 10). The possibility of
on vortex strength possibly also influences encountering the vortex outside of ground

the frequency with which the vortex will lie effect, where it is evidently stronger, will
within the landing area. It will also have a also increase. This is important for IFR op-
large effect on the severity of an encounter if erations where the bank-angle boundary was
an encounter should occur. Surveys by the determined to be at about 10' even at an
DOT using acoustic radar in the regior of the altitude of 160 m. One reason for the in-
runway threshold [ II] have indicated circula- creased encounter probability is that the
tion strengths that are lower than would be downwash will have less time to carry the
expected out of ground effect by a factor of 2 vortex pair below the flight path of the fol-
or more at a separation of 2 n. mi. Further lowing aircraft. Hence, the probability of en-
reductions would be expected as the separa- counters caused by glidepath errors of either
tion is increased. This is extremely important aircraft or by the presence of large scale tur-
since the vortex tends to lie well below the bulence is increased.
flight path until its descent is arrested by the To assess the progress of the aerodynam-
ground. It is in this region that the 10-year ic alleviation program toward producing be-
statistics reported in reference 9 indicate nign encounters, calculations were made of
that more than 70% of the encounters leading upsets that could be caused by the wake of
to accidents occur. jet transports with only the inner segments of

Finally, the bank-angle boundary is very the flaps lowered (30/1). This particular con-
conservative. The pilots participating in the figuration has produced the greatest allevia-
simulation program were instructed to rate tion in flight observed to date. The rmaximum
an encounter as hazardous if there was more tangential velocity is shown in Figure 3 to be
than a "very low" probability that an acci- about halved at 3 n. mi. for the B-747 and
dent would result. The boundary was then reduced to possibly 1/4 for the same
drawn as a lower bound to all of the modification to a B-727. Estimates of the.
maximum bank angles for encounters rated maximum bank angles for various aircraft
as hazardous. The boundary therefore iden- encountering the wake of this alleviatc d cun-
tifies a nonhazardous region, but exceeding figuration are shown in Figure 11.
the boundary by a modest amount does not
necessarily imply a hazardous situation.

AERODYNAMIC ALLEVIATION OF
THE WAKE VORTEX HAZARD

In the previous section it was demon-
strated that a vortex encounter under current •j ALLEVAE

separation standards can exceed the bank.. MAXIMUM

angle boundary and that the bank angle for AL ,01
small aircraft can be of the order of 70'. From UP:ET

this it can be concluded that the current ex-
tremely low wake vortex accident rate is a - -

consequence of the vortex usually being re- IEPAO"'0 I 3 L 6. 3 3 4

moved by ambient winds or, at extremely ,ENRATOR 8347 a .2?
low altitudes, dissipated by ground effect. A
reduction in separation distance, which is the
goal for the aerodynamic alleviation pro-
gram, will allow less time for these favorable Figwe 11. Comparison of upsei magnitudes of al-
effects to occur and is therefore likely to leviated configuration at 3 n. mi. separation"cause inrae n h ubrofvre n with unalleviated configuration at standard

counters. For instance, the cumulative prob- separation distance.

ability of vortex presence over the runway The modified flap configuration (30/1) is
P gincreases markedly when the separation is shown to be effective in reducing the
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maximum bank angle to a level that is less at permits flight data from a particular vortex
a separation of 3 n. mi. than it is for the generating and probe aircraft combination to
standard flap configuration (30/30) at current be applied to estimate the roll excursions for
separation distances. However, the only air- other aircraft combinations.
craft combinations for which the maximum An analysis of the flight measurements in
bank angle lies within the boundary are the terms of Iversen's correlation parameters in-
B-747 and the B-727 encountering their own dicates that aerodynamic alleviation has two
wake. As noted previously, the bank-angle distinct effects that are important to the indi-
boundary is conservative. Another important cated reduction of the wake vortex upset.
reference is the bank angle for the B-727 with The first is a uniform reduction in maximum30/30 flaps encountering its own wake. In vortex velocity at distances less than about 3

"view of the large number of operations oc- n. mi. behind a large heavy transport. This
curring daily for this and the other combina- phenomenon has been observed during tests
tions of aircraft of this class without any ac- in ground-based facilities. The second effect
cidents, it must be concluded that the level of is a marked reduction in the distance at
maximum bank angle and encounter prob- which the decay process apparently changes,
ability associated with a separation of 3 n. causing the peak velocities to vary approxi-
mi. is representative of an adequate level of mately inversely with the square of further
safety. The maximum bank angle for this increases in separation distance. An under-
situation is shown to be about 18'. This is standing of the basic reasons for this latter
exceeded by several degrees when the B-727 effect might lead to more effective vortex
encounters the wake of the B-747 with 30/1 alleviation techniques.
flaps and by a factor of about 3 when the Estimates indicate that the best config- N
Lear Jet encounters this wake at the reduced uration for aerodynamic alleviation of the

separation. The maximum bank angle for the wake vortex will produce bank-angle levels

Lear Jet is only slightly less than it is for the at 3 n. mi. that are comparable to those of
unmodified flaps at a separation of 6 n. mi. In unalleviated aircraft at current separation
view of the magnitude of the maximum bank distances. However, the maximum bank
angle, safety must be provided for the small angle for small aircraft is estimated to be
aircraft through other means, such as en- large in either case and to exceed the bank-
hanced flight control characteristics or by a angle boundary by a large amount. It must be
very low encounter probability afforded by a concluded that safety for small aircraft is
large separation distance. Therefore, even currently provided by an extremely low vor- I
though the wake alleviation technique makes tex encounter probability which is likely to
it possible to obtain roughly the same bank- be jeopardized by a decrease in separation.
angle magnitudes at half the separation dis- R EN
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HAZARD EXTENT ABOUT AIRCRAFT TRAILING WAKE VORTICES -

ANALYTIC APPROACH

IAN G. McWILLIAMS
U.S. Department of Transpartation

Transportation Systems Center
Cambridge MA 02142

ABSTRACT: The proposed Vortex Advisory System makes use of the fact that under certain wind
conditinns, vortices canrot be detected within a protected corridor after 80 seconds. The width of the
corridor is dependent upon the hazard extent about vortices. Two methods for estimating the hazard
extent are presnted: a static calculation of the rolling moment on a generic aircraft as a function of
distance from the vortex axis: and a dynamic simulation of a B-720 encountering vortices at varying
distances. Both of these methods were found to be in substantial agreement and yielded a value of 30
meters as a conservative estimate for the hazard extent about vortices.

INTRODUCTION Vortex encounter probes were made at dis-
tances ranging from I nm to 15 nm behind the

The term "hazard definition" is gener- generator aircraft. Distance was measured
ally used to describe all of the circumstances either by precision radar or onboard DME.
under which a vortex wake can be dangerous The pilot of the probe aircraft tried to keep
to a following aircraft. Such a description i:he aircraft in the center of the vortex which
would have to include: generator type, fol- was usually marked with smoke. Roll re-
lower type, altitude, flight configuration of sponse was found to be the principal effect in
both aircraft, geometry of penetration, sep- vortex encounters. Analysis of' the data
aration between aircraft, and the meteorolog- showed good correlation between the separa-
ical conditions. At present there is not lion distance at which roll acceleration just
enough knowledge of vortex behavior to exceeded the roll control capability and the
make a determination of whether a vortex minimum separation the test pilots judged as
encounter would be hazardous for all combi- adequate for safety. It has been suggested
nations of the variables mentioned above, that just such a methodology be used to es-

An ideal solution to the problem of tablish separation standards.
hazard definition would be to run a series of There are serious limitations to relying
flight tests in which several types of in- solely on flight test for hazard definition. For
strumented aircraft would probe known vor- the sake of safety, all of the encounter probes
tex flow fields. In these tests the encounter took place at an altitude of approximately
upset could be measured as a function of 3,000 m AGL. It is evident that if there is a
vortex strength and position. Unfortunately, radical difference in the time scale of vortex
in this type of experiment, it becomes too decay between 3,000 m AGL and 150 m
difficult to control all of the important var- AGL, then the separation distances found in
iables. Nevertheless, a considerable amount the flight tests are not directly applicabie to
of information can be gleaned from an en- approach and landing operations.
counter flight test. Until the present, it has not been possi-

NASA has conducted a series of flight ble to measure the vortex flow field and the
tests to evaluate the response of probe air- probe aircraft response simultaneously for a
craft to a vortex wake [1, 2]. The wake- near parallel encounter. The distance behind
generating aircraft included C-5A, B-747, the generator aircraft was used to extrapolate
DC-10, CV-880, B-727 and DC-9, while the the vortex strength. In addition, all of the
list of probe aircraft included the DC-10, probes were central encounters, i.e., the
DC-9, T-3A, Lear Jet, and the Cessna 210. probe aircraft were flown into the visual
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center of the vortex; consequently, there is One is a static calculation of the vortex-
only qualitative information on the spatial induced rolling moment of a generic aircraft
extent of the hazard region. displaced various distances from the vortex

The Vortex Advisory System (VAS) [31 axis. A simplified rolling moment calculation
uses a wind measurement algorithm to de- employing a reciprocal theorem of Heaslet
termine the conditions under which aircraft and Spreiter [61 which overestimates the
separation standards can be reduced to 3 vortex-induced rolling moment will be used.
nautical miles for every combination of air- The calculated rolling moment will be corn-
craft. The VAS algorithm is based on a large pared to the roll authority for encountering
number of measured vortex tracks at three aircraft of varying wing spans, and the
airports: New York's JFK, Denver's Staple- hazard extent will be defined as the distance
ton, and London's Heathrow [4, 5]. It has from the vortex axis at which the ratio of the
been found that whenever the surface wind induced rolling moment to the roll authority
vector, as measured near landing threshold, falls below a prescribed value. The hazard
lies outside an ellipse whose minor axis is 5.5 extent corresponding to several values of this
knots in the lateral or crosswind direction ratio, 1.0, .75 and .5, will be examined.
and whose major axis is 12 knots in the Ion- The second approach is to Uze a dynamic
gitudinal direction, vortices have not been simulation of a particular aircraft, B-720, to
detected within a protected corridor 90 probe the vortex flow field. In this method
meters wide and centered on the runway cen- the probe aircraft flys a 3' glide-slope ap-
terline after 80 seconds from aircraft pas- proach. The vortex, whose axis is parallel to
sage. and displaced from the extended runway

The hazard extent of vortices is one of centerline, acts as a disturbance to the probe
the factors which goes into the determination aircraft. For. this case the hazard extent is
of the width of the corridor used in the VAS defined as the distance beyond which the
algorithm. The hazard extent of a vortex is total roll excursion falls below a prescribed
the minimum lateral distance which a landing hazard criterion value derived from the
aircraft can be displaced from the vortex axis NASA-Ames/FAA simulation [7]. It will be J
without experiencing unacceptable upsets. seen that the two methods outlined aboveThe function of the VAS is to ensure that an produce consistent results.

approaching aircraft's flight path is always
displaced at least a distance equal to the HAZARD EXTENT DERIVED FROM A
hazard extent from any vortices remaining GENERIC AIRCRAFT
after 80 seconds. For the VAS algorithm, the ROLLING-MOMENT CALCULATION
hazard extent is defined without regard for
the type of aircraft which is the generator and One of the simplest methods of deriving
which is the follower and without taking vor- a formulation for the rolling moment of an
tex decay directly into consideration, aircraft in the flow field of a vortex is to use a

In order to arrive at an estimation of version of strip theory. Barrows [8] has used
vortex hazard extent, a number of simpli- a similar formulation using the reciprocal
fying assumptions will have to be made. theorem of Heaslet and Spreiter [6] which
First, it will be assumed that we are dealing relates the rolling moment on a wing in an
only with aircraft on final appioach at an artbittary flow field to that of a wing rolling at
altitude of 60 meters or less, that is, in a a uniform rate. For an aircraft flying in the
region where vortices are known to sink to flow field w(y) of a vortex (Figure 1) with
near the ground and vortex vertical descent forward velocity V, the rolling moment can
will not clear the vortices from the flight be written
path. The second assumption is that the vor-
tex flow field is the worst case possible in (, I / [' y dy (1)
today's air traffic mix, such as the 747 or -b/2 L v(Y)

• DC- 10 vortex.
There are two approaches to the estab- where [k(Y)]Qv(a is the sectional loading in-

lishment of a hazard extent considered here. duced by the flow field represented by av(y).
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where [K(y)l,,1y) is the sectional loading of
the aircraft wing rolling at rate p. Then

L-v b/2 (~ Y y
_Jb/2 up "

For p= 2V/b we have

L ( [Y)]. V (y) dy. (3)

Equation (3) allows us to calculate the rolling
"moment on an aircraft due to an arbitrary
flow field a,.y) by means of simple strip inte-
gration once the sectional loading for the

Figure I. Geometry of rolling-moment calculation, same aircraft in uniform rolling motion is cal-
culated.

Consider now the same aircraft rolling at Eggleston and Diederich [9] have ex-
a uniform rate p. Then pressed the rolling-moment coefficient in

terms of the roll damping coefficient
v P

apy y or y = • p
= P

-ctP f +1 ()
Equation (I) can be rewritten

where y(2y/b)is a weighting function derived
. •f b/2 [,] . (2) from a calculation of the rolling moment of

J -b/'2 (Y) the aircraft in uniform rolling motion.
Following Barrows [81, the rolling-

moment coefficient is calculated for a Betz
model vortex field gi',en by

The right side of Equation (2) is a constant
times the integral over the span of a sectional
loading due to the vortex angle of attack dis- r -
tribution times the angle of attack of an air- °

craft rolling at rate p. The reciprocal theorem
allows us to reversc the roles of the two w - r f('),

angles of attack, that is g

J~~ ~ -h2av\Ib/2 [4_l~ 5_(y d
2x 2/3

[Y)] C2Py) dy f,,[
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where the g subscripts refer to parameters of is a dimensionless quantity describing how
the vortex-generating aircraft. The corre- the roliing moment varies with displacement
sponding roll-moment coefficient for the fol- x from the vortex axis. I(2x/bf) is plotted in
lowing aircraft (Figure 1) cari be written Figure 2 using an elliptical weighting function

in -he integral for three values of brlbg.

v 2i) 9 Vfbf J-1
(2 y/bf) - (2

x/bf)

where the t subscripts refer to parameters of
the following aircraft. Let

R Cv
(CL)ax control

Figure 2. Plot of the dimensionless rolting moment

be the ratio of the vortex-induced rolling for various values of the follower-to-
generator wingspan ratio.

moment to the maximum roll-control mo-
ment.

The maximum roll control available can The rolling moment is a maximum when
be related to the roll-damping coefficient by the following aircraft is ;mtered at the vor-

tex axis and falls off cuntinuously as the fol-
lower is displaced, reversing sign at about .8

(2v) = CLsemispans and reaching a negative maximum
(Cmax control = 2vmax p max at one semispan. The negative maximum,

occurring when the wing tip is in the vortex
core, represents a rolling moment with the
opposite sense of rotation as the vortex.
When the wing tip is completely outside of

Then the vortex core, the rolling moment falls off
rapidly as a function of distance.

Using typical aircraft parameters:
R- p.. Pm =0.8, CL=1.0, AR=7, Vg=Vr, and

max fb,=60m, we obtain (with bf in meters)

where R 106.8 (62_)

(2) 1 (~ 9(x f( We can now define the hazard extent as

f f the distance from the vortex beyond which R
is always less than some chosen value Rmnin.
Figure 3 is a plot of hazard extent for three
values of Rmin (1, .75 and .5).
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,.............exceed one half the roll control power for

any following aircraft, a protected corridor of
30 meters is adequate.

DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF
AIRCRAFT-VORTEX ENCOUNTERS

In order to probe the spacial extent of
-_ -- vortex hazard, a computer simulation of a

vortex encounter has been developed at TSC
[10]. A strip-theory model of the aerodynam-
ics was used to calculate the forces and
moments due to a non-uniform wind field
which the vortex represents. Initial attempts
at a fixed-stick simulation demonstrated that
the probe aircraft was easily pushed away
from the vortex center making a severe en-

Figure 3. Hazard extent. counter difficult to recreate. An autopilot
was added in order to constrain the probe to

For the Rmin = .75 case, the hazard ex- a given task such as completing an approach
tent curve rises to a maximum of 24 meters and letting the vortex act as a perturbation.
and then drops discontinuously to a value of The region around the vortex could thus be
12 meters. Th- reason for the discontinuity is probed and a hazard volume mapped out.
the following: For values of bt less than 50 The hybrid computer consists of a Beckman
meters, there is some value of R greater than 2200 analog computer and a XDS 3600 digital
Rm.n for 2x/br greater than one that is beyonid computer.
the negative maximum of I(2x/br).For bf val- The TSC Encounter Simulation program
ues greater than 50 meters, the condition that is a hybrid program which uses a modified
R=Rmin occurs only near the central strip-theory calculation of forces and
maximum of I(2x/bt).A similar discontinuity moments. The aerodynamic coefficients are
occurs for the case RmIn = I. calculated on the digital computer as are the

It should be noted here that a number of various coordinate transformations (e.g.,
assumptions were made which make the body axes to navigation axes). The equations
value of hazard extent somewhat conserva- of motion are solved on the analog computer,
tive: and the updated coordinates and their rates

1) The vortex was considered not to are fed back to the digital computer via A/D
have decayed. lines.

2) Y(2y/br) was based on an elliptically There are two principal coordinate sys-
loaded wing; while for most aircraft in the tems used to solve the equations of mnvnion.
landing configuration, the loading is concen- One, the navigation axes, is basically a flat
trated further in-board, earth approximatiun in which the z axis

3) The vortices for landing aircraft are points in the direction of the gravity vector
not in the form of a simple Betz-model vor- and x and y point north and east, respec-
tex, but rather take the form of multiple vor- tively. The navigation frame can be consid-
tices for which the resultant rolling moment ered an inertial frame. It is in the navigation
is less than for a single concentration of vor- axes coordinate system that the equations of
ticity. motion are solved. Without loss of general-

ity, the runway direcuton can be oreentated'in
It could therefore be concluded that if one the x direction, so that the vortex flow field
required that the maximum induced rolling can be written in a particularly simple form in
moment experienced by a landing aircraft not the navigation axes frame.
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The general procedure in the simulation
computation is to compute the vortex-
induced moments in the body-fixed frame
and to solve the equations of motion for the
Euler angles. The resultant Euler angles are
then used in the transformation matrix to
convert from the navigation frame to the RI1•.Hn WI

body-fixed frame for another iteration. Simi-
larly, the velocity vector is integrated to up- ----- 'date the aircraft's position. The program or-ganization is shown in Figure 4.

/\

ANALOG DIGITAL

AUTOPILOT (PILOT) INPUT FLIGHT PARAM•TERS Figure 5. Aircraft model.
CONTROL SURFACE DEFLECTION 6 .C.V.Xo

0UATIONS FORES A0 The rolling moment is given byC AOT MOTION I MOENTa EQUAION

AIRCRAFT POSITION
ND A TIT TUDE, $ PCALL16 "S ATUDI

,ji POF ATRODYNAMIC II)LTICIENSC 1

Figure 4. Program organization.

where C1. and the F, have been adjusted to
In an aircraft encounter with a vortex obtain the correct total lift and roll damping

wake, the forces and moments vary consid- coefficient.
erably over the whole aircraft structure due The strip theory summation to calculate
to the rnon-uniform wind field which the wake the coefficients is carried out in the digital
represents. For example, the spanwise computer using the local angle of attack for
changes of lift produce a rapidly changing each wing section. At the start of each corn-
rolling moment as the aircraft passes through putation cycle, a routine is called which cal-
the vortex. The usual procedure for calculat- culates the vortex flow field at each wing and
ing the forces and moments is to lump all of tail station. The contribution to each coeffi-
the contributions from the various parts of cient is summed over the 20 segments, and
the aircraft into one aerodynamic coefficient, the total coefficient is fed back to the analog
whereas for vortex encounters, some method computer whore the equations of motion are
of distributing the forces haj to be used. In solved. The vortex flow field used in the
the encounter simulation, a modified form simulation could take any form which could
of strip theory is used. The encountering air- be programmed as a function of the coordi-
craft is broken down into 16 wing segments, nates. For the purposes of the simulation, it
3 horizontal stabilizer segments, and I verti- was found that the exact form of the flow
cal tail section as shown in Figure 5. fild was not critical, but rather e total W
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circulation and, to a lesser extent, core Figure 7 shows the projection of the air-
radius were the important parameters, craft's motion on a vertical plane normal to
Therefore, the bulk of the simulation runs the vortex axis for a typical case. The case
were made using the simple Rankine model: being simulated is that of a B-720 following a

30 glide slope influenced by a vortex with a

4 strength of 460 meter2/sec which has been

r <r r displaced a distance of 22.5 meters from the
_. r < r flight path. The wingspan of the B720 is 39.0

W (r) c meters so that the closest approach of thf.
2i0 r > wingtip to the vortex is about 3 meters. The

-induced roll angle is seen to be small until the
wing passes through a region at about 8
meters radius where the roll angle becomes
as great as 11'.

In general, four vortices were used (two
real vortices and their images) and r, = 2.1
meters.

In addition, a ground-effect correction is
made to each of the wing section lift coeffi- .. .
cients. The ground-effect correction multi- ', .,F

plier is a non-linear function which is unity
on the ground and zero at 30 meters AGL. - ........ ......
During the digital computation, the program . ,.
tests for both angle of attack and height " - ,,

above touchdown.
The geometry of the encounter simula- - . , ...

tion is shown in Figure 6. The probe aircraft
descends from an altitude of 90 meters pro-
ceeding down a 30 glide slope toward
touchdown. The vortex axis is parallel to the
runway centerline at an altitude of 30 meters.
The displacement of the vortex-ground pro- "
jection from the extended runway centerline VOR,1.\ VISPA•CV[,,[\, -1 11 P

was varied from run to run along with the Figire 7. Typical simulation roll history.
value of circulation.

The maximum roll angle, a quantiy
which correlated with pilot assessment of
hazard in a previous simulation [7] is plotted

as a function of the displacement of the vor-t -" 'tex from the intended flight path in Figure 8.
- - It is seen that the roll upset caused by the

v- vortex falls off rapidly with distance from

22.5 meters; the maximum induced roll angle
is not a monotonic function of displacement
of the vortex axis from the intended flight

" t- path since lateral motion makes the actual
- J displacement during the simulation impossi-

ble to control. Only the data from 22.5
meters to 37.5 meters is plotted. Two values

t. for th , hazard criteria, 7' and 10' maximum
roll anble, were applied to the maximum roll
angle ctmrve in Figure 8. Because of the

Figure 6. Gleometry of simulation. stoemeess of the curves in this region, the
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value of hazard extent obtained for the two comprehensive definition of vortex hazard
values of criteria agree to within one meter. will have to be employed. Such a definition
For the B720 this method gives a value for would have to include consideration of min-
the hazard extent of 25 meters. imal upsets produced by central encounters

for various classes of aircraft.
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SOME REMARKS ON AIRCRAFT WAKE VORTEX ANALYSIS

K.K. BOFAH
Aerodynamic Research Unit

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Seattle WA 98124

ABSTRACT: Analysis techniques for aircraft trailing vortices are presented. Employing vortex theories
by Saffman and Moore, predictive methods for vortex-induced rolling moments and coalescence time
for a vortex pair are obtained. The predictions compare favorably with published data in the far field.

NOMENCLATURE F0  wing-root circulation or
vortex strength

A wing aspect ratio nondimensional core radius
a wing sectional lift-curve 40 nondimensional vorticity

slope radius
b wing span •,l cartesian coordinates
CL wing lift coefficient 0 ellipse iiajor-to-minor
C", vortex induced rolling- axes ;atio

moment coefficient: O0 critical axes ratio
rolling moment/ (I/2pU'Sb) X wing-taper ratio

C,,8.,a maximum available roll p fluid density
control 4) function (Equation 10)

C' rolling moment parameter 0 distance ratio (Equation 14)
D vortex hazard index v kinematic viscosity
h point vortex distance from X function (Equation 3)

wall a constant.
vortex center distance Subscripts

M number of sectors per f vortex-penetrating airplane
quadrant g vortex-generating airplane

N number of dividing circles m merging of vortex pair.
P roll rate
r radial coordinate INTRODUCTION
r, vortex core radius
r, vorticity radius The hazard of trailing vortices to other
S wing reference area aircraft is largely due to severe rolling
s point vortex-pair moments induced by the vortex. The sever-

Sseparation distance ity of the induced rolling moments depends
T period of vortex pair on the flow characteristics of the wake vor-

rotation tex and design loading characteristics of the
t time (vortex age) encountering wing. In addition to these fac-
U wing speed or free-stream tors, the hazard index is a function of roll

velocity control power available, pilot input, dynamic
V, maximum tangential velocity response of the encounter airplane and also
x downstream distance ground proximity. Atmospheric turbulence
y center of gravity and vortex instability are also important in

(y coordinate) defining the wake vortex hazard. Treatment
vortex pair strength ratio of the vortex encounter problem, where all

r circulation these factors and others can be considered,
vortex core circulation appears to be formidable. Various treatments
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of the problem can be found in references 1
and 2. A recent paper by Nelson [3] treats the 0

dynamic response of an aircraft encountering
a vortex system. Bisgood, Maltby and Dee
[21 and Condit and Tracy [2] use an eddy and the core radius becomes [7]
viscosity vortex model to calcuhlte roll rate
and rolling moments. , 2 (re\/•)]' (2)

In the first part of this pape: a turbulent F S" V kJIGvortex model by Saffman (41 is used to calcu-
late induced rolling moments by employing a The quantity F0 ,v is the Reynolds
simple two-dimensional strip theory. The number. For an elliptically loaded wing,calculation is valid for large downstream dis-

tances where vortex sheet roll-up and multi-
ple vortex merging are complete. Agreement 2o CL

with data is quite encouraging. Lb A

There is some experimental evidence
that vortex merging leads to reduction in where C, is the wing lift coefficient and A is
induced-rolling moments [5]. The second the aspect ratio.
part of the paper examines the coalescence
of a vortex pair. Estimates of time for com- Turbulent Vortex.
plete mergence are obtained and found to
compare favorably with data. The meam circulation distribution in a

turi"lent vortex is given in three radial re-
gions as follows [4]:

TRAILING VORTEX THEORY
OUTLINE

For convenience, pertinent results of
trailing vortex theories by Saffman and
Moore [6-8] are summarized below. The r r r1 (a ÷ 1) , I r, < r << ro

theory assumes a circular axisymtaetric vor-

tex and is valid in the far field whe, e a well and
behaved counterrotating vortex pair exists.

r- r+ +- r,/Zn + 1
Laminar Vortex.

In a laminar vortex that trails behind an Xt) , ÷ x{t - i ,
elliptically loaded wing, the maximum tan-
gential velocity is given by [7] r, a r < rwing,

vi - 0.19 fo b (t)" For an elliptic wing,

at a radius r,=2.92(vt)ý. Here P is the • T
kinematic viscosity, t is vortex age, b is the
wing span and Fo is the wing root circulation.
The theory is valid for light loading and/or The circulation distribution is characterized
far downstream distances. The usual relation by an overshoot 14] which is believed to be a
t-x/U (where x is the distance dnwnstream feature of the turbulent vortex. The exis-
and U is the wing wpeed) is thus applicable. tence of an overshoot would imply instability
In non-dimensional terms, the maximum which could be beneficidl (in hazard context)
tangential velocity is [7] to an early demise of the vortex. However,
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this feature has not been satisfactorily ob- There is large scatter in the data. However, it
served in experiments. The vortex core is interesting to note that the 747 data dem-
radius where r=r, and the outer edge radius onstrate a plateau region; a feature that was
where r= iF are, respectively not indicated quite well in the originalNAFEC analysis.

Further, the data for the 727, DC7 and
f ((r))• t½, DC9, which do not adequately cover the

plateau region. all fall between the laminar
and and turbulent predictions. The DC9 data ex-

tend to large downstream distances. Observe
% 7 htr . (r) that, after 120-span lengths downstream, the

scatter in the data reduces substantially and
the decay rate then follows the x-% turbulent

Putting t =decay law. It is, perhaps, plausible tu sup-
pose that the vortex undergoes a laminar-

turbulent transition. Reliable data (by
r, (r)-¼ (r\-, / (>)\ laser-Doppler velocimeter) will be necessary

S2 \. (6) for any definite conclusions.

The maximum tangential velocity, VORTEX-INDUCED ROLLING
v,=rF/21rr, is [4] MOMENTS

In the proximity of a vortex, a lifting
-1/\ (x ./ wing experiences a change in lift distribution

"' 'due to the vortex induced velocities. The
(7) change in lift distribution results in an in-

The ratio Fo/F', is weakly dependent on the duced rolling moment on the wing. Reason-
able estimates of the induced rollingReynolds number Fdv and is given implicitly mbmentstcane made by dus e to-by [41moments can be made by use of simple two-

by 141 dimensional strip theory. Assume a thin wing
r [ ,% 4 (with taper ratio X) encounters a turbulent
-V IF, r ÷ ' . ) vortex that possesses the flow characteristics

outlined above. Then, for an encounter
where the wing is centered on the vortex

For most flight tests Fdr,=2. In the axis, the rolling-moment coefficient can be
range 10"<rFo/v< 108 , easily calculated. It is

r r
Vr n 1.16. ) te()

The theory is valid after the vortex sheet Vf 2,,

roll-up is complete; for a turbulent vortex
x/b,0.2 Ub/Fr. and for a laminar vortex where
x/bO0.5 UbiFo.

The vortex theory outlined above re- 1(/) 4/3-1/4 (1- A , >I
veals the scaling parameters that charac-
terize the flow and may be used in correlatingdterie th flw an ma be sed n crreatin
vortex data. In this light, NAFEC (National and
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center) , ./3€, .. nt - 1,,. (1-AI(l - 2 In ta)

if ny nfomaionof ntees ma beglene 1/4-LI/a nti V t ('- )1/ -2 Int) 7tower-fly-by data 19-12] are examined to see .if any inform ation of interest may be gleaned- /a -• 0-- /3 x - ) o

from them. The peak tangential velocities are -

plotted in Figure I according to the non-
dimensional parameters in Equation (1). 1/4 (1- A (x - 1)(z-t,-')to-]. (1<.
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The roll rate P can be obtained as In Figure 2 published data [14-171 are
compared to the theoretical prediction

bfP I 11/3 - 1/4 ( -- (Equation 10). Despite the approximate na-
ture of the theory, the agreement with data is

_ u fairly good for x/b>13. The far field devia-
(rj) () () () tion of theory from the data could be partially

due to failure to achieve axial penetration.
Furthermore, a body inserted in a vortex

Further, g 2rbf and ýo = 2rdbf aie the vor- core is bound to alter the vortex structure;
tex core and outer edge diameters nondimen- vortex meandering occurs and vortex break-
sionalized by the encountering wing tspan bf. down may even be induced [181. In flight
UJ is the encounter speed and a is the wing tests, it is almost impossible to penetrate the
sectional lift-curve slope. The lift-curve vortex eye due to the tendency of the
sit pe is a function of the wiitg aspect. ratio A. airplane to be swep, out of the vortex core
-An appropriatec. pression for the strip [3]. It is noted in reference 17 that in the

• theory is uncerta~a. The aspect ratio depen- C54/PA-28 test (Figure 2) only 80-90 percent' de': e may be put iti tlhe form of the rolling moment could be measured.'•

This is roughly of the same order of mag-
1, 2, 3. nitude as the discrepancy between the data

and theory.
All far-field data considered are pre-

1he case n=0 gives the two-dimensional sented as a single plot in Figure 3. The data
value. n=l is the elliptic wing correction. are for X= 1. The rolling moment parameter
Rolling moment analysis by Barrows [13] (D C,,C 0 is plotted against ,, where
leads to n=2 arid Rossow [1] uses n=3 in his
r•,.iyvsis ir, ?he near field. To be conserva-
uve, the elliptic wing correction is used here. c°.,/,

.16 FLAPS
1 .; 0/0

ti0.1 3Q/C 30
03/3

0 0 0

~i .08 2 747 MODEL (REF. 14)
ba bf 4- 36 1 .

.04 0 RECTANGULAR WING MODEL TEST (REF. 16) .04 E bo f f

-THEORY e-4

0 5 10 i1 20 25 30 .05 .10 .1, .20 .25

SPANLENGTHS OOWdNSTREA.M, x/b, T/U,

"r 0 C.4 PA-98 MODEL

.12 - 120 2 24

0 ~~ ~ ~ ~ RF 17) L)E ET RF

040 54 )0E ES F 15) 202 \A

SPANLENGTHS 0WNsTqUJU4, x/bg SPANLENGTHS DOWNSTREA.M, x/b

Figure 2. Comparison of vortex induced roiliAg-moment data with theory.
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1.6

:1.2
4ir EQUATION(1O)

Wý 084

0

0 .0.4 0.8)

0 . 04 0.6 08 1.0 1.2 1.4

VORTEX CORE DIAMETER (2r1)

FOLLOWING WII!G SPAN (bf) -

Figure 3. Con-elation of rolling-moment theory, flight and model data.

SYM Loxi 6 o 10- g A A~ Urn/sec TEST REF.

.0 .37 .11 .476 1 1.79 6.96 8.7 27.4 747/RECT. 10

o .37 .11 .182 1 5.45 MODEL

.79 .11 .476 1 8.7

s) .79 .11 .182 1 5.45

.37 .11 .476 1 8.7

14 .37 .11 .182 1 5.45

cr .54 .11 .476 1 8.7 40.

0 .54 .11 .182 1 5.45 40.

* .37 .11 .182 1 5.45 27.4

4) .46 .10 .25 1 2.44 8 6.67 27.4 RECT./RECT. MODEL 9

.al .054 .265 1 2.51 9.4 5.6 30.5 C54/PA-28 VMOL 11

& 7.0 .057.255 .8 3 9.8 *4 5.6 59.2 C54/.A-28 FLIGHT 11

-CS4 IN CRUISE, ALL OTHERS IN LANDING CONtFIGURATION.

TAKLE 1. LEGEND TO FIGURE 3
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1.0

727 707 LANDING
o 737 00 C9

.8 , \3 \

72 727 707
77

S. 7 73773

7 DoC9

DC0

727NOTES: C

.4i.3- DC1O/DC9 ACCIDENT (REF. I)

m 2. FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT IS INDICATED
ON PLOT

.2 3. LINES CONNECTING SYMBOLS ON
PLOT DO NOT INDICATE ANY
THEORETICAL TREND. THEY ARE
USED ONLY TOCLARIFY THE GROUPS
OF AIRPLANES.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CRITICAL SEPARATION DISTANCE, N. MILES

Figure 4. Calculated critical aircraft separation distances.

FOLLOWING AVAILABLE
VORTEX ro ro FOLLOWING SPAN. bf ROLL CONTROL

SYh GENERATING x 10 w AIRCRAFT FT. clad VAX
,. AIRCRAFT " Ub .... -

0 747 3.6 .12 747 195.7 .068

e DC 10 3.5 .14 707 145.8 .080

. 727 2.0 .13 727 108 .092

707 2.4 .11 737 93 .097

DC 7 1.6 .10 DC9 89.4 .067

DC 9 1.1 .07 T37B 33.8 .060

LEAR JET 34 .047

TABLE 2. LEGEND TO FIGURE 4
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The plot indicates a reasonable correlation of gravity and is invariant, and 0.2 is a posi-

between model and flight test data, and the tive constant determinable from known
theory. coordinates of the vortex pair. It is interest-

The simplest wake vortex hazard index ing to observe that the streamlines of a
may be defined as counter-rotating equistrength vortex pair can

be obtained from Equation (11) by requiring

"D V

where C 88ma, is the maximum available roll
control of the penetrating airplane. Vortex ,

encounter is unsafe if D- 1. Employing this
simple criterion in conjunction with the roll- '
ing moment prediction, estimates of critical
separation distances for various airplane . .' -

combinations are obtained. The results ap- .
pear on Figure 4 for landing configuration
using mean values of F0ov and [FdUb from the
NAFEC data. It should be emphasized here Figure 5. Vortex pair configurations
that the results are approximate and are for a) Two vortex pair behind a flapped wing.

The wake vortex b) Vortex pair in the presence of a wall.
comparison purposes only. c) Point vortex pair in a plane normal to the

hazard is far more complicated than the sim- Wall.

pIe picture given here. The vortices are not d) .oint vortex pair in a plane parallel to
usually in the calm organized state as as- the wall.

sumed. Complex effects of atmospheric tur- c) Vortex pair with uniform -orticity core.

bulence, vortex instabilities, etc., need to be Depending on the value of & , Equation
considered. Ground proximity, pilot input, 011) describes one of two cases of motion:
and the airplane response to vortex en- cyclic or non-cyclic motion. In the former
counter are all important in defining the vor- type of motion, the two vortices rotate about
tex hazard. each other at all times. In the latter case, the

vortices go on diverging paths. A necessaryCOALESCENCE OF A VORTEX PAIR condition for cyclic motion is that at i7=0,

A vortex pair shed by a flapped wing .4-2

(Figure 5a) will eventually coalesce if the two 2 >

vortices have a tendency to rotate about each
other. The relative motion of the vortex pair and, of course, y>0. Acton [201 uses Equa-

can be studied by considering the motion of a tion (12) as a sufficient condition for cyclic
Spoint vortex pair in the presence of a wall as motion. It is incorrect; it is true only whenoint vote where the path (Equation (11) is walla
shown in Figure 5b. From the energy and a=l where the path (Equation (ll)) is sym-metric about both -q and f: axes. If a= 1, an
impulse invariants of the equations of mo- meticnab bo nd i axes. f cyci,
tion, the relative motion of the vortex pair additional condition is necessary for cyclic
can be easily obtained (see for example page motion. Sufficient conditions for all a can be

"127 of reference 19). The path of the relative obtained by use of elementary algebra to ex-

motion is amine the roots of Equation (I 1). The results
follow.

- 2 - I 1/a " 2 First, a>0. The sufficient condition for
.(( -;) cyclic motion is

02 -(Y ) ( Q -/ 2 2' n)11

Here a=rF/Fz is the strength ratio of the two Consider an initial configuration where
vortices; y is the y coordinate of their center the two vortices lie in a plane normal to thw
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wall (Figure 5c). Put Y/11 2=4 (•1). Then Note that Equation (16) remains unchanged

if a is replaced by I /a as should be expected.
Saod = ,a (1+ 6 In fact one needs to consider /a/- I only. For

Y 14 -l<a<0, the dividir. boundary for cyclic

motion can be obtained through the following
Equation (13) then becomes parametric relation:

(42  
>() 1+a2mc 3•

Y ~1 +30

Now for a<O. A general solution for o-2

appears difficult. However, for the same ini- . - i + , i + - iJ
tial configuration above, the sufficiency con- [, (I + 1) ( + a I- . (7)

dition can be easily obtained. For -I <a<O,
the sufficient condition for cyclic motion is Figure 6 presents charts (similar to that

by Donaldson and Bilanin [211) for determin-
S3 + $3 ing cyclic and noncyclic motion of a vortex

+302 pair according to the sufficient conditions
above. The region of cyclic motion lies to the
left of the arrow direction. The broken line is

This condition can also be obtained by in- Equation (12) which appears to be adequate
spection of the initial induced velocities, when a is in the neighborhood of unity. Typ-

Note that the dividing boundary for cyc- ical paths of motion relative to the center of
lic motion in the (a'W,4') plane where /a'> I gravity are presented in Figure 7. Wall effect
may be obtained by a simple transformation on the relative motion for a= I is shown in
of the boundary in the (a,4)) plane where Figure 8 where the major to minor axes ratio
/a/<l. By virtue of the physical nature of the 0 is plotted against the distance ratio 4). In
problem, there exist identical paths in both the absence of the wall, the vortex pair ro-
regions. The transformation is tates around each other on the same circular

and path (0 = 1). Figure 8 indicates the wall pres-

c' C, ence is not felt by the vortices until 4A<.6,
where O= 1.05 approximately.

where Effects of Finite Core.

2-a The analysis given above is not adequate
in describing vortex pair interaction in a real

Observe that the transformation leaves flow. In a real fluid, a vortex is characterized
Equation (13) unchanged. The required by a finite core of vorticity. The vortex pair
boundary for a< - I is obtained by applying will coalesce if the vortices are in close
the transformation to Equation (15). enough proximity. Numerical calculations by

An initial configuration of interest is the Roberts and Christiansen [22] and Rossow
case where the vortices lie in a plane parallel [231 demonstrate the vortex merging phe-
to the wall. This is ,.quivalent io vortices nomenon. Moore and Saffman's [6, 81 ana-
behind a biplane. Let the vortices be at a lytical studies of vortex motion in a straining
distance 2s apart and h foom the wall (Figure field give a reasonable estimate of the critical
5d), then a2=(0l+ h2 /s5 and y=h, For a>0, separation distance of the vortex pair. Ap-
the cyclic motion condition is given by pendix A of reference 8 treats the case of an

equistrength vortex pair with uniform vortic-
ity. The analysis can be generalized to in-

a elude two vortices of unequal strength.
s•aQ+:) " • 1:61 Consider two circular vortices having
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Figure 6a, Regions of vclic and non-cyclic motions Figure 6b. Regions of cyclic and non-cyclic motions
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Figure 7. Rebttivo motions of vortex pair.
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Here Oc is the critical axes - Vl. Whey
relation (19) is satisfied, the circul wr vortex
deforms into an ellipse that can persist in the
straining field, otherwise it will disintegrate
or amalgamate with the other vortex. As
given in reference 8, for a=1 and Oc=2.2,
2r0=1.43 which compares favorably with

Robeits and Christiansen's [221 value of 1.7.
6 Rossow [231 gives a value of 1.9 and points

e out that the discrepancy might be due to the
2 few point vortices used to simulate the vor-I tex core. Appropriate discretization of the

vortex core resolves the discrepancy.

0 . .4 .6 .8 0.0 NUMERICAL CALCULATION
03

The circular core of uniform vorticity

(unit radius and unit strength) is divided into
N anulii of equal net vorticity. The radii of

Figure 8. Wall effect on equistrength vortex pair. the dividing circles (Figure 9) are given by

radius r0 and strengths F[ and F2. Let the '
vortex centers be I apart (Figure 5e). Then r -(5/N) 5 = 1, 2 .... N.

the analyses in references 6 and 8 show the
circular vortex in the straining field of the
other will deform into an ellipse with major Each quadrant is then divided into M sectors
to minor axes ratio 0(> 1), where of equal net vorticity. The resulting discrete

regions then have equal net vorticity
-2 (j=(4MN)-

1 and is represented by a point
o +y - - 1 , r - - (vortex of equal strength located at the vorti-

city centroid,

with :he major axes along the vortex centers.
Here a=Ft/F2 is the vortex strength ratio. r 3  3
Equation (18) has two or no solutions. Moore r J L - (j - s1 in(j)•

and Saffman's stability analysis [61 further N

shows that the more elongated ellipse of the
two solutions (when they exist) is unstable to
two-dimensional disturbances. Equation (18)
has real roots (0>0) if Thus, each vortex is represented by an

array of 4MN point vortices. The motion of
2  1 2 C - 2aO+ 2 + a the point vortices are followed in time by

20 - integrating numerically the usual differential
equations of motion. In the calculations pre- T

19a) sented here, N=M=3 (the same number of
point vortices used by Rossow) and a

where fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration
scheme is used on the CDC-6600 computer.

(2 + 000 2 (2 + - 20 2ao, - o. Time is normalized by the period of revolu- A.
tion of the vortex pair at initial separation
distance. Thus,lob).;
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Figure 9.Uiomvrt'iycre vortex model.r

a) Discretization of' vorticity core.
b) Uniform ':orticity distribution.
c) Circulatio~n distribution. /
d) Tangential velocity distribution. *. Figure 10a. Numerical calculation of vortex pair

interaction (a'rtlr/=, (12r:= !.43).

When the two vortices do not merge,
,.=trr. they deform into ellipses and precess around

each other. The predicted deformed ellipse
(Equation (18)) is shown to agree quite wellwhere T=4ir" 2 1/(F1 +F.). Distances are nor- with the numerical shape (Figure 10b). The

mealized with i. When the two vortices are wall effect on the merging boundary is shownidentical in strength and diameter, reflec- in Figure 1 lUb for an equistrength vortex pair.
tional symmetry is used to save computet As in the case of the point vortex pair, the
time. No recipe for surpressing chaotic mo- wall effect is negligible urtil i..6 (roughly).
tion of the point vortices is used. Computa- Unequal vortex diameters do not change the
tion accuracy is checked by evaluating the marging boundary. However, when merging
center of gravity and energy invariants of occurs, the larger vortex wraps around the
point vortex motion. These invariants re- smaller vortex in a spiral faction as illus-
whmained constant at all times considered. trated in Figure 10c. This type of deforta-

•. Figure 10 presents typical computer tion also occurs when one vortex is muchmlzruns. A numerically obtained merging weaker than the other. b
iboundary in the (a, (/2rn ) plane is shown on Note (Figure 0oa) the circularization of
tFigure I la along with the analytical stability the merged vortical region at tth 1; mergi'g
tie.boundary from Equation (19). For a - w, the may be considered essentially completycritical separation distance (/ 2rus 1.6. This here. If it is assumed that the vortex pair
is consistent with the 1.7 valub obtained by merges to form a single circular vortex, the

i: •Roberts and Christiartsen's more sophisti- vortical area invariance gives the radius of- cated vortex code approach. According to the merged vortex to be •rarp. To conserve
this analysis, Rossow's point vortices [23) angular momentum, the merged vortex must

Fiur 10 represent a vortex diameter 10 percent larger necessarily be centered on the center of grayc
crithan the diameter used. ity of the vortex pair. The rae of concentra.

is 42t with th 1 v obtained by merges to .o" a single "i.clar v-te, the
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tion of vorticity into a circle of radius v/22ro ESTIMATE OF MERGING DISTANCE
with center at the centroid of vorticity of the
vortex pair was obtained numerically. The A pair of diffusing vortices, sucl. as those
result is shown in Figure 12 where g, the shed by a flapped wing, will eventually
fraction of net vorticity that coalesces, is merge downstream if there is a tendenicy for

plotted against time. It is apparent that the the vortices to rotate about each other. An
rate of vorticity concentration goes to zero at attempt is made here to determine the merg-
about t*= 1, demonstrating again the comple- ing distance for such a pair of vortices. Using
tion of merging. It appears that only 70 per- the usual two dimensional approximation,
cent of the initial net vorticity merges. In a assume that a vortex pair is created at
real fluid, the remaining vorticity hangs in a t=0 and that the vorticity core grows accord-
diffused cloud which viscosity eventually ing tr the turbulent prediction (Equation (5)).
annihilates. The reduction in vortex strength Taking a typical value of rdFi =2, the vorti-
and increase in core size leads to equivalent city radius grows like
reduction in vortex induced rolling moments.
One can easily show that the percentage re- ,o - 0.35 roti%.
d ction in vorticity is approximately equal to
the percentage reduction in induced rolling Moore and Saffman's Panalysis predicts a crit-
moments after vortex merging, if the vortex ical separation distance (for an equistrength
penetrating span is not much greater than the vortex pair) of , =2.86 r,). Then the time
vortex core diameter. Experiments by Iver- taken by the vortex pair to reach the critical
sen and Brandt [51 indicate a rolling moment state is given by
reduction of 25 to 29 percent which compares
well with the numerically obtained 30 per- t* g2r
cent vortex strength reduction.

Merging may be considered essentially
complete when the centers of vorticity coin-
cide and circularization of the merged vorti-
cal region sets in. If it is assumed that the
merging process is entirely inviscid (calcula-
tionv by Lo and Tine 1241 indicate little
Reynolds-number effect), then dimensional

1.0 analysis indicates a time scale of the form
/"IFo. The numerical results presented ear-

.8 t. 1.43 lier give the merging time (after the vortices
1. reach a critical distance apart) to be in the

-.6 order of magnitude of the period of rotation.
Thus

4 2 0  o

'_ The total time t,, for merging since creation

0_ of the vortex pair is then estimated to be
0 ? 4 .6 t ' .1 10 1.2

DIMNSIONLESS TIME tm - I, + at. - 20.70/1"o

In terms of downstream stations, put x=Ut.
Then in nondimensional terms, the vortex
pair merges at x, where

Figure 12. Rate of vorticity concentration in merged tgj(0
.... ( 20)
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REVIEW OF VORTEX SENSOR DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1970

11 DAVID C. BURNHAM
U.S. Department of Transportation

Transportation Systems Center
Cambridge MA 02142

ABSTRACT: The various sensing techniques developed since 1970 and used for studying aircraft wake
vortices are described. The inh -nt idvantages and limitations of each technique are discussed.

Emphasis is placed on those sensors used for data collection at airports.

INTRODUCTION Another report [2] discusses ail the sensing
techniques proposed or evaluated for use in
wake vortex studies.

In 1970 the Transportation Systems Figure I shows the historical develop-
Center (TSC) became involved in the de- ment of the eight sensing techniques which
velopment of sensors for airctaft wake vor- have provided the current understanding of
tices. As reported at the first wake vortex 'ircraft wake vortices. The first three require
conferenze [I , held in 1970. the sensing a physical intrusion into the vortex and are
techniques available at that time required therefore Nuited only for dedicated flight
dedicated flight tests. Subsequent develop- tests. The other five are remote sensors
mont of remote sensors by TSC and others which have been operated for data collection
produced systems which operate satisfactor- at various airport.; as, indicated in the figure.
ily at airports during normal operations. Each sensing system will bi, described in de-
Some of these systems have been used to tail with an emphasis on its capabii~iiies and
compile large data bases on wake vortex be- limitations. The intended goal wffluis paper is
havior. This paper will emphasize those sys- to allow a realistic evaluation of the data
tems used for extensive data collection, produced by each technique.
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Figure 1. HistMt of wake vortex scasor developirinct aad use since 1970.
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Before presenting the various sensors, it Each wake vortex sensor interacts with
is helpful to consider the nature of wake vyt- some physical property of the vortex. The
tex sensing from a more philosophical point useft!ness of a sensor depends upon how
of view. Studies of vortex hazard [3] have closely the property sensed is related to the
indicated that the vortex strength (circula- property which is to be determined. For
tion) is the most important indicator of example, smoke injected into the vortex by
hazard. An axially symmetric vortex is the generating aircraft is very useful for
characterized by its tangential velocity pro- marking the vortex location, but it p.-"ides
file v(r), where r is the radius from the vortex virtually no information on vortex si "ei,;gh.
center. The circulation is given by The question of the appropriateness of"- sen-

sor is particularly important for sensv-
which are intended to monitor the decay. of

Pir) - 2-Ir vyn, wake vortex hazard. The property sensed
may decay more quickly or more slowly than
the actual hazard. The former case results in
missed hazards while the latter leads to falseA vortex with a well-defined core region alarms. These uncertainties have led to the

will have a constant circulation r. defined as
strong emphasis in recent work on sensors

the strength of the vortex for large values of which measure vortex strength.

r. One useful index of vortex hazard can be

derived from the circulation profile:

FLOW VISUALIZATION
r(")- ofrr dr. (2) 'Considerable information about wake

vortex behavior can be obtained if the nor-
mally invisible vortex core is marked by light

The average circulation up to radius s, F'(s), scattering particles. Such marking allows one
can be shown to be proportional to the to track the vortex and to observe its decay.
maximum rolling moment on a wing of span One must beware of assuming that the v, rtex
2s under some simple assumptions. has disappeared when the marking is gone.

It is difficult to determine F. from mea- Some recent tests have shown that a coher-
sured velocity profiles since velocity errors ent vortex flow can remain long after the
become troublesome at large radii where the marking has dissipated.
vortex velecities are small according to Under certain natural conditions (high-
Equation (Y). A determination of r' is much altitude flight or high humidity), water vapor
more stable since the integral over the mea- condenses in the wake vortices and remains
sured velocities tends to average out velocity trapped until the vortices dissipate. The ef-
errors. fect is familiar to anyone who observes con-

The basic functions performed by wake trails. Under normal atmospheric conditions,
vortex sensors are detection, tracking, and particles must be added to make vortices
measurement. Each of these functions suc- visible. Two techniques have been de-
cessively involves a higher order of complex- veloped for dedicated flight tests. In the first,
ity. Some sensors can detect and track but smoke grenades or smoke generators are
cannot measure. Normally, the most impor, mounted on an aircraft in an appropriate spot
tant vortex parameter to be measured is its to mark the core of the wake vortex. In the

r strength For those sensors which can inea- second, smoke grenades are mounted on a
sure strength the detection and tracking tower through which the wake drifts after the
functions were usually implemented first be- aircraft has passed. Figure 2 shows some
fore strength measurement was attempted. photographs of the second technique. The
One must be careful in making use of vortex proper analysis of the photographs in Figure
data which do not include a determination of 2 requires careful corrections for the effects
vortex strength. of the ambient wind.

qz!
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a,'e used to sense the wake vortices. The rex encounter 151 or it can be instrumented to.!
highest resolution was achieved in mea- measure the wake directly [6]. While this
surements 141 at NAFEC which had one-foot technique offers the most direct observation
sensor spacing. Although this technique has of the dynamics of a wake vortex encounter,
produced the most detailed vortex velocity it suffers from. a number of difficulties. It is
profiles. it suffers from a number of difficul- difficult to determine the exact location of
ties. A tower can make only one vortex mea- the probe aircraft in the wake, consequently,
surement for each aircraft fly-by, thus mak- the data have a lot of scatter and cannot be
ing it difficult to measure vortexdcy easily compared with encounter simulations.
Moreover, the tower interacts with the vor- In addition, it can be difficult for the probe
tex, affecting its decay and interfering with aircraft to Iocat,. a partially decayed vortex

Vmeasurements of the vortex wind. For the which has lost its smoke marking but not
single-wire anemometers normally used the necessarily its strength.
data processing is difficult because the sen-
sor responds to the ambient wind as well as
to the vortex wind.
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GWVSS

Although tall instrumented towers can-
not be installed near airport runways, ex-
perience has shown that anemometers lo-
cated near the ground can successfully detect
and track wake vortices generated near the
ground. Such a system, called the Ground
Wind Vortex Sensing System (GWVSS), has
produced the bulk of the currently available
data on wake vortex transport in the airport ---------------
environment. First tested in 1972, the system
was subsequently installed at Kennedy,
Stapleton, Heathrow, O*Hare, and Toronto
International Airports for data collection.

The GWVSS consists of an array of
single-axis anemometers installed on a
baseline perpendicular to the aircraft path.
Since the wake vortices induce winds near
the ground which are perpendicular to the
flight path, the anemometers are oriented to Figure 3. Theoretical GWVSS signatures.
respond only to the perpendicular compo-
nent of the wind (the crosswind). The
theoretical crosswind at the ground produced
by a pair of counter-rotating vortices is given locations. The success of the GWVSS is the
by the expression result of the normal behavior of wake vor-

tices near the ground. After creation, the
vortices descend toward the ground at a rate

-h2 h of I to 2 m/sec. According to classical theory

h -2 - . [7], when the vortices approach the groundthey begin to separate and eventually reach
an altitude of half of their initial spacing with
a separation rat- of twice their initial descent
rate. Thus, the vortex motion produces the

as a function of lateral position x, where x, exact conditions needed to give good
and x2 are the lateral positions of the two GWVSS signatures; namely, low altitudes
vortices, and h, and h2 are the altitudes of the and large lateral separations. The theory also
two vortices. Figure 3 shows the expected predicts a maximum GWVSS crosswind of
crosswind vortex signatures for three differ- four times the initial descent rate; i.e., 4 to 8
ent vortex altitudes. It is assumed that the m/sec.
vortex-induced winds can be simply super- Figure 4 shows some experimental data
imposed on the ambient crosswind, from the Heathrow GWVSS installation [8).

The effects of the two vortices are easily The wind measured simultaneously at each
distinguished since they are of opposite sign. anemometer is presented as a bar graph ob-
When the vortices are at altitudes signifi- tained by successively sampling each ane-
candy less than their lateral separation, the mometer output in turn. The motion of the
peak vortex winds are located directly below vortices to the left is evidenced by the dis-
the vortex centers. For altitudes greater than placement of the vortex peaks at differ'
the vortex separation, the vortex signature times. The algorithm used to obtaiv ,

tp' deteriorates because the winds from the two tex positions from GWVSS data s' - os-
vortices tend to cancel; the signal amplitude ignates the location of the anemom,;.... read-
diminishes more rapidly than 1/h and the sig- ing the highest crosswind velocity a., 1he lat-
nature no longer clearly indicates the vortex eral position of one vortex and the location of

so
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the anemometer reading the lowest velocity The accuracy of the GWVSS vortex lo-
as the position of the other vortex. Figure 5 cations was evaluated in 1972 flight tests at
shows the stepped vortex tracks obtained NAFEC. Figure 6 shows some data from
from this algorithm. When the vortex signals those tests plotted as time histories of the
decay to the level of ambient turbulence, the crosswind at each anemometer. Compari-
vortex locations given by the algorithm be- sons with photographic tracks of smoke en-
come random. The termination of the vortex trained in the vortices showed that the peak
tracks can be made automatic by means of in the anemometer response accurately mea-
consistency requirements. sures the time when the vortex is directly

above the anemometer. Because the vortex

peak becomes asymmetrical as the vortex
ages, the stepped track of Figure 5 tends to
"display a bias compared to the actual vortex
tracks. The peak response representing the
vortex arrival typically occurs considerally
before the middle of the total time the vortex

30 SSCO.NIs

position is assigned to a particular anemome-
ter location.

trRNSVI R'.I -'SITIPO (W=

Figure 4. GWVSS data.

0 0
00000 0 .,, Figure 6. GWVSS signals: time histories.

000000000000 00 0 00
anoooo 000 0000

OOOO0000 C A typical GWVSS installation is shown

00 0 in Figure 7. Fixed-axis propeller anemome-
,00 ... ters using d-c generators are mounted on

00 ° posts about 3-m high with lateral spacing of
00 00 about 15 m. The spacing between anemome-

ters should be roughly equal to the expected
000 0.....0 minimum vortex altitude (about 3/8 of the

S ... . .......... wing span), so that vortices are not lost be-
tween sensors. The altitude of the anemome-
ters is not critical but they should be well
above any obstructions which could disrupt

Figure 5. OWVSS vortex trcks, the wind flow. The 3-m height was selected
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to discourage unauthorized removal of the ACOUSTIC SENSORS
anemometers as much as for clearance to
eliminate ground effects from the data. Prop- The three acoustic sensors, the Doppler
er orientation of the anemometers is impor- Acoustic Vortex Sensing System (DAVSS),
tant for reliable vortex tracking. A single the Monostatic Acoustic Vortex Sensing
anemometer skewed into the wind can System (MAVSS) and the Pulsed Acoustic
falsely indicate the presence of a vortex at its Vortex Sensing System (PAVSS), share
location, some common features which will be dis-

cussed before each is considered in turn.
. Acoustic sensors all - iff- from sensitivity to

ambient noise. The iLajor noise sources
which limit the performance of acoustic sen-
sors in the airport environment are aircraft
operations and meteorological effects such
as rain hitting the antenna and wind whistling
around the antenna. At the current state of
development, no acoustic sensor can be des-
ignated as an "all-weather" system.

The capabilities of an acoustic-sensing
system are normally limited by the tradeoffs
involved in antenna design. Since most
sources of ambient noise and spurious reflec-
tions are located on the ground, antennas are
designed to have low side rcsponse. The
standard acoustic antenna consists of a
transducer and horn at the focus of a parabol-
ic dish. Low side response is achfie-ved by
surrounding the antenna with a shield which

Figure 7. Vortex sensor baseline at JFK Airport. is covered on the inside with sound-
absorbing material to eliminate internal re-
flections. One should note that mechanically

The GWVSS is well established as a reli- scanned antennas such as used in radars are
able technique for obtaining the transverse generally impracticable for acoustic antennas
positions of wake vortices located near the because of limitations posed by the slow
ground. However, the current tracking al- speed of sound. Consequently, multiple-
gorithm makes no use of the nagnitude of the beam antennas are often used to span an
vortex signal which could perhaps give some area, and can be constructed simply by using
indication of vortex height h or strength r.. an array of transducers in the same dish. One
The peak vortex signal from Equation (3) is of the limitations of the horn-dish-shield an-
[Ukdrh for h << (x2-x,). A basic limitation of tenna configuration is that the feasible angu-
the GWVSS is that the decrease or disap- lar coverage of a single antenna is probably
pearance of a vortex signal could be caused less than 50 degrees. Morover, as the angular
by the decay of Fr, and hence a decay in coverage increases, the side response also
hazard, or to an increase in h which could tends to increase, thus leading to lower
even increase the hazard to a following air- signal-to-noise ratios.
craft. The data-collection efforts using the One of the critical parameters for acous-
GWVSS have usually included another vor- tic sensors is the frequency of operation. The
tex sensor sensitive to height to verify the acoustic absorption of air increases rapidly
disappearance of a vortex signal. At present, with frequency, and has a strongly peaked
the boundary-layer effects on GWVSS vor- dependence on the absolute humidity 19].
tex signatures are not well enough under- Acoustic absorption serves both to attenuate
stood to allow the influence of r. and h to be the Olesired vortex signals and to reduce the
disentangled from GWVSS data alone, ambient noize from distant sources. Proper
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selection of the frequency requires a balanc- the simpler monostatic configuration which
ing of the relative advantages of high fre- would also provide greater velocity resolu-
quency: smaller antennas and less ambient tion according to Equation (4).
noise; and those of low frequency: longer Another mechanism fur acoustic scatter-
range for a given signal loss and greater ing is the modification of acoustic propaga-
transducer efficiency. One pitfall in fre- tion by the non-fluctuating properties of the
quency selection should be noted. If the fre- vortex. The dominant effect is a deflection or
quency chosen for a particular range is just refraction of the sound propagating through
satisfactory under normal meteorological the vortex core. The scattering cross section
conditions, the humidity-absorption peak for refraction is much larger than that for
can severely degrade the range capabilities fluctuation scattering for two reasons. First,
under conditions of low absolute humidity. the entire incident beam is scattered, not just

Sound waves interact with wake vortices a fraction of it. Second, the beam is scattered
via a number of scattering mechanisms. Tur- into a plane, rather than a sphere of resultant
bulent fluctuations in the air cause some of propagation directions. One can calculate
the sound to be scattered in all directions. [13] a maximum scattering angle
The scattered signals are Doppler-shifted by
the mean wind in which the turbulence is 0. r./, (5)
imbedded. The change in frequency Af is
given by

where r is mean vortex radius weighted ac-
Af=? (w ic) sin 4 cording to the radial variation in vorticity.

The approximations leading to Equation
where f. Is the transmitted frequency, 0 is (5) become inaccurate as 0,, approaches 1.0
the scattering angle, w is the mean velocity radian. The aircraft dependence of Equation
component of the wind in the direction (5) lies in the two parameters r. and r. For
bisecting the angle between the transmitted aircraft operating with the same coefficient
and received beams, and c is the speed of of lift and wing shape (a reasonable approxi-
sound. mation for commercial jet transports), F. is

The angular distribution of the acoustic proportional to the wing span b. The

energy scattered from turbulence depends maximum scattering angle is then inverselyupon the nature of the associated fluctua- proportional to r/b, the relative size of the

tions [101. The cross section decreases core with respect to the wing span. A
rapidly with angle and reaches a null at 90 factor-of-three variation in 0, has been ob-
degrees. An additional null occurs at 180- served I 141 for different types of landing air-
degree scattering for velocity fluctuations. craft. The observed variation can be related
The positions of these nulls have influenced to the proximity of engine-jet blast to the
the design of the Doppler Acoustic Vortex- vortex core during the wake roll-up process
Sensing Systems (DAVSS). Although a bi- [151. When the jet blast is near the origin of
static (separated transmitter and receiver) the vortex core (i.e., for aircraft with four
acoustic sensor can respond to both velocity wing-mounted engines), the vortex core is
and temperature fluctuations, a monostatic enlarged and the resulting maximum scatter-
(single-location) sensor views 180-degree ing angle is smaller than that for aircraft with
scattering which can be produced only by engines far away from the vortex core (e.g.,
temperature fluctuations. The characteristics on the tail). Because of the strong variation
of a monostatic acoustic sensor are, there- in 0 . with aircraft type, a sensing system
fore, strongly dependent upon the distribu- based on refractive scattering; e.g., the
tion of thermal fluctuations in the wake, PA VSS, is highly sensitive to aircraft type. It
which may vary considerably with aircraft- is also incapable of measuring the vortex-
etgine placement. Because of this uncer- wind distribution. Since the scattering is
tainty, the first DAVSS experiments 111, 121 produced coherently by the vortex as a
employed bistatic configurations rather than whole, Doppler shifts in the scattered signals
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characterize only the vorzex-transport veloc-
ity and not the wind velocity within the vor-
tex. Because of these limitations the PAVSS
was phased out when the DAVSS and
MAVSS became available.

Spatial resolution in acoustic sensors is
achieved by using narrow angular beams
and/or short transmitted pulses. Since two
dimensions must be specified to define a
point in a plane, three basic configurations
are available for resolving vortex location:

a) Two beam angles,
b) One beam angle plus one pulse arrival

time, and ______I:_I___\

c) Two pulse arrival times. M I

Figure 8 illustrates how each of these
three configurations can be used to provide
bistatic coverage of a plane perpendicular to
the aircraft flight path. Each beam angle to Figure 9. Monostatic configuration.
be resolved requires a fan of narrow antenna
beams. Each time to be resolved requires a

wide beam antenna. The roles of transmitting
and receiving antennas are interchangeable
as far as spatial resolution is concerned. For From the viewpoint of operational use,
the monostatic configuration, illustrated in the monostatic configuration is superior to
Figure 9, spatial resolution is achieved by the bistatic configurations because it can be
range and beam-angle measurements. installed directly under the flight corridor to

be monitored where the real estate is nor-
mally already available at airport sites.
Moreover, the monostatic configuration
minimizes the range to the vortex (and
hence, the acoustic attenuation), and
maximizes the spatial resolution for a given
antenna beam width. The specific configura-
tion of Figure 9 is designed for monitoring
wake vortices at the middle marker location
of the approach corridor (1100 m from the
runway threshold) using a maximum range of
100 m.

The term Doppler Acoustic Vortex-

Sensing System (DAVSS) does not refer to a
particular sensor configuration, but rather to
a host of sensor configurations sharing the
common feature that the acoustic returns
from turbulence within a vortex are spec-
trally analyzed to yield information on the
velocity profile of the vortex. Doppler pro-
cessing of the turbulence-scattering signals is

S.. .. necessary for reliable vortex-tracking even if
• ,•. •c~& an~aoalungloas. the velocity information is not required.

1: '4

I
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Since the turbulence is distributed through- DAVSS designed to track wake vortices in
out the vortex, the vortex center cannot be real time [16]. TSC collected some monosta-
consistently identified by a maximum in the tic acoustic wake vortex scattering data dur-
scat;zred signal. In fact under some atmos- ing the fall 1972 sensor-calibration tests at
pheric conditions, the scattering from arn. NAFEC. The success of this simple data-
bient turbulence is so large that even the collection effort led to the development of
presence of a vortex cannot be detected by the Monostatic Acoustic Vortex-Sensing
the magnitude of the scattered signals. System (MAVSS) for studying the decay of

The first DAVSS development work was wake vortex strength. The MAVSS is simply
done by the Xonics Corporation. In late 1970 a particular DAVSS configuration, but it is
and early 1971 they experimented with discussed as a separate sensor because of its
Doppler-scattering from aircraft vortices at important role in data collection at airports.
airport test sites. They then carried out two In 1973, the Avco Corporation built an
series of flight tests under FAA sponsorship engineered DAVSS with real-time vortex-
at NAFEC in the fall of 1971 [1111 and the tracking capability and the versatility to op-
spring of 1972 [12]. Two types of experi- erate in any DAVSS configuration. The
ments using bistatic configurations were car- Avco DAVSS was installed in 1974 at Ken-
ried out during these tests: nedy International Airport to test both bista-

The first involved a detailed comparison tic and monostatic configurations. Figure 10
of acoustic velocity measurements with shows the bistatic Avco DAVSS configura-
those from hot-wire anemometers mounted tion designed to monitor the landing glide-
on a 43-m tower. A CW transmitter radiated slope window with two transmitting and two
into a narrow vertical beam near the tower. receiving antennas. Depending upon trans-
The scattered signals were received by an mitter and frequency selections, it can be
antenna with multiple beams which inter- operated in the cw or pulsed mode and in the
sected the transmitted beam at various forward- or back-scatter modes. A compari-
heights. The DAVSS and instrumented son between the monostatic and bistatic vor-
tower measurements showed reasonable tex data showed the former to be much more
agreement after suitable corrections were useful because of larger Doppler shifts
made for the different resolution of the two (Equation (4)), higher spatial resolution, and
types of sensor. A model for the Doppler lower noise levels (because the receiving an-
spectra expected from vortex-scattering was tennas were elevated farther above the hori-
developed to aid in the interpretation of the zon).
DAVSS data. The data from the tower com-
parison tests were also processed to yield
vortex strength.

The second type of experiment was de-
signed to explore the high-altitude tracking
capabilities of the DAVSS. Both configura-
tions (a) and (b) in Figure 8 were explored.
The transmitter consisted of a phased array
of transducers. In configuration (a) eight /
beams were synthesized by proper phasing.

The beams were scanned sequentially, two
at a time using two distinct transmitted fre-
quencies. The location of the wake vortices
was determined by the pair of beams show-

were detected at altitudes as high as 400 m . ......

with configuratiorl (a).
LAtt in 19,2, work began on DAVSS

monostatic configurations. Work at Xonics
led to a demonstration of a monostatic Figure 10. Avco bistalic DAVSS on .ratkm.
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4 The 24-beam monostatic DAVSS con- tennas could span the corridor without a rad-
figuration shown in Figure 9 was used for ical change in antenna design. One attempt to
data collection. Figure 11 shows a photo- simplify the antenna configuration used three
graph of this installation. The need for four 50-degree fan-beam antennas (one vertical
36-degree receiving antennas to sense a plane and one tilted to each side) to span the whole
through the approach corridor is a cumber- corridor. It was found that the tilted antennas
some consequence of the previously men- had too much response to surface noise
tioned angle limitations of horn-dish anten- sources to give satisfactory performance.
nas. It is unlikely that fewer than three an-

Figure 11. Photograph of Avco monostatic DAVSS configuration.

"In the Avco DAVSS, the received sig-
.. . . . . . . nals go to a computerized processor which

. .... • produces real-time displays and digital rec-
ords of vortex locations. The processor
simultaneously analyzes the signals from 24
receiver beams using a 6-frequency comb flu-
ter to characterize the Doppler spectrum of

-_ ". • -each signal. The spectral characteristics feed
.. .- into a search algorithm which locates any

__vortices in the field of the antennas and de-
_termines their sense of rotation. The current
algorithm also provides a crude estimate of
vortex strength. Figure 12 shows some vor-

......... ............ tex tracks produced by the Avco DAVSS.
-_ _ _IThe lateral position Wnd altitude of the port

__- -...... {and starboard vortices are plotted as a func-
S--" tion of time after aircraft pasage. In this run,S• • --- the vortices are seen to drop towaTd the

i-.J jground and separate as predicted by the clas-
sical theory in the case of a small crcsswind.
The port vortex drifts out of the sensor field
of view, but the starboard vortex remuims

Figure 12. Vortax tracks from the Avco DAVSS. within the sensitive area until it dtiaip• .
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MAVSS The MAVSS configuration is superior to
the more complex DAVSS configurations for

The MAVSS antenna configuration illus- vortex-measurement studies because the
trated in Figure 13 was originally conceived vortex measurements are not contaminated
as a simple test for studying the 180-degree by the ambient wind which has little vertical
acoustic-scattering properties of wake vor- component. Moreover, the simplicity of the
tices. The Doppler shifts in this configuration MAVSS configuration allows a whole array
depend only upon the vertical component of of MAVSS antennas to be processed with
the wind in the sensitive volume. The test the same effort required for a single DAVSS
data showed scattered signals large enough configuration. For example, the DAVSS
to allow accurate measurement of the verti- NAFEC tower comparison tests gave
cal wind profile of the aircraft wake (see Fig- vortex-strength information similar to that
ure 14). In fact, the analysis of the test data from the MAVSS but required Doppler-
proved the simple MAVSS configuration to processing of twelve signals instead of one.
be a promising technique for studying vortex The choice between the MAVSS and
strength. DAVSS configurations for data collectiotn on

vortex decay poses a dilemma. Since vor-
tices are likely to drift laterally under most

V meteorological conditions, a MAVSS array
laid out perpendicular to the flight path will

'OR'rl: xusually give a more complete history of vor-
•,RAN: tex decay than a single DAVSS located

under the flight path. Unfortunately, a
MAVSS array cannot measure the decay of
vortices which do not drift at a significant
speed. Since the primary wake vortex hazard
is produced by the infrequent vortices which
stail near the flight path. one is left with the
difficult data-collection question of collecting
much data on vortices which are not in
dangerous locations, or collecting skimpy

RliCIV iIhASMI VT[R data on vortices which remain in dangerous
locations. An understanding of the intiu,,:'Ce
of vortex motion on vortex decay is needed

Figure 13. MAVSS configuration. to resolve the dilemma.
The analysis of MAVSS data 117] to

S.yield vortex strength starts with the vertical
velocity profile such as that shown in Figure
14 for a B-707 aircraft. In the figure, the
velocity at each range gate is plotted as a
function of time after aircraft passage. TheV • arrival times of the two wake vortices over

r- the antenna can be located by the rapid re-
The vertical wind is negative between the

*• vortices as one would expect. The height of a
> -vortex is indicated by the range gate with the

largest velocities. If one can estimate the
transport velocity of the vortex past the an-

20 - 4- 0 0 80 tenna, the time data of Figure 14 can be con-
ELPPSEO TIME i SEC) verted to a spatial picture under the assump-

Figure 14. MAVSS vertical wind proffle of the wake tion that the vortex decay is negligible during
from a B-707 aircraft. the time of passage. Figure 15 shows the
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results of such a transformation on the data on a wing, is plotted in Figure 17 for the same
of Figure 14 for the range gates where the data. It is notably smoother than the raw
vortex core is located. In this case, the circulation data of Figure 16 because of the
range-gate velocity is a direct measurement averaging. The techniques of vortex parame-
of the vortex tangential velocity averaged terization discussed here assume that the
over the beam angle and range-gate resolu- vortex is isolated. The assumption is reason-
tion of the system. able for old vortices which have had time to

separate, but it leads to errors for fresh vor-
_ J,• -tices which are still close together.

VO 2VORTEX *I ROE AE 4 SC

- C•0R•S C.2ECU5CCT0000O ./E

S~~~HEIGHT 27 HB [ : 3

CORE ROJUIU 2.2 .M

B-707 data. 01 0 20
VORTEX RROIUS ('I•-

S•VORTEX al AGE = 46 SECFigre15 Vote tngetil elcit poflesfo te CIRCULATION = 103 H/$EC
CORE RADIUS = 2.6 M

B-70 5aa 1'0 15 ' 0 25

I, Figure 16 shows the radial dependence of Figure 16. Vortex circulation profiles for the B-707
I- the circulation from Equation (1) for the vel- data.'
, ~ocity data in Figure 15. The circulation val-
,: ~ues for positive and negative radius are aver- ,
:•aged to eliminate some sources of bias. The •-

'W z C

solid lines in Figure 16 are a weighted least-

cc N

S~squares fit to the data of the two parameter
form:o°•

7 VORTEX -2 AOE 72 SE 0 (

~~CORE RADIUS 2.5 hHc0 0

I i(rr,o)2  
____-__________ --W •_

, - 00 15 20 25gwhere 15. is the vortex strength and ro is the C R 2

vortex core radius. This simple vortex model
thgenerally fits the MAVSS data reasonably

i ~~well, and it has the virtue that r0 is both the g_
radius of maximum velocity and of half-°circulation (r(re) 15/2). The value of rv -o s
obtained in the data-fitting ns not necessarily aO- MC
related to the actual core radius. Only if the CORE RRDIUS ; 2.5
core radius is larger than the antenna beams t0 20 30 40 so

i width can one assign a physical significanceIN)SN )

•:.tO re. Tihe average circulation (Equation 2), Figur 17, Average ¢irculation vs. twice the raldhiu (or :which is proportional to the rolling mothe menteteB da.

S-0
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The measurement of wake vortex decay The MAVSS configuration is essentially
with the MAVSS uses an array of antennas a meteorological acoustic sounder modified
to sequentially probe the vortices as they for wake vortex studies which require short-
drift past. Figures 18 and 19 show some er ranges and higher resolution. Separate
MAVSS data obtained from a four-antenna transmitting and receiving antennas, shown
array. The vortex tracks in Figure 18 are in Figure 20, eliminate antenna-ringing which
determined by the arrival time and altitude at could obscure low-altitude returns up to
each antenna. The time variations in the vor- perhaps 15 m. Each antenna consists of a
tex parameters of strength r., core radius r, 1.2-mr square dish (0.8-mr focal length) and a
and rolling moment F'(r=30 m) are shown in horn-driver transducer surrounded by the
Figure 19. The values of F' and r. tend to acoustic shield which can be seen in Figure
agree for the large radius r=30 m. It should 20. A transmitted carrier is modulated by
be noted that the measurements for short 20-msec pulse (3.5-m resolution) near 3-kHz
times are less accurate because of interfer- frequency with a smooth envelope to
ence from the other vortex, aircraft noise, minimize the intrinsic frequency spread. The
and poorer estimates of the transport veloc- return signals are recorded and subsequently
ity. analyzed with a real-time spectrum analyzer.

The mean frequency of the power spectrum
i •is used in Equation (4) to give the vertical

20 velocity. The deviation of the spectrum

0 ,about the mean is also calculated to indicate
h- the reliability of the velocity measurement

I It .which can be degraded by noise and by
to... L ,o,.E 1 strong velocity gradients. The rms deviation

X-ORTFXof the spectrum from the mean corresponds
to about 1.2 m/sec for good data. In the ab-
sence of vortices, the pulse-to-pulse standard
deviation in mean velocity is typically less
than 0.6 m/sec.

0 1 I 0 @0

Figure 18. MAVSS vortex location vs. elapsed time.

ir I

,/ I 1 I . I . . -

Figure 19. MAVSS vortex parameters vs. elapsed time. Filum 20. Ptowpapb of MAVSS anawamas.
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PAVSS vertically displaced (delayed) with respect to
the direct signal by an amount which de-

The Pulsed Acoustic Vortex-Sensing pends upon the vortex location, and hence,
System (PAVSS) makes use of refractive- varies with time. The time delay in arrival of
scattering to locate a wake vortex by means the scattered signal determines that the vor-
of time delays [131. The first refractive sig- tex lies on an ellipse with foci at the transmit-
nals from aircraft wake vortices vwre ob- ter and receiver. The exact vortex location
served in January 1971 [14). In the spring of can then be determined by the intersection of
1971, the basic PAVSS tracking system ellipses from two different transmitter-
shown in Figure 21 was tested. This config- receiver pairs (see Figure 23).
uration is essentially a forward-scattering
version of that shown in Figure 8c. The sen- AIRCRAFT NOISE

sitive area is scanned by one wide fan-beam Z
transmitter and two wide fan-beam re- ,"
ceivers. The antenna response extends down
to the horizon, so that two signals are re- 6 VORE
ceived, one directly along the ground and 2 SIGNAL

one scattered from the vortex. Since
refractive-scattering ick produced by a bend- .C w DIRECT
ing of the propagation path in the direction of 0 -SIGNAL

vortex rotation, only one of the two vortices "*
will be seen by a particular transmitter-
receiver pair (see Figure 21). ELAPSED TIME (5 sec/div)

Figure 22. PAVSS signals.

/
h;'•rI fl R%~t f sc~rrI-nnr

A.-LI / 5h•NAL

L T "/ .

I~~~ TO0MT XCflb M,3.LT:'T IK

- , ., -

TlIX%$tltr~~tR1iIt'l'R a t'EM1R1gi•l~t/ll//ll•

40,010WWV~ MW4a0

Figure 21. Simple PAVSS configuration.

Figure 22 shows PAVSS signals received '
from one receiver in Figure 21. The CRT
intensity indicates the received acoustic in-
tensity. The picture is scanned rapidly in the FiSure 23. Contour of constant time del&Y and
vertical direction in synchronization with the scattterin a orth• "*z PAVSScoa-

transmitter pulses (5-msec long with a 60-
msec period). A slow horizontal scan gives Comparisons with the NAFEC tower in
the dependence of the signals as a function of the summer of 1971 (181 showed that the
the time after aircraft passage. The direct PAVSS gave reasonably accurate vortex lo-
signal appears as a horizontal band near the cations. The PAVSS was then developed to

&K. bottoet of the picture. The vortex signal is its fial configumtion by the winter of 191.L6
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[19]. Frequencies in the 2- to 3-kHz range upon the scattering angle em defined in Fig-
and pulse widths of 2 to 3 msec are used. ure 21. Because the refractive scattering an-
Three antennas are placed on either side of gles are small, the two ellipses in Figure 23a
the runway centerline. Each alternately are very flat. Consequently, the horizontal
transmits and receives, so that both vortices position determined by their intersection can
can be detected. The multiplicity of antennas have large errors for small errors in the
is needed to give the desired spatial coverage time-delay measurements. The vortex height
while maintaining reasonable location accu- is much less influenced by timing errors, and
racy. The tracking limitations of the PAVSS therefore, is given more accurately by tW~e
are discussed below. PAVSS. The timing errors in the signal delay

PAVSS development continued with measurements are typically several msec.
calibration tests at NAFEC during the fall of Errors of this size lead to a horizontal posi-
1972, studies of take-off vortices at Logan tion accuracy which is useless unless one of
Airport during the winter of 1973. and the the scattering angles is greater than 0.5 ra-
demonstration of real-time tracking using a dian. Smaller values of 8 also lead to diffi-
minicomputer during the spring of 1973. The culty in separating the direct and scattered
calibration tests further verified that the signals since the time delays are proportional
PAVSS gives accurate vortex locations when to 02 for small 0. The difficulty is illustrated
properly configured for the altitudes of inter- in Figure 24 where the vortex signals are lost
est. Increasing the antenna separation to 800 for a time when the port-vortex altitude is so
m was found to increase the PAVSS altitude low that the resultant scattering angles and
range to 200 m. time delays are too small.

The Avco Corporation built an en- The maximum vortex-scattering angle
gineered version of the PAVSS which could Om (Equation (5)) determines the area where
measure vortex locations in real-time simul- a vortex can be detected. Figure 23b shows
taneously at two different distances from the the detection limits for three values of scat-
runway threshold. The system was installed tering angle. The useful tracking area is
at Kennedy Airport during the spring of roughly the region between the 0.5-radian
1974. Figure 7 shows some of the wide-beam contour and the 0 m contour. As discussed
antenna used in the Avco PAVSS. Figure 24 previously, the values of 0,, range from 0.5
shows some vortex tracks obtained from the to 1.2 radians for different types of aircraft
Avco PAVSS. [141. The PAVSS is thus very useful for

The ability of the PAVSS to detect and B-727 vortices (0,, 1.2 radians) and is
track wake vortices is strongly dependent worthless for B-707 vortices (0m=0.5).

" _-LDV

. f t The vortex-sensing Laser-Doppler Ve
-]locimeter (LDV) operates in the far infrared

._ ~at the COs laser wavelength A of 10.6 mic-
- Il 1 • • rons. This wavelength selection offers the

advantages of high availablh power, low per-
"". .. sonnel hazard, long range in fog, and feasible

- .heterodyne detection. The LDV operates in
- .-f- - -the CW backscatter mode, making use of

naturally occurring aerosols as scattering

targets. The Doppler shifts in the return sig-

nals measure the component of the wind
. along the laser beam line-of-sight. The Dop-

Figure 24. Vowtux tracks from the Avco PAVSS. pier shifts (Equation 4 with 0 = 180 degrees
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and c = the speed of light) are much larger the same focal region must be observed for a
than those observed in acoustic scattering time approximately equal to the inverse of
(1.9 MHz for 10 m/sec velocity). The laser the desired Doppler frequency resolution.
frequencies are reduced to the MHz region This requirement is normally more restric-
by means of heterodyne detection which also tive for angle rather than range scans. The
serves to give a good signal-to-noise ratio at max~irum rate of angle change is roughly 200
the detector. If the scattered light is simply degrees/second for a beam diameter of 30 cm
mixed with the transmitted signal, the resui- and a frequency resolution of 100 kHz.
tant velocity measurement has a sign am- The basic data generated by the LDV is
biguity which can be confusing in many the Doppler spectrum of the scattered signal.
cases. The ambiguity can be renioved .f the Figure 25 shows the non-translated spectrum
mixing signal is offset or translated with re- expected when the LDV is focused near a
spect to the transmitted signal. wake vortex. The shape of the spectrum can

The spatial resolution of the LDV is be understood by examining Figure 26. The
achieved by focusing the CW laser beam at LDV beam probes a line through the vortex.
•he desired range D. For ranges much larger The resulting spectrum, assuming a uniform
than the opti-:s diameter d, the focal spot distribution of scatterers, is given by the con-
diameter is approximately XF where F = D/d tribution of the line-of-sight velocity at each
is the f-number of focus distance. The length point along the line weighted by the LDV
of the focal spot is approximately equal to range response at that point. There are two
F2 X. and therefore, is much larger than the regions where large contributions will occur:
focal width for the usual values of F. Since the firs' is the focal range and the second is
the length of the focal region increases as the the point where the beam is tangent to the
square of the range, there is a limiting range vortex velocity and therefore measures the
beyond which the LDV gives no range reso- same velocity over a considerable distance.
lution. For a 30-cim diameter beam, the half- Since this tangential velocity is the highest
power focus length is about 4.5 m at range of velocity observed along the beam, it can be
100 m. The maximum useful range for such a identified by the largest frequency shift seen
beam diameter is roughly 500 m. The focus- in the spectrum (see Figure 25). Since the
ing technique for achieving spatial resolution tangential velocity tends to give a peak in the
also suffers from the fact that the response spectrum, it can be distinguished even when
does not fall off rapidly outside the foca! the focal point is located some distance away
region [20]. This limitation can cause some from the tangent point.
difficulty in signal processing, especially if
the concentration of scatterers varies along
the beam.

The question may be asked: Why not use
a pulsed laser to awhieve range resolution, as
in Doppler radar and Doppler acoustic sen- MAX1.•Ah. FREQUENCY

sors, instead of using the complicated focus- I toW FREQuENCY THREsHOLP

ing system of the LDV? The answer is that,
for a specific desired spatial resolution, the -/
single pulse-velocity resolution at X = 10.6 -- Up y ts PSD TI'f-.SO10/ D

microns is a factor of 100 worse than for a IFREUENCY
3-kHz Doppler acoustic sensor. Moreover, it N0IEEVtL
may not be possible to integrate over many L
pulses, as in a Doppler radar, because the
coherence time of th- scattered signal is lim- o•'•; FREQUENCY

ited by diffusion of the aerosol scatters.
The LDV can map the line-of-sight ve-I locity field in a region by scanning its beam

direction and the focal distance. The allowed
scan rate is limited by the requirement that FKiure 25. LDV spectrumn.
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LASE

-1 i ,. 'ER SCA N•b 5 AR C SCAN Vcl STEPPED A RC SCL -,

TANGENT

POINT

Figure 26. Intersection of the LDV beaan; with a Figure 27. LDV scan modes.
vortex.

Three LDV scan modes, shown in Fig- - ,
ure 27, have been used tn study wake vor- 8-74 RLINI 27

tices. The finger-scan mode (Figure 27a) has RN -.qcm
been used for most data collection efforts FVArIONANSLE'U

because it provides the fastest scan over a

plane subject to the constrv'ints imposed by
the scanner. The range can be varied much
more rapidly (7 Hz) than the angle (0.5 Hz) -i
because the mirror to be moved is much x
smaller. Unfortunately. the Jinger-scan mode .,0 41 41.
is inefficient because the data tend to be re- F |
dundant. The rapid motion of scan in
range is in the direction of poot re, ,ution so .20 .,0 0 10
that data samples are not independent for VORQTEX RADIUS Wm

high data rates. Moreover, the scan tends to
retrace itself at dhe revei,,al points of both thM- F',re 28. Vortex velocity r,rofle from a s;ng.e 2.5-

second frame of iI)V finger scaa data Therange and angle scans. Figý.,re z.8 shows a other vortex is io,;ated :n the negative di-

vortex tangential-wv0:'city ,r-file generated -ction.

from finger-s,_!,-i da,,. The !.:.*.. _ ",table fea-
ture is the gaps left where the focal distance
was too far fcom the '.•'tex to yield valid (It should be noted tý"at 'otn Figures 28 and
data. These gap-1 ! he velocity profile 29 were made firom non-translated data
somewhat diffic and also can make where the velocity sign was simply reversed
the determinatilo,, ,ortex location very dif- for one side of the vortex).
ficult for non-tia- ted dab,. The desirability of arc-scan data for ve-

The arc scar de (Figure 27b) hqat been locity measurements and accurate tracking
used only in special -"sts where morc de- led to the stepped arc-scan mode shown in
tailed velocity profiles were deF'red. The Figure 27c. This mode can scan one frame in
range of the scan is selected anaually. 4, eight seconds and is totally nonredundant
sample velocity; ofile is shown in Figure 29. since the range can be quickly changed at the
The arc scan mode gives good velocity pro- er I of each arc. This mode will soon be used
files when the scan is near the vortc:. 5ut it in measurements of vortex descent and
is not very useful for studying vortex tran.;- decay for airmraft altitudes between 200 and
port and decay since the vortex can get lost. 400 meters.
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has been set, the total data rate to be re-

IS--r----r- "r , - -,-, corded depends upon how much of the spec-
00 tral data is retained. One can keep the whole

10- ?OR) VOR•X.S o 0 spectrum, only those spectral points above a
R •NVGE,- 1NP 0 , 'threshold (see Figure 25) or only the spectral

0 point corresponding to the highest spectral
S~point or the highest frequency point with in-

tensity above the threshold. If the intensity
thresh,!d is set too high in the last two
modes, the vortex data can be extremely dif-
ficult to interpret, particularly for the non-

OOO0o translate mode. "

1 0000 0 The scanning LDV for use in vortex
o I , measurements was developed by the NASA

.20 t 0 ] ? Marshall Space Flight Center. It was used atVOkt[ RADIUS 1.1

the JFK Airport to detect, track, and mea-
Figure 29. Vortex velocity profile from a single 1.0 sure the vortices generated by aircraft in the

second arc scan. The other vortex is lo- approach corridor of runway 3 1 R between
cated in the negative direction. September 1974 and May 1975 121). The JFK

installation consisted of two LDV units each
A number of different options have been scanning in range and elevation perpendicu-

used in collecting LDV data. The first choice lar to the landing corridor. Figure 30 shows
is the type of spectrum analyzer used. The some vortex tracks obtained with this sys-
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center tem. The algorithms used to generate these
(MSFC) LDV system (discussed later) uses a tracks make use of the maximum spectral
real-time spectrum analyzer (surface acous- intensity for each data point. The spectral
tic wave) to make use of all the scattered intensity gives more consistent vortex track-
power. The Lockheed LDV system uses a ing than velocity parameters, probably be-
swept frequency spectrum analyzer which cause of the elevated aerosol content of wake
discards much of the scattered power and vortices relative to the ambient level and the
also takes longer to obtain a complete spec- complex dependence of the vortex spectrum
trum. Once a rate for spectrum generation upon range.
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Figure 30. Simultaneous vortx tracks from the two LDV systems at JFK Airport.
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Subsequent to the JFK work, a mobile PAVSS antennas. Such a system would still
LDV system was developed by Lockheed. be subject to the aircraft-type limitations of
The system has more limited real-time pro- the PAVSS.
cessing capability than the NASA LDV, but The second combines the MAVSS and
is easily moved and has a more versatile the GWVSS to yield a direct measurement of
beam scanner. The sx stem has been used to circulation for vortices stalled near the run-
collect wake vortex data at a variety ou air- way centerline. The circulation within an
ports and at '.ome special B-747 vortex tests area is computed directly as a line integral
conducted at a California dry lake, from around the area. The MAVSS is ideally
which the data in Figures 28 and 29 were suited for measuring the velocity-line integral
taken. along a vertical line. The measured line inte-

The basic LDV consists of a very stable grals are in reasonable agreement with the
single-frequency CO 2 laser, a Mach-Zehnder theoretical values based on the vortex
interferometer, a variable focus Cassegrai- strength measurement. Two MAVSS anten-
nian telescope, an angle scanner, a sensitive nas would measure the vortex-line integrals
infrared detector, and (optionally) a Bragg along the sides of the area. The GWVSS
cell frequency translator. Figure 31 shows sensors would complete the integral between
the layout of this equipment. In addition, a the two MAVSS antennas. For low-altitude
scan control system and a data processing vortices, the top of the area makes no sig-
and storage system are required. nificant contribution to the line integral. Data

have been collected for this configuration but

have not yet been processed.
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TSC WAKE VORTEX DATA BASE AND APPLICATIONS

JAMES N. HALLOCK, BERL P. WINSTON,
THOMAS E. SULLIVAN, AND DAVID C. BURNHAM
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Transportation Systems Center

Cambridge MA 02142

ABSTRACT: An extensive data base is being compiled on the motion and deay of wake vortices near
the ground. To date. data for ovc," 4G.W0 vortex pairs have been recorded, analyzed, and entered imo
the data base. The rationale for the data collection program 7., each site is presented along with a
description of the entries into the data base and the result% of some preliminary studies using the data
base.

RATIONALE FOR DATA COLLECTION terline. The instrumentation (two GWVSS
lines and one PAVSS line) was set up in the

Under the iponsorship of the Federal approach region of runway 31R. In addition
Aviation At'mtinistration (FAA). the Trans- to the vortex tracking equipment, a meteoro-
portation Systems Center (TSC) has been logical tower was erected to monitor simul-
working on the subject of aircraft wake vor- taneously the winds.
tices since 19",h. Prior to July 1973. the em- At the time the JFK site was being estab-
phasis of the work was on the development lished. the FAA requested that the Instru-
of sensors to detect and to track vortices. ment Flight Rules (IFR) and vortex separa-
Since July 1973 the emphasis has been on tions be checked to ascertain their adequacy
collecting data on vortex behavior and apply- for protecting commercial aircraft from an
ing the knowledge of vortex behavior to the inadvertant vortex encounter. Because of the
development of systems for increasing the expected limited traffic using runway 31R at
capacity of an airport. Burnham [Il describes JFK, it was decided to instrument a second
the sensor development effort and Spitzer, et runway. Since JFK did not have adequate
al. 121 the 'vortex avoidance systems, This real estate for the vortex tracking equipment
paper reviews the data collection which on the approaches to their other runways, a
commenced in July of 1973. second airport was selected: Denver's

Stapleton International Airport (DEN). The
choice of DEN was prompted by: (1) avail-
able real estate on the approach to runway

JFK Tests, First Phase, and DEN Tests. 26L, (2) the different climate as compared to
Jamaica, New York, and (3) the chance to

After limited tests had been conducted at record aircraft types which do not frequent
Boston's Logan International Airport, the JFK (e.g., B-737). Two GWVSS, one
John F. Kenneuy International Airport PAVSS. and two meteorological towers were
(JFK) became the first extensive test site to set up at DEN.
be instrumented in order to fully evaluate Data collection began at JFK in July 1973
two TSC-developed vortex sensing systems, and at DEN in August 1973. By November
the Ground-Wind Vortex Sensing System 1973, at which time the DEN site wits closed,
(GWVSS) and the Pulsed Acoustic Vortex vortices from over 10,000 aircraft had been
Sensing System (PAVSS), Each system con- monitored (3100+ at JFK and 6900+ at
sists of sensors strategically placed on lines DEN). From the data it was shown that the
perpendicular to the extended runway cen- IFR and vortex separations were indeed
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adequate for preventing a vortex encounter. PAVSS and two meteorological towers) were
In fact, the data base indicated that most of emplaced on the approach to runway 28R
the time the separations were unnecessarily and became fully operational in May 1974.
restrictive. Data collection continued through June 1975.

For the next two and a hati years, the A total of 12,950 landings were monitored
JFK site was used as it was originally in- 141. As a result of the L-R tests, the correla-
tended - an operational site for testing and tion between the ambient meteorology and
evaluating vortex sensors including laser vortex behavior was underscored. It was
sensors and other acoustic devices (see noted that it would be safe to use decreased
Burnham [II for descriptions oC these sen- aircraft separations often and the concept of
sors). the Vortex Advisory System (see Spitzer. et I

LH et.al. [21) was born.
LHR Tests.

rrom June 1970 onwards, unsolicited re- JFK Tests, Second Phase.
ports of possible vortex encounters were re- Tests were continued at JFK to assist in
ceived by air traffic control officers at the the design of the Vortex Advisory System
London Heathrow International Airport (VAS) and to study the decay of vortices in
(LHR). Consequently, the Civil Aviation Au- the terminal area. Parts of the tests began in
thority (CAA) instituted a program to gather the Fall of 1975 but the full tests began in
information on wake behavior under opera- March 1976 and continued to the closing of
tional conditions, and on the effect of a wake the JFK site in January 1977. Over 4700 air-
vortex encounter by various civil aircraft 131. craft passages were monitored in the March
The majority of incidents occurred at or near 1976 to January 1977 time frame.
Heathrow and on final approach. In some Two facets of vortex lateral motion are
cases, the encounter took place very near to being examined. First, how far can vortices
the ground. Incidents were reported from a drift in ground effect'? One GWVSS line was
wide variety of aircraft pairs (ieader!fol- extended to allow the tracking of vortices to
lower) and it was found that the heaviest jets a distance of 3000 feet from the extended
(B-747 and L-101') caused 4017c of all inci- runway centerline. The data (still being eval-
dents, in spite of the fact that they consti- uated) should indicate how far apart parallel
tuted only about 12% of all traffic at Heath- runways need to be in order to be considered
row during peak periods. After consideration independent with respect to a possible vortex
of the incident reports and consultation with encounter. Second. three GWVSS lines (lo-
the appropriate operations groups, the ap- cated at the threshold of the runway, approx-

proach separation distance for lighter aircraft imately 2000 feet from the threshold, and
following a widebodyjet in the United King- approximately 4000 feet from the threshold)
dom was increased in March 1974 ,ionm 5 to 6 were installed to reveal the variation in vor-nautical miles. tex lateral motion as a function of distance i

There has been close liaison between the from the runways threshold, or, alterna-
CAA and the FAA on wake vortex research tively, as a function of the height of the
for some years. They jointly agreed in late vortex-generating aircraft.
1973 that it would be beneficial if equipment The decay of vortices was studied at
similar to that tested at DEN and JFK could JFK using a Monostatic Acoustic Vortex
be installed at LHR. The test program would Sensing System (MAVSS) as described by
afford the opportunity to expand signifi- Burnham Ill and Burnham et al. 151. The
cantly the vortex track and meteorological analysis of the data (61 led to a revision of the
data base under new and varied environmen- IFR and vortex separation standards for
tal conditions, to COrTelate reported vortex General Aviation aircraft following commer-
incidents with measured vortex and meteoro- cial aircraft - aircraft with a certificated
logical conditions, and to track vortices from gross takeoff weight less than 12,500 pounds
a number of aircraft rarely seen in the United are spaced 4 nautical miles behind aircraft
States, e.g., Trident, Viscount, and A-300B. with certificated gross takeoff weights be-

The equipment (two GWVSS, one tween 12,500 pounds and 300,000 pounds,
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and are spaced 6 nautical miles behind air- and flight number, time code, vortex strength
craft with certificated gross takeoff weights as a function of vortex age, meteorological
in excess of 300,000 pounds. The new rule conditions, etc.
was promulgated in November 1975.

A new question also arose. The United The YYZ Tests.
States defines a "Heavy" aircraft as one that The Vortex Advisory System is based on
has a certificated gross takeoff weight in ex- an algorithm of wind criterion which has
cess of 300,000 pounds. The United King- been shown to be valid for landing aircraft. A
dom defines a Heavy aircraft as one that has lesser but still important problem is the delay
a certificated gross takeoff weight in excess encountered by aircraft queuing to take off.
of 375,000 pounds. Thus, the 320 and 420 One would optimistically hope that the VAS
series of the B-707 and the 60's series of the wind-criterion algorithm either as is or
DC-8 are categorized as "Heavy" in the slightly modified could bc used also for con-
United States but not in the United King- trolling the spacing of aircraft taking off. A
dom. Thus, for light aircraft in the United joint program has been initiated with the--- •States. a 5-mile separation was required be- Canadian Ministry of Transport to address

hind the 'Heavy" 707's and DC-8's while in this question. The vortices shed by aircraft
the United Kingdom, only 4 miles was re- departing on runway 23L at the Toronto In-
quired. This difference has a large impact on ternational Airport (YYZ) are being moni-
the peak traffic flow rate and it was decided tored by three GSVSS lines, one MAVSS
to try to resolve the discrepancy. The appro- line and a photographic system which deter-
priate designation can be determined by mines the height of the aircraft over the sen-
studying the vortex strength/decay and the sor lines. The tests began in August 1976 and
influence upon following aircraft. A limited will continue through August 1977. Todate,
amount of applicable data was collected at over 3000 takeoffs have been recorded.
JFK and additional data is now being col-
!ected at Chicago's O'Hare International RECORDED DATA
Airport (ORD). Tables I to 5 list the data compiled in the

TSC wake vortex data base. Unless other-
ORD Tests. wise noted, the vortex data discussed were

The primary purpose of the ORD tests is obtained from the GWVSS. Most oi the table
the evaluation of the Vortex Advisory Sys- entries are self-explanatory: the remainder
tem 121. The approach region of runways are discussed below.
32L, 14R and 27R were each instrumented The winds were measured using tower-
with a GWVSS line. Outputs from the VAS mounted anemometers. Each tower was in-
are being compared with actual vortex be- strument~d at one or more levels or "posi-
havior as measured by the three GWVSS. tions." For example, in Table I the earlySSince July 1976 when the tests began, over JFK tests used only one tower and one
13,000 vortex pairs have been recorded and anemometer pair for the wind mea-
the data reduced. surements. The later tests used two towers

A MAVSS has also been installed in the instrumented at two heights yielding four
approach region of runways 32L and 14R. 'positions," The DEN tests used two iow-
The strength of vortices and their subsequent ers but only the upwind tower values were
decay is being studied. In particular, the retained (a vortex often passed over the
B-707 and DC-8 aircraft, both regular and dowNnwind tower and corrupted the ambient
those designated as "Heavy", are receiving wind measurements). Heathrow employed
special attention, with the assistance of the two towers instrumented at two heights. To-
Air Transport Association and three of the ronto has one tower instrumented at two
miijor airlines operating B-707's and DC-8's heights with the lower height containing two
at ORD (UAL, TWA, AAI,). The individual sets of sensors. Except for the ORD work,
landing weights of each of these aircraft are the atmospheric turbulence was calculated
being obtained from the airlines and entered using the measured winds and a selected time
into a data base consisting of the aircraft type constant.
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Table 1. JFK International Airport

July 18. 1973 - November 10, 1973
GWVSSAircraft Type IB-727, B-707. DC-8, B-747, B-737, etc.)

Headwind (20-second average: one position)Crosswind (20-second average: one position)Horizontal Wind (20-second magnitude average; one position)Turbulence (5-second time constant •, 3 value; one position)
Port and Starboard

Vortex Residence T!;ne (time to next aircraft: based On sample rate)
Run Duration

September 10, 1974 - November 23, 1974
MAVSS

Aircraft Type (B-727, B-707, B-747. DC-8, B-737. etc.)Time Code (hour:minute:second)
Observed Time of Vortex

Crossover (since start of run)
Vortex Strength

Vortex Core HeightEstimated Vort,x Transport
Vdclity

Headwind 
(60-second mean, 'r; two positions)Crosswind 
(6 0-second mean. a%- two positions)

Vertical Wind (60-second mean, (-; two positions)Horizontal Wind (6 0-second magnitude mean. c-: two positions)Turbulence (60 - second e"' mean; two positions)

March 8, 19',6 - "anuary 13. 1977

CIWVSS
Aircraft Type (B-727, B-'07, DC-l 0. L- 101I. B-747, etc.)Time Code (day: hour:minute: ,;cond)
Heaidwmd (sunny. overcast, sunny/ltf, clouds. rain, etc.)arosswind (60 -second mean, o-; four positions;Vertical Wind (6 0-second uaean, a-: four posituons)Honzutal Wind (60-second mean. a-: four position.,,Horizontal Wind (60-second magnitude mean, a: four positions)Relative Solar Flux (from pyranograph readingslAircraft Ground Speed (between baselines I and 2. 2 ad 3. I and 3)Baselines #1. #2. #3

- Port and Starbi•rd Vortices
-Residence Time
-Death Time (end of track time)
-Death Position

Table 2. Stapleton International Airpowt

August 24. 1973 - NMvvcmbrt 2., 1973

GWVSS
Aircraft Type (B-727, B-707, IX .8;. Buin.ics" Jet, etc.)
Headwind (20-second average; one position)Crotasswind (2 0 -second aserage; one position)Horizontal Wind (20-second magnitude iý..eruge; one position)

(5-soud tine coostam s, value; ote position)Inner and Outer baselines
P Port and Starboard Vortices

-Residence TimeRun Duration (timer -6 next aircraft: based on sample rate)
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Table 3. Heathrow International Airport

April 28, 1974 - June 30, 1975

GWVSS
Aircraft Tpe (B-727, B-747, L-101 I. Trident, BAC- III, etc.)
Time Code (hour:minute:second: at inner baseline)
Headwind (60-second mean, a-: four positions)
Crosswind (60-second mean, o-; four positions)
Vertical Wind (60-second mean. o-; four positions)
Horizontal Wind (60-second magnitude mean, o-: four positions)
Turbulence (63-second e'-` mean, o-: four positions)
Estimated Aircraft Ground speed from aircraft detectors
B-747 weight when provided
Inner and Outer Baselines

- Port and Starboard Vortices

-Residence Time
-Death Time (end of track time)
-Death Position

Table 4. O'Hare International Airport

July 14. 1976- Present

GWVSS
Runway (32L, 14R. 27R)
Aircraft Type (B-727, B-707. DC-8H, B-747, etc.)
Time Code (day:hour: minute: second)
Weather (sunny. overcast. sunny/10? clouds, rain. etc.)
Headwind (60-second average, calculated through VAS)
Crosswind (60-second average, calculated through VAS)
Turbulence (measured using Sigma meter)
Temperature
Pressure
B-707 and DC-8 weight and flight number, when provided
VAS Runway Status (Red. Green, Red/Green, Offm
Port and Starboard Vortex Residence Time

MAVSS
Observed Time of Vortex Crossover (since start of run)
Vortex Strength 0" at 5, 10, 20. 30 meters from core center)
Vortex Core Height
Estimated Vortex Transport Velocity

Since it was anticipated that vorttces craft-vortex encounter simulations 171 indi-
from a landing aircraft usually move away or cated that if the fuselage of any aircraft were
dissipate before a following aircraft arrives, at least 100 feet from the center of any vor-
it was decided to analyze the extensive tex, the encountering aircraft would not ex-
amount of vortex track data in terms of how perience an unacceptable disturbance. The
soon the vortices exit a "safety region." The figure is conservative, and represents the
safety region is centered on the extended worst case of a light general aviation aircraft
runway centerline. The width of the safety approaching a vortex formed by a wide-body
region was determined by considering two jet; the exact figure depends upon the indi-
points: First, a measurement program by vidual characteristics of the vortex-gener-
TSC at DEN showed that 3a" or 99.74% of all ating aircraft and the encountering aircraft.
landing aircraft were within 50 feet of the Thus, the safety region was selected to
"extended runway centerline at 1500 feet from have a width of 50 + 100 or 150 feet on both
threshold. Second. 6-degree-of-freedom air. sides of the extended runway centerline. If
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Table 5. Toronto International Airport

August 13, 1976- Present

Aircraft Type (B-727, B-707, DC-8. B-747. L-1011, etc.)
Time Code (day:hour:minute:second)
Weather (sunny. overcast, sunny/ 0I/M clouds, rain, etc.)
Aircraft Ground Speed (between baselines I and 2. I and 3, 2 and 3)
Headwind (60-second mean, a-. three positions)
Crosswind (60-second mean, ar: three positions)
Vertical Wind (60-second mean, a-: three positions)
Horizontal Wind (60-second magnitude mean, o-: three positions)
Turbulence (60-second 401J mean, a: three positions)
Temperature
Lapse Rate
Baselines #1, #2. #3

- Port and Starboard Vortices
-Position at 30, 60, 90, 120 seconds after start of run
-Death Time (end of track time)
-Death Position

MAVSS
Observed Time of Vortex Crossover (since start of run)
Vortex Strength (1- at 5, 10. 20. 30 meters from core center)
Vortex Core Height
Estimated Vortex Transport Velocity

both vortices are clear of the safety region, tex of the oncoming aircraft might be sepa-
they cannot pose any threat to a following rated by sufficient lateral distance such that
descending aircraft landing on the same run- the aircraft will barely detect the presence of
way. The size of the safety region is very the vortex in the safety region.
conservative, even if both the following air-
craft and a vortex from a preceding aircraft DATA ANALYSES - VORTEX
are observed to be in the safety region at the BEHAVIOR
same time, the vortex may have decayed suf-
ficiently that it could not affect the following Vortex behavior can be examined by re-
aircraft. Additionally, the aircraft and vortex trieving particular information from the data
can be separated by as much as 200 feet and base. Figure I shows the probability of find-
yet both be within the safety region. ing a vortex in the safety region as a function

In the tables and in the ensuing discus- of the time after an aircraft passed over the
sion of the data, the term "residence time" vortex-tracking equipment. For example, 16
refers to the time it takes for both vortices to percent of the data yielded a vortex in the
exit the safety region. Each vortex may safety region after one minute; in the remain-
either be blown out of the safety region or be ing 84 percent of the cases, the vortices
eliminated by a decay process while the vor- either exited the safety region or decayed
tex is still within the safety region. Note that within it. The figure is a composite of data
the existence of a vortex within the safety reL nrded at Denver, Kennedy, Heathrow,
region at a given time does not necessarily and Chicago Airports and represents the re-
imply that it could constitute a hazard to a suits of approximately 40,000 aircraft.
following aircraft: The vortex could have de- In the following subsections, the infor-
cayed to a strength sufficiently below the mation in Figure 1 is re-examined to ascer-
hazard threshold of the encountering air- tain the dependence on aircraft type, the
craft, the vortex being tracked may have winds, the mode of exiting the safety region
been generated by an aircraft whose vortices (drifting out or decaying), the different vor-
will not affect the following aircraft (e.g., a tex behavior at various sensor baseline loca-
Twin Otter followed by a B-747). or the vor- tions, the time between the firsw and second
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vortex exiting the safety region, and the con- within the safety region. The wide-body jets
ditions which lead to residence times in ex- constitute a significant portion of the older
cess of 80 seconds. residence-time cases. If a vortex is found

inside the safety region after 80 seconds, the
1.0 probability is very high that the vortex was

shed by a wide-body aircraft.
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In I. Thheprobability of finding a vortex in the Figure 3. The probability of finding a vortex in the
safety region s an fnction of the time after safety zone as a function of the vortex age.

com heraircrfths pasd. IIt).Figure 3 fundamher breaks down the data to
specific aircraft. Except for the TU-134 and

Residence Times by Aircraft Type. the Mystere, all the aircraft types exhibited a
discontinuity at 60 seconds. The probability

In li~gure 2, the data of Figure 1 is repro- of finding a vortex in the safety region can

duced along with curves for the wide-body thus be described by two exponentials. It is
jets (B-747, DC-I0, and L-10Is1) and for small conjectured that the first exponential (short
commercial jets (DC-9 and BAC-l111). The times) is fundamentally the probability that
type of aircraft generating the vortices plays the vortices translate out of the safety region,
an important role on the longevity of a vortex and the second exponential (long times) is

'- •.•..the probability that the vortices de~cay in the
safety zone. For times between 0 and 60

' seconds (0 and 40 seconds for the TU- 134
\ and the Mystere), the probability is

and for times greater than or equal to 60
S,.., ...... seconlds,

., :':• "'the exponent will contain the term (t-40) for
-'• \the Mystere and the TU-144; in the ensuing
-'\ discussion, these two aircraft will be ornitted
S....for convenience. The coeff, kient A is the

probability of finding a vorttA in the infet,:
gPum 2. 7W' paf a( Sof veamiI t6 region at 60 seconds. Table 6 gives the rele-

WHYW"U am u u of rW dm¢ d vent constants as determined from the
as -um t pu a. Heathrow data. Note that the exponential
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forms will overestimate the probabilities at
large times. For instance, no vortex was
found in the safety region in excess of 120
seconds for a B-727, yet the exponential form
will yield a non-zero probability.

Table 6. Coefficients f',r Probability of Finding a Vortex

in Safety Zone

AIRCRAFT TYPE at A a.

IL-62 0.0215 0.275 0.0552
B-747 0.0230 0.252 0.0554
L-lOl1 0.0229 0.252 0.0742
A-300 0.0245 0.230 0.0583 -, ...

VC-t0 0.0245 0.230 0.0777 .. ,

DC-8 0.0245 0.230 0.0784
B-727 0.0256 0.219 0.1027

B-707 0.0262 0.207 0.0649 . . , ,
B-720 0.0288 0.178 0.0353
DC-9 0.0291 0.175 0.0763

Trident 0.0292 0.173 0.1031
Camvelle 0.0300 0.165 0.0758

B-737 0.0316 0.148 0.0702 Figure 4. The probability of finding a vortex in the
BAC-Il1 0.0335 0.143 0.0715 safety zone as a finction of vortex age and
Viscount 0.0332 0.136 0.1070 crosswind.
F-27 0.0334 0.135 0.2453
V-'erald 0.0415 0.083 0.2209 a higher crosswind magnitude for the jumbo
HS-125 0.0541 0.038 0.1181 jets than for all other aircraft. These trends

are related to the fact that the stronger theThe aircraft in Table 6 are arranged in vortex, the higher the crosswind required to

decreasing order of the coefficient A, the stall the vortex in the safety region.probability of finding a vortex in the safety

region at 60 econds. It is of note that the Residence Times - How Vortices Exit
ordering closely follows that of decreasing Safety Region.
aircraft weight. Vortices exit the safety region by either
Residence Times - Wind Effects. transporting out or by decaying in the region.

Most of the vortices with a residence time in
Crosswind magnitude plays an important excess of 40 seconds decay in the safety re-

role in the motion of the vortices. Figure 4 gion while most of the vortices with a resi-
shows the probability of a vortex remaining dence time of 40 seconds or less move out of
in the safety region for various crosswinds. the region.
The figure is a composite of all aircraft types;
the data for specific aircraft types are similar; Vortex Behavior at Various Setsor
the lighter the vortex-generating aircraft. the Baselines.
closer the curves approach the origin of the
graph. Eighty seconds represents an Near the runway threshold the aircraft
aircraft-to-aircraft spacing of less than three generating the vortices are well within
nautical miles for the approach speeds of ground effect. The downwtsh field causes
most aircraft. On the basis of Figure 4, it is the vortices initially to descend and to inter-
reasonable to predict that wake vortices are act very strongly with the ground. Usually,
unlikely to be troublesome when there are one of the vortices (the upwind vortex) very
crosswinds greater than 5 knots. quickly disappea, most likely because of a

For a specific crosswind, the average catastrophic interaction with the ground.
residence time increases with aircraft size. The remaining vortex then moves away very
The largest aver, residence times occur at quickly. It is a rare event when a vortex shed
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near the runway threshold persists for 80 glide path that it is unlikely that the vortex
seconds; because of the strong ground in- could cause an unacceptable disturbance to a
teraction, it is unlikely that such a vortex following aircraft. Most of the cases in this
could have sufficient strength to affect location where a vortex is found in the safety
another aircraft. region after 80 seconds are those in which the

At or beyond the middle marker locadon vortex either exited the region and re-entered
(3500 feet from the runway threshold), the or stalled near the extreme edge of th. re-
aircraft are over 200 feet above the ground, gion.
so that the vortices are barely within ground The sensor baselines positioned about
effect. For the first 10 to 20 seconds, the 2000 feet from a runway threshold are the
vortices move with the wind, and, usually, important baselines. Here, when a vortex
do not remain in the safety region for any lingers, the vortex is at about the same al-
significant amount of time. When a vortex titude as a following aircraft would be, and
stalls, it usually is outside the region or at these vortices, in a probabilistic sense, are
least is low enough below the typical aircraft the ones which can linger longer than those

t ' IlK .. • .. $S. iI 5, . * .. ...,

--
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near the runway threshold or the middle for the heavier aircraft). The crosswind mag-
marker. Each test site always was provided nitude, however, appears to be the most im-
with a sensor baseline in this region. All the portant quantity for estimating when the
data presented in the figures refer to the safety region wivl be clear of vortices. If a
2000-foot region, high confidence ievel is ne'.essary (as indeed

The residence times for two sensor lines it would be for any predictive system), know-
-Peathrow) which were both in the inter- ing the time at which the first vortex exits

nze',iate regime (1200 and 2300 feet from the does not significantly improve a prediction of
runwi:y threshold) were compared. Since the the residence time.
aircraft altitude is about the same ovci both
baselhies, the residence timef should be Residetice Times - Cases Which Ecceed 80
about the same. The wind at the :;ensor Secoivds.
lines ned not b- the came, parti,. y with
low vinds, and should be rn-filcted in a .an- One method for decreasing delays at an
dora variation tbct"/eci 'Ame residence times airport would be to determine those times
and lead to a non-r,.ýgiigibie standara devia- during which all aircraft separations on final
tion. For the Heathrow data, the r-sid(eace approach could be safely decreased to 3 nau-
times differed by ,only !.6 seconds on the tical miles (instead of the ctrrent 3, 4, 5 or 6
average with a standard dIeviation of 23.7 nautical miles depending on the type of lead
serconds; the loxter the winds (and hence, the and following aircraft). It would be expected
17"ger the variation in the winds between the that svm, times are dependent on the wind
two baselines), the higher the standard devia- velocity: e.g., crosswinds ii excess of 5

tion (a maximum of 36.1 seconds). With high knots were shown previously to appear to
winds, particular- high cfosswinds, the alleviate the wake vortex problem.
standard deviati - -eafed to a minimum To identify the appropriate wind condi-
of 7.9 seconds. tions, data on the heavy aircraft (B-747.

DC-10, L. 101 1, stretched versions of DC-8
First and Secona V•rrete- Crosvings. and B-707, Super VC-10, II.,-62, and A-300"T,

whose vortices had a residence time of 80

Residence time was defined as thte time seconds or more were segregated from the
required for both vortices to exit the safety data base. A ground speed of 135 knots
region; in other words, the time the second mtpans that 3 nautical miles is equivalent to
vortex leaves the safety region. Suppose the 80 seconds. All the 80-second or more data
time of the exiting of the first vortex is are contained within an ellipse with a semi-
known, can the time that the second vortex major axis (headwind/tailwind axis) of 12
exits be predicted'? knots and a semi-minor axis (crosswind axis)

Figure 5 shows the distributions of the of5.5 knots. Any number of geometrical pat-
crossing times as a function of the crosswind terns could have been used to enclose the
(data from the Heathrow tests). The brokeii data, but the ellipse is a convenient pattern
lines indicate tVe distribut.-.v of the first with a low enclosed area. This ellipse be-
crossing. and the solid lines indicate the came the wind-criterion algorithm for the
second crossing. As the crosswind mag- VAS.
nitude increises, the first vortex exits sooner It should be noted that just because
(the peak cf the distribution), and the dis- winds are measured to be within the ellipse
tribution becomes narrower. The second does not mean that every vortex will remain
vortex seems to exit the safety region almost n the safety region for 80 seconds or more. It
randomly for crosswinds up to 4 knots, but a vortex has lingered within the safety region
the distribution becomes more peaked, and for 80 seconds or more, then the winds have
the vortex exits sooner as the crosswind in- been within the ellipse. When the winds are
creases. Similar distributions exist for within the ellipse, less than 5 percent of the
specific aircraft types, only the location of vortices will persist in the safety region in

4 the peaks of the distributions differ (earlier excess of 80 seconds. The overly conserva-
l times for the lighter aircraft, and later times tive dimensions of the safety region, the ig-
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noting of aircraft types, the ignoring of vor- row, the winds were from all directions, i.nd
tex decay because of atmospheric turbulence a particular component of the wind was not
or the nonstability of the atmosphere, etc., required to move the vortex, so that it could
all contribute to restricting the times when be tracked. What McGowan's curve neglects
the separations could be deci-eased. Addi- is the effect of winds along the direction of
tional research now underway should pro- the vortex. Winds along the vortex axis
vide other criteria to shrink the size of the seems to suppress meanderings of the vortex
ellipse, and thus delays at least one of the known

decay modes (sinuous or Crow instability).
VORTEX DECAY When the wind is orthogonal to the vortex

axis, the Thearing action of the wind across
Although vortices have been detected in the vortex can aid in the dissipation process.

the safety region for times in excess of 80 Thus, the data alter the McGowan curve for
seconds, nothing is as yet known about the the high winds as sh,"vn in Figure 6.
strength of these vortices. The data dis-
cussed in the previous sections were col- 240

lected using baselines of propeller anernome-
ters. It is possible that only remnants of the
vortices are being tracked which would be
unable to affect an aircraft which inadver-
tantiy penetrated or encountered them. In 160
this section. the demise of vortices as indi- [
cated by the wealth of anemometer data will
be discussed first. The section will close with 120 .

a discussion of the ongoing program to mea- 6>
sure directly the strength or circulation 80 REVISION

decay of vortices in the terminal environ- "
ment. McGOWAN

Anemometer Data.I!
0 10 30 40

Various studies have shewn that the de- WIND SPEED IM*H)

mise of vortices correlates best with the
magnitude of the total wind. The lower the Figure 6. The McGowan life-time curve and the

wind magnitude, the longer a vortex will sur- proposed revision.

vive on the average. McGowan devised a
curve to indicate the maximum lifetime of a Figures 7 and 8 present the probability of
vortex as a function of the total wind. He finding a vortex still active at a given age ,r
obtained the relationship by fairing a curve to various total wind magnitudes. The vortex
all the known (in 1970) vortex lifetime data in lifetime for each increment of the horizontal
such a manner that all the data were included wind can be fitted with the form
under this curve. McGowan's curve has been
widely used. The TSC data includes condi- TlifeC 10 1.0. t1 T',
tions omitted from the McGowan curve. 010-T, t T

Most of the data that McGowan had avail-
able came from tower tests. Smoke from
cannisters on a tower became imbedded in For the two cases shown, the B-747 and the
the vortices shed by aircraft making low Trident, TA was found to be dependent on
passes upwind of the tower. Decay was as- the horizontal wind. The natural turbulence
sessed visually. By necessity, this type of in the wind appears to dissipate the vortices
data involved mainly a crosswind component in high winds, When the winds exceeded 20
since a crosswind was required to translate knots, no vortices existed -for more than ,0
the vortices to and past the tower. At Heath- seconds. The vortices of light aircraft very
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often were not detected in high winds;
HS-125 vortices were ne~er detected when 0-

the wind exceeded 15 knots, but this may be 06
attributed to the increased sensor-noise
level. When using anemometers, a vortex is 0.4

said to have died when the vortex signal is
not distinguishable from the ambient wind. I

0 \
0614 j

1~ 06-

I'i\ 3 "

TIM Of 05401

S0 • • \. . 0 1 20 40 60 °0

L Figure 8. The probability of a Trident vortex existing
L ooz as a function of the total wind.

The vertical velocity distributions are
001 i 1 z I used to calculate an "effective" strength.

,0 40 60 so The "effective" strength is the circulation of

an equivalent line vortex producing the same
Figure 7. The probability of a B-747 vortex existing as a torque on a wing as would be produced by

function of the total wind, the measured vortex velocities. In other
words, the first moment of the measured ver-
tical velocity distribution is equated to the

Monitoring Vortex Decay. first moment of a potential or line vortex:
b/2 b/2

As part of the extensive program to b/2 r V/a

monitor the behavior of wake vortices in the dtentia r
terminal environment, the strength or circu- -/2lation of vortices was briefly measured for Since -tr/±,-

aircraft landing on runway 31R at JFK Air-
port in New York. Further work is now in
progress at Chicago's O'Hare where vortex 2,
strength is being recorded for aircraft landing r - %-j ,.dr,
on runways 32L and 14R, and at Toronto's -b/2
International Airport where vortex strength where F is the "effective" strength, b is the
is being recorded for aircraft departing from wing span of a hypothetical vortex-encoun-
runway 23L. Arrays of monostatic acoustic tering aircraft, and Vmou• are the vertical
sensors are used to measure vortex vertical velocities measured by the monostatic
velocity fields; successive measurements of acoustic sensors. To perform the integration,
the velocity field of the same vortex are ob- the radial parrmeter is transformed to time as
tamined as the vortex passes over each sensor. the measured velocities are recorded as time
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histories. Thus, r = VTt, where VT is the negligible value (at least below the instru-

horizontal transport velocity of a vortex over mental threshold) with a halving of strength
each sensor (obtained by noting the time at every 30 to 60 seconds. The dissipation of

which the vortex is directly over each sensor the vortex varies as (time) -', and is probably
and assuming a constant transport velocity a turbulent diffusion process.
between sensors).

Figures 9, 10, and I I show examples of
the data from the brief trials at Kennedy Air- [ DC8
port; each figure exhibits an apparently dif- _. I
ferent but equally probable mode of decay. 0 - 747

Up to four independent measurements of ef-
fective vortex strength can be made for each I
vortex (noisy channels often precluded ob- L
taining all four measurements). Solid lines in
the figures connect the data for the same
vortex. In Figure 9, four of the cases have
been extended with broken lines; here, the
vortex was not seen in the next sensor as the 20 2 30 40 50 (0 70

strength decayed below the instrumental AGE I,,n,,

threshold.
O Figure 10. Vo.tex decay via turbulent diffusion.

S- C707 Figure I I exhibits a third mecoanism: the

4OEO A2 -7 vortex experiences a rapid decay which ulti-
0_ - 1.•7 mately is curtailed leaving behind a relatively

constant but weaker vortex or remnant in its
stead. It is suggested that vorte) breakdown
or core-bursting has occurred le tving behind

ME -0 a remnant which mixes little with the atmos-
phere. The strength of the remnant corre-

lates with the size of the vortux-generating
\aircraft: B-727 vortex remnants are weaker

-\___ than B-707 or DC-8 remnants which in turn
10 20 )0 40 5o 60 are weaker than B-747 remnants. In flight

VORTEX AGE fse0ondo) tests where smoke has been injected into the
cores oi the vortices, often after a vortex has

Figure 9. Vortex decay via linking with the ground. burst" a smaller core becores discernible

Figure 9 displays cases where the
strength very rapikhy jceays. Once the rapid
decay commences, the strength is seen to X-,07
decrease by a factor of 2 in approximately 15 .24;
seconds. Two trends have been observed: (a)
the rapid decay begins sooner, ano occurs 3 - b

more often when the ambient turbulence is
high, and (b) for a given turbulence level, the

larger aircraft begin the rapid decay later
than the smaller aircraft. It is suggested that Ia
the rapid decay is caused by a sinusoidal
instability in which the vortex has linked t0 0 1o0 -4 70

with its image vortex, TEAE WOMI,

Gradual decay is depicted in Figure 10.
The strength appears slowly to erode to a Figure 11. Vortex decay via core bursting.
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as smoke is transported by the axial flow in Wake Vortices Conference, DOT Transportation

the vortex from an unburst portion to the Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, Mar. 1977.

remnant.
2. Spitzer, E.A., Hallock. J.N., and Wood, W.D.
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An extensive data base on vortex motion Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA,
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ABSTRACT: Marshall Space Flight Center in cooperation with the Federal Aviation Administration has
developed a Scanning Laser-Doppler Velocimeter System which has been used to detect, track, and
measure the velocity flow fields of wake vortices of aircraft landing at John F. Kennedy International
Airport. The tests were performed with the cooperation of the Transportation Systems Center and the
National Aviation Facilities Fxperiment Center. and resulted in detailed velocity and track data on the
vortices generated by over 1600 landings of 13 different aircraft types. The paper describes the overall
operation and perfor-mance of the system as well as the operation of the individual components. It
discusses the data-handling capabilities of the system and the algorithms used in processing the
laser-Doppler data. both in real time and in post analysis. Selected runs are examined for the spectral

characteristics of vortices, their transport. velocity flow fields, and circulation. A summary of the results
Sand a description of the Kennedy tests are also provided.

INTRODUCTION lar interest was that known to be a hazard to
aviation, such as the naturally occurring
Clear Air Turbulence (CAT) and the artifi-

The utilization of laser-Doppler systems cially induced vortex.
in vortex flow-field measurement is the out- Demonstration of the feasibility of
growth of extensive research into the appli- laser-Doppler vortex measurements was per-
cation of the laser-Doppler principle to flow- formed in 1969 at MSFC in a series of flybys
field problems, both in the wind tunnel and in of a DC-3 aircraft. The success of this dem-
the atmosphere. Tý.e initial success of the onstration led to further investigations into
application of the laser-Doppler technique in atmospheric flow-field research. resulting in
wind-tunnel research at the Marshall Space improved component development and sys-
Flight Center (MSFC) in the early 1960s re- tem design, as well as improved scan tech-
stilted in the extension of this work to niques such as planar scanning for vortex
measuring atmospheric flow fields and as- tracking and conical scanning for three-
sociated turbulence. Turbulence of particu- dimensional wind flow-field measurements.
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In 1972, the Federal Aviation Adminis- During the two phases of testing at JFK
tration (FAA) requested the National Aero- (September - December 1974 and March -
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) to June 1975), vortex data were collected on
accelerate their applied research activity to over 1600 aircraft landings. This data in-
provide assistance in the alleviation of the cluded position and velocity-profile informa-
aircraft wake vortex problem on takeoff and tion which in turn permitted the calculation
landing. This request resulted in the estab- of transport and circulation.
lishment of an interagency agreement be-
tween NASA and FAA in which a pro-
gram was established for MSFC to develop SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
a Scanning Laser-Doppler Velocimeter
(SLDV) System which would be deployed at Principle of Operation.
the John F. Kennedy International Airport
(JFK) for vortex monitoring tests. Three The principle of laser-Doppler detection
major objectives were established for this is the same as that of conventional Doppler
program: radar with the primary difference being in the

a. The first and primary objective was to wavelength. While the wavelength of the
detect and track the vortices in the landing conventional Doppler radar is on the order of
corridor and to provide their positions with centimeters, the wavelength of the SLDV is
time. thereby establishing the SLDV as a 10.6 micrometers, and consequently, where
standard against which other vortex sensors conventional radar can only detect scattering
could be compared. from large objects (tens of centimeters),

b. The second objective was to evaluate laser-Doppler detection can come from scat-
the SLDV for use in an operational mode at tering by objects as small as one micrometer
airports. in size. Objects of this size are normally con-

c. The third objective was to measure taimed in the atmosphere in the form of dust
the vortex velocity fields and their transport and pollen, and are responsible for the
and decay characteristics. backscattered radiation as shown in Figure 2.

In September 1974, approximately one Since these particles are extremely small,
and one-half years after the initiation of the they will follow the motion of the atmo-
program, two SLDV systems were installed spheric wind.
at JFK (Figure 1). These two independent
systems were located in such a way as to
provide comparison data on the vortex
tracks, thereby serving as a check on system
accuracy and also providing a means of
further increasing the ability to locate vortex WWI",,o, m--
positions by triangulation, if desired.

"Figure 2. Laser-Doppler principle.

The Doppler shift in the backscattered

Fiqure I. Scanning iaser Doppler airport operations radiation caused by the motion of these par-
(JFK). ticles can be considered to be due to the wind
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velocity component that is along the line of nal processing subsystem is comprised of re-
sight of the SLDV. The magnitude of this ceiver and detector bias electronics, a signal
Doppler shift, Af, is given by: processor, algorithm processor. displays,

and recording electronics. A block diagram
Af - -, of the overall system is shown in Figure 3.

where V1 is the line of sight velocity compo-
nent and X is the laser radiation wavelength.
At 10.6 micrometers, this corresponds to _
0.53 mis per 100 kHz.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the SLDV - --

system is given by

=detector quantum efficiency,-...
Pv=transmitter power,

tIPT(n) R baLcte cefcet

R = radius of the transmitting optics,
B = system bandwidth. Figure 3. SLDV overall block diagram.J L = particle range,
h = Planck's constant, The SLDV operational description can
v = frequency of transmitted radiation, best be communicated by tracing the .,her-
A=wavelength of transmitted radiation, ent output radiation from the CO2 laser

and transmitter through thi optics, to the atmos-
f = transmiter/receiver focal length, phere, and back to the data algorithm pro-

equivalent to range to focus. cessor and its displays [rg. As shown in Fig-
Integiation from Lo to Lr yields: ure 4, the horizontally polarized collimated

=-mm beam exits the CO2 laser and impinges
on the first bmamsplitter which is oriented at

f/ = {tar/rL 2 - ' 2c lengh) 450 to the beam path. Approximately ten per-equiva•-•Len R to rn to " cent of this beam is passed through the

beamspeitter to be used as a local-oscillator

ta-r _ 1 (31 signal. This poltion , passes through
•aL,n--7 " eith[-r a Bragg cell fre, 'iency translator or a

series of attenuators. Ir the translated mode,
The focal volume of the system can be de- the Bragg cell shifts tlhe frequency by 24
fined by calculating the length of the range MHz to create an offset zero frequency for
element that produces one-half the coherent which positive and negative Doppler shifts

backscattered signal received from the entire can be observed. In the nontranslated mode,
range L1=0 to 1.3=-. the beam attenuators reduce the local oscl-

lator power to a level for satisfactory opera-
System Operation. tion of the detector. In this mode vositie

and negative Doppler shifts and the direction
The SLDV is composed of two main of the velocity cannot be drt.cmiined. The

subsystems: optics and signal processing. local oscillator beam is then reflectid 90" bj'
The optics subsystem is made up of a laser, a mirror placed at 451 to the beam path. The
interferometer, translator, telescope, tele- beam then passes through a half-wave plate,
scope scan controller, and detector. The siy- changing the beam pclarization from hori-
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zontal to vertical, and a lecombining beam- signal is then reflected by the Brewster win-
splitter where it is mixed with the return sig- dow to the recombining beamsplitter where it
nal onto the detector. The main portion of is mixed with the local-oscillator beam. The
the exit beam from the laser is reflected 90' mixing of these two beams creates an inter-
by the first beamsplitter and passes through a ference pattern that is imaged by the focusing
Brewster window that is aligned in such a lens on the face of the detector. This pattern
way that it transmits horizontally polarized varies with time according to the difference
light and reflects vertically polarized light, frequency of the two beams. The detector
The exit beam is then reflected 900 and converts the radiation energy to electrical
passes through a quarter-wave plate that energy, and the result is an electrical beat
changes the polarization of the beam to signal that is proportional to the Doppler
right-hand circular. The direction of polari- shift created by the motion of the atmos-
zation is reversed at the transmit telescope's pheric aerosols. This signal is then amplified
secondary mirror and again at the primary by the receiver network to the level required
mirror so that the radiation impinging on the for operation of the signal processor.
scanning flat mirror is again right-hand circu- Upon entering the signal processor, the
larly polarized. Upon reflection from the Doppler signal is mixed with a chirp pulse
primary, the beam expands to approximately and fed to a surface-acoustic-wave delay
25.4 cm in diameter, strikes the scanning line. The serial output of the delay line is a
mirror at 45', and focuses at positions in continuous, analog spectrum analysis cf the
space by movement of the secondary mirror Doppler signal where the frequency is pro-
and the scanning flat. portional to time. The signal is then sent to a

sample-and-hold unit, the out.put of whicl-
provides a series of discrete spectrum sam-

I pies (104 samples in the maximum case).
* .. - -. Each sample is representative of a particular

Doppler-frequency interval approximately
100 kHz wide. Each sample is then A/D con-
verted and incoherently integrated by sum-
mation averaging. At the end of a selected
integration time (0.5 ms to 64 ms), a complete

. Doppler-velocity distribution, in the form of
100-kHz wide velocity cells, is provided for
the aerosols contained in the coherent focal

M=.- volume of the beam for that time and position
in space.

This informalion, along with the position
coordinates, is then recorded on high speed,

Figure 4. Optical block diagram. pulsed-code-modulated (PCM) analog tape at
a maximum data rate 1of approximately 2 x

The right-hand circularly polarized radi- 10 bits/s. The signal next goes through a
ation is reflected by atmospheric aerosols in velocity and signal amplitude discrimination
the focal volume as left-hand circularly process in which different Velocities and
polarized radiation, and at the same time is amplitudes of the signal may be eliminated,
shifted in frequency by an amount propor- leaving only a selected portion of the spec-
tional to the velocity of the aerosols along the trum. This portion of the spectrum, depicted
line of sight. This return signal travels back in Figure 5, is further examined by the signal
along the same path its the exit beam until it processor and the following information is
reaches the quarter-wave plate where, be- extracted: Vmax, the velocity with the highest
cause the direction of polarization has been amplitude; Vk, the highest velocity with sig-
reversed by the atmospheric backsmatter, it nal above the amplitude threshold; 1•, the
passes through and is converted to vertical iagnitude of the highest signal amplitude
polarization. This vertically polarized return (digital number between I and 256); and N,
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the total number of velocity cells with signal
amplitude above amplitude threshold. The
information is sent to the data algorithm pro-
cessor along with position and time informa-
tion where it is recorded on tape and/or
stored in computer memory for processing
on a scan-frame by scan-frame basis in real
time. The results of the data algorithm pro-
cessor are then displayrd, automatically .
hardcopied, and writttri on disk for later -'
transfer to magnetic tp.pe for permanent stor- -
age.

.. N

4 . -• /Figure 6. Typical scan coverage requirements with

resulting system scan requirements.

are associated with the vortices, to be sent to
the data algorithm processor.

The real time vortex-location algorithm
processes the raw data to locate the vortex
centers. The data are screened to ascertain

4 '•that a sufficient number of data points exist
to define a vortex center and that the
maximum peak velocity meets an established

Figure 5. Vortex signal spectrum (untranslatted). minimum. If these criteria are not met, a
vortex center cannot be defmed. When these
criteria are satisfied, a correlation region is

Data Collection. defired that contains all data points within a
given radius of the point possessing the

The two SLDV units installed at JFK maximum peak velocity. This region is ver-
were located near the middle marker of run- ified as containing a vortex center if B per-
way 31 right, approximately 121 m on either cent of the points possess velocities that arr
side of the centerline. This configuration at least A percent of the maximum peak ye-
permitted the two independent sensor units locity where A and B are specified by the
to scan a common planar area perpendicular operator. If the requirement is net met, the
to the aircraft landing corridor (Figure 6). point having the maximum peak velocity
The area of prime interest for vortex detec- (Vo is rejected as a noise spike, and the
tion and monitoring is indicated in Figure 6 to entire process is repeated until either a
be 61 m to either side of the runway center- noise-spike limit is exceeded or a valid region
line and 91 m in altitude. is found. When a valid region is found, the

In vortex detection, the velo.,ity thresh- vortex center is computed by the algorithm
old is set approximately 1.8 m/s above the in Figure 7. The figure also shows the corre-
peak wind velocity in the scan plane, and the lation circle drawn about the data point with
amplitude threshold is set approximately 6 the maximum peak velocity. Once a vortex
dB below the system wind-signal amplitude, center is located, the points that were used to
This allows only those data points that have determine its location are eliminated, and an
high S/N and high velocities; i.e.. those that attempt is made to locate a second vortex by
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repeating the process. After a second vortex (Figure 9) displays the vortex centroids in the
center is locaied, or it has been established vertical scan plane with frame one data re-
that one cannot be defined, the chosen out- presented by A, frame two data by B, etc., for
put data are displayed and recorded. 26 frames, at which point the cycle is re-

peated. The typical time between scan
frames for the JFK operation was 2.5 s. The
tabular data output (Figure 10) gives the
frame number, the number of data points

contained in that frame, the number of points
contained in the correlation region for each
vortex, the number of noise spikes found

"- .. while determining each vortex center, the
"minimum and maximum elevation angles at
which data points were found, the maximum
peak velocities in each correlation region,
the time at which the vortex centers were
detected, and the location of the vortex cen-
ters.

The total data package [21 collected at
JFK includes the following:

a. Approximately 80 high speed PCM
Figure 7. vortex location algorithm outline, tapes containing complete spectral and loca-

tion information concerning the scan area for
detailed post analysis.

A series of real-time displays are avail- b. Approximately 19 digital tapes con-
able to the operator and are shown in Figures taining the threshold velocity and position
8 through 10. The time-based plot (Figure 8) data for input to the PDP- II data algorithm
displays the altitude and horizontal location processor.
of the port (*) and starboard (°) vortex cen- c. Approximately 1600 hardcopies of
troids as a function of time. When only one vortex tracks.
vortex centroid is found in the scan plane, an d. Approximately 19 digital tapes con-
(S) is used to denote its position. The x-y plot taining the track and velocity information.
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The analysis of the above data package has
of course resulted in an expanded data pack-
age too large to tabulate.

DATA ANALYSIS

Initially, the data analysis effort, involv-
ing the PCM data tapes, concentrated on
diagnostic applications such as evaluating INDUCED , ..

signal-to-noise ratios, range resolution, and ,
algorithm results. As a result, a number of:/•/ ):,?./j

computer programs were created to analyze
calibration runs, print and plot rawdata, and
analyze flow field information.

In the evaluation and comparison of var-
ious algorithms for vortex location, the
simplest form of an aircraft wake was used,
consisting of a pair of counter-rotating vor-
tices as shown in Figure 11. In this idealiza-
tion, one vortex is shed from each wing with Figure I1. Trailing vortex wake.

the centers being separated by 7r/4 times the
wing span. The direction of rotation is that
which produces a downward velocity com-
ponent between the vortices. According to Vik, Vnax, lk, and S. and the average value
the theory of line vortices, in the absence of of S are recorded (S is the integrated signal).
any wind or other influence, the transport of The location of the vortices is performed
'he vortex center is determined by the in- using an iterated centroid method. The loca-
duced velocity of the remaining vortex. If the tion of one vortex is determined by locating
pair is close to the ground, the interaction the highest 1

,k, considering all of the points
becomes more complicated due to the falling within a correlation circle of specified
boundary condition of zero vertical velocity radius of this point, and calculating the cen-
component at the ground. ThiL, condition troid, weighted with the amplitude above the
may be handled by the introduction of reflec- threshold. A similar procedure is used to de-
tions of the vortices where these reflections termine if a second vortex was present using
or images. when combined with the actual the highest lpk outside the correlation circle
vortices, satisfy the boundary condition and defined for the first one. Points occurring in
provide a simple means of determining vor- both circles are considered to be associated
tex transport. While it is evident that this with both vortices for purposes of the cen-
simplistic vortex model will not provide troid. The locations thus determined are
realistic results under many conditions, it has used as centers -:or new centroids. If a major-
served to provide a general standard in de- ity of the points in either vortex are in the
termining the ability of the SLDV system to overlap region, the peint which initiated the
resolve vortex tracks. location of the second is deleted and the iter-

The extension of post-analysis tech- ation procedure is begun again. The x and y
niques to obtain detailed information in locations of each center are printed out after
selected cases was a natural result following each stage of the iteration. The algorithm, in
the completon of the initial evaluation. The addition to providing location, also provides
algorithm which was used primarily in post time histories of the above parameters as
analysis closely paralleled the real-time aW- well as scatter plots generated for V,,, V,•,,
gorithm [3]. In this algorithm, the scan is Ik, and the integrated signal S. A velocity-

3 determined by observing the turnaround in versus-angle plot is also constructed for each
angle after smoothing to remove the fluctua- vortex in eawh scan for use in determining the
tions. For each scan the maximum values of flow field parameters.
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Vortex Flow Fields. length of approximately 3 m at a range of 150
in).

By analyzing the function VAk versus Typical vortex velocity profiles are illus-

angle, it is possible to obtain a plot of the trated in Figure 13 where lines of constant
tangential velocity profile of the vortex using parallel component of velocity are shown.
the assumption of circular symmetry. Vk is The figures show the vortex velocity profiles
especially useful for this purpose because it for conditions of no wind, a moderate
does not require that the system be focused cross-wind, and a reasonably strong cross-
at the correct range for the given vortex, wind. The maximum tangential velocity of
Con-idering ranges which fall within the the vortex is assumed to be 30 m/s. It may be
range bin of the vortex range (.t 10 mn), the seen that the regions containing velocities
value of V,,k for any point in this range should greater than 23 m/s are extremely small. Fur-
be.a measure of the tangential velocity of the thermore, as the cross-wind velocity in-
given vortex at the angle associated with that creases, the regions on the side of the vortex
point. A typical plot of V,,k as a function of which oppose the wind become even smaller
angle is shown in Figure 12. It may be seen and those on the other side become larger.
that the vortex consists of two high-velocity Since these regions are extremely small, it is
regions which may be associated with oppo- anticipated that they will not be seen with the
site sides of the vortex core, and a null be- Laser-Doppler System.
tween them which may be associated with
the vortex center. It will be noted that one of
the velocity peaks is higher than the other.
indicating that one side of the vortex had a 2S' MO.,,.,M

velocity which added to the ambient wind .... ,
velocity. It will also be noted that the high /

!ocicdes expected at the vortex core are >

:,bscnt. 'This is believed to be a result of the ,
,.t fact that the regions of high velocity are too.-

small to be seen by the system, since, with a •/ .
given signal-to-noise ratio from the wind sig- - - ,
nal. there is a minimum detectable target - ,

length below which the system will not re- - \
.9 ceive a signal above threshold. This length is

proportional to the range resolution, and for
a typical case the minimum detectable target FNgure 13. Interaction of vortex and wind;
is slightly greater in size than two-.tenths of a Vortex . 31 M/s.
range-resolution element (corresponds to a

In addition, the cross-wind increases the
L Isize of the regions on the side of the vortex

which add to the wind and makes the detec-
tion of these regions more probable than the
detection of the same velocity on the oppo-1 -- -site side of the vortex. The result of this is a
high probability that the top of one vortex
and the bottom of the other vortex of the pair
will be locatedJ by the system. This leads to

an altitude difference between the vortices
.- 'immediately after their formation, with the

down-wind vortex being lower in altitude.
SFiure 12. V• versus O for aa 3 lThis has been observed in most of the data

run 102.M an 1, Vort•x ln tOrw 00 which has been analyzed where a significant
W .- ,cross-wind was present.
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Vortex Transport. those obtained in real time and reflect both
the velocity of the local wind and the induced

The transport was compared to the corn- velocities from the interaction of the vortices
ponents of the wind velocity for four runs. and the ground.
The wind-velocity components were mea-
sured by sensors mounted on a meteorologi- Vortex Circulation.
cal tower located between the middle marker
and runway 22L-4R. Figure 14 shows a vor- The eftective circulation of a vortex may
tex pair from an L-1011 being transported at be calculated from the LDV data in one of
about -3 in/s. After 15 seconds, one vortex three ways. All approaches make use of plots
left the scan plane. The other continued to of the peak velocity versus angle. These
fall and changed its velocity untii it was plots are restricted to include the vortex of
traveling in the opposite direction at an al- interest by including only data collected with
titude of about 12 m. After that, it rose in ranges within 10 m of the vortex range. Thus,
'altitude and returned to its original transport two velocity versus angle plots are generated
for the rest of the 75 seconds for which it was for each scan (if two vortices are present).
observed. The measured cross-wind was -2 Each plot contains data from a 20-m range
m/s at 12-m altitude and -. 2 m/s at 6 m. The bin centered at the vortex range. The highest
run shows evide.nce of a shear going from - 3 velocity in the spelctrum at each point is as-
m/s at 50 rn to 0 m/s at the ground. The wind sumed to be the velocity of the vortex along
velocity may reverse near the minimum ai- the given line of sight.
titude of the vortex or the reversal of trans- Since no frequency translation was used
port velocity may be due to the induced ye- in collecting the data, no sign change oc-
locity caused by ground effect. A headwind curred in the velocity profile across the vor-
of 4 m/s was observed on this run. tex, therefore it was necessary to locate the

It is difficult to make a quantitative esti- center of the vortex in angle and assume that
mate of the correlation between vortex a sign change occurred at this point. This
transport and wind data since the wind data was done by finding two angles having high
is taken from a 12-m tower while the vortices velocities and having a relative minimum
were seldom at that low an altitude. Fur- velocity between them. The two peaks were
thermore, when the vortices descend to 12 assumed to correspond to the two sides of
in, the effect of ground interaction becomes the core while the null was identified as the
significant. The transport data obtained ill angular location of the vortex center.
post analysis are in good agreement with The easiest circulation estimate is ob-

tained by selecting a point on the velocity
versus angle plot, determining its radial dis-
tance from the center (using the angles and
range), and calculating

8r - 2inrV, (4)

where r is the radial distance to the vortex
-, center and V is the peak velocity at that

point. This method has the advahtage of
being easy and the disadvantage of using

,.n 4. ---,S . .. , very little of the data. Furthermore, it is not
necessarily related to any wake effects which
would be experienced by an encountering
aircraft.

The second approach is a least-square fit
which assumes a specific vortex model with

Figure 14. Sample vortex rantport. variable parameters and fits it to the data to
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obtain the best values for these parameters. produced reasonable results and these are in
One of the resulting parameters may be used good agreement with the results from van 2.
to calculate the circulation. The method Both runs 2011 (day 118) and 2019 (day 115)
makes use of ,more of the data, but, again, produced high effective circulation in the
does not necessarily relate :o the effect on an first few scans. The DC-8 restilts in low to
encountering aircraft since the calculated moderate cross-winds behave in a similar
circulation is dependent on the model cho- fashion, while the high cross-wind run has an
sen. effective circulation which is too high

The third approach, the rolling-moment throughout most of the run. This may be due
method, makes use of all the data and pro- to chat s in the vortex velocity due to the
duces a circulation estimate which is sig- wind, which do not cancel out, because of
nificant to the encountering aircraft 14]. The the folding of the LDV spectrum about z ýro.
procedure is to calculate the rolling moment
on a hypothetical aircraft of wingspan b,
using the LDV data:

j= Vrdr. (5) x

This quantity. in the constant-circýdation
model of a vortex, is proporiional to the
wingspan in such a way that the circulation
is: Z•,!

r 2,q• . (6)db

For an actual vortex, this equation will not
hold for all values of b. However, it is possi- Figure 15. Vortex circulation versas time.
ble to determine an effective circulation by
applying the equation in a region where the With three runs processed earlier, the
M versus b curve is linear. Thus, the effec- overall result of the effective-circulation cal-
tive circulation is defined as the circulation cu'ations include usable data on 10 out of 12
of that model vortex which produces a rolling runs. There is considerable scatter in some
moment, on a hypothetical encountering air- of the data, but the overall trends are readily
craft wing of span b, which varies with b in apparent. Overall, it is felt that the rolling-
the same way as that of the actual vortex, moment method usually produces reasonable
The method has produced good results in values of effective circulation which may be
moderate cross-winds for vortices at least 10 used as a measure of vortex strength. The
to 15 seconds old. calculations have been performed for every

The effective-circulation calculations scan of several runs lasting up to 60 seconds.
have been performed usinua the latter ap- From these calculations, it has been deter-
proach on wake vortices from a variety of mined that the effectivL-circulation calcula-
aircraft types in different wind conditions. tion is quite sensitive to the amplitude
The calculation has been performed on each threshold and that the optimum threshold
vortex for every scan in several runs to pro- may be different for vortex location and
duce a time history of effective circulation effective-circulation calculation. For the lat-
for each vortex. An example is shown in ter, the threshold should be as close to the
Figure 15 for a B-747. The B-747 results indi- noise floor as possible without causing a high
cate that reasonable values are obtained after false-alarm rate. In addition, it has been ob-
10 seconds; however, most of the results for served that the effective-circulation calcula-
run 1019, on day 115, are low based on the tion is almost always too high during the first
expected values and on the results of other few scans; this is probably due to the exis-
B-747 runs. Thigmay be due to the use of too tence of multiple vortices which were ig-
high an amplitude threshold. A few scans nored in the calculations.
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Multiple Vortices. The other possibility is that the velocity
component along the line of sight undergoes

The study of multiple vortices has be- irregular changes as would be the case if the
come of interest for a number of reasons. line of sight penetrated several vortices.
First, experimental and theoretical studies As the wake ages, a number of changes
have been undertaken to determine if multi- occur in the spectra. Most notably, the peak
pie vortices can be made to interfere, produc- velocity falls, more or less smoothly by
ing a vortex system which decays more about 2 to 3 meters per second in 20 seconds.
rapidly than those in present aircraft wakes. and continues to fall throughout the life of
Additionally, several phenomena observed the wake. The peak velocity usually falls
in the JFK data are difficult to interpret on below a threshold of 5 m/s about 60 to 90
the basis of a simple vortex-pair model. In seconds after vortex generation.
particular, excessive effective circulations Evidence of multiple vortices is also ap-
have usually been obtained during the first parent on some occasions in plots of the vor-
ten seconds after vortex generation. tex velocity components as functions of

Work performed on the JFK data has angle. A detailed analysis of the multiple-
indicated that multiple vortices may be vortex problem is not possib!c with this data
studied by using spectral analysis and veloc- due to the low angular-data density available.
ity versus angle plots. Lifetimes of multiple However, it has been noted in many runs
vortex systems have been estimated at 10 to that considerable structure exists which is
20 seconds based on observations of spectra, more complicated than what would be ex-
velocity profiles. and effective circulation re- pected from a single vortex system.
sults. After this time, the vortices apparently
merge into a well defined vortex pair. CONCLUSION

The spectral characteristics of an aircraft
wake change with time. The spectra of young The SLDV system. developed by
wakes typically contain high velocities, have MSFC, was deployed for six months of field
wide bandwidths, and often exhibit multiple operations at JFK Airport to detect, track,

peaks with deep nulls between them. The and measure aircraft wake vortices. The
spectrum is clearly that of a cor..plicated ye- SLDV operated reliably throughout the test
locity and/or backscatter coefficient distribu- period under a variety of adverse environ-

tion rather than that of a simple vortex in a mental conditions including rain, snow. tem-
uniform atmosphere. Typical peak velocities perature extremes, and acoustic vibrations.

are on the order of 15 m/s. Often significant Of these condition , temperatures in excess
signals are obtained at all velocities between of 90'F had the onty significant adverse ef-

2 m/s and 15 m/s resulting in a signal fect on the operation of the system. The
bandwidth of close to 3 MHz. problem can be alleviated to a great extent by

These spectra typically have a number of increasing' the air conditioning avilable to
peaks and valleys indicating that there is sig- the electronic hardware.

nificant backscatter from several regions of During the JFK Airport operations, in-
different velocities. This may arise in one of formation was collected on more than 1600
two ways. First, for a single vortex, locally aircraft landings. The information was stored
high concentration of particulate in small re- on magnetic tape from three different data
gions may be moved about by the vortex processing points in the system for analysis.
flow field. Their velocity components would This included velocity and position of the

differ because of their different locations flow field of the entire scan plane, the flow
within the vortex. If this is the case, the ratio field of the vortex, and the track of the vor-
between peaks and nulls should be equal to tex centers. In addition, information on vor-
the ratio of maximum to minimum tex centers was obtained on hard copy and

backscatter coefficient along the line of sight. placed on microfiche.
This has been measured to be as high as 18 Analysis of the JFK Airport data indi-

X.,t dB (day 115, run 2019, frame 5918), which cates that vortex locations to within 3 m were
seems excessive, based on this explanation. achieved in real time and that vortices were
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tracked to a range of 457 m and for a duration Dynamics, Inc.. provided system modeling
in excess of 80 s. Vertical and horizontal concepts and portions of the conceptual de-
transport of the vortices as well as vortex sign and data analysis techniques. The
circulation information were also obtained. Raytheon Company was responsible for the
In addition, the presence of multiple vortices laser. frequency translator, detector, inter-
in the JFK data was indicated by spectral ferometer, and signal processor develop-
analysis, velocity profiles, and effective- merit, and also for part of the data analysis
circulation calculations and descent rates. and algorithm design.
The most promising means of studying mul- The outstanding efforts of these people
tiple vortices is felt to be an arc-scan with led to the successful deployment and opera-
high angular-data density and a short scan tion of a highly complex system. It is with
time. Using the existing data, the best ap- deep appreciation that the efforts of indi-
pioach would be a detailed spectral analysis viduals who worked on this program are ac-
considering the ratios of peaks and valleys in knowledged.
the spectra. This could yield some size and

J. peak-velocity data which could be compared REFFRENCES
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SIMULATION AND DATA ANALYSIS OF A
SCANNING LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER SYSTEM

FOR SENSING AIRCRAFT WAKE VORTICES

J.C.S. MENG
Science Applications. Inc.

LaJolla CA 92038

J.A.L. THOMSON
Physical Dynamics, Inc.

Berkeley CA 94701

ABSTRACT: The objectives of this study are to simulate the response of a Scanning Laser Doppler
Velocimeter System (SLDVS) ii, an aircraft wake environment and to display the expected spatial
signatures. From analysis of these simulated signatures as well as flight data, optimal tactics for
determining wake location and strength can be established.

INTRODUCTION mospheric wind anemometer. it is a vortex
detection system and a major feature of the

The particular purpose of the simulation design is to define optimal strategies for
program described here is to provide a de- localizing the signature as well as reducing
tailed but flexible model of the SLDVS that the false alarm rate. We describe the ap-
will complement the design. development. proach used in the hope that the same type of
and implementation of a laser Doppler approach may be valuable in other
anemometer for the detection and analysis of anemometric applications which involve the
aircraft vortex wakes. The purpose is to as- construction of a complex data processing
sist in design of a LDV instrument to locate procedure.
the hazardous high velocity vortex cores in The simulation does basically two tasks:
the aircraft wakes, estimate their strength, starting with a fairly general model of the
and to obtain, where possible. details of the atmosphere and aircraft wake at an initial
field. A basic problem is the very localized time. it follows the subsequent atmospheric

i motion of the vortex cores (a few tens of feet) motion dynamically and simultaneously con-
and the large area,, of space which must be structs a simulation of the raw data produced
probed. The LDV system has an incoherent from one or two SLDVS units, and a second
limitation in range resolution and at long part of the program then processes and dis-
ranges the vortex cannot be resolved. The plays these data. The objective of the simula-
data analysis and particularly the analysis of tion program is to provide a well defined and
detection probabilities and reliabilities in the controlled numerical model of the atmos-
presence of a complex wind shear field is not phere and sensor that can be used for testing
easy in this type of situation. and evaluating a variety of data processing

The motivation of the approach we will algorithms. In this way, optimum operational
describe is to construct a simulation model of procedures can be determined. In addition,
both the instrument, the atmosphere and the the model provides a method for determining
vortex wake of the aircraft and to use this system capability (e.g., vortex location accu-
model to develop a variety of detection and racy, false signals, effects of unusual weather
processing algorithms at a substantially or unusual viewing geometry). For the latter
lower cost than repeated field tests. Thus the goal, it is necessary that the model provide a
system to be described is not simply an at- faithful representation of the actual system,
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and detailed comparisons with the raw and point is moved in range and elevation angle
processed data are necessary to validate or in the scan plane. When the system is fo-
modify the model. A second data processing cused at a given point in space, the Doppler
numerical program was constructed to pro- spectrum response is calculated by consider-
cess actual flight data by the same methods ing contributions from each range point and
used in the simulation. superposing these, multiplied by a theoreti-i It is known that several factors affect the cal range response function. The velocity
development of the vortex wake and its components are obtained from the hy-

transport through the atmosphere following drodynamical model at various times. A
aircraft passage. The hydrodynamic model unique feature of the modeling of the hy-

V includes most of these influences, and is drodynamics [1] allk %q the tip vortices to be
therefore rather complex. Since a detailed treated with high spatial resolution by invok-
description has been given elsewhere [,], we ing specific models of the core structure
will merely list the effects which are incorpo- while at the same time retaining a lower reso-
rated in the model: lution representation of the larger scale fea-

1) Arbitrary spanwise wing loading (in tures. The range response function is con-
order to treat any flap configuration), structed from a previous analysis (in the ap-

2) Development of the wake, including pendix of reference 3) of the optical system
initial roll-up into whatever number of vortex for Gaussian beams. Effects of finite trunca-
regions is consistent with the wing loading, tion and blccking of the primary mirror have i

3) Wind shear in the atmospheric been treated by a detailed two-dimensional
boundary layer within which the low altitude propagation analysis. In the system model I
wake is embedded, these effects are included by simply degrad-

4) Image vortices below the ground ing the Gaussian beam analysis appro-
plane, priately.

5) Atmospheric turbulence (simulated The spectrum is calculated by multiply-
by constructing a detailed realization of a ing the aerosol density by the response func-1 turbulence spectrum), tion at each range point and cumulating this

6) Buoyancy and stratification effects in contribution in the appropriate velocity (or
the atmosphere and in the exhaust jets from frequency) channel. The aerosol density in
the aircraft engines, the neighborhood of the core is affected by
Axial flows are neglected. The model is centrifuging at late time, and a model for this
two-dimensional, and treats motion in a ver- has been developed [1]. However, in the
tical plane normal to the aircraft track. present simulation calculations, a uniform

The SLDV simulation model applies to a particle density is assumed.
CW, focused, coaxial, coherent laser sys- Once the spectrum has been evaluated,
tem. The system scans in range and elevation simulations of the data analysis procedure
in a vertical plane. Range resolution is ob- are carried out. Various moments of the
tained by utilizing a depth-of-field effect. The spectrum (the mean velocity, variance,
system simulation model was developed for skewness and kurtosis) and certain other
the purpose of evaluating various system de- characteristics of the spectrum are calcu-
signs and is also flexible. The applications lated: the velocity of the highest channel
described in this paper are those in which the above threshold (Vpeak), the velocity of the
magnitude but not the sign of the velocity is channel having the peak signal (Vmay), and
sensed. This is not an inherent lir;?t. .on the signal level in this channel (1pak). All of
either in the system or the simulation model. these data, in addition to the fundamental

Detailed descriptions of these models input (the value of the line-of-sight velocity
and data processing programs are available component at the particular range point) are
in reference 1. Simulations and data analysis presented on a three-dimensional range-

have been carried out for several aircraft and elevation angle plot. Also plotted are the ac-
are described in detail in references I and 2. tual locations of the vortex cores. The

The SLDV system is modeled by cal- geometry of the simulated laser scan pattern
culating the system response as the focal together with the vortex wake motion are
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separately displayed. This entire procedure Here nfa is the differential backscattering
is repeated for each step of interest. cross-section per unit range per steradian, 7

A data analysis program has been con- the overall loss factor (atmospheric absorp-
structed to assess the SLDV system perfor- tion, optics and electronics), P. the transmit-
mance, to validate the simulation model, and ter power that is scattered into the bandwidth
to test various vortex location algorithms. Aw (i.e., P.Awo is proportional to the number
The program takes either real or simulated of photons transmitted which would be scat-
Doppler spectra versus range and elevation, tered into the frequency internal A&) in an
calculates the spatial distributions of various ideal system). We have assumed that both
spectral moments (mean velocity, variance, transmitter and receiver have a Gaussian
skewness, kurtosis) or other spectral charac- apodization with radii R, and R., respec-
teristics (Veak, Vmx 'Iak, I). These data tively, at the e-2 intensity points. The trans-
(either real or simulated) -re then subjected mitted wave fronts are focused at a range f,
to various processing procedures to enhance and the receiver section is focused at fr. The
the patterns and to determine vortex loca- focal point for the receiver is determined by
tions. The final output is displayed as con- locating the position of the virtual image of
tour plots in an x-y coordinate system. the local oscillator. In terms of these optics

Direct comparisons between the simula- parameters, the various parameters in Equa-
tion results and the flight test data are possi- tion (1) are given by the relations

ble through this data analysis program by a
parallel data processing procedure. Conclu-
sions drawn from examination of the simula-
tion data and comparisons with the flight test eom diff (

data can then be made.

SPECTRAL SICNAL VT y (3)

CHARACTERISTICS FOR COAXIAL °geon r t 2
SLDV SYSTEMS

Characteristics of NASA/MSFC SLDV
systems are described in detail in references AV.V *RT + R-.-r (4)

4 and 5. In the p.'esent paper we are con- 0•iff

cerned only with the parameters relevant to
the simulation of spectral response.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio. 1Q• , 2  
5), f7

Coherent heterodyne laser detection sys-
tems are commonly operated in a shot noise
limited condition; that is, the noise is deter- -

mined entirely by the number of scattered - + 2 /

photons detected, not by the receiver elec- 2 -2 -2 (6)

tronics. The performance of a general coher- f+
ent laser system detecting the rp-liation scat- r J
tered from a continuously distributed aerosol
has been analyzed previously [3]. Ih the
present case of a coaxial system (that is, the
received scattered signal is collected through L* - (7)
the transmitting optics), the signal-to-noise I + (A tfA R•r)2

0 •ratio is givea by

""- LW.*) 2 +•2 where A is the wavelength and
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Y"O1r~ 12 crease is esseittially equal to v'2iji7, where
AL +. " f2 I r1 is the allowed integration time and Awo the

OR-1K, ) _j--•t receiver channel bandwidth. For the op-timum performance, the integration time

[ r ("f2 f2 1/2 should be matched to the dwell time.

+f2 (8) Spectral-Response.

A typical configuration for a single

SLDV system is shown in Figure 1. In the
When the atmospheric backscattering prop- scan plane there are 21 beams at 1.5' apart,
erties of the Doppler signal vary negligibly each covering a range between 60 and 250
across the depth of field 7rAL, the signal-to- meters. Superimposed in the same figure is
noise ratio takes the form the location of the trailing vortex sheet. The

flow velocity along each line of sight (parallel
SIN - 1 t-1 L) ( velocity V,,) are presented in Figure 2. These

2 A.AL VVY/f iii-plots would indicate the response of an

SLDV system which had infinitely high
In order that significant range resolution range resolution. At large lateral separations

be achieved, the aperture must be choser so from the vortices, that is, at the top and
that AL is small compared to L*, i.e., so that bottom of the figure, only a very weak veloc-

the scattering particles are well within the ity perturbation is seen. As the line of sight
near field (Xf/brR 2 << 1). In this limit, the gets closer to the vortex, the velocity peaks
signal-to-noise is independent of rAnge near the vortex location (C). However, if the

line of sight passes directly through the vor-
P tex only a small component of velocity paral-

,lel to the line of sight is obtained (B). Lines of
sight which pass between the vortex pair

and the range resolution (the region from sense both vortices (A). The peak value of

which comes half the scattered energy) is the parallel velocity changes sign as the line
of sight crosses the vortex center and
maximizes at the edges of the core.

,tVAL = AL2/R2  (11) The finite range resolution as defined by

Equation (11) smears out this velocity profile
The signal-to-noise given in Equation to a greater or lesser textent depending on

(11) represents a mean value averaged over range. The SLDV system senses the Doppler
the band width Aw. When the receiver chan- spectrum as averaged over the range re-
nel width exceeds the Doppler width of the
scattered signal, Aw is to be set equal to the
receiver channel bandwidth. When the Dopp-
ler spread is large enough to cover more A

than one receiver channel, Aw is to be set
equal to the Doppler width of the incoming _____

signal. In this case, the signal-to-noise is in-
dependent of the individual receiver channel
bandwidths. .

When the magnitude of the scattered
power changes only slightly in a time equal to
the reciprocal of the individual receiver
channel bandwidths, further improvement in
the single-to-noise ratio can be achieved by
incoherent integration of the power level at
the output of the receiver channels. The in- Figure I. LDV fan be-am configuration.
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Detailed propagation calculations have been
carried out to examine the effects of finite
apertures and blocking (if the mirror. For a

___________Gaussian beam truncated at the e-2 radius, f
____________is computed to be 2. 1.

Two modes of operation are possible, in
S-__-_general: one where the sign of the Doppler

_ - shift is sensed and the other where only the
-magnitude is used. All of the calculations

presented here assume the latter mode, al-
I -~~ --- ~though either or both modes can be im-

_--- ----... plemented.
The calculation of the spectrum begins

.1 "with the parallel velocity profile versus
0 ,00 200 range. When the system is focused at the

range s, the spectrum level in the velocity
channel Vk is obtained from a finite differ-
ence representation of

Figure 2. r, O-plot for the parallel velocity (Vu).
I ýsOV k)

sponse function of the instrument. Various , (a ) g - v) ds'/As

moments or mean properties of the velocity o 4(

spectrum may be calculated from the relation 4° " (16)

, p v, us,e,v)dv" ( Here gv(8V) is the frequency response of the
f(s,Ov")dv- ) filter and is taken to have the form

where I(s,O,VV") is the Doppler spectral in- W I6V) (7)

tensity, s is range, and 0 is elevation angie.-- + (,•) (

This intensity in turn depends on the atmos- where AV is the velocity resolution (0.545
pheric backscattering properties and the meters/sec in the current simulation) and p is
range response function g,(s,s'). For Gauss- a parameter. The value p = I gives a reason-

ianapetur aodiatinthe range response 'ian aperture apodization, table representation for simple (6 db/octave)function has the form rolloff. Filters with sharper cutoffs corre-

1= 2 (13) spond to larger values of p. No great differ-
1 + 4 (Is-a_') ences are expected between the different

values of p and the current demonstration

where /-s is the range resolution (between calculations have all assumed p:;&o.
3db po~ats) obtained by multiplying Equation
(I I) by 2: General Description of SLDV Simulation

Code.
gqaasian I (14)

The model of the SLDV system response

Here s is the range to the focal point and R is described in the preceding sections is formu-
the aperture radius (e-2 intensity). To ac- lated as a numerical computer program. This
count for finite truncation of the telescope program calculates as a function of time, the
mirror in the simulation model, we simply response of a pair of LDV scanning systems
degrade the resolution by a fixed factor: wLich view the region below and near the

J: •aircraft track. Each system is described by a
S. (prespecified number of equally spaced lines

A.s - 2 (S/R) of sight which uniformly cover elevation an-
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gles between a given maximun and minimum
Ivalue. In the present formulation, the pro- Vdo(8) .ss-s,•v(s')dS (s-s') s.

gram "tracks" the wake, locates the eleva-
tion angle of the midpoint between the two (19)
tip vortices and automatically centers the
elevation angle scan on this point. At regu- 3) The (rectificd) mean parallel velocity
larly spaced time intervals, the simulated V; this is the parallel velocity as sensed by
LDV system response is calculated as a func- the LDV system with finite range resolution:
tion of range (to some maximum range) for
each elevation angle.

The output ofthe program is displayed in W= [,k - Io(k] IVkl/s.um (20)
a series of plots. The vortex sheet shed from IVk! >V
the aircraft wing, as well as the tip vortices,
are first presented on an x-y plot along with Here Vk is the velocity of the kth channel,
the locations of all the distributed wind shear l(k) the computed intensity in this channel,
vortices. The SLDV system configuration is l3(k) a threshold intensity level (to be dis-
displayed by superposing individual lines of cussed subsequently). and V0 a velocity
sight of the two beams on a iot of the vortex threshold. 1,um is the total intensity in all
sheet location. channels (above threshold):

The SLDV system response is calculated
from the distribution of the parallel wind ve- s = (1(K)- I k) . (21

locity component along each line of sight. sum (I W>V

Before presenting simulations of the system
response, a high resolution 'three-dimen-
sional' plot of this parallel velocity compo- In all moment calculations, no contribution is
nent is pr-esented. This is the basic quantity included for intensities below a given inten-
sensed by all Doppler radar backscatter sys- sity threshold (i.e., only non-zero contribu-
tems (laser, acoustic or microwave). Here tions for 1(k) > I0(k) are allowed). In this
the velocity is plotted versus range for each computation the system is assumed incapa-
elevation angle and an entire scan frame is ble of distinguishing positive from negative
presented in a single range-elevation angle Doppler frequencies.
plot. Curves for different elevation angles are 4) The velocity variance o':
displaced in the vertical direction by an
amount proportional to the angle.

The Doppler spectral intensity 1(V) is o =Iv~l - V)I 2 1k) -W I W)k
then calculated at each point in space. Be- I " (22)

cause of the large amount of data, only sam- VkIsu

pies of these spectra at selected elevation
angles are presented.

After the spectrum is computed, a
number of spectrai moments are determined. B - ('lVkl - 1,,(k)) - 1ot2

At present there are ten different variables or ivkl>V sum
moments that are calculated at each range-
elevation point. These are: 6) The kurtesis:

I) The parallel velocity V,1 ; the actual
component along the line of sight as corn- k - ( hlvkl - V)')((k) - 1)(k)) (241
puted directly from the hydrodynamic vklv>V. uv-
model.

2) The (unrectified) mean parallel veloc- 7) The peak velocity (V,,); the veloc-
ity (VI); this is the parallel velocity simply ity of the highest frequency channel having a
averaged over the theoretical range resolu- spectral intensity exceeding the threshold
tion function value (and if V•,,>Vo).
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8) The velocity of the maximum inten- between the localized vortex return and the
Sity (Vmax); he velocity of the channel hay- distributed background return. The results of
ing the highest value of l(k) - I0(k) and for this process can be summarized as follows:
which Vk>VO. 1) A k w intensity threshold results in a

9) The maximum intensity (laK); the noisy "vortex" signature broadly distributed
largest value of I(k) - 1o(k) for all velocities i., space for all of the variaole3 derived from
greater than V0. tht rvectrum, except higher order moments

10) Sum of intensity (I~m); the total sig- of veiocity which show localized signatuies.
nal strength above the intensity and velocity 2) Medium intensity thresholds result in
thresholds: I,1n (and also Ipeak, for non-zero velocity

thresholds) being localized near the vortex
core. Other variables are noisy and broadly

Is Bu . (I1(.) - Io(k)) (25) distributed.
IVkI>V0  3) High intensity thresholos result in

localized distributions for all variables; Ium ,, is
most localized.

All of these quantities are presented in A velocity threshold can also be applied. In
the range elevation angle plots described this study only two velocity thresholds Vth (4
previously. To illustrate the relationship be- and 20 n/sec) have been examined, and no
tween the variations of each variable and the systematic invest-gations of the effects of the
tip voitices, we also superposed on the plots value of Vth have been carried out.
the location of the vortex sheet and the tip
vortices. RESULTS OF A B-720 SIMULATION

DATA ANALYSIS Figures 3 and 4 show simulad,cns of the

I vortex wake of a B720 aircraft. The altitude
In general, each range scan of the system at time zero was taken to be 55.3 meters and

concerned is composed of approximately 50 the total circulation of one wing is 190
points, and about 25 lines of sight for a corn- m2/sec. A light wind was assumed according
plete angle scan so that there are approxi- to u,, = 0.5 In(i -ýyj) m/se'.. Two SLDV
mately 1250 range points in each frame. The systems were assumed located on opposite
SLDV return signal is in the form of a secof the aircra"t track. Figures 3a and 4a
trum (intensity versus velocity) at each point show ide overall geometr' ,t an elapsd time

in space. For each focal point in space, there of 18 seconvs ear both SLDVI and SLDV2.

arc six numbers to record its frame sequen-
tial number, x,y coordinates, range r, angle
0 and the clock time plus one number to
record the signal intensity for each of the 104
velocity channels. From the spectrum, val-
ues of the derived variables (V through laum)
described in the previous section are com-
puted for each point in space. These vari- '"[
ables are plotted both as functions of range at A - -

constant elevation angle and am contour plots gA,
in Cartesian coordinates. The R-0 plot , D Ij ---
shows range-angle correlations, while the i .[ - J
contour plot shows the spatial variation 1n
the scan plane. Mo" " , :

The effects of applying intensity and vel-
ocity thresholds to the spectra have been

examined. The optimai .ntensitv threshold Ith

is found by succeýssive approximation, in-
creasing I1,, until a clear contrast is achieved Figure 3a. Fan beam configuration for LDVI.
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In Figures 3b to 3g and 4b to 4g, we show
range-elevation plots of the following series ___

of variables: V,, V,, V, C-,/3, K. In all cases to -----__...

be discussed. the intensity and velocitypa. * -_ - i__--_
thresholds were taken to be zero. Five par-,'.-.--_S~~~~~~~ticular lines of sight are identified in Figure 3 ,,•-•*I --4••

and exhibit various characteristics of the sig- 0ao r e i e
nature. In general, both vortices can be iden- ----... s

tified (at least at this range) in all lines of '2 ° ---.... --

sight which pass between the two vortices. - t

The line of sight 3 passes near the midpoint > o_

and shows two comparable peaks in Figures ,.
3b and 3f. Lines of sight passing near the Q
edge of a vortex core (but not through the .__._._ - 4
core) show a strong peak (e.g., lines 2 and 4): ________

however, when the line of sight passes Ii-
rectly through a vortex core (e.g., line I). ,
only the broad maximum from the oth!r vor-
tex is discernible. These features are particu- RANGE FROM LDV1 IN METER RANGE FROM LDVI IN METER
larly marked in the higher moments of veloc-
ity (that is, c-, /3 anU K in Figure 3e, f, g)
where the core edges are quite visible on the F G
line, whereas the line of sight passing -

through the center of the core shows no sig--
nature...

By comparing Figures 3b to 3c for the
line of sight 5, the effect of finite range rcso- 0.00

lution can be seen. Similarly, by comparing 5

Figures 3c to 3d of the same line. the effect of 1 -
velocity rectification can be demonstrated. ------- 2

00
-I --- .-----.--.- -.- r CL,

-.... . .. .. i

-- .2 .

--- RANGE FROM UJVi IN METER RANGE FROm LDV1 IN -METER

I - ..---7I>•'I~i ~ 7111 i Figure 3defg. Distributions of various spectral
- -- ,, -•,moments for LDVI located at mean

range to wake: 120 meters (B-720 simu-
lation at 18 seconds).

_________ Signatures for all Variables, except for V, in
. .:Figure 3b which was computed with infinite

range resolution, are confined in the region
RAN.. F0R Mv: WV.. I "V(RS R FROM ,O INI.R between the vortices. Only two beam separa-

tion., {3°) away from it the signature becomes :-:

invisible. The visibility of signature increases
Figure 3bc. Fan beam configuration and distributions with the order of momeot of velocity, and

of Vu and V,, along various lines of sight for
LDVI located at mean range to wake: 120 angle resolution also improves with higher
meters (B-720 simulations at 18 seconds). velocity moments. The spread range is a
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function of range resolution only: using
higher moments does not reduce it. Although
it is not clearly shown h-zre, the skewness
becomes negative at close range (less than A23

120 meters) on lines connecting two vortices. A

Figure 4 shows the signatures as seen by -

*1 the second SLDV system (SLDV2) at 18 - '

seconds after fly-by. The mean range to
wake is about 160 meters. The vortices in
this case lie along a single line of sight from
the instrument, and are not separated in
angle. Line of sight 2 (passing through both
cores) in Figure 4 shows no discernible signa- Figure 4a. Fan beam configuraticn for UDV2.

ture for all variable., while lines of sight I
and 3 (on either side) show clear signatures. .jZ ,.ci-- .
The signatures of the vortices are partially • - - -----<

merged together at this range (- !60 meters) -------
even though there are several peaks in Fig- Zi,,
ures 4defg. More detailed discussions and ->., --- _ , --.- 3
simulations of other aircraft and wind condi-
tions are given in reference 1.

COMPARISONS OF SIMULATION _----

RESULTS TO FLIGHT TEST DATA IT - C

Simultaneous processing for both actual -

flight and simulated data tapes was carried
out. The rasters of measured or recorded BARGE FoM t RAGE ROM LV2 ZR MTRS

points are shown in Figures 5a and 5b, where

Figuie 5a shows the flight data and Figure 5b Figure 4bc. Fan beam configuration and distributions
shows the simulation data. Both horizontal of V, and V, along various lines of sight for
and vertical coordinates have the same scale. LDV2 located at mean range to ,'ake: 160
The caption near the top of the raster de- meters (B-720 simulations at 18 seconds).

scribes the lowest and highest elevation an-
gles, as well as the initial and final clock
times in seconds. The simulation run (Figure
5b) uses a fan of lines of sight separated by a
constant angle of 1.5" and is extended from
the aperture all the way to the outer bound-
aries of the computation mesh. The higher
density of range points near the vortex loca- - V.: --,- :-
tions is the result of finer integration steps ...
used in the simulation model to resolve the - --
higher velocity gradient there, ..

In this paper we will concentrate on dis-
cussion of only one representative flight
which has been designated as RUN 1023 by
NASA/MSFC, to demonstrate the nature of
the data. That flight test was conducted xt

A Marshall Space Flight Center, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, on Figure 4defg. Distributions of various spectral
July 20, 1974. A B737 was flown from north moments for LDV2 located at mean

range to wake: 120 meters, (B-720
to South. The first LDV system was located simulation at 18 seconds).
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at 61.11 meters to the west, and the second tem observes a maximum value for bothV
sys-tem was at 240 nmters to the east of the aaii V which lies between 'the vortices. It
aircraft track: the wind wkas blowing from the is a direct consequence of the interaction
W.es!. between t,.e wind shear and the vortices:

Figues an 7 sow e cmparson of i.e., enhancement (or cancellation) along (or
contours for both V and bet-ween the against) the wind direction.
simulated and flight test data. Due to the Figures 6b and 7b show contours of V
complexity involved in an uncontrollable at- and V for the flight test data. Both plots
mospheric environment, it wvas not possible were obtained by applying a constant inten-1* o make an exact simulation of the flight test. sity threshold of 60 to all velocity channels
and only qtialitative comparisons can be 2ind "no- velocity threshold. Note that the
made. In the figures. the ground level is indi- scales for the flight test are not the same as

cate bya hoizotal ineat y= 0 andthe for the simulation. The flight vortex signa-
SLDV systems are located at coordinate tures appear smlri hp otoeo h
(0.0). Both axes are drawn in units of meters. iuain otuso te aibe r

In Figures 6a and 7a. the vortex location~s discussed in detail in reference 2. The results
fromthehydrdynmic odeing re di- detailed there can be summarized as follows:

cated by the symbols *''* The SLDV sy!.- at high intensity thresholds, the low order
velocity moments yield smooth but rather

Th -e: a.77 .7 broadly distributed contours. The high order
I: !,.4. ! 7% moments yield contours which are more

120 - .. localized, but weaker signals can be lost. The
*.~' -160 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

IS 114TM S EOD FF4FYIyVLE

40

-4 Zz2 WINDSIAEAR

I-L,-SSE I ROUNDEE

fit. .- 20 201 6. 1. 1.0 I.

Figure 5a Fan beam configuration for run 1023. X-DISTANCE IN METERS

SIMULATION DATA

1160
IS F9 Ttill STAJITINO TIME IS %1023 $Sf SECONDShe lowest ariqie IS .56 and tile t11 FINIIL 1111IS SIlT 4S SCONDS SIALLVES

hIaheqt is 1.86. T'itle is 6 L('CQIIJ OF DASAI210 7S.30. 26O

10,fter fly-by.-

so'IT

40 40

GRIOUND LEVEL1

0 0 120 160 200 240 260

S-DISTANCE IN 1METRS

FLIGHT TEES DATA

-401ý

ilt~l~lS 5115l1 I 11111simulation anid nlight test data, SLDV sys.
tern is located at coordinate (0,0) for both

Figure 5b. Fan beam configuration for simulation cases. -+- indicates known locations of
datavortices for simulation case.
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choice of the intensity threshold is important tex separation is about 30 meters. so that the
f)r all variables examined, but is less critical total circulation contained in the vortex is
for 1,u,, and fI,,,. 1... contours are well about 204 m2/sec (2205 ft"/sec), which is 4.lso
localized at the vortex positions, as are I close to the theoretical prediction of 2360 J

contours if a velocity threshold is applied. ft'/sec.
"• E~O, f l I I t Another interesting quanwity which can

S.4... 0k.. ................ ALUES be inferred from the data is the raigc resola-

O..................... tion as defined by Equation (15) or the fol-
A lowing equation.

4 .WIND S•,EAR a = G.GO629 02 (26)

where As and s are both in meters. The con-
;LVD SSI ~ •.4o4,Lo~va stant coefficient is obtained assuming f

20 20 60 1W ,1.0 T.10 2.1, A = 10.6Az and R = 0.15m for the

S........ MEERS NASAiMSFC SLDVS. Defining As as the
S.........AT o~o•,halfwidth of l.,, contour plots (shown in

10 IFigures 8). wve can compare them with Equa-
T T AL I T IST G L tion (26). Figure 9 shows there is a fair•T•~~I I -qv S-T1.l -I~t 4s 11411256 SEW10S

1..... o 3 . 41 . .A 5 0 agreement between tle data and Equation

,. The !-iaitiro time 51823 second.

, falues the contour 3r-,
-40 42.•s, 3 .93. 203, 113, 23.

_i GROUND LEVIVEl

""eI L t

s0 120 160 200 240 900 . .

XDISTANCF IN METERS

PLIGHT TEST DATA

Figure 7. Contours of maximum velocity V,,,, for

both simulation and flight test data. SLDV
system is located at coordinate (0.0) for
both cases. - indicates known location
of vortices for simulation case.

A series of contour plots for I,.. gener-
ated with a constant intensity threshold t,,(k)

60 but no velocity threshold, are shown in T -h , stAr',_n time is M030 scond.

Figure 8. The simulation studies have shown o"f,. , .... , st h' .. , c

that the maxima of V. ar, (•. and K are well 4 h, 312, 238, 202, 165. 92, 19.

correlated with the vortex location if the
range is greater than 100 meters. The flight
data show that the locations of maxima in V ,
are closely correlated with those in I n". Oe.,
could postulate that a maximum in I,,m iden-
tifies the vortex core locution, and plot the
location of these maxima as functions of time
in order to obtain vortex tracks. Without . '1
going into detail, it can be seen that the plots ... r S B

appear to show two vortices moving from left .. -
to right at a speei of about 1.85 m/sec and
descending at - 1.08 m/sec. The average vor- Figure 8. Time sequence of IU.
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LASER DOPPLER FLIGHT TEST MEASUREMENTS OF B-747 WAKE
VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS

M.R. BRASHEARS AND A.D. ZALAY
Ljckheed Missihes & Spau e Compan.i. Inw.

Huntsville. AL 35807

J.N. HALLOCK AND D.C. BURNHAM
U.S. Department of Transportaiion

Transportation Systemsn Center
Cambridge. MA 02142

ABSTRACT: In order to determine the behavior of aircraft wake vortices at low altitud.:s and to
measure the wake vortex decay process behind a wide-body transport aircraft as a function of altitude
above ground. flap and spoiler settings, and different flight configurations: a B-747 aircraft flew 54
passes at low level over a ground-based laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV) system. From the LDV
measurements. the location and velocity distribution of the wake vortices and the general vortcx roAIup.
transport, and decay trends were obtained. Results of th'e study indicated that the deployment of spoilers
and flaps enhanced the decay of the vortex pea, tangential velocity in the near wake while aircraft
altitude, flight path angle, and landing gear deployment had little effect. The paper discusses the LDV
wake vortex measurement including the instrumentation used, the experimental test sequence. and the
results of the wake measurements in terms of the vortex rollup. transport and decay trends. A
comparison of the wake vortex characteristics for different aircraft configurations is also presented.

INTRODUCTION wake minimization concepts where varia-
tions in aircraft geometry are utilized to tailor
the wake vortex flow. Flight tests by NASA
have shown that certain flap and spoiler set-

Wake vortex transport and decay tings can reduce the imposed rolling
parameters near the ground are important moments on following aircraft in the near
factors in determining safe aircraft separa- wake [51: howe-ver, wake vortex mea-
tion distances for terminal areas. For an op- surements ,near the ground for full-scale air-
erational Wake Vortex Avoidance System craft with different wake minimization con-
(WVAS) a koowledge of the location and cepts are needed.
intensity of wake vortices near the runway In order to determine the behavior of
threshold is ,ecessary to determine the aircraft wake vortices at low altitudes a flight
minimum-delay safe spacings [1]. Under light test program was conducted by DOT and
crosswind conditions, a wake vortex can re- NASA. The primary goal of the test program
main in the approach corridor for more than was to measure the wake vortex decay pro-
40 seconds and the minimum aircraft separa- cess behind a wide-body transport aircraft as
tion is dictated primarily by the wake decay a function of altitude above ground, flap and
process near the ground. Therefore, an im. spoiler settings, and different flight config-
portant consideration in determining safe urations. To isolate the influence of aircraft
aircraft separations is the decay of the wake and flignt parameters on the wake decay pro-
vortex near the grouad. While numerous vor- cess, the flight tests were conducted at the
tex decay theories have been proposed 12-41 Rosamond Dry Lake test area near Edwards
there is little full-scale experimental data Air Force Base, California, during the early
available for comparison, particularly near morning hours when calm atmospheric con-
the ground. ditions prevailed. The laser Doppler Ve-

Experimental vortex decav data near the locimeter (LDV) wake decay measurements
ground are also lacking for aerodynamic were sought to quantify the effect of burst,

rI
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link and viscous decay parameters on the velocimeter system contained in a mobile

wake vortex dissipation process. van. Preliminary processing of the data was
carried out with a computer aboard the van.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL Reduction and analysis of the vortex signa-
TESTS tures were carried out by off-line processing

software. A description of the instrumenta-
A two-day test sequence was carried out tion and data processing for the studies is

to determine the wake vortex characteristics summarized briefly below.
of a B-747 aircraft as a function of spoiler, The laser Doppler velocimeter was
flap and landing gear settings and altitude utilized to measure the line-of-sight velocity
above ground and flight path angle. The test component of the vortex during the
consisted of 54 low altitude passes over a Rosamond flight tests. These wake velocity
mobile LDV system deployed at Rosamond measurements were accomplished as fol-
Dry Lake near Edwards AFB, California, on lows: (1) the wake generated by the aircraft
2-3 December 1975. was scanned by the CO 2 laser; (2) the radia-

tion backscattered from the aerosol in the
Flight Test Program. wake was collected; (3) the radiation was

photomixed with a portion of the transmitted
The aircraft used for the tests was a Boe- beam on a photodetector; and (4) the inten-

ing 747-123 aircraft. Aircraft configuration sity and Doppler shift frequency of the signal
varied from run to run, with dominant em- were displayed and were translated into an
phasis on as close to a normal landing con- along-optic-axis velocity. A sketch of the op-
figuration as operating conditions would al- tical and electronic equipment for measuring
low. The clean configuration was also the intensity and frequency spectrum of the
studied, and special flap and spoiler config- coherent backscatter from the focal volume
urations were investigated for vortex allevia- is shown in Figure 1 ard is described in more
tion effectiveness. The Boeing 747 flew at detail in reference 7.
30-250 m above the ground level of 700 mn The laser beam was focused through a
MSL. Runs were made in level flight as well Cassegrainian telescope; the focal volume of
as in descending and climbing flight. De- the beam was a needle-shaped region of di-
scents were at about 250 m/min. A lift coeffi- mension Af=9.84 x 10-' (m1-) P along the
cient of approximately 1.4 was used for all
flaps-down runs.

Of the 54 runs, 35 were made with the
inboard flaps lowered 30 deg and the out-
board flaps lowered 30 deg (denoted 30/30); 8
with 10/10 flaps and 5 with flaps retracted. iA -
The remaining six runs had the inboard flaps / -- _ ___
lowered 30 deg and the outboard flaps low- F 0

ered I dcg, to test the effects of this config- "--, L_- 0

setting, both gear down and gear retracted iA @

runs were made anO some runs had spoilers 0-o
1, 2 and 11, 12 deployed (the extension angle I0...

was always 41 deg) in addition to the flap. .
Reference 6 describes the tests in detail in- r r,.......

cluding other sensors which were used to .......
study the decay of the B-747 vortices. , ......

LDV Instrumentation.

Wake vortex measurements were carried
out by means of a scanning laser Doppler Figure I. Basic laser Doppler configuration.
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optical line of sight and of radius Ar 3.28 x
l0-1 f perpendicular to the line-of-sight
where f is the target range. The focal volume
of the LDV is a measure of the coherent
spatial resolution of the system; i.e., the
range increment at which the Doppler signal
deteriorates to the one-half power level. For G r n
example, when the LDV system was track-
ing wake vortices at a typical range of 60 m, a .
needle-shaped volume of the vortex3.5 __
long along the optic axis and 4 mm in diame-
ter was sampled. Hence, the typical spatia - _ Thr,,,old

resolution due to the spreading of the focal T

volume was 3.5 mn. . . ... ,o
The pertinent operating characteristics ,

of the LDV during the Rosamond tests are

summarized as follows: O I....

Performance
I. Velocity Measurement Thresh- Figure 2. Definition of laser Doppler velocimeter

old: 0.5 m/sec output signature.
2. Velocity Range: 0.5 to 28 m/sec

Sample Rate
I. Low Data Rate: 70 Hz Operation of LDV.
2. High Data Rate: 500 Hz (using

NASA filter bank) During the B-747 flight tests, a total of 53
Spatial Resolution aircraft fly-bys were recorded with the LDV

I. Range Accuracy: ±0.4 m at 30 m, system. In order to maximize the amount of

±44 in at 300 in data collected regarding wake vortex trajec-
2. Elevation Angle Accuracy: ±0.25 tories, velocity profiles, and decay rates, the

deg. LDV was operated in two different scan
The characteristic output signature from modes: arc scan and finger scan. The wake

the LDV, the amplitude-velocity spectrum, vortex surveys were conducted in the follow-
is given in Figure 2. The output signature ing manner.
shows the motion of particles within the On the first test day the LDV was lo-

wake vortex (indicated by the peak labeled cated directly under the flight path and
vortex signal) as well as a low frequency scanned arcs in a plane perpendicular to the
noise peak and background noise. To facili- flight path (Figure 3) with a complete arc

tate processing the LDV signature, velocity every second. Scans were at a fixed range
and amplitude thresholds were applied to the until the vortex passed through the scan arc,
signal and the velocities (frequencies) as- at which time the sensor range was lowered
sociated with the highest intensity, V,,, and and remained fixed again until the vortex

highest velocity, Vk, above the threshold descended through the new range. The ob-
settings were extracted from the spectrum, jective of the overhead arc scan mea-
The velocity Vm, is the line-of-sight velocity surements was the measurement of the initial
of the most intense signal. The velocity V•k downwash field and the wake vortex rollup
is a measure of the maximum velocity above process.

threshold encountered in the focal volume. On the second test day the LDV was
In the case of wake vortex measurements, moved 60 m north of the flight path and
when the vortex range is near the focal vol- scanned simultaneously in elevation and
ume of the system, the velocity V~k is as- range (finger-scan mode) at a frequency of
sociated with the tangential velocity of the 0.2 and 2 - 2.5 Hz, respectively (Figure 4).
vortex at the radius where the line of sight is The objective of the finger-scan mea-
tangent to the vortex velocity. surements was to track the location of the
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Soo ters as a function of aircraft operating
Predicted Altitude Z Jn) characteristics.
Vortex ]ZIa

Position,

t T 200 -Line-of-SLght Velocity.

,oVIo. Vortex Roll-Up.

150 iThe LDV arc-scan measurements have
-7 -range,. R 83 been processed to determine the wake vortex

formation characteristics. A sample of the
raw line-of-sight velocity, jVpkj, versus hori-

34 zontal distance observed by the LDV system
Angle. 0' in the wake of a B-747 in the normal landing

-. configuration and with the 1, 2, 11, 12 spoil-
.o00 -50 0 so 1o0 ers deployed is shown in Figures 5 and 6,

_ Lateral Dist..... y11) respectively. Since the arc scan essentially
Figure 3. Typical overhead arc-scan conriguration, intersected the centroid of the wake vwrtex

during the wake surveys, the IVpkI versus

lateral distance plots are a measure of the
Finger bccdob P .... rotational velocity distribution of the trailing
bv -,rined . an ear Ran ge andt.l... oa sa. sellng. vortices in the aircraft wake. The distinct

m.- ...... 6 1" double peak velocity signatures in Figures 5
O lin OangP:cv i1

Stan,.alt ........ 14and 6 indicate the high rotational velocity atSil S-u Ra"t

140 an. .... the vortex core radius and the low velocity at

0 ... the vortex center. Note that the peak tangen-
tial velocity is on t0e order of 16 and 8 m/sec
and the core diameter is 5 and 14 m for the
normal landing and 1, 2, 11, 12 spoiler con-

60 figurations, respectively. The sample mea-
4surements show that the deployment of

spoilers reduces the vortex rotational veloc-
,, ity and increases the viscous core diameter

L L _ while the core circulation strength remains
.,o00 .0 -60 .40 .o0 a0 40 60 0 .... 0 approximately the same. (The nonlinear dis-

So-. .tance scales in Figures 5 and 6 are caused by

nonlinearities in the angle scan.)
Figure 4. Typical finger-scan configuration.

vortex pair and to observe the vortex decay
rates. The finger scan range and elevation
settings were selected so that one or more of
the trailing vortices would remain in the field
of view for extended periods and one or more
"cuts" would be made through the vortex
core during each elevation scan.

al

RESULTS OF LDV MEASUREMENTS

The LDV measurements from the B-747
fly-bys have been analyzed to determine the
dominant characteristics of the aircraft
wake. Particular attention was given to the Figure 35, IVq, as a function of horizontal distance
vortex rollup, transport and decay parame- for a 30130 flaps, gear down flyby.
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8,R74 RUN #z7

AGE • 9.7 SECONDS
RANGE 6. 

'
ELEVAIION ANGLE 44' '

A X

-7 -I ,. 9- IA A-20 -1D 10 2

VORaTX RADIUS A.)

Figure 6. VON as a function of horizontal distance Figure 7. Wake vortex velocity distribution for a
for a 30/30 flaps, gear down, and spoilers 30/30 flaps, gear down flyby.
deployed flyby.

From the type of line-of-sight velocity -747 RUN 5 00
distributions illustrated above, the vortex ro- ,0 1- .POsT VA90E 0 o
tational velocity and circulation distributions RANGE-t11. 00

were calculated. The vortex center was de- - 0
termined to be midway between the two high 0

velocity peaks where the velocity was
minimum. The velocity field was derectified
using the vortex center as a reference. A -
sample of the processed vortex tangential 0
velocity distribution for the B-747 in normal 0000 0o
landing configuration is shown in Figure 7. 100 0
The gaps in the velocity plot are a result of 000
the finger-scan mode of data collection. The 20 -.0 72 2

peak tangential velocity is 13 m/sec and the VOXRADIUS.

core diameter is 8 m. A sample of the vortex Figure 8. Wake vortex velocity distribution for a
tangential velocity distribution for the B-747 30/30 flaps, gear down flyby.
in the landing configuration but in level flight
and at a higher altitude is shown in Figure 8. tribution in Figure 8, assuming circular
Use of the arc-scan mode gives continuous symmetry, is illustrated in Figure 9. The cir-
velocity measurements, but the range is un- culation strength measured in the vortex
ceitain. Again, the peak tangential velocity is wake increases with radial distance from the
13 m/sec and the core diameter i- 8 m. These vortex center. For example, at the vortex
results indicate that aircraft altitude and core radius, r, = 4 m, the circulation is r, =
flight path angle do not influence the vortex 326 mi/sec whereas at 4 radii from the center,
formation process significantly for the r = 16 in, the circulation is more than dou-
parameters tested. It is also noted that the bled, r = 725 m2/sec. In comparison, the
vortex rollup occurs rapidly so that at about computed bound circulation strength of the
10 seconds a distinct and coherent core wing is r U= .CJ(2K)= 620 ml/sec where
structure is evident. U.~ = 74.15 in/sec, c =8.3 Mn, CL. = 1.41, and

The circulation distribution in the wake K = 0.7. This discrepancy is likely due to the
of the B-747 computed from the velocity dis- vortex range error of the arc-scan mode.
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- Vortex descent to 2C m below the LDV scan ..crosswinds. The vortex tracks measured by
would give agreement. The circulation dis- the LDV system show a gradual descent of
tribution measured with the LDV system the wake with little lateral motion, trends
agrees well with the theoretical Hoffman and which are in general agreement with the vor-
Joubert turbulent vortex model [81 shown by tex motion determined photographically and

4 the dashed line in Figure 9 and given by the predicted theoretically.
relationship LW = 1.83 (r/r,) and F/F,. [I
+ 2.14 log.0 (r/r,.)I in the inner and outer core A--RCRAF I Al 11IIUD(

regions, respectively. X PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA
- COM&PUTED TRAJECTORY

PORT VORRTX

6WP

00
PORE~~~ 9O)i GgAA77~E

JI-0RIN TO BE T0 t 
AR•0V•

•- '•00 •, ~A GE " 9. SECONDS ,•-,.

Sc/ RANGE. !l;in•m

P" ELEVATION ANGLE •.8o"
00

"6•00/0

0 0/

B-4 RU 75 0 J 057 77 5

0 4,00AG0 9IS SECIC,

Figure 9. Wake vortex circulation distribution for a
S30/30 flaps, gear down flyby. Figure 10. Wake vortex trajectories for a 30/30 flops. •

gear down flyby.

.4Vortex Decay.

Vortex Transport. Information regarding tedcyo h •

wake vortices including the time history of
The line-of-sight velocity measurements the vortex rotational velocity, core radius,

obtained with the LDV system in the finger- and circulation was obtalined from the line- ;
scan mode have been used to determine the of-sight velocity distributions measured by t
location of the center of the trailing vortices, the LDV system. In the aircraft near wake,
A vortex-tracking criterion was used which the LDV measurements indicated a rela-

identified the vortex position from the region tively constant peak tangential velocity, core •
of maximum backscatter and took into ac- radius, and vortex strength. An example of '1
count the spatial resolution of the LDV. The the circulation time history of the trailing
vortex tracking criteria was an improvement vortex observed for the B-747 in normal land-
over the tracking algorithm described in ref- ing configuration is shown in Figure 11 for
erence 7. The wake vortex tracks observed different averaging radii. It is noted that the
with the LDV system are shown in Figure 10 circulation of the vortex remains essentially

.along with the photographic and computed constant with time for all averaging radii over
vortex locations. The computed trajectories thc timc period of 10 to 40 seconds, The •
were generated from a theoretical model above result indicates that no significant •
using aircraft location, wingspan, weight and decay of the wake vortex strength occurs in
airspeed as inputs and assuming no the near wake.
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[R -74 R # AVEAGWRAU IUS 0 FlYBY49

o0o6,oo o° 0
?~ 0G0x •

00

00
0CY

I0 %0
1W AA0. 10

VA it AGE A' A

Figure I1. Wake vortex circulation time history for a Figure 13. Decay of wake vortex velocity for (1. 2.

30/30 flaps. gear down flyby. I1. 12)-spoiler configuration.

For the tip spoiler configuration, the rota-
tional velocity of the vortex is also essen-
tially constant in the near wake followed by a

o f•l 44decay beyond 12 semispans with sufficient
[3 FLYBY 47 scatter in the data to make establishment of

the decay rate difficult. In comparison with
the 0-spoiler case, the 1, 2, 11, 12-spoiler
configuration exhibits a slightly lower rota-
tional velocity in the near wake and an earlier

_____ onset of decay. However, at distances ap-
proaching 80 spans downstream of the air-
craft, the 0 and 1, 2, 11, 12 configurations
exhibit roughly the same vortex rotational

I I I I li velocities. Thus, deployment of the outboard
,,fl spoilers enhances the vortex decay in the

near wake and does not appear to influencc

Figure 12. Decay of wake vortex velocity for 0-spoiler the far wake vorteA decay characte• stics.
configuration.

CONCLUSIONS

Laser Doppler velocimeter mea-

In order to determine the wake vortex surements of the wake vortex characteristics
decay characteristics for different aircraft of a B-747 aircraft f•.n various configurations
configurations, the time history of the vortex have shown the following trends. For vortex
rotational velocity, Vm,, has been processed formation:
for flybys with 0 and 1, 2, 11, 12 spoilers and I. The rollup of the vortex sheet oc-
the results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. curred rapidly within a few spans
For the 0-spoiler configuration, essentially downstream of the aircraft.
no decay of vortex rotational velocity is ob- 2. The peak tangential velocity and cir-
served in the aear wake, followed by a li/t culation of the vortices remained
type of decay 40 or more spans downstream. nearly constant in the near wake.
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SCANNING LASER-VELOCIMETER SURVEYS AND ANALYSIS OF
MULTIPLE VORTEX WAKES OF AN AIRCRAFT

VIC'IOR R. CORSIGLIA AND KENNETH L. ORLOFF
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

ABSTRACT: A laser velcmimeter capable of rapidly scanning a flow field while simL~taneously sensing
two components of the velocity was used to measure the ,'ertical and streamw..e velocity structure 1.5
spans downstream in the wake of a model typical of a large subsonic transport (Boeing 747). This flow
field was modeled by a superposition of axisymmetric vortices with finite cores. The theoretical model
was found to agiee with the measured velocities everywhere except where 'wo vortices were in close
proximity. Vortex strengths derived from the span loading on the wing as predicted by vortey.-lattice
theory also agree with the present measurements, It was, therefore, concluded that the axisymmetric
vortex model used herein is a usefu' tool for analytically investigating the vortex wakes of aircraft.

NOMENCI ATURE

AR aspect ratio, b"/s stream), y (positive out right wing)
b wingspan x,y,z. coordinate axis nondimensionalized
c wing chord by semispan, b/2
c average chord, s/b a angle of attack
c1  local lift coefficient, (dL/d!')/qc 13 laser tilt angle to obtain
C1. total lift coefficient, L/qs directional sensitivity
f frequency F circulation
L lift F nondimensional circulation, F/bV.
q. -pV•-' X wavelength of light, X•= 0.488 gm,
r radius from center of vortex X(; = 0.5145 /fm
S wing area 0 laser beam intersection angle
U streamwise velocity component. p air density.

positive downstream
V velocity Subscripts
V, swirl velocity compor.ent B blue color channel of laser velocime-
V. free-stream velocity ter
W vertical velocity component G green color channel of laser velo-
x, y. z coordinate axis: x (positive down- cimeter.

INTRODUCTION ducing the wake of large aircraft by
aerodynamic means [21. As a result of this

Trailing vortex wakes of large aircraft research, several techniques have been
are a hazard to smaller following aircraft. As found to be effective in deintensifying the
a result, the separation distances during land- wake. One of these techniques is to configure
ing and take-off that must be imposed to the aircraft so that it sheds multiple vortices
maintain safety are now a determining factor from the wine in such a way that these vor-
in maximizitg runway utilization [ I]. Future tices interact and merge (3]. A particular con-
increases in airport capacity are, therefore, figuration that emplhys this technique is the
limited by required separations between air- B747 airplane with the inboard trailing-edge
craft due to vortices. In recent years, NASA flaps set to the landing position and the out-
has conducted considerable research into re- board trailing-edge flaps retracted [4]. Re-
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cent flow visualization studies conducted on MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION
various configurations of this aircraft have
shown the trajectories of vortices in the wake The model that was used to generate the
[5]. The objective of the present study was to vortices waq mounted inverted on a single
measure the velocity distributions in the strut at the forward end of the test section
waie and to determine the size and strength (see Figure 2 of reference 9). This mounting
of each of the vortices. A second objective provided maximum downstream distance
was to investigate the effect of the landing and minim,'m interference between the strut
gear on the wake, because it had been found wake and the wing wake. Angle of qttack was
in flight and ground-based tests that. at varied by adjusting the clevis pivot at the top

downstream distances greater than about 30 of the strut. Details of the model, which was
spans, lowering the landing gear intensified identical to that used in earlier studies [41,
the wake [6, 7]. appear in Figure 1 and Table I. Two config-

In an earlier investigation using a urations of trailing-edge flap were used in the
rotating-arm hot-wire anemometer [81, the
flow field was scanned rapidly along the arc
of a circle that passed very near a vortex
core. This technique was shown to be effec-

tive for the case of simple wakes where only
a single vortex pair existed. When this tech-
nique was applied to a complex wake involv- -
ing multiple vortices per side, difficulty was zo03
encountered in interpreting the measured re- "•. . 179

suits because insufficient data were available TAKE-OFF -A7

to adequately define the various wake vor- INBOA•D •LA.'

tices. In the present study, an improved 46/ LANDING
technique for the case of complex wakes was • 30o'

used. The flow field was scanned rapidly in SECT-ON A-A DETAILS DIMENSIONS IN cm
the lateral direction at successive vertical lo-
cations. Data were accumulated in the
vicinity of each vortex to provide more in-
formation about the flow as compared to the
rotating arm technique. Furthermore, the Figure I. Geometric details of the B747 subsonic

transpolt model.
present measurements were made with a
laser velocimeter. which assured that the
measuring device did not interfere with the Table I. Model Dimensions, Wind-Tunnel and Test

flow field. Conditions
The present paper presents the results

oGenerator Model (Boeing 747)(obtained by means of a scanning, two, Wing _•

dimensional laser velocimeter) of velocity Span. cm Oin) 179 (70.5"
surveys made in the Ames 7- by 10-Foot Root incidence

Wind Tunnei at 1.5 spans downstream from Tip incidence -

the generator model. The strengths of the Area, ml (ft') 0.459 (4.941

various vortices in the wake were deter- Average chord, cm (in.) 25.6(10.1)Aspect ratio7

mined by use of a theorethal axisymmetric Horzontal stabilizer 0
model for the swirl component of velocity for Wind-tunnel and Test conditions
each vortex. Comparisons are shown be- U. m/s fVsec) 14(46)
tween the measurements and this axisym- Reynolds number based on average 2.5 x 10•chord
metric model. An earlier paper [91 describes chord

Lift coefficient1.the apparatus, instrumentation, and the sig. Angle of AttaIk
nal processing technique, and shows some Flaps 30'/°I0 70

sample results from the present tests. Flaps 300/102
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present studies. In one configuration, both wind tunnel from the focal point. The verti-

the inboard and outboard trailing-edge flaps cal and streamwise velocities art given by
were set to the landing setting (herein labeled
30°/30°). In the other configuration, the in- *
board flap deflection was the same, but the =sin + VGCOss. (2)

outboard flap was set to the zero setting
(labeled 30I/0c). The wind-tunnel and test
conditions also appear in Table 1.

The laser beams passed through the side W = VBosS - VsinS (3)

window of the wind tunnel to the measuring
point, which is indicated by the crossing of
the beams (see Figure 2 of reference 9). The where13 is the laser tilt angle that was used to
velocimeter was capable of scanning this provide directional sensitivity. Samples of
measuring point laterally across the tunnel data records and a processed plot for the
test section over about 2 m in 3 sec. Both the vertical and streamwise velocity appear in
vertical and streamwise components of ve- reference 9. The computed velocities were
locity were simultaneously measured by ar- smoothed by removing obviously bad points
ranging an orthogonal array of cross beams which were due to frequency tracker dropout
in two colors that were available from the (see reference 9), and by locally least-square
laser. Directional sensitivity was obtained by fairing the data to a polynominal. Figure 2
tilting the laser unit approximately 40° so that contains a typical smoothed data plot.
both laser channels included a free-stream

WAKEvelocity component and, therefore, did not -.4

change in velocity direction. The laser ve- L L
locimeter is further described in references 9
and 10. Details of the signal processing tech- o
nique used in the present tests are contained ,F
in reference 9. Lift coefficient data were ob- .2 I-
tamned by measuring the lift with a strain- .4

gauge balance and the dynamic pressure with -"
a pitot-static tube. .4 FLAPS 3010*

.2I GEAR UP°.2 7 -0.442

DATA REDUCTION 2;.
AND ANALYSIS W->'

The measured modulation frequcncy of
the scattered laser light and the laser cross- __
beam angle were converted to velocity by the .6 4 .2 0 . .4 -.6
following expressions. The velocity normal y
to the interference fringes is given by Figure 2. Example of laser velocimeter data after

smoothing Fad replotting. Flaps 30*/I0,

f Agear up, z =-0.442.

V- a B and V G (1VG

Analysis.

"where subscripts B and G refer to the blue The measured velocity flow field was I
and green color channels, respectively, of modeled by superposition of axisymmetric
the laser velocimeter. The laser cross-bean vortices with finite cores. First, it was neces-
angle, 0, which varied across the test sec- sary to locate the centers of vorticity by

"" tion, was calibrated by measuring the beam locating an axial velocity defect coupled with
spacing and the distance to the window of the swirl-like vertical velocity. (The location of
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the vortices for a particular configuration --A,

was approximately known from flow 2 (

visualization (Figure 3 of reference 9) and O''1_+-+-+-1

from earlier flow visualization studies [5].) -A

The first iteration for determining the -.2 1.083 :2 -0.3'

strength of the vortices was made by using o , ... GA UP 0

point vortices to match the velocities from .2 L GEAR DOWN I L

the theoretical model with the measured ve- Y LOCATION

locit.•s. The circulation distribution in the o2 1 0.003 OF TRAVERSE , F

vicinity of each vortex center was then ob- .- -2 ;- X°'0

tained by first subtracting the vertical com- o 1 +-"
ponent of velocity of all the other vortices in -2 - -0.015 0.032 2 -0.34

Zhe 'vake along a horizontal line passing 0' 4.

throtugh the vortex center, and then comput- 1.0 .S .6 4 .2 0 1. .8 .6 _.4 2 0

ing the circulation of the unknown vortex yy
from the following expression: Figure 3. Effect of the landing gear on the variation

of vertical velocity. Flaps 30'/0°.

r = 2nrV. , (4)

where Vo was set equal to the measured ver- Vortex Locations.
tical velocity corrected for the induced veloc-
ity of all of the other vortices in the flow Vortices for the two configurations used
field. in the present study are shed from each flap

edge as well as the wing tip (Figure 4). Fur-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION thermore, there are vortices shed from the
horizontal stabilizer (not shown). Down-

Effect of Landing Gear. stream from the generator at distances
greater than about 13 spans, the vortices

Aamerge into a single pair that is diffuse for theAn investigation was made to measure

the effect of the landing gear oft the wake 30!/0° configuration and concentrated for the

behind the 300/00 configuration. The iateral 30°/300 configuration. At 1.5 spans down-
distribution of the vertical velocity comnpo- stream, the various vortices have not yet
nent is shown'on Figure 3 for various lateral completed their merge, so that as many as

passes through the wake. These plots were four and six vortices per side would be ex-

made from smoothed data plots similar to the pecte.l for the 300/00 and 300/300 configura-

one shown on Figure 2. Comparison of the tions, ;espectively.
velocities between landing gear up and down CONVENTIONAL L.ANDING MODIFIED LANDING

for all of the vertical locations indicates that (FLAPS W01/301) (FLAPS 30/01)
no significant effect of the landing gear is -
apparent. However, an investigation of the wj "I w! .
streamwise velocity component (not pre-
sented here) did indicate a streamwisc veloc-
ity defect in the wake due to the landing gear. x/b X/b
It was, therefore, concluded that the wake •

vertical velocities at 1.5 spans downstream
are only slightly affected by the landing gear -
and that the reduced alleviation found in ear- LV MEASUREMEN PfLME
lier investigations at over 30 spans x/b1.5

downstream [61 does not manifest itself until Figure 4. Summary if vortex traoctories from flow

further downstream than 1.5 spans. visualization studios.
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The vortex locations were determined by and 7. When all four of the vortices in the
matching the measured vertical and stream- wake are included in the theoretical model,
wise velocity components with the axial and good agreement is achieved with the mea-
rotational properties of vortices near their surements for a wide range of vertical loca-
center: that is, when a lateral scan was made tions. The sensitivity of the agreement be-
through a vortex center, a swirl-like vertical tween the wake model and the measured data

velocity component coupled with a defect in was emphasized by the velocity field of the
the streamwise velocity component would vortex from the horizontal tail (vortex 4 in
occur. As shown in Figure 5, for z = -0.38, Figure 6). The flow was first modeled by
the horizontal scan went directly through the using only the three vortices from the wing,
center of the flap outboard vortex. At a because the tail vortex was believed to be too
slightly greater distance below the wing weak to appreciably influence the wake
lower surface (z = -0.44), the scan went structure. However, it was not until all four
through the center of the vortex shed by the vortices were included in the model that the
inboard edge of the flap. The presence of the agreement in Figure 8 could be achieved
nearby outboard flap vortex, however, also (e.g., see Figure F for locations z = -0.408

strongly affects the vertical velocity. Simi- and -0.359). In some of the horizontal
larly, the wing-tip vortex was found above traverses, it was found that the agreement
the wing upper surface (z = 0. 17). The could be improved by using a slightly differ-
streamwise velocity defect associated with ent value of z in the theoretical model (see
each vortex occurs most prominently near Figure 8, z = -0.294 and -0.246). This is the
the vortex center and helps to locate the var- result of the slight meander of the vortices in
ious vortices at each vertical location, the wind tunnel. Although each horizontal

scan was made rapidly to avoid the effects of
.1 "* meander, the time between successiv e verti-

-.AP INOARD DEFECT "-2 cal locations was large and at nonuniformz/(b/2)

- - . increments. However, since the meander at
the 1.5-span downstream station for these
tests was much less than reported for the

.4
considerably greater downstream distance

FLAP OUTBAoRD DEFECT 2 used in earlier tests [8], a steady-state model

..0 .38 could be deduced from the present test data.
- .. 0 REGIONS OF NONZERO

___ VORTICITY
LV MEASUREMENTS--- lxi/

--- I-U/V0 I
TIP VORTEX .. - 0.1 2116 -0.044

DEFECT 0- 0--- .17

.2
1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 .

yAb/2)
-. 00

Figure 5. Variation of vertical and streamwise vwloc-
ity distributions for lateral traverses
through each vortex center. Flaps 30'/0', I I I 0
gear up.

Circulation Distribution, 30c10°.
0.040½:• I I I i , ,4

1,0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0
The foregoing procedure was used to de- yA/2e)

termine the distribution of vorticity within Figure 6. Vortex locations, strengths and regions of
each vortex shed bty the 30'/00 configuration, varying circulatinn resulting from analysis
The vortex locations, strengths, and distribu- of measured velocity. Flaps 301/0, gear
tions of circulation are shown or, Figures 6 up.
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CF,,10 
-

.0 8 
T- ". y- 4'VORTEX 

4 

-1

.62 1q
.04~

17-1

.02 q" •
t M P :ArN , V OH NT M OV,• . + . l li

0 .08 .16 .24 .32 .40 j9 8 R • r 6 i
r/(b/2)

Figure 7. Circulation distributions resulting from Figure 8. Continued.analysis of measured velocity. Flaps
301/0'. gear up.

0-.----

-2 
.2

.4. ..... 
.. ,

• t £ PIlOAL V014TEx ;ODEL 0EAR UP

"-- LV MEASUREME0 NT" L , l 30,0 " 6

USING VORTICES V , 2. 3 4FROM F:G:Rlir F,

9.0 . ,6 

04 

-. 0 

00

Figure 8. Comparison between measured vertical Fig,)re S. Continued.velocities and the axisymnletric vortex
model using the vortices shown on Figures
6 and 7. Flaps 3O0/OA, gear up.

,.4.

-- i V MFASuREMFNT - tFAPS 30'/0-

FROM FIGURE 6

'9; 
0 262060 EXCLUDING 8

S-.408

- L0 MEASUREMENT 
.FLAPq 30,10

UEIGV R IISl '3 I L M 0010 

-

0,0 EMPIRICAL VORTEx MODEL •EAR liP

FROM FIGURE 6 
00 - . 244

.0 .6 .6 , , 

.2

Fignre 8, Continued. 
Figure 8. Concluded.
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Circulation distributions, 30°/30'. of the details of vortex merging [3] indicate
that the interactions of closely-spa,'ed vor-

Figure 9 shows the region of significant tices can lead to highly noncircular shapes;
measured streamwise velocity defect along this finding tends to confirm the foregoing I
with the measured locations of the vortices, conjecture.

The theoretical vortex strengths and dis-tributions are presented in Figures 10 and 1 I. E, REGIONS OF NONZERO

A much more complex wake than the 30°/0° VORTICITY

configuration, containing six vortices per . - .6/ : • '- 2 0.015 -O..0.OO
side, was found. The strengths and distribu- 5 • I X IX

tions of circulation were fairly easy to obtain 6' -
for the 30*/0° configuration. However, for the 0.o80 -0020
300/30° configuration, the analysis became - -0.008 /- .2

quite tedious because of the large number of - ' 6 '
closely-spaced vortices. The analysis could / J/ N
be expedited for this type of configuration by /
simultaneously evaluating (with a least- X 5 Z

square curve-fit procedure) all of the vortex /
strengths. Once again, good agreement be- " 0.0o0
tween the theoretical model and the mea- 00

surements was found everywhere except for L. .8 .6 .4 .2 0.
a consistent trend to underpredict for y y/(t/z)
greater than 0.8 (Figure 12). Vortices 3 and 5greatverltapping 0.8 thisr (Figure 12).0Vorts 3Figure 10. Vortex locations, strengths, and regions of
are overlapping in this region (Figure 10).

varying circulation resulting from analysis
Modeling the flow as the sum of axisymmet- of measured velocities. Fiaps 301I30", gear
ric vortices appears to be inadequate in the up.
overlap regions. Also, the F vs r distribution 'f

was found to be similar for all of the vortices .08 ; F3
analyzed except vortex 5 (Figure 11). The
unusual shape of this curve may be the result .07

of using an axisymmetric model for vortices .0
undergoing a merger process. Computations .06

.05
I -U/V•, r

0 0.10 bvD
o 0.20 -.6 .04
x VORTEX LOCATIONS

.03 r

2 4 .0• 1

"L0 0 0 .08 .16 .04 .32t .40-• ~rAb/2) ,

.5 2 Figure 11. Circulation distributions resulting from
*5• analysis of measured velocities. Flaps •

300/30*, gear up.

i'!i• ! •Comparison with Vortex-Lattice Theorty. ,

Figure 9. Regions of significant streamwise velocity fo
defect and the locations of the vortices The strengths of the wing vortices were
from the analysis of measured velocities, estimated from a span loading which was
Flaps 300/30', gear up. calculated by use of a vortex-lattice theory
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%545 -LV MEASUREMENT - FLAPS 30/30
C EMPIRICAL .ORTEx MODEL FGAR UP

USING VORTICES
FROM FIGURE 10

"0 - - -.459 
J . . .5

0--- "425 
- 1.

.2 
0M,," ----

E 
21-8-.oLV MEASUREMENT 

' FLAPS 30"/,'5

EMPIRICAL VORTEX MODEL GEAR UP-.
FROM FIGURE 10 0 .231
1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 -2I. 8 .y/(b/• .2) 1O 8 . 4 .

.. ... . . .
y/Ib/2)

Figure 12. Comparison of maximum vortex circula- Figure 12. Continued.
tion from vortex lattice theory and the
axisymmetric model for the measured vel-
ocities. Gear up.

LV MEASUREMENT FLAPS 30"/W*.2 z 
EMPIRICAL VORTEX MODEL GEAR up4b/2) 
USING VORTICES . U

0 - ..... 1 2 1 FR O M F IG U R E 10
, , • z/(b/2)

-.
2

>26

.2. .O32 

i.
270

-- ~~~ ."0 
.... 95.

- LV MEASUREMENT FLAPS 30V1O0 
+0 EMPIRICAL VORTEX MODEL GEAR UP . .USING VORTICES 

1. .8 .6 .4 ,. 0FROM FIGURE 10 10 8 . 42 .1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0 
.... " "...

.0.8.y/b/2 
Figure 12. Concluded.

Figure 12. Continued,

developed by Hough (I J. The way in which The dividing point between vortices 2 and 3the span loading for the two configurations is (Figure 13a) was obtained from the inflectiondivided to determine the strengths of the vor- point on the span loading as recommendedtices from the wing is indicated in Figure 13 by Rossow f 12j. As can be seen, the corn-(vortex numbers correspond to the numbers panson between the vortex-lattice theoryused on Figures 6 and 10). The vortex and the experiment is excellent for vortices 2strength is related to the span loading by and 3. It is believed that the measured
strength of vortex I is lower than the theoryCL C because the vortex-lattice theory ignores thec." effect of the fuselage on the span loading.
Apparently, the lift carry-over across the
fuselage in the experiment loads to a weaker
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flap-inboard vortex than predicted by the the measured strengths of these vortices be-
theory for the wing alone. An adjusted span cause of the axisymmetric model. The mea-
loading that takes into account the measured surements indicate lower lift on the inboard
strength of the vortices is ihown as a dashed flap and. as before, better lift carry-over
curve in Figure 13. across the fuselage when compared with the

vortex. lattice theory for the wing alone.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

MAX VORTEX CIRCULATION. r Presented herein is a technique for ex-
VORTEX LATTIC- I . 3 perimentally analyzing complex aircraft
THEORY - . 0..042 wakes. First, extensive measurements were

2.0 . MEASURED" •-0.044, 0iI6 - made of two components of velocity in a

.6 f THEORY plane downstream of the wake generating
AJUSTD THEORY model. These vortex wakes were then

c. c modeled by a superposition of axisymmetric
C•-C .8 vortices with finite cores. Good agreement

2 2 - was achieved between the analytical model
.4 and the measured velocities everywhere ex-

0 . . , a cept where the vortices were in close prox-
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 imity to each other. It is believed that the use

y/(b/2) of axis,',rmtric vortices to model the wake

is inarpropriate when vortices are about to
Figure 13. Comparison of maximum vortex circula- merge. Finally, estimates of vortex strengths

tion from vortex lattice theory and the made from the span loadings calculated by
axisymmetric model for the measured vel- vortex-lattice theory were also in good
ocities. Gear up. agreement with the present measurements in

those regions where vortex-lattice theory
vwouid be expected to be valid. Therefore, it J
can be concluded that the superposition of

MAX VORTEX CIRCULATION, axisymmetric vortices is a useful model for

VORTEX LATTICE . analyzing multiple vortex wakes. Although

.20 THEORY -0.072 0.060 0.084 -029 0.025: the analysis procedure was successfully
M ED I-3O'O'O508 °'-° . completed for both configurations used in the

1.6 - THEORY present study, it was quite tedious for the
l /-- ADJUSTED THEORY

1.2 -configuration that contained six vortices per
ADrUS.E. T side. The analysis could be expedited by de-

1 2 4veloping a least-square procedure to simul-
taneously evaluate all of the vortices.

Measurements made to determine the ef-

0 .2 4 .6 .8 ,.0 fect of the landing gear on the 300/00 config-
y/(b/2) uration indicated no signifcant effect on the

vertical-velocity distribution. Additional

Figure 13. Concluded, velocity measurements at greater down-
stream distance than used in the present tests
will be required to analyze the effect of the
landing gear.

With the 30'/30' configuration (Figure
.' 13b), good agreement was found for the out- REFERENCES
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ROLL UP OF A VORTEX SHEET USING THE "CLOUD-IN-CELL"
TECHNIQUE

GREGORY R. BAKER
Applied Mathematics

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena CA 91125

ABSTRACT: The problem of the roll up of a two dimensional vortex sheet generated by a wing in an
ideal fluid is phrpsed in terms of the streamfunction and the vortex sheet strength. A numerical method is
used to calculate the time evolution of the vortex sheet Ly adapting the "Cloud-ln-Cell" technique
introduced in solving many particle simulations in plasma physics. Two cases are considered for the
initial distribution of circulation, one corresponding to an elliptically loaded wing and the other simulat-
ing the wing with a flap deployed. Results indicate that small scale behavior plays an important part in
the roll up. Typically, the small scale perturbations evolve into ever increasing larger structures by
vortex amalgamation. Conclusions are given from a number of tests exploring the validity of the method.
Briefly, small scale perturbations are introduced artificially by the grid, but the emerging large scale
behavior is relatively insensitive to it. Since clearly defined structures result from the application of this
method, it promises to aid considerably in understanding the behavior of vortex wakes.

INTRODUCTION the flow. This paper examines two cases of
initial vortex sheet strength; one relates to an

When a wing of finite span moves at a elliptically loaded wing and the other simu-
small angle of attack through the air, it sheds lates a wing with a flap deployed.
vorticity at its trailing edge which results Before introducing the method, it is in-
from the flow of air around the wing tip, structive to recall previous attempts at solv-
driven by the pressure difference between ing the model problem. For the elliptically
the top and bo'ttom surfaces of the wing. If loaded wing, the vortex sheet strength and
the speed of the wing is constant and the consequently the velocity is initially infinite
effect of the viscosity of the air is negligible, at the wing tip. The subsequent motion is the
vortex lines starting from the trailing edge formation of a spiral at the wing tip, and the
form a steady surface relative to the wing,
which is sharply defined and represents a
vortex sheet.

The intractable problem of determining
the location of this three dimensional steady • \jJ,
vortex sheet is simplified by considering the
sheet two-dimensional and unsteady through_- ,
the relation z = Ut (see Figure 1). This as- X
sumption ignores the curvature of the vortex
lines and their termination at the trailing L
edge, and the relation z = Ut assumes there
is no variation of the velocity parallel to the z
axis. This proves reasonable when suffi-
ciently far dcwnstream of the wing, and
Moore and Saffman [ I ] have provided formal
justification. Tho, variation of the vortex
sheet strength shed at the trailing edge of the
wing depends on the characteristics of thewing and becomes the initial condition for Fiure 1. The geometries for the three-dimensional
wing asteady flow and two-dimtnsional unsteady
the unsteady two dimensional modelling of motion.
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arclength aiong the sheet becomes infinite so of the vortex sheet will be more accurately
that the singular nature of the initial flow is determined. When applied to the roll up of
removed. Kaden [2] has presented the lead- the sheet behind an elliptically loaded wing,
ing term of an asymptotic expansion describ- they obtain results very similar to reference
ing the spiral and, more recently, more terms 13. In fact, the redefinition of points in their
have been calculated by Moore 13] and method results in circulation accumulating at
Guiraud and Zeytounian [4]. However, the the point near the spiral center and this has a

asymptotic expansion contains unknown correspondence with the technique of refer-
parameters which are determined by the flow ence 13.
outside the spiral. In particular, the location Baker 1151 has extended their work by
of the spiral center is unknown. Thus, a taking some account of the curvature of the
numerical procedure is required to fully de- sheet when calculating its velocity, resulting
termine the motion. in a higher order of accuracy. He applied the

Rosenhead [51 and Westwater [61 were refined method to the sheet shed by a ring
the first to approach this problem numeri- wing because there is no singularity as-
cally. They replaced the vortex sheet by a sociated with a wing tip. This provides a
finite collection of line or point vortices and definite test of the method. An error analysis
considered their subsequent motion as mark- shows that, as the number of points in-
ing out the vortex sheet. With the advent of creases, the error in calculating the velocity
high speed computers, a number of research- of the vortex sheet (note, not of the point

ers [7-101 have continued this approach but vortices) should decrease. This is not the
an unsatisfactory feature of the results has behavior observed. At a fixed time during the
consistently emerged. The motion of the initial roll up, increasing the number of

point vortices becomes chaotic in the region points results in the vortex sheet crossing
of the spiral. Different ad hoc modifications itself. No consistent solution emerges, the
have been incorporated in an attempt to regu- problem appears ill-posed. Clements and
larise the solution. Kuwahara and Takami Maul 1 161 also report a failure of the method
[Ill and Chorin and Bernard [121 introduced used in reference 14.
different modifications to the velocity field of If we are to find reliable numerical pro-
a point vortex but in a way which is not cedures, we need to understand the cause of
consistent with the equations of motion. A the breakdown commonly obtained. There
finite number of point vortices cannot are several possibilities as follows. The sta-
adequately resolve the details of a spiral bility of the vortex sheet is generally uncer-
especially at its center. Moore 1131 has ad- tain. The plane, constant sheet has a known
dressed this aspect of the numerical cvlcula- instability, the Kelvin Helmholtz Instability
tion by incorporating an amalgamation pro- 1171. where the modes with the smallest
cess at the wing-tip vortex. When the curva- wavelength grow the fastest. However, the
ture at the nearest point vortex to the wing- effects of curvature and stretching of the
tip vortex becomes large enough, the vwo sheet may be stabilizing 1181. If the sheet is
vortices are combined into one. His spiral unstable, the numerical method will reflect
appears smooth for greater times than other this in the growth of round-off errors. In this
calculations and more closely resembles the case, the relevant problem is understanding
asymptotic nature as found in reference 2. the nonlinear development of the instability,

Unfortunately there has not yet been an and this requires a minimum number of
adequate accounting of the errors introduced points to resolve the important modes. Al-
by these modifications. Fink and Soh 1141 ternativelý. the numerical methods may be
have pointed out that calculating the velocity unstable independent of the stability of the
at points on the sheet by considering them sheet. The accurate calculation of the vortex
point vortices is not a good ar roximation sheet motion in the spiral region may requirt
unless the points are evenl) spaced in many points because of the close spacing
arclength. Consequently, they proposed a between the turns and their large curvature,
method which introduces evenly spaced Many of these questions can be explored
points at each time level so that the velocity by increasing the number of points substan-
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tially. Adopting a different procedure in cal. The vorticity is discretised by introducing N
culating the vortex sheet velocity will also markers,
increase the breadth of inquiry and give use-
ful information about the basic nature of itsmotion. This is also desirable for matters of ,w = 1 r n6(x -Xn)6( Y- n) , (4)

economy. The computer time required to n-1
calculate the velocity of N point vortices is

O(N'2 ) and soon becomes expensive for large such that
N. Adapting the "'Cloud-in-Cell" technique
ensures the calculation of the motion of J ,. (5)

many vorticity markers at reasonable cost. n,1 n

The purpose of the paper is to describe the
method and to discuss the results obtained This reduces Equation (3) to a set of ordinary
when applied to the roll up behind an ellipti- differential equations,
cally loaded wing and behind a wing with a
flap deployed. The conclusions from several dx

tests to examine the accuracy and reliability n = u(xn,y,) , (Ga)

of the method are also given.
The technique has already been applied

to a number of two dimensional ideal fluid dyn (6b)WE- = (xt,'yn)•
flows [19, 20]. These applications have
yielded interesting results, in partikular thebehaiou oftheintracionof inie-szed To obtain the streamnfunction, a finite-
behaviour of the interaction of finite-sized difference approximation is made to Equa-
vortex structures. The primary concern of tion (1) on a rectangular grid, {x0 + (i - D)H•,
this paper is the motion of vortex sheets and

the grid spacing assumed uniform in the x, y
has not been applied and studied in this case. directions, respectively.

THE METHOD
i+l,j 2*1, + *--i, X + ij+l - 2+j 1

Reference 19 was the first to 'eport the
use of the "'Cloud-in-Cell" tecnnique in 2

studying the motion of a two dimensional,+ /" -'i,• (7)

incompressible, inviscid and homogeneous for

fluid. This paper follows a similar approach
_ and the details are as follows. 2 < i < N• - 1. 2< , -< .

If tP is the streamfunction, &j the vortic-
ity, and u. v the velocity components, the
equations of motion are The vorticity is represented at the points

(x,,,y,) and so a redistributioi scheme,
known as -Cloud in Cell" or area-weighting.

V4 . -W, 11) is introduced to assign values at the grid
points and then Equation (7) can be solved.
Figure 2 provides the geometry and notation

U . 1.1, of the redistribution scheme.

-V w(k) = .r/ i(S)

0. where the A's are the areas shown. The
+ V• • -,scheme conserves total vorticity and the

hydrodynamic impulse.
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Where At, the time step, must satisfy the
Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition

(i+.i At < At has _, (12)

In this way, the vorticity distribution at
(×_. yJ t + At has been computed and the procedure

A,. A3  repeats to give the motion of the vorticity.
Boundary conditions must be given at

the grid edge for a unique solution. The au-
thor used a particular Fast Poisson Solver
which requires the value of tj along the
boundaries and this may be accomplished in
several ways. The author's choice is to cal-

Figure 2. The geometry and notation of the "Cloud
in Cell" redistribution scheme. culate local centroids of vorticity over a suf-

ficiently large number of markers and to con-
sider them as point vortices to determine thevelocity at the boundaries. Maskew [22] in-

dicates that the resulting error is small pro-
Equation (7) is easily solved using a Fast vided that the point of velocity determination

Poisson Sclver (the optimum FACR(e) is at least a distance H away from the nearest

method 1211). To determine the velocity of vortex point, where 14 is the maximum dis-
the markers, we calculate the velocity at the tance between adjacent local centroids. The
nearest four grid points with a central differ- number of local centroids must be judicious-

eformula, ly chosen since there is a balance between

accuracy and the computer time involved in
uij (4'j~ + - $i,-I) /2HY (9a) calculating the velocity at the boundary. As

the number of local centroids increases, the
accuracy improves but the computer time

vjJ - -(OP, +J - --kiJ)/1 2
HX (9b) increases as the square of the number. To

off-set some of the computer time, the veloc-
ity is calculated at a selected number of gridj and then interpolate bilinearly. points at the boundary and the rest of the

values are obtained by interpolation using
4 cubic splines [231. Fixing the number of local

SL u( W, A k)).I,. (10) centroids, the accuracy can be optimised by
kI choosing the boundary locations a distance

H from any vortex marker. This means that
L The notation of Figure 2 has been followed in the smallest possible grid is placed over the

Equation (10). The markers are moved for- regioa of interest while keeping the errors at
ward in time by a finite-difference approxi- the boundaries reasonably small. The appro-
mation to Equation (6). priate component of velocity is integrated

numerically around the boundary to provide
the streamfunction. Since it is singlevalued,
it must return to its starting value after a

,,aIt + At) - Xn(t) + Unit, complete circuit around the boundary and
this provides a check on the numerical accu-

yntt + - yn(t) vaAt. *�.b) racy.
S( t MWhen the flow has a plane of symmetry,

01• a boundary can be chosen along this plane.
Special attention must be paid at any inter-
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sections of this boundary and the vortex sentation of the Columbic force law between
sheet. Large errors can occur arising from charged particles and have shown how the
the inadequate approximation to the velocity force is modified by the different redistribu-
field from the local centroid corresponding to tion techniques. Their particles have a phys-
the points nearest the intersection. Following ical reality. Vortex markers, on the other
the ideas in reference 22, the local centroid hand, are a result of a numerical discretisa-
can be ignored and the original markers con- tion. In other words, whereas the motion of
sidered as point vortices to calculate the ve- charged particles is the underlying structure
locity at a grid point on the boundary to the continuum equations in plasma
whenever the grid point is less than H away physics, point vortices are only a numerical
from the intersection, representation of continuous vorticity dis-

For most of the results presented here, a tributions. The main question is how well
129 x 129 grid was used with 2000 vorticity does the "Cloud-in-Cell" method approxi-
markers, each corresponding to the same mate the motion of continuous vorticity dis-
constant circulation. There is no reason tributions At present, analysis does not an-
numerically why the markers should have swer this question, and the best approach is
the same circulation. It merely aids in assess- to test the method on flows where some in-
ing the vorticity distribution by considering formation is available.
plots of their locations. On an IBM 370/158 The author has conducted several tests,
computer, it takes 3.8 seconds to update the the details of which will be reported
vorticity distribution; 1.7 seconds of this is elsewhere. Before discussing the conclusions
spent in solving Poisson's equation, and the of the tests, it is useful to see the results of
rest in calculating its boundary conditions applying the method to the roll up of vortex
using 40 local centroids and updating the sheets generated behind a wing.
marker's positions.

It is natural to ask which aspect of the
procedure limits the accuracy of the numeri- FIRST APPLICATION
cal solution. Since a vortex sheet is smeared
over a region of the order of a cell area, the The vortex sheet lies initially along
grid spacing is expected to play an important -- B < x < B, y = 0 and has a strength
role. In fact, Langdon [24] presents an analy- related to the circulation shed at the trailing
sis of grid effects in calculating the velocity edge. For an elliptically loaded wing, the cir-
and shows that this is thz case. The author culation is
has conducted several tests on particular
vortex sheets where the velocity field is [ ..1

known analytically at a fixed time. The er- [' -2) - (/B) (13

rors in calculating the velocity depend on the
grid spacing. Typically, the calculated sheet where V, is the initial downwash velocity.
velocity resembles the exact velocity, Non-dimensional variables are introduced by
superimposed with a small random compo-supeimpsed itha smll ando copo- scaling distances with B, time with B/Vo, and

nent whose wavelength is of the order of the scalingdsances with B, time with readthe circulation with VoB. Equation (13) reads
grid spacing. The behavior is most likely a
result of the bilinear interpolation used when
computing the velocity at the vortex
markers. However, it is the growth of the rix - -2 (14)

errors in the position of the sheet that is
important and analysis in reference 24 does
not fully address this aspect of the numeriucs. The results are shown as a series of vor-

A number of author-, [24-271 have ticity distributions at different time levels in
explored the errors arising ia the "Cloud in Figure 3. The number of points used is 2000
Cell" and related i-.-thods when applied to with each representing the same amount of
the flow of particles in a piminri They are circulation, but only half are plotted for prac-
concerned with the accuracy of the rcf.,- tical purposes. The grid size is 129 x 129.
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The most striking features are ,he emergence seen before in reference 19 but in a less obvi-
of small scale structure and the smoothing of ous way and reported merely as an anoma..
the spiral core. The large scale structure lous instability. Increasing the number of
stays well defined, even though small scale vortex markers beyond an average of two per
structures developed outside the spiral re- cell. influences the results merely by in-
gion art; convected into it and absorbed. This creased detail of description and does not
behaviour is pleasingly similar to some ex- change the basic behaviour.
perimental observations 128], but it is impor-
tant to understand the generation of the small
scale s.ructures.

.-.

Figure 4. Cells affected in redistribution process.

Fiue di , oAs indicated in Figure 3, the small scale I" '" structures amalgamate, leading to larger
sized structures. The question arises to what :

Figure 3. Vorticitj distributions for the rollup be- extent, if any, the emergence of small scale
hind an elliptically loaded wing at different structures, albeit initially created artificially
teby the grid, and the subsequent amalgama-

tion simulate a physical process. Despite
somne experimental evidence [29, 30], it is not

Several tests conducted by the author yet safe to assume the method achieves this '
indic-,te that for scales much larger than the in a realistic way.
grid cell, the flowk iz accurately computed. As a check on the accuracy of the
The grid introduces scales of the order of the method, two invariants of the motion are
grid spacing, but in an interesting way. Fig- monitored during the calculation. One is the
ure 4 shows a vortex sheet intersecting grid spanwise component of the hydrodynamic
lines. The cells in which redistribution takes impulse and its computed value has a relative
place ar,; shaded. The smooth vortex sheet is error of 10-1. The Kirchhoff-Routh path
replaced by ajagged array of cells, and it is at function is the other. bott the computed value
the places marked A and B, for instance, that varies slowly with time. Since it proves too
the biggest perturbation to the sheet occurs expensive to calculate this function for the
due to the anisotropic redistribution process. complete collection of vorticity markers,
The distance AB is the dominant small scale only local centroids are used, Tests indicate
introduced by the grid while other small that the error decreascs when more points
scales remain essentially suppressed. By that are included, Although the computed func-
it is meant that structures are formed along tion is -approximate, its slovv variation
the sheet at places such as A and B, which suggests reasonable invariance.
initially resemble small spirals, and there are The fraction of vorticity rolled up is also
relatively smooth sections of the sheet be- calculated using a definition given in refer-
tween them. This effect of the grid has been ence 13; that is, the fraction of markers with
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n • N where N is deterr;iied from xN max
x,., and increasing n counts markers along the
sheet towards the core center. This fraction
is shown in Figure 5 as a function of time. 4
Initially the behaviou1 follows the similarity
solution in reference 2 and agrees well with
the results in reference 13. Thus the gross
features obtained by point vw:rtices are re-
produced. The slight oscillation observed is ,__
due to the convection of small structures -

around and into the rollup region.

ili ,I[ - L
ol.-- *00 Figure 6. Vertical velocity profiles in the spanwise

dizection through the core center.

dependence is shown in Figure 7, where
double points indicate the presence of double/_ peaks. The behavior is very close to a decay

0 .E, L, , , as t-%, predicted in reference I for a vortex
0 ;6- tv0/a 1.0 structure with a viscods core matched to an

outer flow specified by the similarity solution
of reference 2. Moreover, the viscous core
has solid-body rotation at its center. This

Figure 5. Fraction of circulation in the rollup regon
as a function of time. Slope of straight line
is from Kaden's simi~arity solution, with the work in reference 1 deserves atten-

tion. We emphas:ze that the "Cloud-in-Cell"
technique has produced a well defined

Another aspect of the results is pre-. rolled-up structure unlike the behavior of
sented in the velocity profiles shown in Fig- typical point vortex calculations.
ure 6. They aee spanwise scans through the
core center of the vertical velocity compo-
nent and are a measure of the tangential ve-
locity around the core. The times chosen •""*
wrrespond to two of the four time levels in
Figure 3, Turns of the spiral and small scale
structure at the core edge are evident by
double peaks. The inner region resembles
solid-body rotation and this is consistent '

with radial profiles of the vorticity measured
from the core center. A dissipative process
related to small scale motion has smoothed
the spiral center and, as discussed pre-
viously, it is unclear whether this is due to a 0 4 0.4

physical process or merely the numerical
method.

The miaximum difference in the vertical Figure 7. Maximum vertical velocity difference
velocity at a fixed time is a measure of the when scanning along spanwise direction I
evolution of the vortex structure. Its time through the core center, as a function of

time.
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SECOND APPLICATION influences the region 0 < x < A. the out-
board edge of the flap influences the region

The second application of the method A < x < B, and the wing tip influences the
shows an interesting difference in the roll up region B < x < 1. The values chosen for the
of different parts of the vortex sheet. An consta, ls are A = 0.3, B = 0.7, 10 = 1.4, and
initial circulation distribution is chosen as F, = 2.0, where the units are arbitrary since
shown in Figure 8 by matching three sections the interest is to demonstrate the feasibility
so that the circulation and its derivative are of the method rather than to obtain precise
continuous. For 0 - x • A, results. For this configuration three vortex

structures are observed to develop, and
Donaldson et al. [3 11 has proposed a criterion

r(X - -o+r,r A) = A I x (15a) which determines which part of the initial

vortex sheet is later rolled up into these
structures. His criterion corresponds to" the

where F, is the maximum circulation. For regions defined by Equation (15).
A < x B, Figure 9 gives the vorticity distribution

as time progresses and indeed three struc-
r(x) = ax 3 

+ bx 4 cx + d , (5b) tures emerge. The grid is 129 x 129 and the
iotal number of points, again with equal cir-culation, is 1950: 450 for the fuselage region,

where a = -- 2[F7 - (1 - B2)112]/(A - B) 3 - 964 for the flap region, and 536 for the tip
Bj[(l - B2)' 2(A - B)2], b = BI[2(I -- B2)Vi2(A region. Only half the points are plotted and

B)J - 3A(A + B)12, c - 3aA 2 - 2bA, they are marked in different symbols for each
and d = r, - aA" - bAl - cA. For B -- x < region. The results show that the points A
1, elliptical loading is assumed, and and B are the appropriate demarcation of the

initial circulation profile as proposed in ref-
erence 31.

rcx ( •1 - x2) . (15) Unlike the tip vortex, the fuselage and
flap vortices emerge by an amalgamation
process more reminiscent of the process in a
mixing layer than the formation of a spiral.

However, the final structures have a form
similar to the tip vortex. Since the initial
development of the small scales is grid de-
pendent, an important test of the results is to

.t. N
?0 02 0) 86

Figure 8. Profile of circulation along trafirinS edge for-
a wing with flap d*,Aoy. .

'This proile simulates the effect of a flap Figure 9. Vorticity distribution for the roll up behind
deployed and the influence of the fuselage a wing with a flap deployed at differei:
near x = 0. Roughly speakng, the fuselage time levels.
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repeat the calculation with a finer grid. Fig- Finally, a comment is in order about the
ure 10 shows the result for a 257 x 257 grid at behavior of the angular momentum for both
the same times as Figures 9a and 9c. Al- flows considered in this paper. The angular
though the initial small scale structures are momentum for the region x > 0 is not an
different and occur at an earlier time, the invariant of the motion. Milinazzo and
emerging large scale structure has remark- Saffman [32] have shown that the angular
able similarity. Even the amalgamation ap- momentum is reliably calculated by the
pears reproduced. This illustrates the result "Cloud-in-Cell" technique. For an ellipti-
found in independent testing: namely, that cally loaded wing, the angular momentum
large-scale motion is accurately computed. about the centroid increases by 35% at t =

1.0 when the roll up is almost completed
(fraction of rolled-up vorticity is 85%). This
indicates a limitation to the Betz approxima-
tion [331. For the case of a wing with a flap
deployed, the angular momentum about the
centroids of each region is shown in Figure
11. It is in sharp disagreement with the ex-
tension of the Betz approximation in refer-
ence 31 and indicates a better understanding
for the case of the roll up with more than just
a tip vortex may be required. Of course the
dissipative process involved in the method

._ will influence the angular momentum and
that should be borne in mind when compar-
ing with inviscid estimates.

6.0 A

5.0,

Figure /0. Vorticity distribution for the roll up behind

a wing with a flap deployed at different 4.0

time levels using a refined mesh.

P-.0 i-ul~

F~ap
1.0

0"JP 012 0.4 ý$ O.a 1.0

Figure li. Angular momentum. A, nonmalised by its

"... ..... .' initial value for the three vortex structuresS.... 3 a f~twcl of tim,

CONCLUSION

The "Cloud-in-Cell" technique pro-
Sduces interesting results for the motion of

Figurp 10. Conluded. vortex sheets. Although small scale structure
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is introduced into the sheet by the grid, the Tech., Pasadena. CA., Rep. AFOSR-1084-69,

resulting large scale motion appears rela- 1971
tively insensitive to its presence. The amal- 10. Clements, R.R. and Maull, D.J., "The Rolling Up
gamation process by which small scale struc- of a Trailing Vortex Sheet," J. Roy. Aeronaut.

tures evolve into larger structures is an in- So,., Vol. 77, 1973, p. 46-51.
teresting phenomenon requiring further
study. Indications are that there is some dis- 11. Kuwahara, K. and Takami, H., "Numerical

Studies of Two-Dimensional Vortex Motion by a
sipative process at work in the method and System of Point Vortices," J. Phys. Soc. Japan,
more study is needed to understand this as- Vol. 34, 1973, p. 247-253.
pect of the results.
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ON THE OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT IN THE WAKES OF OTHER

AIRCRAFT

GUY G. WILLIAMSON, RICHARD S. SNEDEKER, AND COLEMAN duP.
DONALDSON

Aeronautical Re.searcl; Associates of Princeton, Inc.,
Princeton, NJ 08540

ABSTRACT: The study explores the possible benefits of the operation of one aircraft in the wake of
another through utilization of the energy contained in the wake vortices.

INTRODUCI JON Our interest in these types of problems
has centered on an investigation of the pos-

Aircraft wake studies have generally sibilities of wake riding as a means of wake
dealt with the hazard problem and methods energy utilization for certain tactical military
of its alleviation. As a result of such studies, operations. Specifically, we have determined
considerable progress has been made in re- how a relatively benign wake upwash flow-
cent years in the understanding of wakes, field can be produced that may be suitable
their formation, and dissipation. Less atten- for riding, and we have studied some of the
tion has been given, however, to the problem stability and control problems of the riding
of intentional flight in or near a wake, or to aircraft.
the pos.;ibilities of the beneficial utilization of
wake energy.

The object of this paper is to describe WAKE RIDING
some preliminary studies of aircraft opera-
tion in the wakes of other aircraft, Interest in By "wake riding" we mean the flight if
this problem has arisen in the light of several one aircraft in that portion of the wake of
types of operation in which wake encounter another where the upwasn flowfield is afsuf-
is not only likely but may be intentional. ficient strength, steadiness, and extent to
Three such types come to mind: (I) the use permit flight with a reduced power require-
of probe aircraft in wake penetration tests for ment. Two possible modes of wake riding are
the purpose of determining aerodynamic, illustrated in Figure 1. In the first (a), a single
structural, and pilot response during an en- generating aircraft produces a wake which is
counter; (2) the problem of possible wake utilized by one or two rideis located in the
encounter during mid-air refueling; and (3) outboard upwash regions of the vortices. In
the possibility of wake riding or convoy for- the second (b), a single aircraft rides in the
"mation flight as a means of wake energy utili- upwash common to the adjacent vortices of
zation and consequent fuel conservation. All two generating aircraft flying at a constant
of these types of operation involve consider- lateral separation.
ation of the following: (a) intentional flight The wake ri&:- "'n the first mode may be
and maneuvering in close proximity to wake considered in two ways. They may either be

1 vortices, (b) actual penetration of the vor- small, special purpose vehicles which are
tices, and (c) the imposition of possibly se- carried externally for reasons of deployment
vere structural and control demands on the and mobility, or they may simply be other
penetrating aircraft aircraft of the same type as the generator,
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W'lkd ,,ders that wake riding formation flight does have
some advantages in terms of reduced overall

- '-. < , ~power requirement. In their analysis of the
SU•o-oSh formation flight of birds, for example, Lis-

-f flwsaman and Shollenberger [1] show that con-
Woke vortiCes siderable power savings can accrue through

Genera.ing aoo reduction in the power needed to overcome
(o) induced drag for birds flying in the familiar

Woke rider "vee" formation. They show, for an as-
•sumed elliptical spanwise load distribution,

SU proh that there is an optimum geometry for such a
_ t/owf~oe~d formation in terms of wing-tip spacing and

the degree of stagger. The power saving is
shown to increase with the number of birds

.Wake in formation, and it requires that the velocity
GeneTO,.g -. ,oCes of the group be lower than that of a single

b) .bird if both fly at maximum L/D.
The second mode of wake riding, illus-

Figure 1. Two modes of wake riding. trated in Figure l(b), appears to be attractive
because the upwash flowfield may be inher-
ently more stable with respect to the rider

flying in formation on a long-range cargo or than that of the first mode. Thus it may be
ferry mission. It is recognized that an inpor- useful not only for ferrying operations but as
tant consideration for both arrangements is a "safe" test configuration for the sutdy of
that of overall power requirement and utiliza- wake riding and the response to vortex en-
tion. That is, with regard to the first ar- counter.
rangement, is it really more efficient in terms Aside from the considerations of overall
of total power required to carry riders in a power requirements, the most important as-

wake, or is it better to join them to the origi- pects of wake riding which must be assessed
nal aircraft and compensate for their added are the production of an upwash flowfield
weight, by increasing the aspect ratio of the that is suitable for riding, the aerodynamic

generating aircraft, thereby reducing its in- requirements of both the generating aircraft
duced drag? The answer to this question ob- and the rider, and the stability and control
viously involves consideration of the problems associated with "station keeping"
aerodynamic design of both generator and by the rider. Each of these aspects will now
riders, and of what the tactical operating be explored.
conditions may be for both. For example, if it
were necessary for both to fly at the same lift
coefficient as well as the same speed, then THE WAKE FLOWFIELD
the wing loadings would also have to match.
Under these conditions the mass density of a For the purposes of wake flowfield calcu-
small rider might be prohibitively high. On lations, we will use the method first proposed
the other hand, is it really necessary for both by Betz [2] and later refined by Donaldson
to fly at the same lift coefficient? Clearly, [3] and others [4, 5, 6]. This method, which
overall power or energy utilization is an im- relates the tangential velocities of inviscid
portant aspect of any type of formation wake vortices to the spanwise load distribu.
flight, but it is not discussed in detail in this tion on the generating wing, has been shown
paper. We will assume that wake riding of to give quite accurate results when compared
the type illustrated in Figure l(a) can be jus- to full-scale [7, 81 and wind-tunnel [9] mea-
tiffed in team of the separate operational surements.
capability of the riders. In order to arrive at an upwash flowfield

In tM second arrangement of this mode that is desirable for wake riding, we will
- the loewii-r Car m ission - it appears apply the method to several spanwise load
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distributions. We also note an important re-
sult of the Betz approach, that is that the
tangential velocity at the center of a tip vor-
tex is (a) e,,.,pc , load

v~)- (p11

(b)60% hneor load

From this result it is clear that an inviscid
vortex need not have a highly peaked veloc-
ity profile at the center as has often been (c) o0.% ..e.. loud

assumed.
We now consider wings having the four

spanwise loads shown in Figure 2. The loads
we have chosen are: (a) the elliptic load; (b) a
load which falls off U.inearly at the tip but is 10) 100 % n.e.. lood

constant over 40% of the span (we refer to
this as a 60% linear load); (c) an 80% linear Figure 2. Four simple spanwise load distributions.

loading; and (d) a triangular loading (or a L.__
100% linear load). In Figures 3 through 6 ....

these loads are shown in terms of the non-
dimensional bound circulation rI(WIpUb) as --

a function of yA(bW2), where W is the weight 2,lb

of the aircraft in question. Note that as the 'I I cp b
load becomes more centered, the centerline I

bound circulation must increase so the mo-
ment of the shed circulation remains con- -,

stant - all other quantities being held con- -___

stant. Also shown in Figures 3 through 6 are
thedistributions of upwash velocity w on a
line through the vortex centers. These ve-
locities are plotted in the nondimensional 'I

form w/(W/pUb9) versus y/(b/2) for each vor-
tex separately. It will be noted that as the
percentage of linear loading is increased the
maximum velocities achieved in the wake
decrease, even though rI increases and even pub

though the induced drags increase signifi-
cantly. In Table I we summarize some of the
results of calculations for the fout loadings -, o
just considered. 2,10

Table 1. Chancteistlcs o( Elp•*cafly and neay --
Lad Wing I '

wi

c c1.27 0 1 1.0
lineHOW 1.43 1.52 1.12 '1.1 L .1
0% Hw 167 1.33 1.31 1.3

100% Unea 2.00 1.2 .1.57 1.6 Kw 4.125M 1 1
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P./ I PIn the next section of this paper we will
consider the requirements for powerless
flight in such a wake. First, however, we
should assure ourselves that actual aircraft
that are reasonably efficient exist with ap-
proximately linear loading and that the uni-
form upwashes discussed do in fact exist be-
hind such aircraft.

•- In Figure 7 we show the span load dis-
tributions for the DC-10 transport aircraft. It
is clear from these curves that, except for a

Spossible region of high ar/Oy near the tip, the
span loading for this aircraft in its clean con-

- -• figuration is almost linear for lift coefficients
_C 1. between 0.2 and 0.4. We might, thecrefore,

expect a region of uniform upwash to exist
Figure 5. 80% linear load distribution, outboard of the vortex center. In Figure 8 we

show the confirmation of this expectation. In
-- ,_o_ this figure we have plotted the tangential ve-
2 locity in the vicinity of the vortex core as

measured by the FAA using hot-wire
anemometry during tower fly-by tests of the
DC-10 aircraft [81. For this particular test,
the airplane was flown at a lift cnefficient of

,0 0.28. Also plotted on Figure 8 is a solid curve
b-•• showing the velocities that migh', be ex-

w/P b, pected by the simple theory we have dis-
r cussed here using a load distribution extrapo-•I ... "• .... . •lated from the data shown in Figure 7 for the

actual test lift coefficient. It would appear
__ . .. ..- .... roen these data that one can indeed produce,

with reasonably efficient aircraft, wakes withI - • - -characteristics that might be used for wake
riding.

Figure 6. t00r linear load distribution.

8'-

What can be learned from Figures 3 CL_
through 6 and Table I? First, we see that by
going to linearly loaded wing tips, one can
achieve upwash distributions outboard of the c3i v---
vor'-, center that are reasonably flat and 4 2might therefore provide a suitable flowfield , . .
for wake riding. Second, we see that the in-
duced drag penalty is not bad (10%) for a L 6

wing that has a 60% linear loading. Thus, one
might co.)sider the design of a wake rider for L- -

a wing with such a load distribution. If it o0 z a

were desird to match the span of such a
wake rider to the flat portion of the upwash
distribution, the span would be 15% of the Figure 7. Calculated spanwise load distributions for
span of the generating aircraft. the DC-10 transp•rt aircrAft (reference 8),
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We will first review the well-known formulas

100 for calculating lift-drag ratio, LID, and the
8 conditions required for optimum LID.

If an aircraft has a drag polar which is80- given by

60 cL

v,ft/sec =D CoD +TeA(

40A where CD. is the parasite drag coefficient, e

is the aircraft efficiency ft.ctor, and A is the
20 aspect ratio, then that aircraft will achieve

optimum L/D when half the power of the

0 20 '0 5 aircraft is used to overcome CD. and half to
00 10 20 30 40 50 overcome the induced drag CL7ireA. Thus, at

r, ft optimum L/D, half the power supplied by the
engines of the aircraft is used to create the

Figure 8. Tangential velocity in the tip vortex of a large organized wake vortex motions that
DC-10 transport aircraft as measured by were discussed inthe previous section. The
the FAA (reference 8) in towtr fly-by tests lift coefficient for optimum LID is found to
(CL = 0.28, vortex age - 26.4 seconds) be

CLopt o (3)

REQUIREMENTS FOR WAKE RIDING
and the L/D achieved at this optimum CL is

In this section we will discuss some of
the aerodynamic requirements of wake riding
in terms of a single generating aircraft and a ' C (4)
pair of small riders or flyers, such as those
shown in Figure 1(a). The idealized arrange-
ment for this scheme is shown in Figure 9. The optimum dynamic pressure q at which to

fly is given by

... iqopt V" ewA
Do

-, I where S is the reference wing area on which
the coefficients CL and CD are based.

.- ...... - One other formula is useful. If one does
not fly at optimum dynamic pressure or at

. the optimum velocity for a given altitude,
then the L/D that is achieved is given by

L

•- C,,... -I,16

- Figure 9. Poitions of idealized wake flyers of svan
be located in upwash region of linearly The beha ,or of (L/D)/(L/D)og as a functionA: lWoaded wing of Span b, of U/U.t is given in Figure 10. It is clear

;:;::, .140
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from this figure why one seldom flies at the L
speed required for optimum L/D. For exam-
pie, if one flies 20% faster than Uot, a pen- a
alty of only 6% in L/D is incurred.

w'wt./D2
(L/D),P1'

Figure 11. Forces and velocities for a wake flyer in
a .. .J the preence of an upwash w.

05 1 ! 2.
u/uop, Let us now return to Figure-9 and corn-

Figure 10. of LD when the minimum upwash in the vicinity of
tirnum speed. the wake-flyer wing of span bf. The center ofthis wing is located at y = (b, - bf)/2. We

To complete our analysis we must derive assume the wing is "designed" for the flyer;
an expression for the power required for that is, the linear part of the tip load extends

level steady flight at velocity U in an upwash for a distance 2bv. Then the upwash velocity
of velocity w compared to that required if no due to the near vortex in the vicinity of the
upwash were present. Figure 11 shows the flyer is given by
forces and velocities acting on a flyer for
such conditions. The thrust in this case is a 1 ar ere)
result of the forward tipping of the lift vector, v1 - I T (8)
a situation made possible by the presence of
the upwash w. The net longitudinal force is
given by The upwash velocity due to the far vortex is

negative. Taking its contribution at the cen-
terline of the flyer (y (b, - bf)/2) we have

P = D Cosa - L.ina ,

for small a, cos a - I and sin a w/U, so V2  b,; b- )
that

-. - La, In these equations, the subscript g refers t-
the wake generating aircraft and the sub-
script f refers to the wake flyer. The not

or, in terms of power required P UF, upwash at the flyer. wing is then

F 'o -" " " ."±( - "•-I '1 (10)

where P. is the power required to overcome The requirement for powerless flight from
drag when no upwash is present, Fuation (7) is

141'2,
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(Ir_ 1 IUsing Equation (4), :iis may be written
DEW =U 21tU b ~ f (1)

8 t bf I - 2(bf/b/t)Now the bound circulation at the center of = ) b 1 Jbf/b ( (18)the generating aircraft is given by .I 9

W = Pu0ro) (b - 2bl. (12) Let us now consider an example. Sup-
9 g f1 cnie exml.Sppose one has a generating aircraft , -,ih aspect I

ratio A = 7.6. efficiency factor e = 0.8, and

Using Equation (12) in (1I), CD, = 0.025. These are numbers typical of an
aircraft such as the Navy's P-3. Its optimum 1*LID will be •

D _9

( U 2b s , (13) 121p 2" (b 3.4f.
0.025 = 13.8 (19)

The weight of the generating aircraft may beexpressed as

Equation (18) then becomes

2 I2
W 9 =C L g - -A gg ,- 

2 (b / b ) (20 )

93 f g)2 0

so that Equation (13) becomes
The second column in Table 2 shows the
(L/D)'s required for powerless wake riders of ID .. b 1- 3(b f /bg ( various span ratios when the generating air-

A bf 1 2 2f/, craft we have assumed is flown at optimum
LID.

If the generating aircraft is flown at optimum Tabia2. Wake Rider (LID)'s Required for a Generating
lift coefficient, then Aircraft Having A = 7.6. e = 0.8. and C, =

0.025 . . .

obb 1(LID)for U = U,.,, (L/D)i for U = 0.85UJ,.,

Ic * b 1- 3(bf/ (1) J5 26.3 191
9 f * flg 9 . (1). 1...

•. ,0751'.4 8.23 :.

.05 7.3 5.27

Inverting this expression yields the very least It will be noted from Equation (13) that if I
LID that is required in order for a flyer of one flies at a speed lower than that required
span bf to achieve powerless flight in the to achieve optimum LID of the genc'atingwake of a generating aircraft of span b. hay- aircraft, then the LID requireu ot the tiyer is
ing linearly loaded tips and flying at optimum lowered by the ratio (U/U.t)2. Referring to
LID. The expression is Figure 10, if one were willing to take a 5%

range penalty for the generating aircraft, then
b I0  - 2 b/b one could fly at U/Uo.p of 0.85, or the (L/D)'s

= P- NX 6.%)%I bf (7 given in Table 2 would be reduced by the9(%) factor 0.72. The (L/D)'s required for this

flight condition for the example we havw cho-
sen ave shown in the third column of Table 2.
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An examination of these resu!tg leads a T-2 trainer. The complete results of the
one to the conclusion that it may be possibic study are reported in reference 10. The con-
to design long-range patrol aircraft which are diaons are illustrated in Figure 12.
capable of taking two smaller (but necessar-
ily dense.-i vehicles with them wherever they
go, with tither zero or very small expendi-
ture of power. It is clear from the way in .,

which the analysis has been ,made that the
smaller one makes the wake rider, the
smaller will be the L/D required to achieve -o

powerless flight. However, the region in
which the wake rider must fly becomes nar- " " .
rower as one decr-eases bf/b,,. This increases
the problem of density as well as of station- '".

keeping in the wake. The latter consideration .
will require an additional L/D capability in .
the wake rider. For powerless flight, it is , .
clear that the way one would have to keep
station is to have available more L/D than we
lave calculated here. Spoilers would then be J:
deployed when on-station in order to achieve
tht equilibrium L/D. Control would be ac- Figure 12. Flight confi3uration for wake rider studiy.
ccmplished by using the excess gliding capa-
bility generated by retraction of these spoil-
ers as needed. The object of the study was to deteriini-e

It may be worth noting here that the very what aerodynamic responses would result if
brief discussion of this type of wake rider the T-2 entered the wake region under sev-would seem 'o indicate that the design of a eral flight conditions and modes of control.
wing to be used in an assembly of individual Several elements of the study will now be
but like wings that are to achieve maximum discussed. ,
energy utilization as an avtsl.nbly will be
quite different from the design of the wing for
solo flight. Our analysis would also seem to Wake Velocity Field. I
suggest that the speed for optimum fuel con-
sumption for such an assembly would be The wake velocity field was computed
lower than the speed for optimum fuel con- by assuming an elliptic load distribution on I
sumption for any member of the assembly if each P-3 wing and having these distributions
it were separated from the group. This is in roll up into two pairs of discrete vortices as
agreement with the conclusion reached by shown in Figure 13. Each vortex is then
Lissaman and Shollenberger in their analysis ideally located at ir/8 b from the ceuterline of
of bird formation flight. the aircraft. For the P-3 in steady level flight

during testing at an altitude of 20,000 ft (6096
m) and at a flight speed of 220 knots (112

A C"AS.Z STUDY m/sec), the strength of e .ch vortex is

A theoretical analysis was made of a
possible wake rider flight test based on the,
concept shown in Figure l(b), that is, with a 2.100 ft/eec (2/Je51I ,
single rider or flyer following midway be-
tween a p&i of generating aircrft and riding
the combined upwash of their adjacent vor- The flowfirld produced by each vortex is
tices. The tvnerating aircraft for this study characterized by its mean tangential veloc-
were two P-3 pe~af= Lircraft ai4 the flyer was ity, which is computed by the method of
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reference 3. The tangential velocity contribu- derivative are stored on a grid of a,4 points
tions from each of the four v..rtices are then in a computer file. The four values of the
summed in order to obtain the crossflow ve- control derivative bracketing the desired a,3
locity at any particular lateral and vertical are obtained and the desired values found by
position. It is assumed, however, that the two-dimensional linear interpolation.
vortices do not interact with each other and The static aerodynamic coefficients are
that, therefoiie, their lateral and vertical posi- also nonlinear functions of a and 1 and are
tions do not change downstream. obtained in the same manner as the control

derivatives. The values of a and )3 used in
this process include the effect of the wake
flow as calculated at the aircraft c.g. In addi-
tion to this wake effect on the static

aerodynamic coefficients, there is also the
spanwise nonuniform flow effect which is
evaluated using strip theory.

' -The really significant effect from
S, - spanwise flow variations is the contribution

-- " to the rolling moment coefficient C,. This is
S , . -." .shown in Figure 14 as a function of lateral

-. position y for vertical positions z with zero
roll. Wind-tunnel test data for the T-2 indi-
cate that full aileron deflection produces a
maximum rolling moment coefficient of
±_.04. The ailerons will therefore not be able
to counterbalance the moment produced by
the wake when operating within 15 ft (4.57 m)

Figure 13. Lateral spacing of P-3 aircraft and their of the center of a vortex. The aircraft would
I wake vorties, be automatically rolled out of this region and

[. exit from the wake.
The' crossflow velocity information is

then converted to geocentric velocity corn- 0-4-' _

ponents v (horizontal) and w (vertical) and CI M1 C0.1*o
stored at 3-foot intervals in y and z over a 06

square area 300 ft (91.4 m) on each side. A
program then linearly interpolates among . '/4 . •// Z
these values and converts to flyer body axes 7" Aeow' • control

in order to obtain the wake velocity normal 02L , \ "f,'
to the flyer wing at selected stations. - -

Forces and Moments on the Wake Fiver. -.0

The forces and moments on the wake
flyer are calculated in nondimensional form t," -.o,-
by summing contributions due to the static '-A . .

aerodynamics, control deflections, and air-
craft angular rates. The contributions due to
the angular rates are assumed proportional to
the rates and not a function of a or ft, angle of
a k ss a , p v TFigure 14. Comparison of computed rolling moment• .•,,attack mitd sideslip angle, respectively. The

due to wake and from ailerons.
contributions due to control deflections are
proportional to the deflection and a nonlinear Because of the importance of rolling
function of a and13. Values of each control moment coefficient in the T-2 response, it
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was decided to conduct wind-tunnel tests to above must then be used. It, therefore, ap-
confirm the computed C. distribution for a pears that entry into the wake is more easily
wing traversing a multiple vortex flowfield. accomplished from above.
These tests are discussed later. Having chose-n this entry technique, the

altitude stabilization was removed and entry
Numerical Simulation of Wake-Flyer was studied using a constant thrust reduction
Dynamics. such as a pilot might employ. In order for this

technique to be successful, the sink rate must
A.R.A.P.'s six-degree-of-freedom Air- be well below the maximum upwash in the

craft Digital Simulation Program was used to wake (say, 5 ft/s (1.52 m/s) sink rate for a 14
simulate the flight of the T-2 in the wake of ft/s (4.27 m/s) upwash).
the two P-3's. To crudely evaluate the pilot- For the previous simulations, the aircraft
ing task for wake flying, over forty simula- started with no lateral position error in order
tions were run. From these, several have to concentrate on the longitudinal problems.
been chosen for discussion here. The first To examine the combined problem, the air-
three illustrate the advantage of approaching craft is initially positioned 7 ft (2.13 m) to the
the wake from above. The others represent right and 50 ft (15.24 m) up. The trajectory of
worst-case encounters and also give a feel for the aircraft with the controls held fixed is
what the pilot must do in order to ride the shown in Figure 16. The small horizontal
wake. These have been portrayed in the form wake velocity component v, causes the air-
of a computer generated, animated novie for craft to drift to the right as it descends. The
presentation with this paper. more it drifts to the right, the larger v,, be-

Figure 15 shows the T-2 being flown with comes. The aircraft is also rolled by the vor-
altitude stabilization only. The solid curve tices, causing the vertical component of the
indicates how a 100-ft (30.5-m) altitude de- lift vector to decrease and the aircraft to de-
crease is accomplished with no wake pres- scend through the wake.
ent. The long dashed curve shows what hap-
pens with the wake present. Note that the

control, while not accurate, is stable. On the
other hand, if the approach is made from
below, the increasing upwash and high
power setting force the aircraft through the $I ,,X
center of the wake, and the approach from , 0

.Figure 16. lime sequence of T-2 wake riding with roll

A•11, , 0 I.. angle feedback to ailerons.

..... ,• - -- -- -- - - .In the next simulation (Figure 17), the
ailerons are used to help keep the wings
level:

S~6a =k¢ ,

Figure 15. Altitude time history for wake entry from
below and from above. k¢
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where 8, , aileron deflection. Again, the 1
aircraft drifts to the right but at a reduced
rate since the lift vector is more nearly verti-
cal. The aircraft passes through the wake There is, therefore, a slight negative roll due
near the center of the closest vortex and is to the initial 7-ft (2.14-m) lateral error. The
rolled because the roll torque from the vortex error is reduced and the vehicle descends
is greater than the maximum aileron roll slightly into the lower part of the wake but
torque. then rises again. At this point, the pilot

should further reduce power and attempt to
stabilize the aircraft at z = 10 ft (3.05 in). He

can then concentrate on holding his lateral
ROLL CONIROL position with respect to the vortex field. The

small, slow aileron motions required to
stabilize the lateral oscillations indicate that
a pilot should be able to perform this function
if he has good visual cues for locating the

* vortices. In reality, however, the pilot's task
- , * may be complicated by P-3 position-keepingI variations, ambient turbulence and

crosswind effects on the wake, and turbu-
lence within the wake.

, Wind Tunnel Studies of Rolling Moment

Figure 17. Time sequence of T-2 wake riding with roll Coefficient.

angle feedback to ailerons. In order to support the validity of the
theoretical rolling-moment values computed
for the T-2, a wind-tunnel test program was
carried out in which rolling moment coeffi-
cients were measured on a scale T-2 wing
immersed in a scale voIex wake. The ap-

ROL L L A E•At i.,')ON CONI ROL paratus and techniques used in this program
b, 0033,, and the results obtained are described here

briefly.
,. The object of the tests was to measure
, •the rolling moment coefficients on a wing

model under conditions which simulated as
. .closely as possible those of a full-scale en-

counter of a T-2 with the central portion of
the wake produced by two P-3's flying side-
by-side. The tunnel test section and wake

Figure 18. Time sequence of T-2 wake riding with generating system are illustrated schemati-
laxeral poitioun and roll angle feedback to cally in Figure 19, which also shows the flow
ailerons, visualization system available and some

In the third simulation (Figure 18), the examples of vortex flow cross-sections
ailerons are used to control lateral error as pholographed in the course of an earlier
w s astudy of vortex merging.;. well as roll angle.

The choice of conditions for the tests
was dictated by the desire to scale the T-2

:ia k Y k+*, wake encounter accurately while minimizing
the effects of the tunnel walls and accounting
at least crudely for the very large difference

k, .003 ain Reynolds number between test and full-
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AIRFOILS

VORTICES

SMOKE SUPPLY
TO AIRFOILS -

LIGHT SOURCE

CAMERA WNW

Figure 19. Schematic view of wind tunnel and vortex apparatus.

scale conditions. The conditions chosen A very slight angular rotation was allowed in
were based on a wake vortex spacing of 13.4 response to the applied torque, and this rota-

cm. or about 44r/( of the tunnel width. Since tion was sensed by a rotary variable differen-
the nominal full-scale configuration was to tial transformer (RVDT). The torquemeter
have the vortex spacing equal to twice the and wing model are shown mounted in a
T-2 wingspan, the T-2 wing model was made traversing mechanism in Figure 20.
with a wingspan of 6.7 cm. To establish the proper wake flowfield

The measurement of rolling moment on a for these tests, it was first necessary to de-
wing model of this size presented several termine what vortex circulation strength was I
challenging problems. Not only would the needed and what conditions were required to
instrument have to be highly sensitive to produce it. For the full-scale flight test at
applied rc~lling moment, but it would also 20.000-ft (6096-m) altitude and 220 kts (112

have to be insensitive to axial and normal m/s) the lift coefficient for a P-3 is CL = .88
forces and other applied moments. At the for a gross weight of 100,000 lbs (45,450 kg).
same time it would have to be small enough The wind-tunnel tests were scaled by adjust-
so as not to disturb the flow unduly. An ing the angle of attack of the vortex-
estimate of the moments to be encountered generator airfoils and the tunnel velocity to
revealed that the maximum rolling moment produce vortices equal in circulation strength
would be of the order of 10 gm-cm. F7 to those that would be produced by two

A torque meter design was finally arrived hypothetical scale model P-3's flying at CL,
at which proved satisfactory in all respects .88. To find the proper settings of vortex-

III. The instrument incorporated a sensitive generator angle of attack and tunnel speed
active element mounted coaxially in a fixed for the desired match, it was necessary to
tubular case with the sensitive element sus- calibrate the vortex generator system. This
pended on springs of the flexural-pivot type. was accomplished by deducing the circula.
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Figure 20. The T-2 wing model and torque meter Figure 21. Comparison of computed and measured C,
mounted in the traversing mechanism. distributions for model tests of T-2 wing.

tion strength F by measuring the mutual rota- moments with those calculated using the
tion induced on each other by a pair of like- measured, low Reynolds number CL0 and

sign and equal-strength vortices between two CLmax. A comparison on this basis is shown

points downstream of the vortex generators. in Figure 2 1. Since the agreement is reason-
For these measurements, smoke was used to able both as to shape and magnitude, it was
locate the vortices, concluded that the computation method

Two additional factors which would be based on strip theory should give reliable
expected to affect the rolling moment mea- results when applied to the full-scale test
surements are the distribution of angular case. Actual calculations for the full-scale
momentum in the vortex, as characterized by case showed peak values of C. about twice
its tangential velocity profile, and the those measured in the scale model test. Ap-
Reynolds number. Both of these factors were parently, the difference reflects not only the
investigated in a limited way. Reynolds number effect on CL0 and CLmax,

Some idea of the tangential velocity pro- but also the expected tendency for two-
file was gained by holding a rake of sensitive dimensional strip theory to overpredict in
tufts across the flow just upstream of the calculations of this kind. Since the computed
wing. It was determined that the profile peak values of rolling moment were so much
shape relative to the wing was reasonably higher than the measured ones, however, it
consistent with the full-scale case. The effect was concluded that it would be reasonable to
of Reynolds number was explored by refer- consider them conservative in predicting
ring to data on wing lift-curve slope CL. mea- wake flyer response.
sured at low Reynolds number [121. It was
found that C.,Q decreases and becomes quite

Snonlinear at very low Reynolds numbers and CONCLUDING REMARKS
that CL.m. decreases. To minimize this effect
on the value of these tests in confirming roll- In this paper we have reviewed some
"ing moment calculations, it was decided to preliminary studies of the possibility of wake
measure CL, and CLm,, for the model wing riding as a means of wake energy utilization.
and to compare the measured rolling Obviously, there are many more detailed
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considerations which must be investigated 4. kossow. V., "On the Invis'id Rolled-Up Structure

before the practical value of such flight tech- of jift-C .'%; ated Vortices." .. Aircraft, Vol. 10,

niques can be assessed. It is especially im- I, Nov. K1;. p. 647-650.

portant, for example, that the sensing and .it-: Me , H. ,nid "-rcht., , J.F., "Farfield
control requirements for station-keeping be Struc L -: 3. a., *-"af` Tra.':g Vortex," J. Air-

understood. Nevertheless, it does appear (-raft,.. :, ` 4o. t %.. K.92.

that for some tactical purposes there is suffi- or6. Dotaidson,.du. )in,.' Bianin, A.J., "'Vortex-,
cient promise to warrant further study. Wakeý of" onvz:'t'.:uai Aircraft," AGARDograph

We have described several ways in No. 204, May 19-t.-..

which aircraft might be arranged in order to
take advantage of energy in the wake: small 7. Dona,:sun. C.duP., S",edeker, R.S., and Sullivan,
(dense) wake flyers followtng a single R.D., A Aethod of Calculating Aircraft Wakegdenser watin a lrra a for tionfigh o slae Velociyv Pro •" and Comparison with Full-Scale
generating aircraft; a formation flight of large Experimenta' n eascrements," J. Aircraft, Vol. 11,
cargo aircraft: and a single wake flyer carried 9, Sep. 1974. p. 547-555.behind a pair of generating aircraft. Some of
the stability and control problems associated 8. Snedeker. FPS. and Bilanin. A.J., "Analysis of the

with aircraft attempting to fly in a wake have Vortex Was'-' of the Boeing 727, Lockheed
L- 101:i. McDonnell Douglas DC- 10, and Boeing r

been discussed and a method of analyzingL-I.Mc'oeIDuga C0.ndBegI '747 Aircraft," A.R.A.P. Report No. 245, July 1975.
aircraft response in a wake flowfield has
been demonstrated. 9. Bilanin. A.J . Donaldsonz, C.duP., and Snedeker.

R.S., "'An Analytic and Experimental Investiga-
tion of the Wakes Behind Flapped and Unflapped
Wings," AFFDL-TR-74-90. May 1974.
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ALLEVIATION OF LIFT-GENERATED WAKES BY VORTEX
INTERACTIONS

VERNON J. ROSSOW
NASA Ames Research Center

Mqffett Field CA 94035

ABSTRACT: The requirements for wake alleviation by inviscid convective interaction of vortices are
reviewed. It is concluded that these wake structures will disperse and merge to alleviate the wake
hazard, but unacceptably large aerodynamic penalties occur when the required loadings are generated
by use of trailing-edge flap deflections. It is suggested, therefore, that the vortex pairs of opposite sign be
generated above or below the wing with devices such as fins, fences, engine thrust, etc. Guidelines for
the effective disposition and strength of these extra or auxiliary vortices are derived and numerical
examples are presented for various configurations. Results of some preliminary wind-tunnel experi-
ments confirmed that vortex injection into a wake by fins provides alleviation and warrants further study
to optimize the various design parameters.

NOMENCLATURE

AR = aspect ratio S = wing area
b = wing span T = dimensionless time =

C1.= lift coefficient, lift/[(I /2)pU,,"S] 4trF.lb2 = 0.36tF\./d\.2
C =local lift coefficient t = time
CQ = rolling-moment coefficient, U. = free-stream velocity aligned

rolling moment with x axis
[(l/2)pU.o2 S} u,v,w = velocity components in x, y.

C, = vortex interaction parameter and z directions
(see Equations (4) and (5)) v. = circumferential velocity

c = wing chord V,h= wind-shear parameter
c = mean geometric chord (see Equation (0))

d,= effective diameter of vortical re- xy,z = coordinates; x, streamwise,
gion = 7d,/6 and z, vertical

d, = spacing between centers of inner- a = angle of attack
most vortices r = circulation

d, = spacing between vortex centers y = circulation in point vortices
d,= diameter of outer ring of point vor- p = air density.

tices in vortical region = 2r,, with
d,. arbitrarily set at 0.3b Subscripts

J = second ro ment of circulation (see a =auxiliary vortex
Equation (2)) f =following model that

k = vortex core structure parameter encounters wake
/ (y) = local spanwise lift g = model that generates wake

N = number of vortices sh = vortex sheet
r = radius v - vortex or vortical region.

IN iRODUCTION by a factor of about 2 at distances 2 miles or
more behind the generating aircraft (i.e., Cif

Recent research on the wake vortices of 0.10 down to 0.05, where COf is the
large aircraft [1-51 has provided several dif- rolling-moment coefficient induced by the
ferent methods that reduce the wake hazard wake on a following aircraft). Such a reduc-
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tion brings the rolling m -ment induced by the or near the center of the vortex. Turbulence,
wakes of wide-body subsonic transports to in addition to that produced by the engines,
within the roll-control capability of smaller landing gear, boundary layers, etc., was
aircraft that might encounter these wakes. added to the wake by devices such as spoil-
However, estimates based on simulator ers on the wing or splines behind the wing.
studies and flight encounters [6, 7] indicate Although several configurations were found
that the encountering aircraft may still roll as to reduce the vortex-induced rolling moment
much as 250. The studies in references 6 and to about the roll-control capability of the en-
7 also indicate that acceptable safe maximum countering aircraft, penalties in drag and
roll angles should be kept below 7' during the aerodynamic buffet raised questions as to
landing approach. From these studies of the whether these devices would become ac-
dynamics of aircraft as they encounter ceptable for alleviation. Furthermore, it was
wakes, it is concluded that the rolling- not possible to study the details of the turbu-
moment hazard in wakes 2 miles behind the lent interactions nor to optimize the config-
generating aircraft must be reduced further urations theoretically because of the corn-
by another factor of 3 or 4 if the entire prob- plexity of the flow fields. Even though rather
lem is to be solved by aerodynamic allevia- sophisticated numerical simulations of wake
tion on the generating aircraft only. Then the turbulence have been made [9, 12], the corn-
maximum rolling-moment coefficient in- puter codes are unible to analyze with suffi-
duced by a wake on an encountering aircraft cient accuracy the flow over aircraft
should be less than Cif = 0.01 or 0.02. equipped with turbulence injection devices.

This paper explores ways in which vor- For this reason, it becomes necessary to first
tex wakes can be generated so that they measure the wake structure at some station
leave behind a wake hazard no greater than behind the aircraft (as done in reference 13),
C, = 0.02. Previous studies (5] have shown and then use that data for starting conditions
that little or no promise for alleviation can be in the computer code. Only then can
expected from wings whose span loading is downstream representations of wakes with
monotonically increasing from the wingtip turbulence injection be generated theoreti-
inboard so that only one vortex is shed per cally.
side. However, it has been shown [1-5, 8-111 Utilization of favorable interactions be-
that span loadings which produce several tween vortices in the wake [1-5, 8-11] was
vortex pairs provide vortex interactions that also found to reduce the hazard posed by
reduce wake velocities. Therefore, the al- lift-generated wakes. It is well known that
leviation techniques considered here require wakes with only one vortex pair interact
that the span loading be designed (by use of nondestructively with slow diffusion of vor-
flaps and/or fins) to produce several vortices ticity across the aircraft centerline. How-
per side of the wing. Guidelines are sought ever, vortex wakes with several or many
for the strength, distribution of circulation, pairs can have extensive random, diffusive
and spacing (spanwise and vertically) re- velocities. A theoretical example of this kind
quired of wake vortices so that they interact of wake dynamics was achieved with so-
to merge and/or disperse to substantially re- called stepped or sawtooth loadings (8, 101.
duce the overturning velocities in the wake. Tests with wake-generating models that had

three [3, 5] and seven 114, 151 vortex pairs
MULTIPLE VORTEX INTERACTIONS showed that large mixing motions could be

induced in the wake so that rolling moments
Previous theoretical and experimental could be substantially reduced for certain

studies of wake vortices have identified and flight conditions [2, 5]. Unfortunately, intro-
demonstrated in flight or in the wind tunnel ducing turbulence into the wake by the land-
several schemes for reducing the velocities ing gear (when deployed) or by sideslip of the
and overturning moments on encountering aircraft reduced substantially the effective-
aircraft. One of the earlier concepts acceler- ness of the alleviation in the three-vortex
ated the decay or dispersion of vortices by (Boeing 747) case (5]. These .esults
introducing large-scale turbulence 11-61 into prompted an increased emphasis [10-13] on
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how vortices interact with one another or
with turbulence to increase or decrease their
hazard potential.

The following sections consider several
kinds of vortex interactions and explore
theoretically how they can be used to relieve
the hazard potential of lift-generated wakes.
The analysis is made using the two-
dimensional time-dependent method (used in
references 8 and 10) to approximate lift-
generated wakes. As a result, the wake- ..
alleviation schemes are assumed to depend
mostly on self-induced convective velocities
wherein viscosity and turbulence play a
secondary role.

Illustrations of Vortex Interaionons - Figure I. Rankine vortex embedded in a flow field
Dispersion. with velocity gradient sufficiently strong

to disperse it; V, = +0.26, k = -1, F,
An example taken from reference 10 is 3.6bU. (from reference 10).

presented in Figure 1 to illustrate how the
circulation in an originally round vortex can tempts to achieve comparable dispersion
be dispersed in what might be called an ideal with vortices in the wake [10] (rather than
way. Each point in the flow field represents a relying o, wind shear) brings about a limited
given amount of circulation that convects the amount of dispersion that may be useful in
other points or vortices about. Dispersion of certain circumstances but falls short of that
the originally round vortex core occurs be- illustrated in Figure 1.
cause it is embedded in a flow field that has a Dispersion of another kind occurs when
velocity gradient in the vertical direction a large number of positive and negative pairs
given by [101 are produced in the wake by upward and

downward flap deflections [8, 14, 15] across
VW rv v the span of the generating wing. The results

( . -Fv sh for the so-called stepped loading (81 suggest
that the random motions of the vortices
would spread or disperse the wake. Results

(The terms vortex, vortical region, and core for a wing with seven flap segments per side
are used interchangeably here to denote a [151 showed that the rolling-moment hazard
region that contains vorticity.) The back- could be substantially reduced by this tech-
ground flow field therefore has a uniform nique at small lift coefficients (Ct, % 0.4) and
distribution of vorticity that will disperse the for small following aircraft (b1b, = 0.14).
vortex core if it is strong enough (10] Since These results were encouraging, but a
the velocity gradient or sheared flow extends method for making the concept more gener-
indefinitely in the vertical direction, the dis- ally applicable was not apparent at that time.
persion also increases indefinitely with time.
The velocity field of the vortex then becomes Vortex Merger.
weaker with time as its vorticity is spread
more thinly. The background velocity gra- The process whereby two or more sepa-
dient that brings about the dispersion re- rate vortices combine, me rge, or coalesce
mains undhanged. into a single vortical region is assumed here

The situation depicted in Figure 1 ap- to be brought about by the inviscid, self-
proximates the interaction of a vortex with induced velocity fields of the vortices. A se-
the shear layer on the ground when a quence wherein two vortices interact to
crosswind is blowing over an airport. At- merge quickly and thoroughly is reproduced
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[101 in Figure 2. The two initially round vor- :-....

tices distort in shape and combine to form a ".. , ,..
new circular vortical region that persists.
Boundaries that distinguish merging from TL 0 .L T.8.

nonmerging situations [101 were found to be ..: .... . .l: ,:. .• . ..
well defined and definite. It was also found :..:.. :.: ' ' : .. . :that vortices opposite in sign do not merge... Ji':
unless one is at least 5 times as strong as the L T..2.

other. However, merger of two opposite vor-
tices can be induced by having other vortices

1.3..2. L....:.,in the wake. iii •ii :'!.

I : --....... . . . ....
4T 4...0""

Figure 3. Interaction of two vortex pairs of opposite

sign and of the same strength; ro = -r, =
+3.6bU., d1= d, = 2.0 d, f 1.71 d, k =

S '. ... -1(from reference 10).

vergence [1 ] to the centerplane. Vaviation.q

in core size and structu,, -vortex spacing,
Figure 2. Merging sequence predicted numerically and strength were found to alter the details of

for two Rankine vortices of equal strength; the convergence, but the process occurred
r=, = 3.6bU..,d, = 1.7 d, 7- 1. 46 d, k for a wide range of parameters. No config-
= - (from referen~e 10). urations were found that caused all of the

vorticity to converge at the centerplane (or
The example [10) shown in Figure 3 elsewhere in the flow field) or to disperse the

brings about merger of the two center vor- wake as thoroughly as depicted in Figure 1.
tices at the center plane. The two vortex Many were found, however, that brought
pairs are opposite in sign and of the same much of the vorticity to the centerplane,
magnitude. The motion toward the cen- leaving weak remnants of vorticity from the
terplane of all four vortices is caused by the two outboard pairs to move outboard (Figure
slight tilt that develops in the vortex posi- 4). The net circulation in the outboaru group
tions, When the two center vortices touch at can (by manipulating vortex positions and

the centerplane, it is assumed that they strengths) be adjusted by a trial and error
would then merge and dissipate by viscosity process to bring about reduced wake ve-
and turbulent mixing. In this example, the locities when turbulence and viscosity can be
vortex-induced rolling moment is not appre- relied on to blend the positive and negative
ciably changed because the outboard vor- circulation in the. various groups. These
tices remain unmodified. two-dimensional predictions are probably

Other wake configurations were also conservative because a detailed study of
tried with 2, 3. and 4 vortex pairs to find out three-dimensional interactions by Hackett
if the alleviation could be improved. In all and Evans [Il] showed that merger or con-
cases, the vortex pairs alternated in sign vergence at the centerplane is more likely to
across the span, which was found to be a occur when three-dimensional effects are in-
necessary condition for merger or con- cluded in the calculations.
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tions as to the strength, location, number,
etc., for the auxiliary vortices above and

_ __ _ below the wing. One property being sought
for the final or fully developed vortex wake is

_____________- ___ _ to have the vorticity spread over as large a
"radius as possible. Since the second moment

._ _ ,,, of vorticity for one side of the wake remains
. , .constant throughout the wake history in the

inviscid approximatit a, it may provide
___ ...._ guidelines for optimum placement and

strength for the auxiliary vortices to
maximize the area over which the circulation
is spread when extra vortices are added
above or below the wing. The second mo-
ment for the vorticity shed by one side of the

- .... ,., "wing is given by

"" - , =r12 rF
2 , (2)ii ,' . i-i

_where ri is the radius from the centroid of
Figure 4. Interaction of four vortex pairs designed to circulation of each point vortex used to rep-

have the same initial downward velocity;
F, = 3.6bU., r, =-o.775 r, 1-- +0.853 r,, resent that half of the lift-generated wake.
r 2 -0.682 r,, = d, = 1.17 d, = d,, The symbol r represents the circulation for
k=-. one side of the wake and T is the characteris-

AUXILIARY VORTICES FOR WAKE tic (or square-root average) of the radius over
ALLEVIATION which the circulation is spread. The objec-tive is to find rules that will maximize r with a

The interactions illustrated in Figures 3 minimum value of circulation in the auxiliary
and 4 require that the vortices be of compar- vortex. This consideration assumes that a
able nfagnitude and that they alternate in large value of r indicates that the circulation

strength across the span. An alternative solu- in the wake is spread out or diffused, which
tion is to find sensitive locations in the wake makes it relatively less hazardous than one
for the negative vortices so that they need with a small value of r. It is necessary then to
not be so strong and that only a few of them find those features of the auxiliary vortices
are needed to alleviate the wake. Both pos- that make r as large as possible with a
sibilities are now explored by considering minimum addition of circulation. If the lift-
nonplanar vortex wakes rather than the generated vortex sheet lies initially on the y
nearly planar ones treated previously. In par- axis, the second moment is given by
ticular, the effectiveness of vortices located
above or below the vortex sheet shed by a
wing to disrupt the wake are studied. Al- J fly (y - V)2 + -d + y
though the method for generating these extra ,- J a.
or auxiliary vortices is not treated here, theycould be produced by the use of fins or + (3-4llJ,•

smounted on the wing, by strakes, by where the location of the centroid is given by
engine-thrust deflected spanwise, or by in-
troducing swirl in the engine exhaust.

Interaction Guidelines from Vortex ryY h-,

II lnvariants.
These relationships suggest that the auxiliary

The invariants for two-dimensional vor- vortices be placed as far from the sheet cen-
tex systems are examined hoer to flud direc. trold as possible. Such a etitoon ignores the
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fact that a vortex far from the sheet will not dynamics of several different vortex sheets.
influence its motion or final structure and It was first found that, as predicted, the
would therefore be ineffective in diffusing a spanwise location of an auxiliary vortex that
wake. The approach will then not be fruitful. provides the most interaction is near the cen-
If, however, the circulation in the auxilVry troid of the vortex sheet. Because the sheet
vortex is opposite that of the sheet, another induces a lateral or spanwise motion on the
maximum in r occurs when y, = -Fh. Then vortex, the interaction is improved if the vor-
the second moment becomes infinite because tex is located slightly inboard of the centroid
the centroid is at infinity, no matter where y, when it is under the sheet and slightly out-
is located, board of the centroid when above the sheet.

Another approach is to consider the The motion induced by the sheet on the vor-
liarameter: tex then carries it nearer to and past the

centroid, providing a greater interaction on
-z N the sheet than when it is initially directlycv (4--,)z ,

E Yiyj 1 'i over- or under the centroid.
11 )1i+1 A comparable guideline for the most ef-

which is also invariant throughout the history fective distance for the auxiliary vortex
above or below the sheet was not found.

of the vortex wake, and which is independentof te lcatin o thecenroidof ortiity Instead, the effectiveniess of a vortex did not :
of the location of the centroid of vorticity
because 2 (y• - yj): + (z, - z3)2. The vary greatly from when it was quite near thedbecauser summaio character, iz ) .The inerac- sheet to when it was as far away as 30% of
double su m~mation characterizes the interac- the semispan. A difference noted is that a
tion of all vortices. The parameter C, is re-lated to the first and second moments by vortex near the sheet has a more localizedinfluence in the early stages of the interaction

N 2 N 12 than a vortex farther away. The r guideline

cv F v1 r21- Yiyi - - derived from the second moment of circula-
.11 °JL j 3 L -_ Is tion appears therefore to be valid only when

Since the distances rij between vortices de- the vortex is very near the sheet. As the
termine how strongly t hey interact, the distance increases, the dispersion of theparameter C, is a measure of the interaction sheet does not increase as fast as anticipated
para testerm. is a smaeasureof e interaction by a directr relationship. In the limit wherein
withinthe vortex is far from the sheet, the r
when an auxiliary vortex is added means, gieline is m ad bese ter
therefore, that the vortices interact strongly guideline is misleading because no interac-
and a larg t the signifies a weak interactiong tion occurs. These numerical examples show
An amlargeivalue signtrifties a wk iracion, f that there is not a sharp optimum for vortex
A minimum contribution to C, by addition of height, but that the best distance for the vor-
an auxiliary vortex to the system occurs then tex from the sheet depends on the initial
at the spanwise station where the vortex s e sru r the sheet apd on the

interacts most strongly with the vortex sheet. spanwise structure of the sheet and on the

It is found that such optimium position is at final wake structure desired.
Ithe ifond of that suhet optium sitin iA similar result was found for the ratiothe centroid of the sheet vorticity, of the strength of the auxiliary vortex to that

Numerical Examples. of the sheet: i.e., stronger vortices have a
larger influence on the sheet but they also

Since the guidelines developed in the pose a greater hazard in themselves and im-
last section provide only gross directions for pose a larger penalty in drag (and possibly in
the desirable characteristics of the auxiliary lift) than weaker vortices. The best strength,
vortices, several different situations were location, number, etc., for auxiliary vortices
analyzed to better define the interaction be- must then be chosen in a trial and error pro-
tween the vortex and the sheet. A series of cess to provide the desired wake dynamics
cases was therefore calculated to find how from a given initial lift-generated wake.
the sign and strength of the exta or auxiliary A series of examples is presented in
vortices and the position spanwise and the Figure 5 to illustrate the changes in wake
distance above and/or below would affect the dynamics that occur when various auxiliary

• i .'_.
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vortices are added to a wake. For simplicity, above and/or below the sheet. The spanwise
the vortex sheet to be modified is assumed to position chosen for all vortices was near the
be of constant strength as if it were shed by a centroid at a little over halfway out to the
wing with triangular span loading. The mo- wing tip. The interactions in Figure 5 are
tion of the vortices was calculated using the presented as sequential positions of the vor-
numerical technique from references 8 and tex elements for the same time increments
10. The process for generating the vortices after the beginning of the event so that corn-
(whether by fins, fences, strakes, engines, parison can be made of the promptness of or
etc.) is set aside for the pres-nt, and any delay in any merger or dispersion. In these
effect the vortex-generating process might examples, the vortex was placed quite near
have on the span loading is ignored. Also, the the sheet to ensure a strong interaction and
strengths of all auxiliary vortices were taken so that the vortices could be produced by
to be 20% of the strength of the vortex sheet short fins on the wing if the configuration
so that the sheet dynamics would be altered were to be tested.
but not dominated by the addition of vortices

i1 -. -

T - 0,0 T 0.0

T-O.2 T-0.2

T - 0.4 T - 0.4

T 0.8 T - 0.8

Ts1 .2l T m .21

S2.0 T 2.0

T 3.0 Y3

(a) Wake without auxiliary vortices. (b) Poaitive vortx over sheet.

Figure 5. Effect of variou, auxiliary vortices on vortex wake shed by wing with triangular span
loading. Vortex strength ±0.2 x sheet strength sO.7bU.,; vortex dsunce from sheet

-*0.023 b.
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(c) Negative vortex over sheet. (d) Negative vortex under sheet.

-_ - ------------
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Y 0.2
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it j

(g) Positive vortex over and negative vortex under (h) Negative vortex over and positive vortex under
sheet. sheet.

The examples in Figure 5 show that therefore unchanged from the bare wing

some of the details of the wake dynamics shown in Figure 5(a), but the wake motion is
depend on whether the vortex is above or quite different. Both the inboard (Figure
below (or both) the vortex sheet, but a great 5(g) ) and the outboard (Figure 5(h) ) deflec-
difference does not persist. A greater difrg;, tion of the fin leading edge spread the circula-
ence occurs in the subsequent vorticity clis- tion about the same amount. A determination
tributions when the sign of the vortex as to which is most effective in practice re-
changes from positive to negative. A nega- quires experiments or an analysis that in-

tive vortex first tears the sheet and then ap- cludes viscous and turbulent diffusion.
pears to disperse the sheet more than a posi-
tive vortex. A negative auxiliary vortex also Wind-Tunnel Tests of Auxiliary Vortices
has the advantage that it reduces rather than from Wing Fins.
increases the net circulation on each side of
ihe centerline. Negative auxiliary vortices A wind-tunnel test of an aircraft config-
appear to produce wake motions comparabkl uration with two wing-fin configurations was
to sawtooth loadings, used to obtain a preliminary estimate of the A

The use of a single vortex or of two effectiveness of auxiliary vortices generated
auxiliary vortices of one sign ;s interesting by fins mounted on the wing of a Boeing 747
from a concca'ual point of view but, in prac- model. The general test setup in the Ames
tice, vortices can be generated only in pairs. 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel is the same as
The two situations shown in Figures 5(g) and that used previously (3]. The planform area
5(h) are more realistic in that they approxi- of the wing fin in the first configuration was
mate a vertical fin crossing a wing with trian- the same as that of two outboard spoilers and
gular span loading. The net circulation is it was located at about the same spanwise
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SPOILERS

41'

46" LANDING

FINDTL FIN DETAIL OF FL;APS

AND SPOILERS .3<- F

I1 - SMALL FIN OUTBD NOSPL.IS

LARGE FIN INBID NO SPL RS

TINI: I ,SOLIO SPLR$ NOFINSIFFF 161

INBOARD FLAP

OUTBOARD FLAP j
46" LANDING [1 [ 4. O3 .,- A" NOSPLFSOR FINS MEF 31

DETAIL OF FLAPS

AND FIN _ 4 8 1_2 16 20

Figure 6. Subsonic transport model used in wind- Figure 7. Comparison of maximum rolling moments
tunnel tests to simulate a Boeing 747; fin measured on a wing in the wake of several
area = area of two spoi'ers. configurations of a Boeing 747 model: xdb,

13.6, b1Ib, = 0.2.

station (see Figure 6). In the second config- was even more effective and produced the
uration, the fin was twice as large as in the most alleviation of the configurations tested
first configuration, and it was mounted over in the 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel so far.
the inboard engine nacelle. The fins were Further tests are required to determine better
tested at both positive (i.e., (if,,, is taken posi- guidelines for the use of fin-generated vor-
tive when its tip vortex is of the same sign is tices for wake alleviation and to optimize the
the wing-tip vortex) and negative deflections fin configuration for a given wing. A deter-
up to 15'. The rolling moment measured on a mination whether these devices will reduce
following model whose span is 0.2 of the the rolling-moment hazard to the level de-
generator span is compared in Figure 7 with sired can then be made.
several other configurations of the Boeing
747 tested with the same setup. At the 13.6- CONCLUDING REMARKS
span downstream measuring station, the
positive fin angles were found to be much A variety of vortex wakes was studied
more effective in reducing rolling moment theoretically to find ways to reduce substan-
than the negative angles. This result seems to tially the hazard posed by the lift-generated
contradict the numerical results. From the wakes of aircraft. Prior research and the first
limited test results obtained so far, it is not few examples presented here illus:rate vor-
certain whether negative fin angles do no! tex interactions that lead to reduced wake
protide favorable alleviation on the wing of velocities by either spreading out the vortic-
the B-747 or that the measuring station ity or by combining vortices of opposite sign
should be farther downstream, or that to neutralize the wake. These interactions
another fin location on the wing should have require that several vortices be generated in
been chosen. the wake so that they alternate in sign across

A coiiclusion drawn from these tests is the span. It is then proposed that the desired
that the configuration tested with the small dispecsion might be achieved if extra vortices
outboard fin did yield alleviation equal to the are introduced into or ncar the wake by the
best spoiler configuration 14, 161. The larger use of devices above and/or below the wing
fin, located over the inboard engine nacelle, such as fins, fences, engines, etc. Some al-
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leviation guidelines for the use of these auxil- 6. Sammonds, R.I. and Stinnett, GW., Jr.. "Hazard
iary vortices were then obtained by studying Criteria for Wake Vortex Encounters." TM

the invariants for two-dimensional vortex x-62,473. Aug. l975. NASA.
systems, by calculating a number of numeri- 7. Tinling. B.E., "-Estimation of Vortex-Induced Roll
cal examples, and by a preliminary wind- Excursions Based on Flight and Simulation Re-
tunnel experiment with a wing-mounted fin suits." Conference on Aircraft Wake Vortices,
on an aircraft model. It was concluded that Cambridge, MA. Mar. 15-17, 1977.

vortices shed by wing fins are effective in 8. Rossow, V.J., "Theoretical Study of Lift-
dispersing lift-generated wakes, and that the Gent-;ated Vortex Wakes Designed to Avoid
auxiliary or added vortices should be placed Roll-Up." AI,4A J.. Vol. 13, No. 4, Apr. 1975, p.
above or below the wing near the centroid of 476-484.
the vortex sheet shed by the lift. The effec-
tiveness of the vortex does not seem to be . D,,naldson. C.duP. and Bilanin, A.J., "VortexWakes of Conventional Aircraft," AGARDograph
very sensitive to its distance from the wing, 204. May 1975.

provided it is not greater than about 30l of
the semispan away. A determination of the 10. Rossow, V.J.. "Convective Merging of Vortex
maximum effectiveness of auxiliary vortices Cores in Lift-Generated Wakes." J. Aircrq/t, Vol.
for alleviation (i.e.. can a level of Cit -- 0.02 14, No. 3. Mar. 1977, p. 283-290.

be reached'?) and the guidelines for minimiz- I1. Hackett, J.E. and Evans. P.F., "Numerical
ing the penalties associated with the devices Studies of Three-Dimensional Breakdown in Trail-

that generate the vortex requires further ex- ing Vortex Wakes," AIAA lPaper 76-416, 1976 (see
perimental and theoretical research. also NASA CR-137,888).
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MERGING DISTANCE CRITERIA -FOR CO-ROTATING TRAILING VORTICES

JAMES D. IVERSEN, STEVEN A. BRANDT, AND PRADEEP RAJ
Iowa State University

Ames 1A 50011

ABSTRACT: The merging of co-rotational vortices of equal strength is studied by flow-visualization
and hot-wire anemometer wind-tunnel experiments and by preliminary numerical calculation of vortex
merging. Wind-tunnel experiments and numerical calculations indicate that the effects of turbulence and
viscosity are to decrease merging distance from that predicted by inviscid calculations. Hot-wire
anemometer measurements of velocity profileis and rolling-moment measurements on a follower model
show reduction of the trailing vortex hazard due to merging.

NOMENCLATURE

b wingspan r vortex radial coordinate
C1.,; lift coefficient, generator wing r, vortex radius, outer edge of rotational
C F rolling moment coefficient, follower core

wing s strain rate
c wing chord t time after vortex formation
d vortex separation distance U. free stream speed
d0  initial vortex separation distance Xm distance from vortex formation to
d,. vortex core diameter merger
d.% vortex core diameter (based on angular (t angle of attack

momentum defect equal to that in a I circulation, 27rr times tangential speed
Rankine vortex) 17 circulation at peak tangential speed

dir vortex core diameter (based on circula- r. large radius circulationtion defect equal to that in a Rankine V kinematic viscosity

vortex) E.v'T eddy viscosity.
rolling moment

INTRODUCTION that from a clean wing of the same strength,
and thus of lesser hazard to trailing aircraft

Among the several attempts at allevia- than the clean wing vortex.
tion of the wake vortex hazard, NASA ex- To further investigate the vortex merg-
periments have shown that the hazard to ing phenomenon, experimental research is
trailing aircraft from existing wide-body jets being performed in the Iowa State University
can be alleviated by alteration of span load- low-turbulence optn-circuit wind tunnel.
ing, either by use of spoilers [II or unconven- Flow-visualization and hot-wire anemometer
tional flap settings 121. If an inboard wing flap measurements have been used to determine
is deployed, a strong vortex is shed from the qualitative and quantitative data for single,
outboard edges of the inboard flap as well as interacting, and merged vortices. Two vor-
from the wing tip. These vortices, of like tices were generated by semi-span wing
rotational sense, may merge downstream, models. Merging distances atad vortex in-

. leaving a single vortex, more diffuse than teractions prior to merging have been ob-
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served using flow visualization. A two- walls allowed equal values of circulation
component hot-wire anemometer was used strength as in the opposite wall configuration
to measure single and merged vortex tangen- (same wing span and angle of attack) while
tial speed distributions. Some of these results allowing a smaller initial vortex separation
were presented by Brandt and Iversen [3]. distance. The wing angles of attack were set

to produce vortices of like rotational sense.

TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

The open-circaiit wind tunnel, with a
maximum speed of 200 feet per second and a
free-stream turbulence level of about 0.1
percent, has a test-section cross section of 30
by 36 inches and an adjustable test-section
length ranging from 6 to 28 feet. Figure 1
illustrates schematically the general tunnel
layout, showing locations of steam injection
through the models or into the inlet, and rela-
tive locations of generating and following
models. Additional details of the wing
models and experimental procedure can be
found in references 3 and 4.

Figure 2a. EUpitic tip wings mounted in adjacent test

section walls.

--t

Figure I. Wind tunnel schematic.

Measurement of merging distances. ob- Figure 2b. Wings mounted in opposite walls.

tained with flow visualization using steam at
maximum tunnel speed, consisted of setting
the pair of wing models to given values of
span and angle of attack. Figure 2 shows A cross-wire hot-wire probe was in-
wing models inserted through opposite and serted into the vortex from the side so as to
adjacent test section walls. These primary minimize probe interference. Horizontal
models are NACA 0012 airfoils of censtant traverses through the center of the vortex
6-inch chord, except for the outboard 4 were made for several vortex configurations.
inches of the span, where the chord (tistribu- A following model was mounted on a strain-
tion is elliptical. Placing models in adjacent gage internal force balance to measure the
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rolling moment due to various generator con-
figurations. Flow visualizat.ion using steam
was used. to center the model on the vortex.
Fine adjustments of the follower position
were then made to obtain maximum rolling
moment.

FLOW VISUALIZATION

Steam flow-visualization photographs
illustrating the two methods of injection are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3, with
flow from left to right, five light slits were
projected from below the test section to il-
luminate condensed steam injected through
the wings. The light slits are canted with
respect to the free stream direction, so that
the vortex cross sections can be seen more Figure 4. Flow visualization of interacting corotat-
clearly from the side. The grid lines on the ing vortices: flow from left to right: three

test section wall in the background are one transverse light slits: speed, 200 fti'be%
inch apart. Flow visualization with full il- steam inserted through inlet.
lumination of the test section with steam also
injected through the wings is illustrated in
Figure 1. In Figure 4, with three ligiit slits,
steam is injected through the inlet, resulting The merging of two co-rotating vortices
in visibility of a greater portion of the two is illustrated with full test-section illumina-
shed vortex sheets. In both Figures 3 and 4, tion in Figure 5, with steam injected through
the separation distance between the two vor- the wing models. The merging takes place
tices is small, aad the rate of rotation with relatively quickly. As discussed in much
the downstream distance of the line connect- more detail in references 3 and 4, the separa-
ing the vortex centers is thereforc relatively tion distance between the two vortex centers
rapid. decreases gradually with distance down-

stream until close to the merger point, where
the separation distance decreases at a much
faster rate and the vortex core shapes also
distort rapidly until merger takes place. The
unmerged vortices can be seen at the left of
the photograph with merger taking place
slightly to the left of the center of Figure 5a.
In Figure 5b, steam is injected through just
one of the wings, and in Figure 5c. it is in-
jected through the other one. The flow pat-
• erns are essentially indistinguishable
downstream of the merging point, indicating
that only one vortex remains.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the merged
vortex with light-slit illumination. In the
second slit in Figure 6 in the newly merged
vortex, the vortex cross section appears as

Figure 3. Flow visualization of interacting corolat the lateral trace of a nested pair of spiral

Ing vortices: flow from left to right, five sheets, each sheet originating from one of the
transverse light slits; 4peed, 200 ft/sec: two wings. A common feature of vortex flow
steam inaned through wings. visualization is the clear area in the center of
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the core, where visible particles are centri-
fuged outward by the swirling flow. In the new-
ly merged vortex, the core center appears to be
initially filled with visible particles, but

W -I= OPP farther downstream the centrifuged clear
area reappears. A tiny clear area in the
center of the merged vortex has begun to
appear in the downstream light slit of Figure

S , -, 7. Measurements of the merging distance for
a variety of initial vortex strengths, separa-

,,, .... : . tion distances, and span-lift distributions
were made by passing a single light slit
rapidly downstream and noting the merging

_ _ location as the downstream position where
•o * •! the two clear areas disappeared. The merg-

ing distance thus defined could be pinpointed
to within an accuracy of I to 2 inches. The

Figure 5a. Flow visualization of merging co-rotating
vortices: flow from left to right; full illumi-

nation, speed, 200 ft/sec; steam inserted in a later section.
through wings: merging taking place just
left of center.

4/

Figure 5b. Steam through one wing only: pattern
downstream of merging unchanged.

Figure 6. Flow visualization of merged vortex: flow%
from left to right; note nested spiral pair in
second light slit from left.

Figure 7. Flow visualization of merged vortex; flow
from left to right- note centrifuged clear
area in center of voctex at downstream

Figure t. Steam through other wing only, light slit.[164
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HOT-WIRE MEASUREMENTS load distribution on the Wing. Agreement be-
tween the inviscid theoi-y arid experiment is

One of the major problems in measuring good except in the viscous core region and
the characteristics of trailing vortices is the for values of large radius where part of the
effect of measuring probe interference. Fig- vorticity sheet which is still rolling into the
ure 8 illustrates one of these experiments vortex Was 'encountered by' the hot-wire
with a dummy hot-wire probe and with the probe. It is possible that some of the data
vortex illuminated with two light slits. The scatter at smaller radius is also due to layer.
probe is parallel to the vortex axis and near ing of the rolled-up sheet. The data were
the center of the core. The second slit illus- taken at a distance of 9.6 semi-span-lengths
trates one effect of the presence of the probe downstream of the wing.' The value of circu-
which is to enlarge the vortex core size as the lation F Oi/0 at peak tangential speed is 0.456
vortex flow passes the probe. This is usually (or 0.347 from the faired dashed line), and the
gn unsteady phenomenon in which the core Reynolds number Fdv is 110,000.
diameter pulsates at a relatively low fre-
quency. Moving the probe laterally can also
cause the vortex to move laterally either to-
ward or away from the probe. Flow-
visualization experiments seemed to indicate
that a slender probe inserted in a direction IS [ .
normal to the vortex axis caused the least , ,
amount of probe interference so subsequent ,S
hot-wire experiments are being conducted in 0 b172' .. '
that manner. A laser velocimeter is currently 0
being used to measure vortex speeds, and
hot-wire measurements will be compared
with these results. 00.-- 0 1, 1 •0. -O -s 0, 6 '? 0.4 01 ,I RADIUS 11C

Figure 9. Vortex circulation versus radius - com-
parison of hot-wire anemometer data with
inviscid (Betz) profile (single wing vortex),

Tangential velocity distributions from
two-wire hot-wire measurements are pre-
sented in Figure 10 for two interacting vor-
tices and for the resulting merged vortex.
The upper third of the figure shows the re-

Figure 8. Flow visualization of probe interference; sults of a traverse through the two vortices
note en1805d cons tnicture &a vortex flow prior to merger. The probe was located 16.8
Peale3 prow. semi-spans downstream of the wings. In the

middle third of the figure, the traverse was
taken at the merging point, again at 16.8

Measurements made with a three-wire semi.spans downstream of the wings (smaller
hot-wire anemometer of the tangential speed initial separation distance). In this case, only
(plotted in terms of circulation) in tht vortex a single merged vortex is evident from the

, shed from one of the elliptical-tip wings is data. Of interest is the fact that the peak
illustrated in Figure 9. Also shown is the tangential speed is about the same for the
inviscid Betz circulation profile [5] calcu- merged vortex as for the single vortex, al-
Wed from the theoretical lifting-line span- though the large radius circulation is twice as
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great. The lower third of Figure 10 illustrates
a traverse taken at 6.5 semi-spans down-
stream of the merging point (again 16.8
semi-spans downstream of the wings). The

peak tangential velocity has decreased
slightly from the survey taken at merger. The
Reynolds number rIdv for each single vortex
was 250,000 and was twice that for the
merged vortex. Since at large radius the cir-
culation in the merged vortex is twice that of
a single vortex but the peak tangential veloc-
ity is no larger, the relative hazard of a
merged vortex would appear to be smaller.
This is proven to be the case in the following
section.

F 1Figure I Ia. Elliptic tip generator wing (6-inch chord,

NACA 0012 airfoil) and follower wing
(2.5-inch chord, 10-inch span, NACA 0015

0% o oairfoil).

Lo 0•6

i 0~~~
9

2 inl~, •OWSR(A. or ¶4RG[, COINT

".080 e00 . 0 .160 304 0000 'I 4ch. b W11-0 1 1

Figure 10. Hot-wire anemometer tangential speed Figure 1 lb. Followor model mounted on traversing
profiles upstream, at, and downstream of mechanism centered on merged vortex.
merging.

ROLLING-MOMENT MEASUREMENTS moment mt mum by making fine adjust-
ments in the follower model position.

The generator and follower models are The maximum rolling moment coeffi-
shown in Figure I Ia. The lollower model cient opt the follower model is plotted versus
mounted (313 inches downstream from lift coefficient on the generator models in
generator) in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 12. The generator lift coefficient is
Figure I lb. The follower model is a 10-inch that fair a mngge wing for the single vortex,
span, 2.5-inch chord NACA 0015 airfoil but c! defined to be twice that for a single
mounted on an internal strain-gage force bal- wing for the merged vortex. Thus the true
ance. The rolling moment was found by first relative hazard (dimensionless follower roll-
positioning the model in the center of the ing momrcnt versus dimensionless generator
vortex with flow visualization as shown in lift) is as shown in the figure. The relative
Figure 1 lb. and then measuring the rolling hazard for the merged vortex is only about 70

AtL
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percent that for the single vortex. This re-
duction in hazard corroborates similar find-
ings for merged vortices shed from transport

aircraft 161. The values of rolling moment
obtained are listed in Table 1. Comparing the
rolling moment data for one wing at 12-
degree angle of attack with the merged data , .
for two wings at 6 degrees (same total circu-
lation, semi-span equal to 15.5 inches) results
in a reduction of the rolling moment for the
merged case of 31 percent. It can also be
noted from the table, particularly for the -. 0

6-degree angle of attack. that the rolling mo- O .,
ment coefficient appears to be nearly inde-
pendent of merging distance.

Figure 12. Following rolling moment coefficient ver-
sus generator lift coefficient - single and
merged vortices.

Table I. Rolling Moment Data for Single and Merged Vortices.
I'o Cii;

No. b/2 x,, (ft:/sl / (each
Wings ( (in) (in) (total) (in-lb) C. wing)

6 15.5 - 26.2 0.223 0.0394 0.471
I 8 15.5 - 35.0 0.293 0.0517 0.628

10 14 - 42.7 0.342 0.0604 0.765
1 12 15.5 - 52.5 0.397 0.0702 0.942
2 6 14.25 260 51.4 0.301 0.0473 0.461
2 ( 14.5 258 51.7 0.298 0.0468 0.463
2 6 14.75 195 51.9 0.311 0.0473 0.465
2 6 15 92 52.1 0.314 0.0493 0.467
2 6 15.5 0 52.5 0.30- 0.0483 0.471
2 8 15 70 68.9 0.361 0.0665 0.623
2 8 15.5 0 710.0 0.419 0.0658 0.628
2 10 15 57 86.8 0.518 0.0813 0.778

(0 15.5 0 87.5 0.525 0.0825 0.785
2 12 15 48 104.2 0.623. 0.0978 0.934

MERGING DISTANCE CRITERIA or, in the analogous situation for trailing vor-

tices,
If the time measured from formation of

two equal-strength infinite co-rotating vor- XMo

tices to the instant of merging into one U °dc
merged vortex is assumed to be only a func-
tion of vortex strength r', initial separation To use Equation (2), it is necessary to find and,,, and core diameter d,. then it would he
expected that the dimensionless time t appropriate definition of cnre diametei d, (or
merge could be w ditten, use another reference length, such as wing

span) in order that e perimental values of

merging distance can be correlated. Ros.
t-0 SOW'S 171 calculation of inviscid mnerging

-d -*fd / e (.1)
d boundaries led to a search for a normalizing

diameter which would not only correlate his
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merging boundaries for various circulation
profiles but also provide the correlation ref-

erence diameter for Equation (2). Two such
normalizing diameters were found, as dis-
cussed in reference 3. The two reference
diameters were formulated by equating the ,

defects in circulation and angular momentum ' oo! I
for inviscid Betz vortex profiles to the same . : : *.

defects for a Rankine vortex of core diameter "
d1 or dx, respectively, i.e., " ,

,-r _______________________
J. J.6 - 1 0.9 1.1 1. 1.3| 1.4

d 1 v(1 - K/o)dr T ITAL V0T EX SPACIAGdo/
0

and

d= -1 .)r d] (4) Figure 13. Distance to merge versus initial vortex

""" o \separation distance (norm.alized by angu-
lar momentum defect diameter).

As shown in reference 3. either reference
diameter is fairly successful in coalescirng
Rossow's merging boundary curves tc. a
fairly narrow region (when the ratio of c~rcu-
lation strengths for two vortices is piotted .
versus the normalized separation distance,
djdt. or d~jd,,). The two reference diameters
have also proven useful in correlating the •*.. --

wind tunnel merging data as shown in Fi,- " "
ures 13 and 14. In Figure 13 the core diame- .
ter d,. in Equation (2) is defined ,,s the angular
momentum deficit diameter dy,0 and in Figure
14 the circulation defect di,.meter is used.
The data in Figures 13 and 14 can be approx-
imately represented by the following straight
lines, although there is a considerable
amount of scatter for the larger separation Figure 14. Distance to merge versus initial vortex

distances: separation distance (normalized by circu-
lation defect diameter).

X

m•ý . 5.,9(do/d'") 37.3 (5)

, d,

EFFECT OF FREE-STREAM
TURBULENCE ON MERGING

m 39.2 (do/dM) 19. 1 (6) DISTANCE

Two different turbulence grids were fab-
A lss-caterricated and placed forward of the wind tunnel
A correlation with less data scatter is pre- test sectioii in order to ascertain the effect of

V sented in the next section. The itimerical ambient turbulence on merging distance. The
Svalues of merging distance are tabulated in grid tried first, consisted of 0.2-inch wide flat
- reference 4. strips an'anged in a rectangular grid with a
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grid spacing of 0.75 inches. The longitudinal consisting of 0.63-inch diAmeter tubes with a
turbulence level created at the location of the 3-inch grid spacing welded in a biplane ar-
vortex generating wings, while not deter- rangement. The generator wings were placed
mined experimentally, should be on the 22 inches downstream of the grid where the
order of 3 percent. For this grid, there turbulence level would be approximately 8 to
proved to be no discernible effect on merg- 10 percent. Table 2 lists the merging dis-
ing. A second grid was then tried, this time tances obtained.

Table 2. Merging Distance Measurements with Grid Turbulence.
b/2 do d,. X,.

a, (in) (in) (in) djdr FiU,,b (in) x_ I'.,UO cb

10 14 5.5 4.60 1.20 0.0915 101 1.54
10 13.75 5.85 4.55 1.29 0.0927 141 2.18
10 13.5 6.17 4.51 1.37 0.0940 181 2.84

to to
211 3.31

10 13.25 6.5 4.47 1.45 0.0952 201 3.19
to to

241 3.83

Merging distance measurements down- cor,cdations of Figures 13 and 14. The equa-
stream of the large grid were not easy to tion representing a least-squares fit to the
obtain because of the large amplitude rapid data 131 is
lateral 'meander' due to the high stream tur-
bulence level and large grid spacing. For the X d'

larger separation distances the location of the . 6bc or

merging distance was very erratic and shifted
upstream and downstream with changes in
merging distance of 30 to 40 inches taking
place quite rapidly. Merging distances were
measured at a maximum tunnel speed (with
grid) of 125 ft/sec. The nonnalized merging . -.

distances are plotted as a function of the
initial vortex spacing in Figure 15. Also plot-
ted in this figure are the low stream turbu- .-. .
lence data for comparison. The conclusions "
from these data are that free-stream turbu-
lence can significantly decrease merging dis- ,

tance. but the integral scale must apparently
be on the order of the initial vortex separa- " .

tion distance in order for this to occur, For
the high turbulence dama presented, the initiai . . ,-- --

separation distance was about twice the . ,.'
turbulence-grid spacing. Also to be noted
from Figure 15 is that the normalization Figure 15. Distance to merge versus initial vrtex

xmF.a/Ucb seems to coalesce the low turbu- sepration distance - low and high (ijid-
lonce merging data somewhat better than the Poeatm4d) flu Ssteam tItwF'ukc.
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EXTRAPOLATION FOR UNEQUAL by means of numerical integration of the
VORTICES two-dimensional Trefftz-plane equations of

motion. Preliminary results are shown in
Figure 16. The lower curve (curve 4) is Equa-

Corsiglia and Orloff [8] have made esti- tion (7), representin- the experimental data.
mates of multiple vortex circulation The remaining merging distance curves
strengths and circulation profiles from wind shown have been calculated using the basic
tunnel experiments on a flapped jet-transport method of Steger and Kutler [101 but with
model. Ciffone and Orloff [91 presented various viscosity models. The upper curve is
flow-visualization data for a similar model in the inviscid numerical solution starting with
a tow-tank from which estimates of merging two vortices corresponding to elliptically
distance were made for those cases in which loaded wings with a semi-span of 15 inches
wing-tip and flap vortices appeared to merge. and an angle of attack of 10 degrees and for a
Two configurations are of interest. In the variety of initial separation distances. The
first, both inboard and outboard flaps are initial vortex profiles were taken from Iver-
deployed in a conventional landing config- sen [lll. The distance between the vortices
uration. The two vortices, shed on each is monitored as a function of time by particle
semi-span from the wing-tip and from the tiacking. The inviscid solution appears to be
outboard edge of the outboard flap, merge approaching a vertical asymptote which
fairly quickly, within one to four span- would agree with the existence of an inviscid
lengths [8, 91, since the initial separation dis- merging boundary as calculated by Rossow

Stance is small. In the second configuration, [71. Numerical (artificial) viscosity appears
only the inboard flap is deployed. The tip to be pushing the boundary to the right of the
vortex and that shed from the outboard edge dddr 1.7 value, however 13, 7].
of the inboard flap merge a considerably
farther diszance downstream (13 span-lengths or greater) since the initial separation -

distance is 2.4 times larger [8]. Values of
(I circulation defect diameter for each vortex . . .

were calculated from the data of reference 8.
For each configuration, (he values of diame- .... /
ter dr and circulation r for the two vortices :- I . . .. '
wer awere averaged, and the merging distance was
calculated from Equation (7). The calculated . •.,-, / 7 "'4

values of merging distance of 1.2 span- ,
lengths for the conventinnal configuration //.'
and 25 s-pan-lengths for the inboard-flap con- 1---
figuration agret qualitatively with the ob-
served values. The extrapolation to this situ- , _,
ation is very tentative, however, since the tip full", I,
and flap vortex strengths differ considerably
for both cases and since the correlation

F suep16. Diodstanc e to -r Iverss idand visroescurves presented here are strictly only for Fsigrt 16. D istance to merge venus initial vortus
equal-strength vortices. tw*4 aanumerial.

PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL
CALCULATIONS OF MERGING The two viscous calculations look more

DISTANCE like the straight-line fit to the experimental
data, except that the values of eddy viscosity

It is intended to extend the merging dis- chosen are not sufficiently large for the vor-
tance criteria presented here to larger tices to merge as quickly as in the wind tun-
downstream distances, nonsimilar circula- nel. Also, the constant eddy-viscosity line is
-4oa profiles, and unequal vortex strengthsl slightly curved rather than straight. Curve 2
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represents a simple eddy viscosity mixing- speed is no higher for the merged vortex.
length model (eddy viscosity proportional to This change in vortex profile results in re-
magnitude of the strain rate), and curve 3 is duced hazard to following aircraft. Mea-
the result of a constant eddy-viscosity surements on a follower model show a 30 to
model. The magnitude of the eddy-viscosity 35 percent reduction in relative rolling mo-
coefficients will be adjusted so as to match ment from the merged vortex. Design of fu-
the experimental data. These solutions as ture large aircraft should include the consid-
well as the experimental data show no ten- eration of vortex-hazard reduction devices,
dency of approach to a merging boundary for but much work remains before such design
the values of initial separation distance in- considerations can be optimized.
vestigated thus far. More sophisticated tur- Preliminary numerical calculations of
bulettce models will also be evaluated with vortex merging show good promise of cor-
the program and eventually full three- roborating wind-tunnel results with relatively
dimensional equations may be modeled [10]. simple turbulence modeling. It should be
The encouraging facets of the numerical pre- possible to perform calculations extending
dictions thus far are that (1) the eddy merging distance criteria to include the cases
viscosity calculations result in straight lines of non-identical profile and unequal-strength
for merging distance versus iniZia separation vortices.
distance and (2) all curves intersect the hori-
zontal axis at about the same value of initial
separation distance. The merging distances ACKNOWLEDGMENT
measured in the wind tunnel were all for orig-
inal vortices still in the so-called 'plateau' This research is supported by the
region IT 1-141. It may be possible that sig- NASA. Ames Research Center, and the
nificant changes in the merging phenomenon Iowa State University Engineering Research
would occur if merging were to take place in Institute. Appreciation is expressed for help
the downstream decay region. Numerical so- in hot-wire measurements, model design,
lutions might also be of value in answering and other technica! problems to L.N. Wil-
that question. son, V.R. Corsiglia, R.A. Martin, D. Sikavi,

and S. Ford.
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MEASUREMENTS OF AIRCRAFT WAKE ALLEVIATION AND
GROUND PLANE EFFECTS

DONALD L. CIFFONE
NASA Am-s Research Center

Moffett Field CA 94035

ABSTRACT: In svpport of the NASA wake vortex alleviation program. vortex trajectories and velocity
profiles were measured in lift-generated wakes. The wakes were genierated by towing 0.61-m (2-ft) span
models of B-747 and DC- 10-30 aircraft under water in a ship model basin. The effects of flaps, spoilers,
and ground plane on these wakes were investigated. A laser velocimeter was used to measure vertical
(tangential) ,elocity profiles through primary vortices from 5- to 100-wingspan lengths behind the
generating model. A 45° deflection of the two outboard flight spoilers on the B-747 model in the landing
configuration resulted in a 40% reduction in wake maximum tangential velc":'2 y, in altered velocity
profiles, and in erratic vortex trajectoriei. Similar reductions in maximum tangential velocity were
obtained for this model when the outboard flaps were retracted. Presence of a ground plane used to
simulate full-scale distances above the ground of 38 m (125 ft) and 21 m (70 ft) modified the vortex
trajectories but did nut appreciably change vortex interactions and merging. However, at 21 m above the
ground plane, the alleviation appeared to be enhanced due to vortex viscous interactions with the ground
plane.

NOMENCLATURE

A = angstrom, units of wavelength (10' LV = laser velocimeter
cm) MAC = mean aerodynamic load

b = wing span, 0.61 m U, = towing speed.r m/sec
C1. lift coefficient V, = vortex axial (streamwise) velocity
h =height above ground plane, mea- component

sured to wing leading edge at wing V, = vortex tangential (vertical) velocity
root component

LDG landing configuration, trailing-edge X = streamwise position, positive
flaps deflected 460, leading-edge downstream of wing tip trailhig
flaps deployed, landing gear ex- edge
tended, spoilers 0' Y= spanwise position, positive out-

LOG (S) = same as LDG but with spoilers board from fuselage centerline in
deflected upward 45o direction of right semispan

LDG/0= same as LDG but with outboard Z = vertical position, positive up .ard
trailing-edge flaps retracted from wing tip trailing edge

LDG/0 (GR) = same as LDG/0 but with land- a = model angle of attack
ing gear retracted A = unit change.

INTRODUCTION spoilers and favorable span-load gradients
induced by selective flap settings, are effec-

This experimental study is part of a con- tive in alleviating concentrated wake vortic-
certed effort to reduce the hazard potential of ity. Both of these concepts have been shown

it.lift-generated wake vortices that trail heavy [11 to be applicable to the B-747 airplane.
aircraft. Recent research Ill has established However, it is not completely understood
that both turbulence produced by flight how landing gear deployment adversely af-
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modification 11], what flow mechanisms are
responsible for the alleviation achieved with
properly placed spoilers [21, or what effect a
ground plane has on these wake alleviation
concepts.

As part of an experimental investigation
to help clarify these uncertainties, quantita-

tive measurements were obtained in the
wake downstream of a B-747 aircraft model
configured with spoilers and flaps to alleviate
concentrated wake vorticity, and in the wake
of a model of the DC-10-30 with and without
spoilers. The experiment was performed in A

the University of California's ship model
basin at Richmond, California. Vortex trajec-
tory information was obtained from photo- Figure I. Test installation photograph.
graphic records of dye-marked vortices. Vor-
tex velocity profiles in the wake were mea- A
sured using a scanning laser velocimeter.
Data were obtained to distances of 100 span FLAPS ZEROSPOILER

lengths behind the models- the models were AT 45' DErLECTION

fitted with removable flaps, flight spoilers, __

and landing gear. The mean chord test • LANDING

Reynolds number was 82,000.
SECTION A-A DETAILS All

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND 13,3

PROCEDURE 11.6

Facility and Model Description. ___ .._ 61

The University of California's ship INBOARD FLAP
model basin is 61 m long, 2.44 m wide, and L

OUTBOARD FLAP
1.7 m deep. Models are strut-mounted to an TESTSPOILFRS°- - ,

k, electrically driven carriage and towed
through the water past a viewing station ALL DIMENSIONS. cm

(Figure 1). At this station, large glass win- Figure 2. Sketch of 0.010-scale model of B-747.

dows in the side of the tank allow the model
wake to be observed as it ages and descends.
All data were obtained at a model towing chord of 12% of the MAC and were located
speed of I m/sec. forward of the outboard half of the outboard

Several configurations of a 0.010 scale flap with trailing edges along the flap hinge
model of a B-"47 aircraft were tested (Figure line from 0.59 to 0.69 of the semispan, The
2): (1) landing (LDG) with inboard and out- 0.011-scale model of the DC-10-30 aircraft
board flaps deflected 460 and leading-edge was tested (Figure 3) in the landing config-
flaps extended: (2) LDG (S), same as LDG uration (LDG) with inboard and outboard
but with two outboard flight spoilers de- flaps deflected 500 and 450, respectively, and
flected upward at 45': (3) LDG/0, same as leading-edge flaps extended, and in the LDG
LDG but with outboard flaps retracted, and (S) configuration. The spoilers had a chord of
(4) LDG/0 (GR), same as LDGI0 but with 8.5% of the MAC and were located forward

• landing gear retracted. The spoilers had a of the outboard half of the outboard flap with
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this test should, therefore, be indicative of
flight results. This seeming lack of Rey-

FLAPS ZERO nolds-number sensitivity does not come as a
SPOILER complete surprise because previous wake

AT 456 DEFLECTION-- vortex velocity measurements obtained in
-1- ___-p - -the ship model basin [51 on a variety of wing

60 configurations correlated well with both

SECTION A-A DETAILS wind-tunnel and flight measurements [9].
Dye was emitted from the models to

allow visual and photographic tracking of the
229 "wake vortices as they moved through the

9.4 water. In addition, the viewing section of the
3 _ .tank was seeded with polystyrene copolymer

latex spheres to provide sufficient numbers
, A A of scattering particles to ensure laser velo-

cimeter (LV) signals with adequate strength
OTAD FLAP,-and resolution. The combination of a small
T ..... particle size (diameters of 2 to 15 A) and a

ALL DIMENSIONS. m specific gravity of 1.06 for these spheres en-
sures flow tracing fidelity. Depending on

Figure 3. Sketch of 0.01I-scale model of DC-10-30. whether trajectory or velocity data were
being measured, either the camera equip-
ment or the scanning velocimeter was acti-

trailing edges along the flap hinge line from vated prior to the model's arrival at the view-
0.51 to 0.61 of the semispan. With the excep- ing station: the timing for a run was initiated
tion of the B-747 LDG/O (GR) configuration, as the wing tip trailing edge passed a refer-
all of the models were tested with landing ence point. For velocity data, the elevation
gear extended. The models are equipped of the velocimeter was kept constant and the
with dye-ejection orifices 131 to allow obser- aging vortices allowed to descend through
vation of the wake vortices that are gener- the LV's optical axis. After each run, the
atee in the water. carriage was returned to the starting end of

the tank, and the velocimeter was used to
monitor water motion to ensure a calm tank

Experimnental Procedure. prior to the next run (eddy velocities -< 0.004
m/sec). At a towing speed of 1 m/sec, the
laser scanning rate was such that the rate of

It has been concluded that the scaling change of the age of the wake with lateral
laws for modeling fluid phenomena. perti- position of the focal point of the laser beams
nent to the study of wake vortices, are essen- was 4i(X/b)/A(Y/b/2) = 2. fience, during the
tially the same for tests in water as in air, scan of the vortex cores, the wake aged ap-
[4-61, and that the forces acting on hydrofoils proximately 1/3 of a span (-0.2 sec).
operated at depths greater than 2 chord
lengths are essentially unaffected by the free
surface and are equal to those obtained on a Data Acquisition and Reference System,
wing operating in an infinite medium 171. The
model centerlines in these tests were located Vortex trajectory data were obtained by
approximately 5 chord lengths below the free illuminating a cross section through the wake

Ssurface. Although the test Reynolds number (a Trefftz plan view) and photographically
(8L 000 based on chord) was considerably recording the positions of the dye-marked
less than full scale, general agreement in vortices as a function of time. An 800-W
wake appearance I 1 ] and vortex trajectories xenon arc lamp with a specially designed lens
181 was evident when comparisons could be and light slit system was used to generate a
made with flight data, wake data obtained in thin light sheet across the tank. Photographs
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of vortex position were corrected for both change of a given vortex as different allevia-
camera viewing and cone angles. Vortex ye- tion devices are tried should yield a better
locity profiles were obtained by spatially understanding of the flow mechanisms as-
scanning the flow field behind the models sociated with a particular alleviation con-
with the single component laser velocimeter cept.
shown installed (Figure 1) at the viewing sta-
tion of the tank and described in reference Vortex Trajectories.
10. A prism splits the green (5145 A) output
beam of the argon-ion laser into two parallel Vortex trajectory data were obtained by
beams that pass through a scanning lens marking the vortices and photographing
mounted on a motorized slide; the beams are them as they interacted or merged. Figure 4
subsequently crossed at a focal point in the presents vortex trajectory information for
water by the collector lens. The crossing the B-747 model in the LDG configuration at
angle of the two laser beams and the distance ground plane heights of h/b = 0.63 and 0.35.
of their focal point from the tank wall are This and subsequent fig es relate the prom-
dependent on the scanning lens position. inent vortex spanwise and vertical location.
Velocities measured at the focal point repre- In addition, the figure includes contour lines
sent vortex vertical velocity, Vz, or stream- of constant downstream position. In the land-
wise velocity, VX, depending on the orienta- ing configuration, the B-747 sheds five vor-
tion of the LV when a core centerline pene- tices from each side of the wing. Four of
tration of the vortex is achieved. these vortices are due to the span-loading

Flow field velocities are presented as gradients caused by the flaps; the fifth is due
fractions of towing speed, U., normalized by to the span-load gradient at the wing tip. The
lift coefficient, C1 .. Streamwise position, X, dominant vortex is shed from the outboard
(positive downstream), spanwise position, edge of the outboard flap. At a distance of 5
Y, (positive outboard along the right wing), span lengths behind this configuration, the
and vertical position, Z, (positive upward) wing-tip vortex has moved upward and in-
are nondimensionalized by wingspan, b. The board and completely merged with the flap
origin of these coordinates is the projected vortex. The result is a persistent vortex. The
location of the wing tip trailing edge onto the remaining flap vortices merge with the vor-
fuselage centerline. tices from the tips of the horizontal stabilizer

To investigate the effect of the presence and form a region of diffused vorticity at and
of a ground plane on vortex interactionis and below the aircraft centerline [3].
merging, a 2 m by 2.5 m (7 ft by 8 ft)
variable-height table was placed in the tank
at the viewing station.

WING TIP

INBOARD - OUTBOAIRD

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS " h.-.,.-

,d .b -10 E

The wakes of four configurations of the -4 _ _ --- Q.63-"

B-747 model (LDG, LDG (S), LDG/0, and 1/b

LDG/O (GR)) and two configurations of the 20
DC-10-30 model (LDG and LDG (S)) will be -- ITIV TS•••WING T IP VORTEX

discussed. Results from the dominant vortex 30 VORTEX MIFRGER REGION

pair in the wake (as determined from flow -,.o Rib.-,10

visualization studies) are presented as: (I) ,2 . , .I ....
vortex trajectories in and out of influence of 0 . AW) .8 1.4 1.0 ,, 2.0

the ground plane, (2) vertical (tangential)
velocity profiles, and (3) downstream depen-
dence of maximum vertical velocity. Knowl- Figure 4. Vortex trajectory data; B.747 LDG

edge of both the trajectory and velocity configuration: Ct. = 1.27, a = 2.90.
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Figure 4 shows a composite trajectory of secondary core induces an upwash that
the wing-tip vortex initially (starting at causes the main vortex to rise. Depending on
y/(b/2) = 1.0) and then the dominant flap the model configuration, subsequent trajec-
vortex after merger at 5 span lengths. The tory figures all display this viscous interac-
merger occurs at the sharp bend in the curve tion to a lesser or greater extent. In all cases,
at a z/b = -0.13 for the h/b = 1.9 trajectory. the closer the ground plane to the model, the
The presence of the ground plane causes the sooner the vortex rises or "bounces."
vortex sink rates to be decreased, the tip Figures 5 and 6 present trajectory data
vortex to move farther inboard, and the for tht; B-747 .odel in the LDG (S) and
merger to take place farther inboard. With LDG/0 configum.,tions, respectively. A com-
the model at an h/b = 0.35 (simulated full- parison of Figures 4 and 5 illustrates the ef-
scale height of -21 m (-70 ft) above the fect of two outboard flight spoilers on the
ground) the vortex approached and stayed at vortex trajectory. The model lift coefficient
a height of - 14 m (-46 ft) above the ground with and without spoilers was kept at a nom-
plane to a distance of 20 span lengths behind inal value of 1.3 by adjusting model angle of
the aircraft (--0.75 mile). At this downstream attack. When spoilers were deployed, the
position it had moved -I1 m (-35 ft) later- sink rate of the wing tip vortex was in-
ally outboard of the wing tip. In comparison, creased, and the merging of the wing-tip and
at an h/b = 0.63 (simulated full-scale height flap vortices was delayed to about !5 span
of -38 m (-126 ft) above the ground) the lengths. Compared with photographs of the
vortex approached and stayed at a height of LDG configuration, the wake appeared to be
-20 m (-65 ft) above the ground plane to a much more disorganized. At an h/b = 0.35,
distance of almost 40 span lengths down- the presence of the ground plane delayed
stream. At 30 span lengths behind the aircraft vortex merging until the wake was undergo-
( - I mile) it had moved - 12 m ( -40 ft) later- ing a viscous interaction with the boundary
ally outboard of the wing tip. l'hese results layer of the ground plane, and it gave the
are in good agreement with the flight mea- appearance of an enhanced alleviation. As a
surements and predicted trajectories of ref- consequence of the initially faster sink rate,
erence I1. the vortices moved closer to the ground

The rise of the vortex after the arrest of plane when the spoilers were deployed.
its sink rate (X/b -> 20 for h/b = 0.35 and X/b Figure 6 presents the trajectory of the

> 37 for h/b = 0.63) is due to viscous interac- wing-tip vortex as it moved inboard, and
tions between the descending vortex and the
boundary layer directly below it on the
ground plane. This effect has been seen both
in flight measurements [121 and in the WINGTIP

ground-based experiments of Harvey and IN8oARD OUTBOARD

Perry [131. As explained in their paper, the h,-; 0-35-

vortex induces a cross flow on the ground -2 1 --

plane with an attendant suction peak beneath ''- .. 0

the core (because shear reduces the total / ,B-,b-"

head to values below free stream). Con- .20
sequently, the boundary layer resulting from
this cross flow has to negotiate an adverse .0 WING TIP VORTEX

pressure gradient once it has passed under -. VORTEX MERGER REGION

the vortex. When the vortex is sufficiently 1,b'.,.

K near the ground, the pressure gradient is D 4 . .0 1o.2 V'4 14 1.4 , 0

strong enough f,,r separation to occur, and a
bubble forms containing vorticity of opposite
sense to the main vortex. As the wake ages,
the bubble grows rapidly and finally detaches Figure s. \ortex traectory data: B.747 LDO (S)
from the floor as a secondary vortex fed by a (1,1,t1,12) configuration: CL 1.35, a

vortex sheet from the separation point. This 3.W
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with the flap vortex and a more outboard
location of the final merged vortex. In addi-
tion, the velocity profiles of reference 10

WING TIP showed the wing-tip vortex to be more dif-
INBOARD . -. OUTBOARD fuse and to experience a reduction of 27% in

"•- vertical velocity as a result of its inboard
.2 -movement through the region of the wake

h/b O.63 being influenced by turbulence shed from the
-4 landing gear.
-. 6'• ...... Figures 7 and 8 present the vortex trajec-

tories of the main vortex in the wake of a~~~~2 .0"FLA 0.... IGTP VORTEX model of the DC-1-30 in the LDG and LDG 6
FLAP 40 ME0FLPVRGING

VORTEXes• MERGIN(S) configurations with and without ground
GEAR RETRACTED plane. Lift coefficient was kept at a nominal

h/b - 1.90
- .2 .0 .8 '10 1'2 1.4 1.6 I'll 2.0

yllbl2)'

WING TIP
INBOARD " - - OUTBOARD

Figure 6. Vortex trajectory data; B-747 LDGI0 and o0'.

LDG/0(GR) configurations: CL = 1.16, a 0
.2.8o. -0 -0Xib -10 -.,

swung below and merged with the primary -.4 20

wake vortex from the outboard edge of the z/b 30

inboard flap of the B-747 LDG/0 configura.- -6

tion. Three vortices are shed from each side -
of the wing - one from each side of the
inboard flap and the wing tip. First, the vor- 0
tex from the inboard side of the flap merges 1!b- 1.9

with one from the flap's outboard side [141, 2 .4 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.3 2.0

and the wing-tip vortex then merges with the I/Ib/2)

resulting flap vortex causing a diffuse re-

sidual vortex. In this configuration, as the
distance between the ground plane and the Figure 7. Vortex trajectory data; DC-1&-30 LDG
model decreases, the inboard movement of configuration: CI. 1.5, 7.
the wing-tip vortex is reduced - this is a
result of the flap vortex moving outboard
sooner. The portion of the trajectory wheremerging takes place is indicated by the dot- WNIOAD -OUTIOARD

ted lines '- Figure 6. At an h/b = 0.35, merg- Or-- - -

ing was not complete until after the vortex
had begun interacting with the boundary. -. o h0-0.6

At this ground plane height, the flap vor- -A

tex moves down rapidly, interacts with the , -

grounid plane, and then begins to rise. The alb 30

wing tip vo~iex moves below and between 40

the flap vortex and the ground plane and
iiteracts with the ground plane before merg- -/b 1.9

ing is completed. A comparison is shown of
the vortzx trajectories for this confiluration -% .4 .6 i 1.01 o, 12 4 1-t'; --1.6 1" 2.0

with and without landing gear at 'n h/b =

1.90. The presence of the landing &car re-
duced the inboard movement of the wing-tip Figure 8. Vortex traectory data; DC. 10.30 LDG (S)
voilex, and resulted in an earlier merging (283,i0,11)conflauraloc: C.= 1.4,z 8'.
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value of 1.4 by changing model angle of at- flap of the B-747 model with aod without two
tack. For these configurations, five vortices outboard spoilers deflected upward 45'.
are shed from each side of the wing with the rhese data are at a downstream distance of
primary vortex being shed from the wing tip. 28 wing spans (- mile). A 40% reduction in
In interacts with the vortex from the out- velocity occurs when spoilers are deployed.
board side of the outboard flap, but does not This result is consistent with the differences
merge with it. When two outboard flight observed in the flow visualization studies
spoilers were deflected upward 45', there and in wind-tunnel results 12, 15] and flight
was less interaction between vortices, the results [II.
wing-tip vortex had less perturbation in its Figure 10 compares the velocity profile
trajectory. and its final location was slightly in the wake of the B-747 model with the
more inboard. outboard flap retracted, LDG/0, but at a

comparable lift coefficient to the LDG con-
Vor'tex I'elo('ity Profiles, figuration. The comparison is made at

The trailing vortex flow was spatiall, downstream locations of 53 and 65 span
scanned using the single component argon- lengths (-2 to 2.5 miles). Once again a 40%
ion laser vevocimeter (Figure 1) installed ;it reduction in peak velocity results from this
the viewing station of the tank. The velocim- favorable span loading. The LDG/0 config-
eter began scanning the flow field prior to the uration is compared with the landing gear
model's arrival at the viewing station. During retracted. LDG/0 (GR), and with it deployed.
each run, the elevation of the velocimeter With the gear extended, the velocities are
was kept constant and the aging vortices al- greater and the alleý ;dtion is reduced by
lowed to descend through the LV's optical about 2591 at this downstream location. This
axis. Many repeat runs were made for each trend is also consistent with flight results I I.
model configuration. Comparisons of data A comparison is made in Figure II of
and verbal comments from an observer about velocity profiles t the wing-tip vortex of the
the quality of intersection of the dye-marked DC-10-30 model at a downstream position of
vortex and th- laser beam focal point were 16 spans with and without outboard flight

used to determine scans that penetrated the spoilers deflected 45'. The small difference
vortex core. in these profiles suggests that the deploy-

Figure 9 compares the vertical (or ment of spoilers enhances the vortex, as the
tangential) velocity profiles through the vor- flow visualization studies indicated: the ef-
tex from the outboard side of the outboard fect, of course, is opposite to that desired.

.b ?8

10 - T
0 0-

V,0 ý 4 0___8o--+- • •-7 ---- MOEv.__ L. --------- I - -l-

a04 010[% 0,- -1 27 l10-63-. 0 Q° OLOG CL- 1 27 0 10•

*LU 0 .78 11.1?1 g "7

CL 1J L0010
a. M0GMO IGR) UP

-zo0 - .tCLIB6 I"i66-201i - ' - .,1 1 :20 .- .= ._o I-.,,,
30 .20 -10 0 .10 .20 30 -.3 -20 -.10 0 i0 20 .,))

rOb rib

Figure 9. Dominant flap vortex vertical velocity pro- Figure 10. Dominant flap vortex vertical velcity pro-
file, with and without spoilers: X/b- 28, file, with and without modlfied span load-
B-747 model. in&: B.747 model.
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VORTEX (x/b)B 4

.20F.2 MERGER (REFERENCE 1612 COMPLETEy / (V ý/U -CL) ,( ).

VI. 8-747 MODEL

.1 01 - L_ I 1(1.211,12)

I"3 FLAGGED SYM80LS B-747 MODEL
-FROM REFERENCE 1 -47MODL

t 0OLOG

U,~CL IDC-10 MODEL .

U. o o% ,

- ( O|-OG CL'lS )C- 10 MODEL

-. o , , I LOG 'S) 2.3 10.11)

r wLDGoS) (2.3 10•11)j of v flcx
!CL= 1.4 0 20 40 60 80 W00 120

-.201 'I- _ ijL- . f e i o t x/b-.30 - 20 -.10 0 .10 .20 .30

rib 0 1 2 3 4

DISTANCE, mlks

Figure 11. Wing tir, vortex vertical velocity profilt:, Figure 12. Downstream dependence of" vortex
with and without spo-ilers: X/b =16. ,D:- maximum vertical velocity.
10-30 model.

VLortex .Nla.ximuin VeloJcities. faired which shows the (x/b)- ''' velocity de-

Figure 12 presents the downstream de- rendence. The resulting lines through the
pendence of vortex maximum vertical veloc- data are in good agreement with the mea-surements.
ity (normalized by lift coefficient) for each of
the configurations tested, Maximum vertical The flagged symbols represent tl-e velo-
velocity is defined as the average of the in- cimeter measurements of Corsiglia and Or-
board and outboard peak vertical velocities loff in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel at Ames
from a given velocity profile. Where enough 1171. There is good agreement with the trend
data exist, such as for the P-747 model with of the present data. It can be seen fi ,,m the
and without spoilers and with the flap- data that there is a definite distance required
modified span loading, the now familiar for vortex interaction and merging to be
"plateau" in maximum vertical velocity is completed, and this distance varies with ea:h
identifiable. A 40Y> reduction in maximum configuration. For the B-747 in the LDG con-
vertical velocity is readily apparent from the figuration the distance is about 5 span
data for both of these configurations when lengths. Deployment of spoilers makes the
compared to the LDG configuration. The wake more chaotic and the distance is ex-
first vertical bar or beginning of the lines tended to 15 span lengths. In the case of the
faired through the data is the approximate flap-modified span loading. LDG/0. the dis-
downstream distance where vortex interac- tance required for the wing-tip vortex to
tions or mergers are complete as deduced merge with the flap vortex is 25 span lengths.
from the flow visualization studies. The sub- For the DC-10-30 mdel, the wake appears
sequent horizontal line faired through the less chaotic with the spoilers deployed and
data is then used to obtain a plateau velocity the vortex interaction distance is decreased
for use in the empirical correlation of refer- from 15 to 10 span ,engths. Since wind-tunnel
ence 16. The correlation is presentoed in the measurements art. limited to distances less
figure. The correlation then yields the than 25 spans, care must be exercised when
downstream location where vortex decay comparing the wake alleviation potential of
begins. This is indicated by the second verti- one configuration with another in these
cal bar. From this point downstream a line is facilities.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS the Wake of a Subsonic Transport Model," TM
X-73,091, Jan. 1976, NASA.

Vo3.ex trajectory and velocity mea- Ciffone. D L., "Vortex Interactions in Multiple

surements made in the wakes of B-747 and Vortex Wakes Behind Aircraft," J. Aircraft. May

DC-10-30 models provide details of vortex 1977.
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tion.
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mechanism of the spoilers is primarily turbu- S. Brathears. M., Zalay, A., Hallock. J.. and Bum-

lence injection, ham, D., "Laser Doppler Flight Test Mea-
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INITIAL DEVELOPMENT OF A WAKE TURBULENCE ASSESSMENT
SYSTEM

J.L. LUNDRY
Configurations Concepts Group
Aerodynamics Research Unit

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Seattle WA 98124

ABSTRACT: The initial de\c.lopment of a computer software system for wake vortex technology is
discussed. The system is intended for tnýe in the preliminary design of new airplanes. Several overall
obje.aves are listed including the predict ion of hazard as a function of geometry and flight conditions of
the wake-producing and wake-penetrating airplane, low cost of use, adaptability to new technology.
and an explanation of currently known alleviation ooncepts. Essential elements of a Wake Turbulence
Assessment System are listed, and an upper level sysi em design is r'esented. Candidate technology for
system elements is discussed. Prototype code has bec:i produced for the initial wake rollup and for the
wake penetration. Initial results of these two modules are compared with experimental data, and are
promising. The comparisons also show the importance of considering the low Reynolds number at which
model studies of wake penetration are conducted.

NOMENCLATURE

A coefficients of Glauert's series vn velocity component normal to
AR aspect ratio wake-penetrating wing
CL lift coefficient yz spanwi ., and vertical coordinates
E strain energy P yaw angle
I Glauert induction matrix a angle of attack
N number of terms in series 8 lateral control deflection
a wing lift-curve slope 71 nondimensional spanwise coordi-
a, airfoil section lift-curve slope nate
b wing span 7 spanwise centroid of lift
c wing chord 1,.(Oa,Ot)centroid of vorticity shed between
c rolling moment coefficient 0, and 0,
f lift curve factor (reference 33) 8 transformed lateral coordinate, -q

local loading = cc. 14b cosO
n summation index A taper ratio

roH angle.

INTRODUCTION of new airplanes, Although the field of wake
vortices is far from being fully mature, it is

The past few years have produced a sub- time to consider the development of a digital
stantial increase in our knowledge of the vor- software system that will make current and
tex wake and its effect on airplanes that en- future technology readily accessible to
counter it. This knowledge is not yet being airplane designers.
used by those responsible for designing new This paper discusses several objectives
large trasisport airplanes. This -s due primar- for a Wake Turbulence Assessment System
ily to the relative inaccessibility of vortex (WTAS) to be used by airplane designers.
wake technology, compared with other Essential system elements are listed, based
technologies used in the preliminary design on current understanding, and are then in-
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corporated into a digital computer system generating and wake-penetrating airplanes,
preliminary design. Candidate technology is and their distances of separation;
identified for most of the elements. Because 2) low cost of use in terms of both labor
the technology is still being develop.d at a and computing resources;
rapid rate, the system is designed to permit 3) ready adaptability of new technology;
alteration of, or even substitution for, any and
technological element. Initial progress to- 4) provide explanations of concepts cur-
ward the development of the WTAS is de- rently known to be effective in alleviating

scribed, and comparisons are made between hazard.
analytical predictions and expeiitnental mea-
surements.

Essential Elements.

The elements of a WTAS are defined by
A WAKE TURBULENCE ASSESSMENT the processes and phenomena one considers

SYSTEM necessary to model, the results required, and
the starting conditions. For some elements of

Objectives. a WTAS, it is desirable to provide the user
with more then one calculation method.

Several general objectives can be listed Figure I indicates the requirements con-
for a WTAS suitable for use in the ptelimi- sidered here in the initial design of a WTAS.
nary design of airplanes. Such a system Given geometry and flight conditions of the
should provide some measure of the hazard wake-generating airplane, the spanwise var-
involved when one airplane penetrates the iations of lift and profile drag can be esti-
vortex wake of another. It should d', so as a mated. These define the spanwise distribu-
function of the geometry of the two tion of shed vorticity and the wake due to
airplanes, their flight conditions, and the dis- wing profile drag. The latter might be altered
tance separating them. Highly accurate pre- locally by the presence of jets from the pro-
dictions are always desirable, but even an pulsion system. It might ultimately prove
indication of correct trends would be useful necessary to account also for the shed vortic-
for preliminary design purposes. ity and profile drag of the tail surfaces.

The costs of using a WTAS in support of
airplane design are important. Iterative
studies involving dozens of new airplane
configurations are frequently made, and a
WTAS should produce supporting results at
!ow cost in terms of both labor and computer .

resources. A WTAS should therefore be au- "., .I-fIL" C
tomated to the extent possible. '-"

The technology of the vortex wake is still

evolving rapidly, and is likely to do so for
some time. A WTAS should therefore be
designed to permit easy modification or even ,
replacement of its technical modules,

NASA's wake vortex research program I
has produced several configuration concepts RON 1110
for reducing hazard 11. These have been (004

substantiated in wind-tunnel, water-channel, .,,,.A,,-,
and flight tests, A WTAS should account for
the effectiveness of these concepts.

"In summary, objectives for a WTAS are:
I) prediction of hazard as a function of

geometry and flight conditioms of the wake- Fiunr 1. E&ssentaI ekments.
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Next, the shed vorticity rolls up into dis- Computer System Preliminary Design.
crete vortices. This process becomes more
complicated if the high-lift devices of the The definition of physical processes to
wake-generating airplane are extended; mul- be considered in Figure I leads directly to a
tiple vortex pairs are then formed and each computer software system preliminary de-
has its own tangential and axial velocity pro- sign. The blocks in Figure 2 represent com-
files. putational functions that correspond to the

As soon as the possibility of multiple processes indicated in Figure 1, together
vortex pairs is introduced, then the possibil- with an upper level logic that controls the
ity of vortex merging must be considered. order of the calculations.
Merging of adjacent vortices depends on
their relative .icnse of rotation, their relative
strengths, their diameters, and the distance ,X
separating them. ". 0, N,°W0,

Once the trailing vortices have formed, A. 1 ' --
their decay must be considered, Three decay
mechanisms are show v- in Figure 1. Viscous (w ..... I'n

decay produces a gradual reduction in veloc- * ATA -..vWk t1 QOIIup ARAL•I'

iies and an increase of vortex core size, ;he I N I T
latter makes it ,eccsary to consider vortex qRT. M ] W W

merging fur:hei ,lownstieam. Vortices ini- 06 ...... 1 ' -

tially separated by a distance greater than . . ,
critical grow in tiameter wvth downstream fI t v,, l O

distance, an( shus, for those wakes kaving 5' % AI C ftATIONAJIN FOC" NVU11

multiple - .itex, pairs, the possibility of
additional merging remains open. Crow's in-
stability mechanism [21, which depends onatmovheic trbuenceor ake ynaics Figure 2. Upper-level logic for the WTAS.
atmc'sp'heic turbulence Or wake dynamics
introduced by motions of the airplane or its
moveable surfaces, must be considered. Fi-
iially, vortex breakdown must be included.
T!te latter two ph: .nomena lead to a rapid
disruption of the ordered vortex structure, However, Figure 2 does not define the
and, in effect, greatly accelerate decay rate. compý.tational reason for the existence of

To this point, we have concentrated on these functions, namely. the data they pro-
the wake-generating airplane and its flow- duce, or the data that each function requires
field. We must now consider the airplane that as input; there simply isn't space. This has
nenetrates the flowfield. The induced flow been done in an overall way in a series of
angles of a vortex wake are sometimes quite charts in the Appendix. While these ap-
high - certtinly in excess of the local stall pended charts contain no logic, they do de-
angle on portions of the wake-penetrating fine the data produced and required by each
wing and tail surfaces. The method of cal- function. These charts represent the first
culating induced forces and moments must steps in a process that, when carried to corn-
account for this, and for unwymmetrically pletiou, specifies completely all necessary
stalled wings, must also account for the in. computational algorithms. Together wih
crease of separation drag if yaw proves to be Figure 2, they represent a computer softwareI important. If the choice of hazard criterion system preliminary design. This type of de-
indicates a dynamic analysis, then the inertia sign can be readily moderiz,,J with newly
and unsteady aerodynamic characeristics of developed technology, since the. functions at
the wake-penetrating airplme become in- et'.onl and third ievels in the design aually
volved, become aaftware modu;es. each v:which re-

lates to the Overall system primarily by trmns-
ferring input and output datam
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Candidate Technology. calculation of the two profiles should not be
separated.

The status of technology selection for Vortey merging should first be consid-
the elements of a software system varies dur- ered as soon as rollup i4 complete. Two vor-
ing the development of that system. At any tices either merge or do not merge, depend-
given time. technology selection can be di- ing on their relative sense, their diameters.
vided broadly into four categories: the distance separating them. and their rela-

1) technology already identified for ian- tive strengths. There are several vortex
plementation. merging algorithms [11 -13] to be compared.

2) technology to be identified later in the and most of these are at least modecrately
software system design cycle, expensive. For preliminary design purposes.

3) technology to be chosen after pro- it might prove adequate to use a simple -ep-
totype coding and on the basis of compari- aration distance criterion, such as given in
sons of numerical results of various methods reference H.1, to determine whether or not
with experimental data, and merging occurs: if merging :s indicated, the

4) multiple techiology implementation Betz conservation laws might then be useful
with choice left to the system user. to determine the resulting distribution of vor-

For the WTAS, techniolcgy selection is ticity.
currently in all four categories. There a: 2 many source3 of methods for

The first selection to be considered is a estimating viscous decay rates of vortices.
method for predicting sl an loading. This is and a selection has not been made. Both
not an easy choice. Mar.y nzedhods are avail- lankinar and turbulent descriptions are avail-
able, ranging from lifting-'ine methods '3. 41 ab!e(e.g.. references 14 and 15).ao well as an
and vortex-lattice theory 15, 61 to advanced empirical description 116!. These methods
panel-aerodynamic methods 171. Yet, none of predict both core growih and decay.
these methods are entirely successful for The Crow instability mechanism [2] has
predicting the span-loading of a complex been related to atmospheric turbulence by
wing-body (-tail?) configuration with high-lift Crow and Bate 1171. This phenomenon is not
devices extended. The principal difficulty is thought to be responsible for rendering the
the modeling of the wake immediately vortex wake harmless during landing ap-

downstream of each lifting element. Refer- proach, and yet, it cannot be ignored. Figure
ence 8 shows the importance of wake model- 27 of reference 18 shows one of sevendl pairs
ing to the calculation of span loading At this of vortices from a Boeing 747 in nonstandard
point, vortex-lattice theory appears to be landing configuration apparently experienc-
adequate for modeling lift. given the diffi- ing Crow instability.
culty of wake-shape modeling. Prediction of vortex breakdown is a dif-

Profile drag is routinely calculated by ficult task. Several studies of breakdown and
airplane preliminary design groups. How- instability are available {19-281, and more
ever, they are interested primarily in the than one method will probably be coded, at
overall level, rather than the spanwise varia- least in prototype form. The method of refer-
tion. It remaiis to be seen if traditional in- ence 23 is promising for use in a WTAS be-
dustrial methods will be adequate. and in- cause it gives conditions downstream of
deed, the accuracy requirements on profile- breakdown.
drag varation with span have not yet been Varying degrees of sophistication can be
prescribed. A three-dimensional boundary considered for modeling the effects of the

layer method is available [9] if improved ac- vortex wake on the airplane that penetrates
curacy is required, but its costs are not small. it. These depend on the definition of hazard-

A number of methods are availablh for ous conditions. Three possibilities are listed
calculating the rollup of the trailing vortex here:
sheet. Only one of these methods 1101 pro-

"Z vides both axial and tangential velocity pro- th induce roli mont exceesihal

files, as fiunctions of profile drag and shed
vorticity. In fact, reference 10 shows that 2) Roll angle exceeds the maximum
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permitted by ground clearance or similar re- where cos 0 = 7 has been fitted to the
strictions. known loading points, while the strain

3) One or more of roll, pitch. and yaw energy,
angles exceed limits which remain to be de-
fined./2 2 2 N

d. d(2n-)4A (2)
Only the static-induced rolling moment 40 2de',0n=1 "

need be calculated for the first criterion, and
the span-loading methods mentioned earlier in the fitted curve is minimized. This proce-
are all candidates. Thie second criterion re- dure has been in use for sometime as a
quires a one-degree-of-freedom dynamic method for evaluating induct irag 1301. It
analysis: this permits the effects of roll damp- provides an analytical expression for span
ing, roll inertia, and pilot roll response to be loading, which can then be used to evaluate
included. The third requires a six-degree-of- other expressions required in the Betz theory
freedom dynamic analysis, and directly pre- of reference 29, Table I summarizes the
dicts the endurance of the encounter. explicit ones, and others can be evaluated

The prediction of forces and momcnis with iterative procedures. This form of im-
induced by the vortex wake shold account plementation produces vortex circulation as
for the large flow angles that sometimes oc- a function of radius and in tabular form for
cur. Local stalling places a limit on the lift each pair of rolled-up trailing iortices. Fig-
that can bc produced, in both positive and ure 3 is an example of a curve fa&red by this
negative sense-:. method: the span loading is from referance

31.
PROGRESS The wakc-penetration element of the

WTAS has dealt only with induced lift and
The elements of Figure 2 are being rolling moment to this point. Glauert's

studied with the aid of prototype code. The theory [3] has been used. This simple theory
prototype code completed to date has dealt can account for the spanwise variation of
only with the initial rollup of wake vortices, chord of the wake-penetrating airplane, but it
and with wake penetration. Donaldson and cannot account for effects of wing sweep,
Bilanin [10] and Donaldson et al. [29J do not nor for the effects of the boundary layer in
discuss detailed computational algorithms
for their implementation of the Betz conser-
vation laws. and initially, there was concern
about being able to code fully automatic
rollup procedures that would be computa-
tionally inexpensive. An 'dditional consider- Dc-7 - TAKEOFF CONFIGURATION

ation is that, given geometry, span loading is o INPUT DATA FROM DONADSON. T•T. REF. 29

not usually defined as a continuous function, - MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY FAIRING
but rather at only a few points through which 0.03

a curve must be faired. This leads to some
difficulty since both span loading and its de- 0.02
rivative are required. CC

0.01

To handle this detail, Glauert's sine se-
ries for span loading, in the form

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

bli

n=12

CcN

8 = • = Aa_ sin2-) l

Figure 3. Faired span loading.
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Tabtx I Fxplicit Sp-,n ". (Iing Relationh:ip,

'1 -- - -csc i {2n-1) A2 P-1 cos(2n-I,
d-

-- d2Z - n (2n-1) A.. )cot 0 co.',(2n-1)0 + (2:,-,. sin(2n-l)C

d.2 n=-

1/2 A1 {0-01 + 1/2 (sin 202- sin 20 1) + f(0201))
nv (2,'-i = _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N A2 n (sin (2n-1)0 2 - sin (2n-D)al}
n=1

I!

N 1 (sin 2(n-l)0 2 - sin 2(n-1)0 1  sin_2n_2_-_sn_2n81__

2 4(n-1) 4n

altering the lift-curve slope of the wake- and the induced -oling-moment coefficient is
penetrating wing. Corrcctions for such ef-
fects are made in the form of a constant fac- C= CL

tor based either on a direct measurement of
the wake-penetrating wing's lift-curve slope where
or on a result from a theory more accurate
than Glauert's. 2 (6)

Gladert's theory leads to a computation- 2AI
ally efficient algorithm for computing lift and
rolling moment induced on the penetrating
airplane by the vortex wake. The Glauert
inducti,. matrix I for the wake-penetrating
wing is calculatea and inverted. Then, at
each Glauert collocation station, the compo- WAKE-PENETRATING WING

zient of velocity vn normal to the wing and
induced by the wake is calculated as shown Z ...
in Figure 4. The coefficients A are then giv- p
en, as usual, by

)AJ - [1 (3)

The induced-lift coefficient is

C PR A1  (4)

$.1

Figure 4. Coordinate system for wake-penetration.
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Since only A, and A2 are required to compute Also in Figure 6, experimental induced-
induced-lift and rolling-moment coefficients, rolling moments for the two wake-
only the first two rows of l-inverse need to be penetrating wings of reference 32 are com-
saved; they can then be multipied by many pared with WTAS results at two lift coeffi-
sets of v, corresponding to a range of values cients of the wake-generating wing. The ex-
of y., z,, and 4b in Figure 4. perimnntal values of lift-curve slope for the

wake-penetrating wings have been used to
INITIAL RESUL TS correct the Glauert theory lift-curve slopes;

the correction ratios are 0.846 and 0.789 for
Reference 32 has proved to be particu- the smaller and larger penetrating wings, re-

lady valuable for testing the WTAS code. spectively. The comparison of theoretical
The authors have measured most of the key and experimental rolling moments is good.
parameters required to properly test an ana- One flirther test-theory comparison has
lytical method. They measured: been made. Iverson of Iowa State provided

1) span loading of a wake-producing both a theoretical span loading for a wake-
wing, generating wing of 15-inch semispan and

2) tangential velocity profile of the measured values of induced rolling-moment
rolled-up vortex, coefficient on a following wing; these data

3) lift-curve slope of the two wake- ar- from the vortex merging work at Iowa
penetrating wings at their operating State. In Figure 7, two theoretical values of
Reynolds number, and induced rolling moment from the WTAS are

4) rolling moments induced on the compared with an experimental one. The
wake-penetrating wings. upper theoretical value was obtained by
Figure 5 is an exoerimental span loading for using Iverson's theoretical loading directly
the wake-producing wing of reference 32. and G!auert's theory for the penetrating
The left half of Figure 6 tompares the corre- wing, corresponding to an airfoil section
sponding Betz tangential velocity profiles, lift-curve slope of 2 for both wings. The

calculated by the WTAS prototype code, lower theoretical value corresponds to using
with experimental data from reference 32. a lower value of airfoil section lift-curve
The agreement is quite good, except for the slope for both wings, based on section data
core region. backed out of the wing lift-curve slopes in

reference 32 with a formula from reference
33. The experimental value of induced

0 DATA FROM EL-RAMLY AND RAINBIRD

0.020 - WAASFAIRING

0.016

41) *,,Iftt'itm Or. lst. T

0.012 . ., ,.e ,-te,, ,, 1
V_ Owl,•t•4 

:

...0.00 0...,.6 (... . , ,,, i, .

'I+

0 O.2 0 .4 0. 6 Ed 8 . 0 cu, tte~ I.,..t .. ,,, .

Figure 6. Comparison of WTAS predictions with
Figure 5. Span loading of wake-generating wing. test data.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented some objec-
tives for a Wake Turbulence Assessment
System suitable for use in new airplane de-

-i - --" sign studies. A preliminary design for a digi-
tal software systew has been developed, and

IN~C.
Tr - its upper level elements and logic have been

shown. Some elements of the system have
-i .,C. ia, c been implemented in the form of prototype

.... .. . -.. iil¶-. code. The initial results are promising, and
DA o0 07 0. demonstrate the importance of accounting

--- ,,.for the low Reynolds number of modI wings
S •01 _._ . -used in vortex wake studies. However, it has

yet to be shown that the difficult problems of
wake viscous decay and vortex breakdown
can be treated with the same degree of suc-

Figure 7. Induced rolling-moment comparison. cess. Ultimately, nonuniform properties of
the atmosphere and ground proximity might.1 need to be considered: their effects on the
vortex wake flowfield have not yet been con-rolling-moment coefficient has been interpo-lated" the range of interpolation is only from The definitions of hazardous condition

0.0604 to 0.0622, corresponding to wing should be reviewed carefully, since they di-
semispans of 14 and 15V2 inches, respec-
tively. The agreement between experimental rectly influence the wake-penetration ele-

data and the theoretical result with Reynolds ments of a WTAS. Work on these worth-
number correction is good. This comparison while goals will continue. It is hoped that this

AI again demonstrates the importance of con- type of effort will one day permit wake vor-

sidering the effect of low Reynolds number tex hazard and required separation distances

on airfoil section lift-curve slope, to be followed as a function of airplane con-
SThe existing prototype elements of the figuration in much the same way that, say,

A•] WTAS have low usage costs. Table 2 lists engine noise, airframe noise, and sonic-boom•.L characteristics are considered now.
central-processor execution times for several
steps of the case of Figure 7. The existing REFERENCES

code requires 32,000 (octal) storage ele-
ments. I. Proceedings of -NASA Symposium on Wake Vor-

tex Minimization," Washington, D.C., Feb. 25-26.
1976.

Table 2, WTAS Execution Time
2. Crow. S.C.. "Stability Theory fora Pair of Trailing
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APPENDIX

This appendix contains several figures which
specify the type of calculalion to be made by the WTAS.
the output data produced. and the necessary input data. o.iIZI

In the nomenclature of modem software design, these "'""....

figures represent the upper levels of a functional decom- .. ,, '
position for the WTAS. "

The process begins with the upper-half of Figure I
A- 1. On the right are the data output by the W [AS. The
central block is the function that produces the output _____

data. in this case. the WTAS as a whole. On the left are
the necessary input data to the function.

The lovuer half of Figure A-I lists six functions
which are the components of the WTAS function above I __ _____

and which Pic labeled alphabetically. For each of these
six function., the decomposition process is repeated in I .. .
Figures A-2 through A-7. Output data and input data are "--
again defined at this level, and in more detail than be-
fore. Each function at this level is again decomposed,
and the process should be continued. Figure A-3. Functional decomposition of function B.

4 -. ~ S.......~'

'*- - - - - - - - - - -

-" ".:o3 .. .. . i 04• 33(0.

t L
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Figure A-I. Functional decomposition of the WTAS. Figure A-4. Functional decomposition of function C.
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The final level of decomposition will produce
:-ecific computational algorithms. Figum A-8 is an
example. For fmnction DB, the next level of decomposi-

""'........ """ ..tion produces the equations for Crow's instability analy-
I * sis as a function of atmospheric turbulence.

Figures A-I through A-7 define the three upper-
most levels of a functional decomposition for a WTAS
preliminary design. This process ultimately defines all of

tIMthe types of calculations to be made, all of the data
S__j produed by these caiculations, and all of the data re-

.... : quired as input. The order of these calculations must be
,• .--,-- ,defined by logic diagrams, such as Figure 2.

Fiur A-6. • Fucionaldeompoi tion of fucinE

j r *- -..

I LI..'

- "==" -• -,m.+.......... Figure A-8. Functional decomposition of funtction DB.

Figure A-7. Functional decomposition of function F.
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EFFECT OF WING-MOUNTED DEVICES ON THE TRAILING VORTEX
SYSTEM IN THE NEAR FIELD

Z. EL-RAMLY AND W. J. RAINBIRD
Carleton UniversityOttawa ON Canada

ABSTRACT: The paper examincs the results of an extensive wind tunnel test program aimed at
evaluating the effect of several different devices mounted -.n a wing on the near field trailing vortex
system. The devices used include different wing tip modifications, several spoilers, simulated flap-track
fairings, as well as two simulated engines with and without air injection. Only practical tip modifications
and spoilers have been incorporated, i.e.. only those that appear to be structurally possible with
reasonable drag penalties. The devices have been tried first individually and then in combination to see if
the reduction in rolling moment is cumulaive. Assessment of the effectiveness of the devices, in reducing
vortex hazard, is measured as a reduction in the maximum induced rolling-moment coefficient "C. _,'
on a following wing of fixed span ratio of 0.24, representative of a light aircraft. All devices tested have
resulted in decreases of the vortex hazard. However, no single device by itself produced a substantial
decrease in maximum induced rolling moment. The maximum reduction in hazard (C. ,C. .
compared to the clean wing case, found in these experiments, is about 251/ and occurs when the wing is
equipped with a 700 delta-shaped tip, a small spoiler near the tip, 4 simulated flap-track fair-ngs and 2
simulated jet engines. While it is anticipated that similar reduction of vortex hazard will be present at
greater downstream distance, the restriction of the present (and all) wind-tunnel experiments to near
field conditions is noted.

INTRODUCTION dimensional areas as near wing tips or flap
ends, or adjacent to "excrescences" such as

The problem of aircraft trailing vortices pylons, flap tracks or spoilers, defy analysis.
and their effect on flight safety and airport The present analytical position 141 appears to
capacity has generated interest and concern rely on inviscid lifting-surface models to pre-
in the aviation community in recent years dict the wing-load distribution with empirical
(see, for example, references 1-3 for surveys allowance for viscous effects on dC 1,da
of the problem). In spite of the large amount completed with an inviscid Betz-type analy-
of work on the problem there is still a very sis of the resulting fully developed far wake.
considerable lack of knowledge about the de- Inviscid roll-up calculations and vortex-
tailed fluid dynamics of wing-vortex wake vortex interaction studies do not appear to
formation and decay. In particular there has have progressed to a point where they can be
been a lack of emphasis on viscous fluid con- utilized in an overall predictive scheme.
siderations such as for the wing three- In order to study the development, sta-
dimensional turbulent boundary layers and bility, dissipation and interaction of wing-
their separation and the subsequent de- generated vortices it is obvious to us that the
velopment and roll-up of the resulting shear near field vortical flow on and closely behind
layers into the vortex wake. Even the allow- the wing must be investigated and under-
ance for viscous effects on inviscid calcula- stood. He1ace our experimental studies con-
tion methods [41 has only been done rather centrated on these near-field problems (5-
empirically. Il1.

However, it appears to be currently int- The use of wind tunnels for such wing-
possible to predict the complete viscous and vortex wake work imposes a number of se-
inviscid flow field about a simple lifting wing vere limitations. Even for near-field studies
with its wake let alone a complete trimmed (which are just possible!). wing and aircraft
aircraft. Flow details in such highly three- models arc scaled down thus aggravating
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Reynolds number problems; mean chord tailed flow field measurements of the vortex
Reynolds numbers are typically low by a fac- system (including deduction of detailed
tor of about 102 giving severe problems with spanwise circulation distribution). All de-
unrepresentative laminar boundary layers vices tested have resulted in decreases of the
and separations: limitations in CLOmax; difficul- vortex hazard. However, no single deviceSties in simulating the correct action of de- by itself produced a substantial decrease
vices like flaps, controls, spoilers, etc.; and, in maximum induced rolling moment.
most importantly, an incorrect relative The maximum reduction in hazard (C,/max/

thickness scaling of all boundary layers, free CLgeneratlng) compared to the clean wing case,
Y shear layers and resulting concentrated vor- found in these experiments, is about 25% and

tical regions. In addition. working-section when the (half) wing is equipped with a 700
wall-const:aint effects [121 are present and delta-shaped tip, a small spoiler near the tip,
there is the possibility of extraneous axial 4 simulated flap-track fairings and 2 simu-
pressure gradients which can modify vortex lated jet engines. While it is anticipated that
structure. Thus the results of wind tunnel similar reductions of vortex hazard will be
"studies must of necessity be rather qualita- present at greater downstream distances, the
tive. restriction of the present (and all) wind-

The paper discusses the effect of several tunnel experiments to near-field conditions is
different devices mounted ol a wing on the again noted.
near-field trailing vortex system. The de-
vices used include different wing-tip REVIEW OF SOME PREVIOUS WORK
modifications, several spoilers, simulated
flap-track fairings as well as two simulated The prospects for attenuating the aircraft
engines with and without air injection. Also vortex wake by aerodynamic means (and
tried were simulated smoke generators, simi- thus alleviating the hazard problem) have
lar in external shape to those used by NASA been reviewed by Lee [22] and many authors
to mark trailing vortices, mounted on the at the recent NASA Symposium [4]. While it
wing undersurface. Only practical tip has been demonstrated that vortex modifica-
modifications and spoilers have been incor- tion is possible using a variety of devices
porated, i.e., only those that appear to be without d&stroying the wing lift, it is also
structurally possible with reasonable drag clear that the precise aerodynamic
penalties The devices have been tried first mechanisms are still elusive and no generali-
itdividually and then in combination to see if zation of results seems possible. The work

the reduction in rolling moment is cumula- on some of the more promising devices will
tive. Due tc the low Reynolds number (ý0.5 be briefly reviewed as a framework for the
x 101) and the lack of high-lift devices on tne present work.
model, the present tests are limited to only
moderate Ct.'s representative of cruising Flaps.
flight conditions.

Assessment of the effectiveness of the The effect of the flaps on the vortex sys-
devices, in reducing vortex hazard, is mea- tem is a direct consequence of the spanwise
sured as a reduction in the maximum induced load modification. With wing flaps deployed
rolling-moment coefficient on a following the vortex system consists of multiple cores
wing of fixed-span ratio of 0.24 representa- usually of comparable strength. There is lit-
tive of a light aircraft. This coefficient is tie hope of predicting the generated vortex
normalized to the generating wing overall lift field and its development. Donaldson and his
coefficient and compared to the clean wing group (see for example reference 3) pre-
configuration case (in cruise, no high-lift de- sented some simplified inviscid roll-up
vices, conditions). These rolling-moment models and Rossow [131 examined the con-
measurements were supplemented, in sev- vective merging of vortex cores using in-
eral cases, with detailed pressure plotting of viscid models.
the generating wing (to study the effects on Several studies by NASA (water tank,
the spanwise load distribution) and with de- wind tunnel and flight - see reference 14)
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mainly behind a B-747, or model of the same, ward along the tip from the trailing edge of

"have shown that big improvements can be the tip chord, eventually reaching to near the
obtained with a certain flap configuration leading edge (even at a moderate CL of 0.5 in
(301/1°). With landing gear retracted the sep- deVries 1151 experiments). Finally, at least
aration requirement for the follower airplane on sweptback wings, the separation line runs
(Learjet and T-37B) was reduced substan- onward along the leading edge to give tip
tially for the 30°/10 configuration compared stall. The behaviour of the flow near a trail-
to the standard 300/30' landing configurntion. ing edge flan tip will necessari: i be more
Lowering the landing gear, however, in- complex because of the proximity of an adja-
creased the separation requirement for all cent free shear layer from the main wing
configurations, and especially for the 300/1' surface.
configuration. Sideslip was also found to ari- In spite ofthe apparent i nportance of the
versely affect the wake alleviation when the details of the tip flow in determining the vor-
landing gear was up. These conclusions are tex inner structure, experiments on wing tips
clearly dependent on the span ratio of the 117-201 seem to have been singilarly unsuc-
follower/generator; whether it is peculiar to cessful in reducing the vortex hazard. Never-
the Boeing 747 still needs further research. theless we have designed a series of tips

(Figv e 1) to spread the spanwise loading
Wing Tips. more gradually near the tip and to control the

tip edge separation.

At least for cruising flight the wing tip
has a dominant effect on vortex structure.
Experiments [10. 15, 16] on untapered wings W I

have shown that even for modest C1.'s a tip
edge separation is present and a concen-
trated vortex of about 60% of the wing-root
circulation has formed at the wing trailing
edge. ... .. .... . °,,1.

That wing tip flows are poorly under- "°' ..... .

stood is, we feel, self evident; a glance at-
aircraft through the century will show an in-
credible variety of wing tip forms - likewise
a search of the literature and patents will
reveal a wild variety of ideas. Only for the 0 :-1
case of slender wings with leading edge sep- . -
aration (which one might say are dominated
by the 'tip') has the three-dimensional flow . .. • ......... .... . , ,.
field been th.xroughly analyzed - at least in Figure i. Sketch of tip configurations,
inviscid flow. For more general wings the
strongly interactive complex viscous and in-
viscid flow structure at a wing tip has never Vortex Generators.
been analysed or experimentally explored in
detail. Early water-tank tests by NASA in the

What appears to happen to the flow at Hydronautics Ship Model Basin [211 showed
wing tips (at least for those formed by a that for a 0.03, scale model of a Boeing 747
half-body) is as follows: for a small low range aircraft equipped with an array of vortex
of incidence no substantial adverse pressure generators mounted on both the upper and
gradients are generated and the flow passes lower surfaces with flaps retracted, the use
smoothly around the tip - separation is thus of the vortex generators diminished the
confined to the 'trailing edge'. With increase maximum swirl velocity j about one quarter
of incidence steeper adverse gradients are at a full-scale distance of 2.4 n.m. In cruise
generated (see references 5 and 15) and a tip conditions, the added drag of the vortex
edge separation line extends gradually for- generator was about 50 percent with loss of
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lift of about 5%. In landing, 30°-flaps condi- examine it in details. Since we can only simu-
tions, the vortex generators were found inef- late cruise conditions, the spoilers were
fective, and this, of course, is the practically placed near the tip. Unfortunately, none of
important case. the spoilers tested resulted in a large enough

Lee [22] suggested the use of special vor- reduction to justify detailed investigations.
tex generators on only one surface of the

wing. These generators are like those corn- Power Effects.
monly used for boundary layer control but
they are larger and project throughout the The effect of wing-mounted power instal-
boundary layer into the main flow and they lation and the hot-jet exhaust on the vortex
have a highly swept leading edge. The idea system have always raised interesting ques-
behind Lee's suggestion is to break the vor- tions. Recent subscale measurements [24]
tex wake into a number of 'slender wing behind a model of the Boeing 747, with flap
wakes' that might wind-up together to give a deflections of the outboard afid/or the in-
(favourable) slender-wing-type wake from a board flap of 300, show that the jet thrust has
conventional attached-flow-type wing. an attenuating effect on the vortex. The mea-

In principle similar behaviour is ex- s-~red rolling moment, induced on a following

peered from large flap tracks as a result of the model at a separation distance equivalent to
locally perturbed loading, locally modified 0.88 nautical miles, is reduced by approxi-
and separated boundary layers, and three- mately 20 percent of the zero-thrust case.
dimensional separation. In this investigation The results also indicate that the attenuation
we will look at the effect of the large flap may be maximized by proper engine location
tracks - similar to those on the B-747 - on relative to the vortex. The results of flight
the vortex wake. Following an argument tests [25, 261, using the B-747 aircraft and
similar to that of Lee's, we used a saw- again with flap deflections of the outboard
toothed wing tip (Figure 1) which we were and/or the inboard flap of 30', indicate a simi-
hoping would break the tip vortex into 4 lar thrust attenuating effect on the vortex
smaller cores. system. The inboard and outboard engines of

the B-747 airplane are aligned in front of the
Spoilers and Other Drag Devices. outboard edges of the inboard and outboard

flaps, respectively. With both flaps extended
Even though several drag devices have the dominant vortex is the vortex shed from

been used (see, for example, reference 21) the outboard edge of the outboard flap. With
the spoilers seem to be the most promising the outboard flap retracted (only the inboard
(see reference 23 for a review of their de- extended), thst dominant vortex is that shed
velopment), because they could be retracted from the outboard edge of the inboard flap.
without any drag penalty when not in use. In both cases one of the eugiiws is blowing its
Croom [23], however, has shown that the exhaust directly into the dominant ;v9rtex --

effectiveness of the spoilers is critically de- the jet-mixing region is interfering with th,
pendent on their position and on the config- vortex roll-up and formation. Other flight
uration of the generating aircraft. For exam- measurements made by the FAA using the
ple, he found that substantial reduction in the CV-880 aircraft with a tower fly-by technique
induced rolling moment can be achieved by [27] showed that thrust differences (namely
spoilers near the mid-semispan and well for- all engines at normal power compared to two
ward on both swept and unswept wings. engines on one side at zero thrust) produced

The mechanism by which the spoilers no noticeable changes to the vortex struc-
work is not really understood. Because we tures (as deduced from recorded data).
have the capability to measure the detailed The authors have rnade some systematic
loading on the generating wing and the de- investigations of the power installation ef-
tailed flow field and irduced rolling moment fects [5, 6] in cruise configuration. The mea-
on a following aircraft, we tested several surements included a comparison of the tfow
spoilers hoping to find one that results in field and induced rolling moment on a trailing
substantial reduced rolling moment and then wing for a generating wing with an.d without
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simulated engines mounted and with and flow visualization iechnique using oil dots is
without simulated jet exhaust. used to check the approximate rxture of the

boondary layer on the wings.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The apparatus under consideration is the -.-,t-'
20-x 30-in. low-speed return-circuit wind 9"
tunnel at Carleton University with an ex- i \
tended test section. The axial pressure gra-
dient is essentially zero, and the flow quality ------
is very good. Spatial variation of mean flow
angularity is within _±0.15' and the stream-
wise component of turbulence is approxi-
mately 0. 1%. Figure 2 shows a schematic of
the working-section layout: details of the - P. -

set-up can be found in references 5 and 9. 1-.

Figure 3. Sketch of generating and trailing wings.
$10i WALL MINTEDli

flow FLOW . . Table I._Wing Dimensions
Ti•KAYStN•Nt ' FUR MrT. (Half Wing Trailing Wing

TMNWIGpan 21.0Oin. x2) 10m.0n
AND ROLL nt PAt E Relative Span I 0.24

Average Chord 6.00 in. 1.33 in.
Aspect Ratio 7.0 7.5Taper Ratio 13 1

Sweepback t4c) 35'
s-110t! PROBE Wing Twist 00LWing Section 12-. symmetrical NACA 64,-015

Tip Form Half-body Square cut

Figure 2. Isometric sketch of working section

Flow field measurements (local total
pressures and the three orthogonal velocity
components) are made using a precalibrated

Figure 3 presents sketches of the non-nulling blunted conical 5-hole probe.
pressure-plotted generating (half) wing and The probe is also attached to an x-y travers-
of the trailing wing, while Table I shows the ing mechanism. The facility is fully computer
overall dimension of the wings. The vortex controlled, with on-line data reduction and
generating haid wing (herein called the main plotting, which made the detailed mea-wing) is sidewall mounted on an incidence surements with such a large number of de-

Sgear which also serves as the resistive side of vices feasible. Details of the computer and
a rco-t-suction system. The intercepting trail- control system can be found in reference 8.
ing wing is sting-mounted from a floor- For this investigation the rolling moment
mounted x-y traversing strut. The rolling balance and traversing mechanism is also
momeat on this wing is measured on a simple computer controlled. The mechanism can

S strain-gauged cantilever-element roll bal- hunt for the position of maximum induced
ance. Care has been taken in fixing the tran- roll and/or produce detailed measurements.
sition on the wings because of the relhtively After finding the position of the maximum
low Reynolds number of the test (0.13 to 0.51 the program generates two scans, a lateral
x 106 based on the mean chord). A surface and a vertical, passing through this position.
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Wing-7Tp Modications. was at 0.67, closely sitrdlating the layout of
the B-747.

Seven different wing tip modifications
"tips" are available; a schematic of the tips
is shown in Figure 1. The reference tip is the
half-body of revolution for which separation
is expected throughout the chordwise tip . "gm
length, at least at moderate incidence. The M. , U ,
70' sharp-edged delta planform was chosen
to provide a concentrated standing vortex
over the tip which will hopefully have a fast- N,
er decay rate or possibly even bursting at
high incidence. The hyperbolic trailing-edge
tip should provide moderation of the •Z --4 II)
spanwise loading near the tip (because of titc
gradual chord reduction) but retain flow at-{- tachment along the wing and tip leading

edge. The hyperbolic leading-edge tip (simi-
lar to the Kuchemann tip used on aircraft Figarc 4. Simulated jet enginc.
such as the VC-10 and Boeing 707) is used
because it combines the advantages, from It is clearly not possible to simulate eas-
the hazard point of view, of the delta tip and ily the mixed-flow exhaust of the JT9D en-
the hyperbolic trailing edge. This tip is gines with the varying exit velocities and
sharp-edged a' .- it was expected that corn- densities in the two streams. Instead we have
plete separat.,, u, along the tip leading edge. used jets of the correct overall relative scale
combined with some moderation of the and have attempted to get the external mix-
spanwise loading gradient, would result in a ing approximately correct by using a jet-exit
less concentrated standing vortex above the velocity to free-stream velocity ratio of 1.5.'
wing. More details of these tips can be found This ratio is representative of cruising flight
in reference 28. The saw-toothed tip, which conditions and is compatible with the rela-
is actually like 4 delta wings in tandem, is tively low wing-lift coefficients available
used with the hope that it will break the tip with the present small-scale installation. De-
vortex into 4 smaller cores, one for each tails of the design, sizing and calibration of
leading edge, and that these cores will not the simulated engines can be found in refer-
merge. ence 5.

Simulated Jet Engines. Flap-Track Fairing Simulation.

The simulated jet engines (Figure 4) were The simulated flap-track fairings (herein
designed to represent a Boeing 747 with referred to as flap tracks) again represent the
JT9D engines. While the physical scale and Boeing 747; four are used on the (half) wing.
position have been approximately repre- Since little pertinent information was avail-
sented, the detailed geometry of the pylon able about the structure of these fairings,
and nacelle are not., of course, correct: also, their size and positioning on the wing are
the inlet has been faired in. The jets are approximate. Th.e spanwise position on the
supplied with unheated high pressure air (100 wing was also slightly altered to prevent seal-
psi) through separate %-inch copper tubes ing off the pressure plotting holes (for moic
embedded in the half-wing. Each supply pipe details see reference 29). Figure 5 shows a
has four outlets corresponding to alternative photograph of the flap-track fairings
spanwise mounting positions for each en- mounted on the wing lower surface; the fi
gine. For the present experiments the in- ure also shows the simulated engines and the
board engine was attached at a spanwise po- 70W-delta tip. Surface flow visualization is
sition 2y/b = 0.40 and the outboard engine also evident.
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5 i-

Figure 5. Surface flow visualization on wing lower Figure 7. Surface flow visualization on wing upper•: surface with flap-track fairings, simulated sut:face with spoiler and delta tip.
' ":•ijet engines and delta tip, a =6,25*.

Spoilers. Simulated Smoke Generators.

The spoilers were mounted near the tip The smoke generators considered areon the wing upper surface. A hinge-like de- those used by NASA [25, 261 to mark the

vice (Figure 6) can be mounted on the wing trailing vortices during their flight tests with
and different spoilers could be attached to it. the Boeing 747. The authors were concerned
The chordwise position of the hinge as well about the effects that these smoke generators
as the angle with the free stream are adjusta- might have on the vortex structure, espe-
ble (see Figure 7). Twenty-seven different cially since they are usually placed near the
spoilers were made but only 8 of them were wing and/or flap tip. The simulated smoke
actually used since only small differences in generator used in this experiment is shown in
performance were noticed even with drastic Figure 8. Measurements were made with
variations in size. either one or two generators (on top of one

another) mounted on the lower surface near
the tip at the trailing edge (Figure 9).

C
tip

A.A

, /•" " 0.005b

___/______:__:•r ... •-----. - -O--,b

S._.~~_______ , _ ._oo t-

Note: a) No Gap inder Spoilers Ab
N b) UpDer Surface Mounted Only
c) h Is Vertical Height Even

For S)antlnq Cases

Figure 6. Spoiler mounting device. Figure 8. Simulated smoke generator.
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* shape have been attempted the correspond-
ing variation in the induced rolling moment is
very small. Surface pressure plotting shows
that the effect of the various tips on the
spanwise load distribution is limited to less
than one tip chord inboard of the original tip.

-;Surface flow visualization as well as wake
traverses suggest a diffused core, in some of
the configurations tried; however, the reduc-
tion in the induced rolling moment, in the
near-field study, is very small. The results
reported in Table 2 were made with engines
mounted (see reference 11 for details); mea-
surements made with the delta tip attached to
a clean wing show a relatively higher reduc-
tion (-8%).

Figure 9. Simulated smoke generator mounted on
the wing lower surface and surface flow

visualization. -

RESULIS AND DISCUSSION
Table 2. Effect of Different Generator Tip Shape on

For the clean wing configuration with the Maximum Induced Rolling Moment ''

half-body-of-revolution tip, the standard - -all

case.. detailed loading, flow field mea- Tip Shape 2V½b 5ýb ½b= 5b
surements, and induced rolli.g moment re- Half Body of Revolution 0.97
suits are available at several angles of attack (Standard case) 1 0.95 I 0.89

a0° Delta 0.95 0.90 0.97 0.92
and dwnstrea station and have been re- E-yperbolic Trailing Edge 0.98 0.92 0.97 0.89ported on before. The measurements withyperbolic Leading
different devices have been mad- over an Edge 0.96 0.91 0.95 0.89
extended period of time. However, a refer- Square Cut 0.99 1
ence case induced rolling-moment measure- End Plate 1.01 0.97

ment was always made with every new set of (a) Results presented as (C,/CL)/(C'/CfL)ZtndAP at
measurements, and reproducibility was en- 2/2b station. Standard case, with engine mounted

couragingly good. A wind-on empty tunnel and half body of revolution tip.

(generating wing re.noved) rolling-mument
measurement was also always made to re-
move any non-zero induced roll as a result of
machining inaccuracy or flow non-
uniformities. Most of the tests with the de-
vices were made with the generating wing at
a = 6.250, fL = 0.46, at the 2V2b station The saw-tooth tip produced nesrly no

downstream and the trailing wing at nonii- change in the rolling moment, see Table 3
Snally zero incidence. These conditions and Figure 10(b). There is a slight shift in the

should be assumed unless otherwise men- position of the maximum induced roll indicat-
tithed, ing a slight shift of the vortex center. This

shift corresponds to the effective outboard
extension of the tip. In a4l probability the
smaller cores shed from each leading edge

""Effect of Tip Configurations. merged forming a single tight core. The
higher reduction in maximum induced roll for

Table 2 summarizes the results of the tip a = 1 ! is probably due to the more extensive
configuration test program. Even though leading edge separation and stronger tip vor-

some relatively drastic variations in the tip tex for this case (see reference 10),
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Table 3. Effect of Differeal Devices Mounted on the the hyperbolic leading-edge tip, which is as
Generating Wing on Maximum Induced effective, was of unacceptable quality at a =
Rolling Moment (_ _ 110 - a large region of spearation existed

a = 6.25 a = 1° near the tip. Secondly, flow traverses indi-Device ck 0.46 C%= 0.73 cated a tight core for the delta-tip case, leav- I
2 Smoke Generators 1 0.98 ing even more potential for hard reduction
Saw Tooth Tip 0.99 0.96 ef
70* Delta Tip 0.93 0.91 through core diffusion.
Tip Spoiler 0.09CW_ x _ _ _

0.03b Effect of Simulated Jet Engines and Air
9()0.91 Efec.o9i7lae

S90°)0.9•o.97Injection.
Flap-track Fairings 0.97 0.99eton
2Simulated Engines 0.92 - Results of the program with the simu-

(a) Results presented as lated engines have been previously reported
[5, 6]. The mounting of two simulated en-

1 Ctu,• 1, 1 C- gines on the main wing lower surface has
"��/•-�7clean wing resulted in about 8% reduction in the

maximum induced rolling moment. Air injec-
at downstream station 2.5b. tion through the simulated engines, with jet

to free-stream velocity ratio of 1.5, has re-
The delta-tip case was considered the suited in no appreciable change in the in-

most effective for hazard reduction for two duced rolling-moment coefficient as com-
reasons. First, surface flow visualization and pared to the engine-mounted no injection
pressure plotting indicated no deterioration case. The injection has resulted in small
in the flow quality over the wing with this tip, changes in the vortex core position, but the
even at a - 11'. The flow over the wing with core structure is essentially unchanged.

€ _ SAW T•OOT TIP

0.06 C• , 0"CLEA WINH G

000 .~,: ~ WITH TWO SIMULATED 0

MOST _ _ FICTIVE SrO0LER P 0000(1100 . Y

LARG -N 0. 1.09yo. 0 ' . SPOIL. o90.03

.... o..-
,BET, .0

.0..1 0. 0 .02.0b y I0 A~tj 1110 PO'[f 4 HIN'0Aft)

0.10 0'1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0''6 0!1 0.8
-o.o|r WING TIP

0.00 5.2 0.1 o.0o 0 . 0. 2 - 0. 3 -.o. - 0!. 5 0.o 9 o• o
A•! x/b f "VERTICAL POSITION (,MOVE CENTEIkLINE)/\ ' i

Figure 10a. Effect of spoilers and smoke generator on Figure 10b. Effect of spoilers and saw-tooth tip on in-induced rolling moment ,cefficient -- ver- duced rolling moment ceefficiant-- W"tra

tical scan, a , .6.2S. a 6.2,.
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What is important to note is that the re- is clear that the overall CL would be higher
duction in the rolling moment is mainly the with fairings since the loading is fuller. This
result of the interruption of the roll-up. Fig- is due to favourable interference effects of
ure II shows a comparison of roll-up (of the the induced pressure field on the lower sur-
viscous wake which contains all the shed face. Note the local humps in the load dis-
vorticity) for the clean case as compared to tribution near the fairing positions especially
tihe engine-mounted case with and without for a = -5°. Surface flow visualization (Fig-
injection. The distortion and consequent in- ure 5) and wake traverses also indicate the
terruption of roll-up to the still unrolled shear fairings have only local effects on the wing.
layer is quite evident.

-. SRELATIVE FLAP TRACK POSITION

1.0

CLEAN WING

-I..

0.8 -. 4

-4- WITH FLAP TRACKS

-60.6 WITH FLAP TRACKS -. 2

" W111ITP 0.4 CLFA-l J. '.0

0.2

-45 -

'4 - ' y!h -SPANWISE POSITION

Figure 12. Spanwise circulation distribution: effect of
IAICIIONAL SIMI-SPAI F uIs

flap-track fairings, 0.35b downstream,

Figure 1 I. Contours of equal total pressure loss coef-
ficient (P. - P,)/Y½pV.1, Effect of simu- 31
lated jet engines, (a = 5°, 2½b
downstream). The maximum induced rolling moment

with the fairings was found to be more or less
equal to or even slightly higher than for the

Effect of Flap-Track Fairir.,gs. clean wing case for the same incidence.
However, if allowance is made for the higher

The effects of flap-track fairings were CL, C max/CXL is slightly reduced as a result of
examined at four angles of attack: 50, 6.250, mounting the flap-track fairings.
110 and -5* (CLf = 0.36, 0.46, 0.74 and -0.36,
respectively). The negative incidence corre- Effect of Spoilers.
sponds to the fairings being effective on the
aerodynamic upper surface of the wing (the The results of measurements with differ-
wing section is symmetrical). It was felt that ent spoilers are presented in Table 4 and
surface pressure plotting would be inappro- Figure 13(a) and (b). Interestingly enough the
priate since fairing effects are local and maximum reduction in maximum induced
would not be detected by the coarse (in the rolling moment is very limited, even when
spanwise direction) spacing of measuring very large spoilers were used. Spoilers were
stations. Instead, the flow field, 0.35b tried at several spanwise and chordwise loca-
downstream, was mapped and the detailed tions and at several angles to the free stream.
spanwise distribution of circulation obtained Figures 13(a) and (b) show that the effect of

', (see rference 10 for details) - Figure 12. It spoilers is to diffuse the core as is clear from
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Table 4. Effect of Different Spoilers Mounted near Generating Wing Tip on Mawimum Induced Rolling Moment

Spoiler

0h/c. y/b x/c. 90 C0 ma0 C, mxiC, m

0.09 0.03 0.25 900 0.051 0.91
0.018 0.03 0.25 900 0.051 0.92
0.09 0.05 0.25 900 0.052 0.93
0.09 0.03 0.25 60. 0.054 0.97
0.09 0.03 0.25 459 0.054 0.97
0.09 0.02 0.25 90. 0.052 0.94
0.09 0.03 0.70 90° 0.053 0.95
0.18 0.05 0.25 600 0.049 0.89

Clean Wing 0.056 1

0.0 os C LEAN WING

0.06/ ~. ..- DELTA TIP

0.04 / DELIA TIP SPOILER
DE L;A 113 PI

0 r1 161110.03 SP N

F,6 .LAP TRAM N 6 ,25.

002

,ME

Figure 13a. Effect of combination of devices on in- Figure 13b. Effect of combination of devices on in-
:I duced rolling-miment coefficient; vertical duced rolling-moment coefficient; lateral

scan, a =6.250. scan, a 6.25".

the flattening of the maximum and minimum on induced rolling moment per unit spoiler
peaks on the graph of the induced rolling area or per unit drag increment.
moment (large cores with low Vm).Figure
13(b) also shows that the position of the Effert of Simulated Smoke Generators.
maximum induced rolling moment (and of It had been expected that the smoke
course the vortex core) moves inboard, in- generators would considerably modify the
dicating more extensive separation near the tip-edge separation and therefore the vortex
"tip (see also Figure 7). The closer spacing of core structure. To our surprise Figure 13(a)
the vortices might enhance their decay far and Table 3 show that even with two
downstream, or result in earlier hydrody- generators placed on top of the other normal
namic instability, to the wing surface, the effect on the induced

It is surprising to notice that increasing rolling moment is almost imperceptible, even
the size of the spoiler does not necessarily at high a. Flow visualization (Figure 9)
reduce the induced roll. The spoiler 0.09Ct x shows that the smokers disturb the boundary
0.03b x 90' was considered the most effec- layers, on the lower surface, only near the
tive, since it produces the greatest reduction trailing edge.
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Effect of Combination of Devices. By adding the flap-track fairings an
additional 4% reduction is obtained. The ef-

The mechanisms by which the different fective reduction is probably more because
devices affect the vortex system are differ- of the higher CL expeczed. In some cases we
ent. The question arises whether it is possi- have been considering variations of the same
ble to combine some of these devices to order as the uncertainties in the mea-
achieve a cumulative reduction in hazard. surements. The only justification we have for

Table 3 summarizes the effect of the dif- this is that usually in these cases the mea-
ferent devices when applied individually. surements were repeated to ensure, at least,
The effect of combination of devices is pre- that they indicated the correct trends.
sented in Table 5 and Figures 13(a) and (b).
The delta tip has produced a 7% reduction in CONCLUSIONS
hazard. By examining the variation of the
induced rolling moment with position it be- The results of an extensive wind-tunnel
comes clear that shape of the curve is very test program seem to suggest that it is not
similar to that for the clean wing. This is an possible to drastically reduce the hazard of
indication that the reduction in maximum roll trailing vortices using a single device that has
is the result of modified spanwise loading reasonable or no drag penalties. However,
near the tip. the results also suggest that if the problem of

trailing vortices is considered during the de-
sign process, simple modifications or proper

Table. 5. Effect of Combination of Devices on Maximum location of devices mounted on the wing
Induced Rolling Moment ýa) ccould prove very helpful.

evices (C 2.maX/CLootG) R(C RmC 0IC 3 )dn .... -i No device tested gave an effective reduc-
Clean Wing I. tion of maximum induced rolling moment, on
With Delta Tip 0.93
Delta Tip + Spoiler 0.87 a following wing, of more than 10%. How-
Delta Tip + Spoiler + Engines 0.79 ever, with combination of devices a reduc-
Delta Tip + Spoiler + Engines tion of more than 25% was obtained. No

+ Flap Track Fairings 0.7f effort was made to optimize device positions
(a) a = 6.250, CL 0.46, 2.5b Station and it is expected that somewhat greater re-

duction of hazard is possible.
It should be reiterated that these conclu-

sions are based on wind-tunnel tests (i.e.,
near field) with one fixed trailing/generatingThe spoiler used resulted in a reductionof maximum induced roll of 9% when used wing-span ratio and only for cruise condi-
tions. Also, it does not make sense to look at

alone. This reduction is basically due to dif- the problem as a percentage reduction prob-
fusion of the vortex core (hence very depen- lem. Once one can get the maximum induced
dent on the span of the following wing). The rolling moment down to or below the roll
same spoiler resulted in an incremental re-

power of the intercepting aircraft the prob-duction of only 796 when added to the wing lmmyb ovd
with the delta tip. The difference is probably
due to the fact that the core is now smaller,
or contains less vorticity, hence diffusing it REFERENCES
results in less hazard reduction.
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EFFECT OF WHITCOMB WINGLETS AND OTHER

WINGTIP MODIFICATIONS ON WAKE VORTICES

HENRY F. FAERY, JR. AND JAMES F. MARCHMAN, III
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg VA 24061

ABSTRACT. Experimental studies of the wake vortices generated behind six different wingtip configura-

tions are :)resented. It is shown that the Whitcomb winglet configuration produces two distinct wingtip
vortices, each of approximately 65% less swirl velocity than that produced by a simple rounded-tip
confi.-aration. Strong axial velocity deficits are shown to be characteristic of these vortices with reduced
waximum swirl velocities.

INTRODUCTION alterations. It is also felt that these near-field
results could be extended into far-field vor-

The hazard presented to aircraft from tex research using the convective and turbu-
wake vortex encounters is well-documented, lent merging models which have been re-
Naturally, the primary focus of the research cently developed [4, 5, 6, 7]. This paper will
into wake alleviation methods is directed to- present the experimental findings from tests
ward the far-field case. However, it is also conducted on six different wingtip configura-
essential that thorough research be con- tions.
ducted in the nearfild so that definitive,
quantitative data are available for evaluating
and understanding the entire flow field more
precisely. It is only through a combination of

research into the near-field fluid flow PHYSICAL MODELS
dynamics and the far-field merging and dis-
sipative patterns that a final wake alleviation The reader is here cautioned that the
solution will be found. terminology used to describe some of the

Over the past several years a number of wingtip modifications may be misleading.
researchers at Virginia Polytechnic Institute Usually one visualizes the modification as it
and State University have conducted inves- affects the planform shape. The mod-
tigations into the effects that wingtip ifications, discussed herein, however.
modifications have on wake vortex profiles describe the wingtip as seen by an observer
11, 2, 31. Due to the facilities available, these looking along the chord line.
experimental studies are limited to the near- The first configuration tested was a sim-
ficld wake. The results, however, not only pie "square" tip (Figure 1). a tip normally
have direct applicability in terms of helicop- employed on most helicopter rotor blades
ter rotor wake problems, but they also pro- and also seen on some fixed-wing aircraft.
vide accurate quantitative vortex data to as- The base configuration was the "round" tip,
sist in understanding flow dynamics and in a half surface of revolution. From a planform
directing further research into areas which view, the "rouna" tip also has some
show promise of providing significant vortex aerodynamic streamlining. This tip was chQ-
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sen to represent a very easily manufactured
tip which appears on many fixed-wing air-
craft, particularly in the general aviation
field. The third configuration was a
"pointed" tip, which is simply an ,SIA
aerodynamically streamlined tip that is ta- ,,,Gc,0 ANO UPPER

pered sharply from the top and bottom sur- UPPER S/

faces toward the centerline. This shape was -

chosen to determine the effects that a large _ SPA.

shear gradient at the tip would have on the D W -J

vortex velocity characteristics....... ,_ LUP.

PLA NFO RM 
- -.

VIEW FRONT c, A

(TOP) VIEW

SQUARE TIP

m REVOLVED TIP Figure 2. Whitcomb winglet.

+ POINTED TIP

+ l•)FULL WHITCOMBFULWTNGOTM - winglet: the winglet base with the upper

winglet only, and the winglet base with only
UPPER WINGLET the lower winglet. It should be noted that the

round tip served as the winglet base.
All of the wingtip modifications were at-

LOWER WINGLET • tached to an untapered NACA 0012 wing of
eight-inch chord and four-foot span. The

Figure 1. Wing tip test configurations, wing was fitted with quarter-chord spanwi.,e
pressure taps and chordwise pressure taps
immediately adjacent to the tip.

""Whitcomb winglet" was the fourth EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
major configuration tested. Although the
major claims for the winglet center around The wing was mounted at a six-degree
improved aerodynamic efficiency at cruise angle of attack from the test-section ceiling
conditions, it was felt that an obvious side of the Virginia Tech Stability Wind Tunnel, a
effect should be a less intense trailing vortex low-level turbulence wind tunnel having a
since the winglets are said to reduce the in- six-foot square test section (Figure 3). The
duced drag. In fact, Whitcomb gives his trailing vortex was probed at five and twenty
winglets an alternate name, vortex diffusers chordlengths downstream by a YA-inch
[8]. The winglet configuration tested was diameter five-hole yawhead probe. The ex-
constructed from plans obtained from Whit- perimental information was obtained in the
comb about a year ago and it should be noted form of pressure measurements from ther that it includes the lower winglet of the origi- yawhead probe and probe-position mea-
nal Whitcomb design (Figure 2). NASA has, surements for displacement from the vortex
however, now removed this lower portion of core. Radial traverses were made from the
the winglet in their present testing and has vortex core to a distance of almost six inches

A. also changed the cant angles from those of on two sides of each vortex. Data points
the original design. were established at very close intervals,

The remaining two configurations were 0.036 inch, within the vortex core, and
A. simply the individual components of the spaced at larger intervals outside the core.
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Figure 3. Schematic of test set-up. Figure 4. Wing on strain gauge balance system in
wind tunnel.

Data reduction was accomplished using a were obtained through a sting-mounted six-
computer program and plotting routine to il- component strain gauge balance (Figure 4).
lustrate the vortex tangential and axial veloc- Additionally, the aerodynamic forces were
ity profiles. This data collection and reduc- measured on the unattached winglet to assist
tion system is ihe same used in past vortex in determining its contribution to the wing
studies at VPI [1-31. It was encouraging to with attached winglet configuration. Span-
note that the previous work done by Mason wise pressure distribution was also obtained
and Turnage was repeatable with excellent for this wing setup.
accuracy at each of six stations for five to
thirty chordlengths downstream.

Three general assumptions were made: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
first, the flow was assumed incompressible
since the Mach number never exceeded 0. I1 The experimental vortex data is pre-
second, it was assumed that the vortex path sented using the familiar plots of the vortex
was parallel to the free stream path and unaf- tangential and axial velocities versus vortex
fected by the tunnel walls, a reasonable as- radius. Figure 5 compares a typical
sumption since the vortex core was at least experimentally-obtained tangential velocity
24-core diameters from the nearest wall; profile with a predicted profile based on. the
third, inviscid theory was used. Spanwise inviscid theory of Betz and also with an em-
and chordwise pressure measurements were pirical prediction proposed by McCormick
also made for each configuration at the test [11. As stated previously, it is obvious that
Reynolds number of 370,000. the experimental results provided very

As a follow-up to these tests, it was de- adequate correlation with theory.
cided to atempt to correlate the wingtip ef- Since this study uses the rounded tip as
fects on the trailing vortex with the wingtip the "base" tip, then a look at its characteris-
effects on the wing aerodynamic forces. The tic profile at the two downstream test loca-
identical wingtip modifications were tions provides a datum from which to discuss
mounted on a smaller aspect ratio, similar the experimental findings (Figure 6). The
wing to compare their lift and drag charac- vortex is slightly non-symmetrical at the
teristics. This wing also was placed at a six- five-chordlength position due to two effects:

C degree angle of attack and force readings first, the vortex is still in the roll-u; stage;
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Figure 5. Experimental vs. theoretical tangential Figure 6. Vortex tangential velocity decay round
velocity profile. tip/winglet base.

secondly, the interaction between the in- r, values between 15.8 ftl/sec and 19 ftl/sec,
board side of the vortex and the downwash values verified by the experiment. A similar
immediately behind the wing has a tendency elliptically-loaded wing would have a base
to increase the tangential velocities on the circulation of 20-24 ftl/sec for the same
inboard side. At twenty chordlengths conditions.
downstream the vortex has essentially The remainder of the discussion will
rolled-up, is very symmetrical, and presetts primarily focus on the results determined at
almost negligible change in core size. This is the twenty-chordlength position. Figure 7
typical of most of the tip modifications presents a comparison of the round tip with
studied. the simple square and pointed tips at this

A study of the radial circulation distribu- location. Of significant note is the 27% re-
tion for the various wingtips indicates that duction in maximum tangential velocity pro-
each vortex has completed the roll-up pro- duced by the pointed tip. It should be further
cess by the twenty-chordlength position. In noted that this change is also accomplished
fact, tais is in excellent agreement with a by a 5.8% reduction in core size, a fact which
theoretical prediction presented by Spreiter contradicts observations of some previous
and Sacks [9]. Their calculations were based studies [ 1. 21. In those studies it was specu-
on the theoretical span-load distribution cal- lated that there was a trade-off between core
culated by Glauert using Prandtl lifting-line size and swirl velocity magnitude. If one in-
theory, and depend upon both aspect ratio creased, then the other decreased in order to
and the span-load distribution. For the exper- account for a constant energy within the vor-
imernt, predicted roll-up occurred between 17 tex system. Here, however, a higher energy
and 20 chordlengths downstream, depending system is producing a lower velocity vortex
on the wingtip modification, with a tighter core. (The circulation shed by

Further, a comparison of experimental the pointed tip is about 9% higher than that
results for the determination of ro, the circu- shed by the round tip).
lation shed from one side of a wing, with the The axial velocity profiles are compared
analytical result presented by Corsiglia, et in Figure 8 for the same three tip
al., [101, shows excellent agreement for all modifications. Although all three profiles ex-
wingtips studied. Analytical results predict hibit a velocity deficit in the core, the paivted
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Figure 7. Tangential velocity comparison. Figure 8. Comparison of axial velocity profiles (z/c =
20).

tip is the only one to show no velocity excess twenty-chordlength position is the interfer-
at all, Perhaps this one feature is part of the ence of the two vortices with each other. For
explanation for the significant reductions in comparative puiposes, the maximum swirl
tangential velocity and verifies Bilanin's con- velocities in each of the two vortices at the
tention that deficits in axial velocity result in twenty-chord length position is about 64%
a reduction of the centerline swirl velocity less than that of the round or base tip. Each

III]. It is also conjectured that the large of the vortices also has a smaller core than
shear gradient imposed at the pointed tip is a the round tip, although once again the circu-
major causative factor in this vortex be- lation shed by this wingtip modification is
havior. considerably higher than the rounded tip. In

Figures 9 to 16 depict vortex patterns for fact, the winglet system shed the most of any
the Whitcomb winglet or components of the tip modification studied. Figures II and 12
winglet. In investigating the contributions of depict the axial velocity profiles for the
the individual components of the winglet on winglet, and once again it should be observed
the vortex it was found that three individual that each vortex contains only a strong deft-
vortices of like sign are produced: however, cit in axial velocity. It seems that a strong
the vortex from the lower, small winglet im- axial deficit is associated with a reduction in
mediately mergers with the mamn wing vortex. taigential velocity.
Unlike a previous report 1121 which stated As preva!tsly noted tests were also run
that -the addition of the wing,,-ts spreads the using the wing with only one part (upper
vorticity .. to such an extent that a discrete winglet or lower winglet) of the original
vortex core is not apparent", the present Whitcomb design. The contribution of the
study shows two distinct vortices which per- upper winglet is presented in Figurcs 13 and
sist for the entire downstream distance mea- 14. Several points can be made concerning
sured. In fact, a tow-tank observation shows the effects of this configuration. First, the
that the two vortices persist downstream for maximum swirl velocities have been even
quite some distance, wrapping around each further reduiced. Secondly, vortex #I con-
other. This clockwise rotation (as viewed tains an uncharacteristic vortex core spread
upstream at the left wingtip) is evident in that has not been seen on the previous. tip
Figures 9 and 10. Also apparent at the modifications. Thirdly, once again the axial
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Figure 15. Lower winglet tangential velocity profile. Figure 16. Lower winglet axial velocity profile.

velocity profiles exhibit a strong deficit. (2) the upper winglet vortex cores are sub-
These last two observations are also obvious stantially more spread than those of the total
in the vortex profiles of the lower winglet winglet. (3) the lower winglet alone is nearly
contribution (Figures 15-16). Although the as effective as the total vwinglet in reducing
swirl velocity reduction with the lower the maximum swirl velocity and has consid-
winglet only is not as great as that with either erably more vortex core spread as it moves
the upper winglet or with the total winglet, downstream. Of course, the lower winglet
the vortex core expansion is seen to occur. only produces one distinct vortex, whereas
In fact, the lower winglet configuration pro- the upper winglet and the total winglet each
duces the most dramatic core size increase of produce two distinct vortices. This fact alone
all the tip modifications studied. makes comparison difficult, as in trying to

The variation in vortex core size be- compare the winglet configuration results to
comes more apparent in the bar graphs de- those of the round, square, or pointed tips. ItIpicting development of maximum swirl ye- would seem, however, advantageous to pro-
locities and core sizes (Figures 17 and 18). As duce multiple vortices of lesser intensity
has bceen well-documented there is a trade- rather than a single, more intense vortex.
off between swirl velocity decay and core Twin vortices pro~ide tho possibility of de-
size increase with downstream distance. structive merger; or, if remaining distinct
However, this experiment does not show until dissipation, these less intense vortices
that this trade-off occurs so as to keep the should present less roll-upset potential to fol-
product of Veftmax and core radius a const ant lowing aircraft.
[131. It is possible that this relationship does No discussion of wingtip, modifications,
not have validity for this experiment since all particularly the Whitcomb winglet configura-
data were collected in or immediately aft of tion, would be complete without some refer-
the roll-up region. The bar graphs clearly ence to the aerodynamic performance of
show that:. (1) the upper winglet alone is these -tips. The lift-drag ratio comparison
superior to the total winglet, in fact is presented in Figure 19 and Table 1 ilustrates
superior to all modifications st'.'died, in re- dramatically the dynamic improvement in
ducing the maximum tangential velocities; aerodynamic efficiency produced by both the
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Figure 17. Maximum tangential velocity comparison. Figure 19. Lift-drag ratio comparison.

0 O9 1.I SOUARE TIP "'

RO UN. RoWD TIP 6. LIWEWNGE even greater reductions in drag coefficient
3,. WPOIET 8. UPPER SINGLET were found although the lift-drag ratio im-

0.W 3. WIPNG I provement is smaller. The lower winglet

provides marginal improvement at all lift
0.01 coefficients, but its performance is surpassed

by that of the pointed tip.

0.05 I 2

AC 0.04

D.03 -_ nTable I. Lift and Drag Data

0.020.Square Tip 2 .189 .018 10.32
6 .489 .042 11.69

10 .718 .070 10.23
0.1 Round/Base 2 .193 .018 10.53

6 .484 .042 11.46
Z..... 10 .718 .071 10.13

Pointed Tip 2 .206 .019 10.59
Figure 18. Comparison of core size. 6 .527 .044 12.08

10 .785 .073 10.78
Winglet 2 .227 .022 10.08

6 .578 .045 12.81
10 .840 .072 11.61

full winglet and the upper winglet alone. At Upper Winglet 2 .214 .022 9.91
the maximum lift-drag ratio for the winglet 6 .554 .044 12.68
there is a 17% increase in LIT) over that of to .806 .069 11.63
the round tip with an accompanying 15% re- Lower Winglet 2 .208 .019 10.71

6 .517 .043 11.94
duction in drag coefficient. Even at this low 10 .74 .07 10.54
"test Reynolds number the experiments verify .... . ___o_1 o5-
most of the trends in aerodynamic improve-
ment presented in Whitcomb's rcrent paper
[81 At higher lift coefficionts than CL 0.55
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The spauiwise oressure distribution along a) The winglet's 17% increase in lift-
the qutarter chord for each configuration is drag ratio, coupled with a 15% reduction in
presented in Figure 20. The pressure dis- drag coefficient, further substantiate its con-
tribution for the total winglet and the upper tribution to aerodynamic performance im-
winglet only are nearly the sanie and sub- provement.
stantially higher on the outboard section of b) The 64% reduction in maximum
the wing than that produced by the round or tangential velocity is a significant achieve-
square tips. Of interest is the nearly identical ment. Additionally, it is felt that the twin
distribution for the pointed tip and lower vortices of lesser intensity have greater po-
winglet only. A comparison of these pressure tential for wake-alleviation research efforts
distributions with the vortex profiles clearly than a single %,rtex of larger combined in-
indicates that a reduction in maximum swirl tensity.
velocity appears to be linked to a span load 2) When comparing the winglet results
increase near the tips. with those of the upper winglet alone, it

would appear that the latter configuration
has more promise. Its vortices are less in-
tense and one of them has a tendency for

-1.0 - early decay. The lift-drag ratio increase and
drag coefficient reduction are very compara-
ble to the total winglet.

3) The lower winglet configuration
shows remarkable ability to decrease the

-0.6 vortex tangential velocity and cause earlyco oN • decay. However, its aerodynamic perfor-
.OUN.. so P mance improvement is marginal.

-0.4 FULL WINGLET
.... UPPER WLNGtE 4) The pointed tip is very effective inS..... POINTEDO TIP alld LOWER WINGLE'•

reducing the vortex swirl velocities and also
-0. does well in improving aerodynamic effi-

ciency. R is felt that the large shears pro-
0 L I I I I duced as the flow goes around the pointed

.2~ 00wingtip result in vortex velocity reduction
and dissipation in much the same manner as
the shears caused by the interaction of vor-

Figure 20. Spanwise pressure distributions. tices from the Whitcomb winglet.

5) Further investigation should be made
into the use of both the pointed tip and the
lower winglet for helicopter blades. They
have possib!€ potential in reducing rotor

CONCLUSIONS noise and imoroving blade efficiency.
6) It is felt that fruitful research can be

done into optimization of the upper winglet
A wind-tunnel investigation has been configuration. Analytical merger models

conducted on six different wingtip configura- should be applied to determine if more rapid
tions to determine their vortex characteris- vortex dissipation can be produced. The far-
tics in the near-field and their aerodynamic field vortex -pattern of the upper winglet
performance over a limited range of angles of should be analyzed in facilities capable of
attack. The Whitcomb winglet has been this testing. Such testing and analysis could
compared with its components and with possibly produce an optimum vortex dif-
three simple tip modifications. Several con- fuser at minimum loss of current
clusions can be reached: aerodynamic improvement.

1) Either the Whitcomb winglet or the
upper winglet configuration is superior in all
aspects to the tip modifications studied.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPOILERS AS TRAILING-VORTEX HAZARD
ALLEVIATION DEVICES

DELWIN R. CROOM
NASA Langley Research CenterHampton VA 23665

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of groundbase and flight investigations that have been

performed at NASA for the purpose of development of spoilers as trailing-vortex hazard alleviation
devices. Based on the results obtained in these investigations, it was found that the induced rolling
moment on a trailing model can be reduced by spoilers located near the mid-semispan of a vortex-
generating wing. Substantial reductions in induced rolling -moment occur when the spoiler vortex
attenuator is located well forward on both unswept and swept wing models. In addition, it was found by
groundbased model tests and verified by full-scale flight tests that the existing flight spoilers on the B-747
aircraft are effective as trailing vortex attenuators. Based on the results of wind-tunnel investigations of
the DC-10-30 and L-:011 airplane models, the existing flight spoilers on both the DC-10-30 and L-l1011
airplanes may also be effective trailing vortex attenuators.

NOMENCLATURE

b wing span, m q dynamic pressure, Pa
c wing chord, m S wing area, m2

c wing mean aerodynamic chord, m a angle of attack, deg.
CL lift coefficienc, Lift!qSw
CL,trim trimmed lift coefficient
C,.Tw trailing wing rolling-moment coef-

ficient,
Trailing wing rolling moment Subscripts:

qSTwbTw

C111 pitching-moment coefficient, W generating model
Pitching moment TW trailing wing model

qSc.w max maximum.

INTRODUCTION schematically in Figure 1. One phase of this
program has been devoted to experimental

The strong vortex wakes generated by investigations of spoilers as a possible
large transport aircraft are a potential hazard method of trailing vortex attenuation since
to smaller aircraft. The National Aeronautics spoilers can inject turbulence in the wake,
and Space Administration (NASA) is in- and they are also an effective way to alter the
volved in a program of model tests, flight span load distribution. This paper will briefly
tests, and theoretical studies to determine cover the NASA activity in development of
the feasibility of reducing the hazard by spoilers as vortex attentuators.
aerodynamic means. This hazard is defined
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Figure 1. Schematic of aircraft vortex-wake hazard.

Figure 2. Sketch of aspect-ratio-8 models used in
vortex-wake studies.

SPOILER INVESTIGATIONS

Midspan Spoilers on Untapered
Aspect-Ratio-8 Wing Model.

In 1971, experimental work was initiated
at the NASA Langley Research Center to
investigate spoilers as a possible vortex
abatement device. In the first phase of this
study, a semispan wing was used in a study
to determine the proper location for a spoiler
to be installed on the wing to cause the
largest apparent alteration to the trailing vor-
tex. To accomplish this, a semispan wing Figure 3. Photograph of aspect-ratio-8 model in the
was mounted on the carriage in the Langley Langley V/STOL tunael.
tow tank and propelled through a smoke
screen at which time observations were
made of the behavior of the smoke being

oý entrained in the vortex. After several
hundred observations of the smoke patterns observations, a wind-tuinel investigation
with the spoilers positioned at practically was made using an unswept aspect-ratio-8
"every conceivable location on the wing, it wing model with a six iler having an
was determined that a spoiler of about 8-percent projection lo.: tec alo-ag the 30-
8-percent chord projection which was lo- percent chord line between the 50- and 75-
cated between the 50- and 75-percent percent span station as shown in Figure 2.
spanwi,,.e location near the 30-percent chord The three-quarter span flaps used on the

"line would cause the most alteration to the model were appended to the wing as is
vortex system, and, in general, the observed shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 is a photograph
vortex motion became essentially nonexis- of the aspect-ratio-8 model mounted in the
tent after a very short time. Based on these Langley V/STOL tunnel.
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The spoiler effectiveness was evaluated
using the trailing model technique to deter-
mine the maximum rolling-moment coeffi-
cient (Figure 4) induced by the generating
model. It can be seen that the spoiler was wINGS P A N , m 1. 79

effective in reducing the induced rolling- MEERODYNIC ).5,A
moment coefficient on the following model ROTCHO0D m 0.25 .250-

by about 25 percent throughout the range of TIP CHORD. m 0. 12

downstream distances investigated. The QUARTE CHORD do 37.5 -
AREA. m 0.460complete results of this investigation are re- ASPECT R 6 47- 1 IN CARD

ported in reference 1. FUSELAGE 0 M VNT 0T _.RD
LENGTH. m 2. E ERENCE .

7
0

HORIZONTAL TAIL
SPAN. m 0.664

AREA, m2 0.123
.14 ASPECT RATIO 3.6

.12

.10 NO DEVICE
Figure 5, Plainview sketch of 0.03-scale B-747 air-

09 -' . plane model.
.1 6 MIDSPAN SPOILER' -

.06

0 20 106000 3 13203 403 603102
DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM. CHORDS

Figure 4. Effect of midspan spoiler on the variation of
trailing wing rolling-moment coefficient with
downstream distance behind aspect-ratio-8 I m I I1I; '-

wing. C. = 1.25; b-t = 0.25.

Figure 6. Photograph of B-747 airplane model and

Midspan Spoilers on B-747 Airplane Model. traverse rig in the Langley V/STOL tunnel.

Since the prime concern was the
vortex-wake problem behind very large
transport aircraft, a decision was made to
concentrate groundbased studies on the Two sizes of unswept trailing wing
jumbo-jet class of aircraft. Therefore, a models were .used during the investigation
0.03-scale medel of a B-747 airplane (Figure (Figure 7). One had a span and aspect ratio
5) was used for subsequent tests in the equivalent to a small business jet aircraft and
Langley V/STOL tunnel. Results of this in- the other had the span and aspect ratio
vestigation are reported in reference 2. Fig- equivalent to a medium size jet transport air-
ure 6 is a photograph of the B-747 airplane craft. These trailing models are referenced
model mounted in the V/STOL tunnel with on the figures as the small and large trailing
its landing flaps extended; also shown models.
downstream is the traverse rig for mounting The first spoiler configuration investi-
the trailing model. gated as vortex attenuators on the B.747
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IA
SPAN 'M• SPAN. mn .853 "".: W X

RDOg, M CHORD, m .00•-: =jA

L4

I "
Figure 7. Photographs of unswept trailing wing Figure 9. Photograph of midspan spoiler on B-747

models on traverse mechanism. (Models airplane model.
used for B-747 airplane model tests.)

.10

airplane model were plain vertical projection
spoilers located along the 30-percent chord o0 !
line between the 50- and 75-percent semispan
stations as is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 is a .0
photograph of the spoilers mounted on the (C, TW),nax

wing of the B-747 airplane model. Figure 10 .04
shows the effect of spoiler projection of the
induced rolling-moment coefficient mea- 02
sured on the small trailing wing model when 02

it was located at 6.74 spans downstream of I I I

the B-747 airplane model. It can be seen that 0 Z 4 6 8 10 12
the maximum reduction in rolling moment SPOILER PROJECTION, percent
was achie-ved with about an 8-percent spoilerwasjecti, withaboutTheefore au erent tspoilere Figure 10. Effect of midspan spoiler projection on trail-
projection. Therefore, subsequent tests were ing wing rolling-moment coefficient mea-
made mith the spoiler projected to 8 percent. sured on small trailing model located at 6.74

spans downstream of B-747 airplane model.
Cl.. 1.2,

The effectiveness of the spoilers in re-
-+ __ ducing the trailing wing rolling-moment coef-

ficient for the two sizes of trailing wing
models downstream of the B-747 airplane
model is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen

08 that the induced rolling-moment coefficient
L on the large trailing model downstream of the

. w. B-747 airplane model was larger than those
MIOSAN SOILE .3 CW

SECTION A-A induced on the small trailing model. The re-
duction in induced rolling-moment coeffi-

Figure 8. Schematic showinS mildspa spoier 4•as cient on the small trailing model was about 35
oa B-747 airplane model, to 40 percent over the range of downstream
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S.1 rtaken at a further downstream distance than
.08 - can be obtained in the V/STOL tunnel. Even
06 - though the magnitude of the measured trail-

.am ing wing rolling-moment coefficients do not
SM2 TILINGMODEL agree with those obtained in the V/STOL

0 ML TRAILING DMOICE

.!2 - .... DEVICE•ow tunnel, the trends do agree and the effective-
.SPO -- ness of the spoilers as vortex attentuators are

)cI.Tma. substantiated over the extended downstream
06 range available in the tow tank.
.04

G .0 LARGE TRAILING MODEL

'.0 4 8 12 16 20 248
DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM, SPANS

Figure 1I. Effect of midspan spoiler on the variation of Flight Spoilers on B-747 Airplane Model.

trailing wing rolling-moment coefficient with
distance downstream of B-747 airplane Even though the spoiler concepts dis-
model. CL.*,= 1.2: spoiler projection = cussed so far did show promise as possible
0.08 c,,.; Langley V/STOL tunnel data.

vortex attenuators on the full-scale airplane,
their use would require extensive modifi-
cations to the airplane. It became apparent
that the normal flight spoilers already on the

.16 B-747 airplane (Figure 13) should be studied
NO DEVICE as possible vortex attenuators. Therefore,

.2 . IOSAN SPOILER exploratory wind-tunnel tests were made in
the V/STOL tunnel during March 1975 using

.08 0C wooden wedges (Figure 14) that represent
t. rV' max .04- $A r the various segments of the flight spoilers

noted on Figure 13. These exploratory re-
SL T G E suits, shown in Figure 15, were encouraging;

.1- therefore, the model wing was modified so
that the flight spoilers would be more repre-

08 - sentative of those on the full-scale B-747
.L0 airplane. Over the section of the wing im-

LAE Mmediately forward of the outboard flaps.L t1ARG[ TRAILIN1G MOt Sspoilers were constructed that would operate
0 D 0 2o S 0 40 5IN similar to the actual flight spoilers - whenDIST'ANCE DOOWNSrREAM. W¢ING SPANS

retracted the spoilers made the contours of
the upper surface of the wing and when the),Figure 12. Effect of midspan spoiler on the variation Of

trailing wing rolling-moment coefflcient with were deflected a large gap was formed for-
distance downtream of B-747 airplane ward of the flap. The spoiler segments iden-
model. CL - 1.2; spoiler projection 0.08 tified on Figure 13 as 1, 2, 3. and 4 were
v.; water towing tank data. investigated in the following combinations: I

and 2; 2 and 3; 3 and 4; and I and 4 (Figure
16).

distances investigated; whereas, the reduc- The results obtained for these variou%
tion in induced rolling-moment coefficient on combinations of flight spoilers are presented
the large model was on the order of 15 to 25 in Figure 17. (Complete test results are avail-
percent. able in reference 3.) It can be seen that with

Data obtained in the Hydronautics, Inc. either one of these various combinations of
water towing tank on the B-747 tArplane flight spoiler segments deflected to 450 that
model with and without spoilers is shown in there was a large decrease in the trailing wing
Figure 12. This facility allows for data to be rolling-moment coefficient induced on the

-,2A
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Figure 13. Sketch of flight spoilers on the B-747 Figure 14. Photograph offlight spoilersegments Iand2
airplane, simulated with wedges on B-747 airplane

model. ,Spoiler deflected 4T.
.10

(C ~mx /SIMULATION Of

,-r 4-- S P SPIL E R S I AND 2

M4DSP ANOPOILR 
IKR

SMALL TRAIlING MODEL

I I 1 I l
0 4 8 12 16 20 24

DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM. SPANS

Figure 15. Effect of midspan spoiler and flight spoiler Figure 16. Photographs of various segments of flat
segments I and 2 simulated with wedges on B-747 airplane model.
the variation of trdiling win rolling-momentcoefficient with downstream distance bf

hind the B-747 airplane modeL. C~t~u = 1.2.

.08 o o 0 0

.0I II S•DOIEN RSi0 PI AND

10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ISA SPOILERS00U4S 1.0

000

SSML 'TRALITRlNG MODEL

0 4 8 12 16 20 24a
DISTANCE DOWSTREMAM. SPANS5

tFhre 
1e. vvriation oo ttriiin wing 

roilngnmo

Figure 17. vadlton ofba•n w• and• 4. T wn g.mou 6,7

coeffiient with downstream distance be- fli-spoilr sepments lnd and segmets

Wad th 2 B.747 airplane mmolde. -l. - 1. 2.

• • •... ••.-01 •- - 01 .....
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small trailing wing model. Two of these con-

figurations (I and 2 and I and 4) were investi-
gated over a spoiler deflection range. The
results shown in Figure 18 indicate that es- SPOILER SEGMENT

DEFILECTION.,6

sentiaily all of the effectiveness of the spoil- .1 4

ers were obtained at a deflection angle of .? o..0ik
Sabout 30°. b 1

Data obtained in the V/STOL tunnel ITW ° uX

using the large trailing wing model (Figure .06
19) indicate that the induced rolling-moment "- . : t _ -...
coefficient is attenuated, however, to a less .04 .
extent than was noted for the smaller trailing .0
model. Data obtained in the Hydronautics, 1 45

Inc. water towing tank with the small traiing DIsrTANc owNsREAoM, WING SPANS

model (Figure 20) confirmed the foregoing
results and also indicated that the large re-
duction in induced rolling-moment coeffi-
cient on the small trailing model was also Figure 20. Variation of trailing wing rolling-moment
realized at much further downstream dis- coefficient with downstream distance be-
tance than was obtainable in the Langley hind the B- 747 airplane model with various
V/STOL tunnel. segments of the flight spoilers deflected 45'.

CL = 1.2, small trailing model. Water towing
Tests were also made in the Langley vor- tank data.

tex research facility of the various flight
spoilers as vortex attenuators on a B-747
airplane model, and the results (Figure 21)
essentially agree with the results obtained in .2 RETRACTED

both the Langley V/STOL tunnel and the C tALI MOD

Hydronautics, Inc. water tank facility. .10 - AT 5. 3 ANtn 4 t
AT 45-

ZANOD0 AT 45*

(CI. tnv)

.AND 4
AT 4$

.14 04

.12 .0

.10

i.0 SPOILER SEGMN? 1FUECTION.

.0 4 8 16 20 34 2

Flzrre 21. * rmm wins rothindins in th
-0- otthtad at 27 spans downstream of the

_-_ B-747 moodel with vaeu sments ot the

-01 t" L~Anly voftlx research facility dats.

1 codce ah uh .Dye Fihe

DISTIANCE DOWNSWIAk. ,SPANS

:!•: Folh Spoilers on B-747 A irpane,

Rpm• 19. Vaito o(taft w in# mUrL~mownmt As a result of the findings in the
• €~~~~~~~odkieem with downstrtm dislmn b- •onbsdfclteafih rga a

hWn the U'.747 aki model with vukn gonbsdfclteafih rga a
•: • •tl•• • • •J'. conducted at the Hugh L. Dryden Flight Re-

C,,- 1.2. search CUnter which used the existing flight
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SPOILERS RETRACTED " ~SPOILERS I AND 2 DEFLECTED TO 410

Fgr22 Photographs of trailing vortex-wake of &-747 tAirplane with Spoilers retracted ýand wit'h spo ilers deploe
for vortex~ attenuation. Conventional landing configratin.oe

spoilers on a NASA-owned B-747 airplane as
the vortex attenuating device. (Results of
these flight tests are presented in reference 4)
The trailing vortex wake was made visible. by ~GENPAMI1-FAP CONFIURAIsON

smoke. Photographs of the B77trailingTHUTFR.9fGNPH
MIG14T tMO1KSIOMR

vortex wake with and without spoiler vortex f
attenuating devices deployed are shown in S &AVO

Figure 22. It can be seen on these photo- mk 4

graphs that the strong vortex generated at theSEATINFO
outboard end of the flaps is altered signifi- 2 W~OMT

cantly; in the photographs, it appears just as 0SOLR PIR N
a turbuient area with no well-defined vortex uiucM mvute To At

motion.
A T-37 airplane was used to penetrate

the trailing vortex. Penetrations behind the g ccofpoeroiwevrtxttn-
B-747 airplane in its landing cc~nfiguration on tion, B3-:47 airplane: klaing flap conflgur-
a 3' flight path were limited to about 7 miles. dion, pear do-An, weight - 250,000 kg (
(Pilots qualitative separation requirement ý00.000 1b), thni for 39 fl~t path.
was 9 miles (see Figure 23).) With appro-
priate deflection of the B-747 flight spoilers,
penetration as close as about 1½ ilsW er Flight Spoilei's on the DC-10-30 and L-1011
made. (Pilots qualitative separation require- Airplane Models.
ment was about 3 miles (see Figure 23).)
These Rlight results have verified the trends The other two American wid-e-bodied jet
obtained in the groundbased facilities, transport ahrplaaes (DC- 1 and L-l1011) have
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B-147 DC.130 L-10 flight spoilers that are located forward of the
outboard flaps similar to those oh the B-747

SPOnlER OLISPLE
SpPIT sPOIL airplane. Figure 24 shows the flight spoilers

".€• w• on the DC-10-30 and the L-10'11 airplanes.
- - . . • -• Models of both of these airplanes were made

4 4 A available to NASA by the respective aircraft
"T-i companies at no cost to the Government for

tests in the Langley V/STOL tunnel. Figure
Figure 24. Sketch of' flight spoilers n th •747, 25 is a photograph of the test setup of the

0.0A7-scale:DC-10-30 airplane model in the10-30, ana L- 1011 airplanes. "i,V/STOL tunnel. Figure 26 is a photograph of

the test setup of the 0.05-scale L-10l1
airp!ane model in the V/STOL tunnel.

The unswept trailing wing sensor models
used during these investigations had a span
and aspec:t ratio equivalent to that of a small
business jet aircraft (Leariet). A photograph
of the trailing-wing model used to probe the
vortex downstream of the DC-10-30 airplane
model is shown in Figure 27. A photograph
of the trailing-wing model used to probe the
vortex downstream of the L-1011 airplane
model is shown in Figure 28. These
trailing-wing models are referred to on the 'A
figures as "small trailing model."

Spoiler segment combinations l and 2, 2
and 3, 3 and 4, and I and 4 were investigated
on both the DC-10-30 and the L-10 11 airplane
models. The results obtained from tests of
these various combinations of flight spoilers
on the DC-10-30 airplane model are pre-

Fig•u 25. Photograph of the DC- 10-30 airplane model sented in Figure 29. (Complete test results
and traverse mechanism in the Langley are available in reference 5.) It can be seen
V/STOL tunnel. that with either one of these various combi-

nations of flight spoilers deflected to 450 chat
S • there was a large decrease in the trailing wing

l Irolling-moment coefficient induced on the
r 7 small trailing wing model. The largest reduc-tion was noted for the two innermost spoiler

segments (3 and 4). These combinations
were a!so investigated over a spoiler deflec-
tion range. The results shown in Figure 30
indicate that most of the effectiveness of the
spoilers were obtained by the time the spoil-
ers were deflected to 45*.

The results obtained from tests of the
various combinations of the flight spoilers on
the L-1011 airplane model are presented in
Figure 31. (Complete test results are avail-

"able in reference 6.) It can be seen that with

Pilirc 26. Photoph of the L-10l1 airplane and either one of these various combinations oftraverse 26. hhs in the L-0 lany V/STOL flight spoilers deflected to 450 that there was
a large decrease in the trailing wing rolling-
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CHORD, m0 SPOILER SEGMENTS I AND 2
0PC SPOTIO 5EGENT .1AD

A SPOILER SEGMENTS 2 AND 3

10 SPOILER S(2EMNTS I AND 4

~SMALL TRAILING MODEL

0 ID 20 3

FLIGHT -SPPiLED0 DEFiLCTION. de"

Figure 27. Photograph of unswept trailing winp model Figure 30. Variation of trailing wing roll'ing-moment
on traverse mechanism. (Sensor model coefficient with flight-spoiler deflection for

used for DC-10-30 airplane model tests.) various flight-spoiler segments on the DC-
10-30 airplane model. Small trailing wing
model located 9.2 wing spans behind the

-CHOD, .~DC-1O-30 airplane model. CL.klm 1.2.
aHRD 111 0 SPOILED SEGMENT DEFLECTION.

mACA QL2 All 123 4

.10a2 0 0 0
0.45 !iW 5 _0

0L5 453

.10- I 5
_0_0~ 4 55

IC LTIW

.2- SMALL TRAILING MODEL.

0 4 N 12 IA TO0

DISTANCE DOWN5T4RTA24. SPANS

Figure 28. Photograph of unswept trailing wing model Figure 3 1. Variation of trailing wing rolling-moment
on traverse mechanism. (Sensor models coefficient with downstream distance be-
used for L-1l1ll airplane model tests.) hind the L-1011 airplane model with vari-

ous segments of the flight spoilers deflected
450. CL.MII = 1.2.

SPOILER SEGMENT DEFLECTION.

.14 ni SPOILER SEGMENTS I2 AND2

~- -- ~--~0 SPO IER SEGET2 AND 3
.12 - t Na SPITILER SVfMNTS 3 AND 4

.10 -o 10t S
1
'3ILEý 5MENTS I AND 4

ILTWI ~Mx.

.2 SMALL TRAILING MODEL
.32 SMALL TRAtLING PN

1
DEL

O 10 2D 1D 40 SR0 4

0 2 4LO1 IT2 14 6 IS TO FLIGNT-SPOILEE DEFLECTION. deq

Figure 32. Variation of trailing wing rolling-moment
Figure 29. Variation of trailing wing rolling-monlent coefficient with flight-spoiler deflectiorn for

coefficient with downstream distance be- various flight-spoil.-r segments on the

hind the MC-10-30 airplane model with var- L-l1011 airplane model. Small trailing wing
jot's semnso h lgtsolr e nodel locatad 9.8 wing spans behind the
flected 45.* C1 tri, 1.2. 2260 LOI airplane mnodel. CL.AIW 1.2.

segent oftefihJsolr e
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momen' coefficient induced on the small
trailing wing model. The largest reduction
was noted for the two innermost spoiler seg- 0 It sPOItR SPOILER
ments (3 and 4). These combinations werealso investigated over a spoiler deflection w, 4•- .. • • •")
range. The results shown in Figure 32 indi- DC.10-30 L-1011 a-lay

cate that essentially all of the reduction in .1 ,G DC-0-30, NO DEVICBE 1 0-3D'O' WITH SPOIL.ERS 3 AND 4 AT 450

induced rolling inoment on the trailing model .1 ---

was realized at a spoiler deflection of about .- 0 1.l•. l-•i , DEVICE D45' •-• ii ;,,SPOILERS 3 AND 4 AT 459
1CNDEVICEPOER

- ANOD AT 45*
Comparison of Flight Spoiler Effectiveness
on Wide-Bodied Transport Airplane Models.

0 .1 .2 . . . ;5 .1 . .9

A comparison of the effectiveness of the DIsTANCE 0C.A ,,
flight spoilers on all of the wide-bodied
transport configurations investigated in re-
ducing the induced rolling moment on the Figure 33. Variation of trailing wing rolling-moment
small trailing-wing model is shown in Figure coefficient with downstream distance be-
33. The attenuated (C.-TWv)max values obtained hind the B-747. DC-lO-30. and L-1011
with flight spoiler segments 3 and 4 on both airplane models with and without spoiler

eDC-,0-30 and L-10 11 airplane models in trailing vortex alleviators. Landing flap
configuration, CI.r,,,= 1.2; small trailing

the landing flap configuration are comparable wing model.

with the attenuated values of (C,.,-v)wli ob-
tained in wind-tunnel test of the B-747
airplane model in its landing flap configura-
tion. Flight spoilers were shown to be effec- and L-l0l1 airplane models, the existing
tive in attenuating the trailing vortex in full- flight spoilers on both the DC- 10-30 and
scale flight tests of the B-747 airplane: there- L- 1011 airplanes would also be effective trail-
for%!, it appears that the flight spoilers on ing vortex attenuators.
both the DC-10-30 and the L-10 11 airplanes
would also be effective in attenuating the REFERENCES
trailing vortex behind both of these
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EFFECT OF ADDING VORTEX ATTENUATING SYSTEMS ON THE
DESIGN, PERFORMANCE, AND OPERATIONS OF A HEAVY

COMMERCIAL JET TRANSPORT

'OHN P. MORRIS
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Everett WA 98206

ABSTRACT: Various trailing vortex attenuation concepts have been proposed for use on heavy jet
transports. A preliminary investigation of the effects of several of these concepts on the design.
performance and operations of a model 747-200 airplane has been conducted. Three of these concepts
that have been judged to be potentially feasible have been selected for this presentation: retractahle
splines, modified approach flaps (30* inboard, 00 outboard), and flight spoiler deflection. The effective-
ness of these devices in alleviating the wake vortices is not addressed, the discussion is limited to the
impact on airplane design requirements and resulting performance characteristics.

NOMENCLATURE

c Mean Aerodynamic Chord V'. Calibrated Airspeed
CAA Civil Aviation Authority Vs FAR Stall Speed
CD Drag Coefficient WRP Wing Referencc Plane
c.g. Center of Gravity, % MAC a Angle of Attack of Wing
CL Lift Coefficient /3 Sideslip Angle
C, Rolling-Moment Coefficient y Flight Path Angle
"Cm0.2a Pitching-Moment Coefficient A Increment Notation
DOC Direct Operating Cost, 8 Deflection Angle of Control

Cents/Seat-Mile Surfaces
EPNdB Unit of Measure of Effective 8ASIt Ambient Atmospheric Pressure

Perceived Noise Ratio
EPNL Effective Perceived Noise Level 0 Attitude Angle
"FAR Federal Aviation Regulations \/O Square Root of Temperature
FN Net Thrust per Engine Ratio.
FRL Fuselage Reference Line
GW Gross Weight Subscripts
KEAS Equivalent Airspeed, Knots
MAC Mean Aerodynamic Chord B Body
n. Load Factor e Elevator, Used with Control
R.S. Rear Spar Surface Deflection Angle
SFL Horizontal Stabilizer Angle F Wing Flap, Used with Control

Relative to Fuselage Reference Surface Deflection Angle
Line I Inboard

T/W Thrust to Weight Ratio 0 Outboard
UWAL University of Washington R Rudder, Used with Control Surface

Aeronautical Laboratory Deflection Angle.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last 6 or 7 years NASA hasinvestigated ways of ttenuating the trailingne
vortices of heavy commercial jet airplanes.
Some of the morc promising concepts have
been flight tested by the NASA Dryden

Flight Research Center to substantiate their
effectiveness in reducing the strength or
causing early dissipation of wake vortices.
The spline concept was tested on a C-54 and
the differential flaps and deflection of flight
spoilers were tested with a 747 under conser-
vative and controlled conditions. Their over-
all effect on design, performance and opera-
tion of a heavy jet transport were not consid- 0 .
ered in detail at that time. The Boeing Com-
pany under contract with NASA during 1975 Figure 1. Spiine system installation on 747-200B
and 1976 conducted and documented a de- airplane.

tailed evaluation of the aboye concepts [1,21.
This paper summarizes the results of the
evaluation.

Vortex attenuation procedures are as-
sumed to be applicable only on final ap- extending the shaft aft from the pod and un-
proach and landing. Operational suitability, folding the eight blades from their stowed X
performance penalties and design problems position around the shaft. The spline system
of each vortex alleviation concept are iden- would be deployed only on final approach
tified. and landing. During all other phases of flight

Data used for the evaluation are from the system is stowed in the pods.
wind-tunnel testing and have been provided
by NASA or have been previously obtained Structural Design Considerations.
by The Boeing Company during develop-
ment of the 747. The 747-200B airplane is The eight spline blades fold along the
used as a baseline in this study. The shaft when retracted and unfold when the
maximum takeoff and fanding gross weight shaft is fully extended from the pod. The
for this model is 775,000 lbs. and 564,000 blades extend laterally about 14.5 ft. and ver-
lbs., respectively. tically only 12 ft. to provide ground clear-

ance. They fold in two groups of four blades
each. When folded, the inner group forms a
circle 32.0 in. in diameter and the outer group
a circle diameter of 40.0 inches. The pods are

CONCEPT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF about 4 ft. in diameter and 21 ft. long. They
SPLINE CONCEPT are hung below the wing at about 55% span

on an aerodynamically faired strut which is
Design Concept. 67 to 8% thick.

Figure 2 shows that the spline system
A spline system concept adapted to the would interfere with the deflection of the

747-200B airplane is illustrated in Figure 1. In outboard trailing edge flaps when the system
this concept, the spline system would be con- .. deployed and landing flaps 25 or 30 are
tained in two pods mounted below the wings selected. The outboard flap modification
between th. inboard and outboard nacelles. would include a cutout and a limitation of the
Each pod contains a movable shaft and eight maximum deflection to the flaps-25 position

spline blades. The splines are deployea by when the splino system, is deployed.
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•R.s. accomplished by the reverse procedure. The

W~P spline blades initially fold down to the shaft
in an estimated 8 seconds to eliminate their
high drag in the event of an aborted landing

s Ee 30 approach and go around.

I .s Stability and Control.
WRP

Stability and control with the spline sys-
tem installed was evaluated for compliance

J. S. _ _ with Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR)Flap• Extended 2'5" - Spline ExtendedRP Part 25 requirements and the design objec-

tives for the 747 airplane and appears satis-
factory in all areas.

Splines deployed along with the differen-
Flap, Extended ' etrdce tial flap configuration (30/25) and the effect

Figure 2. Spline-flap relationship, of the nested aft flap have negligible effect on
stability. Although high speed data are not
available, previous wind tunnei experience
with under wing fairings has indicated that
the spline pods (with splines stowed) will not

Spline Control System. affect high speed stability characteristics.
The requirement to be able to trim

A control concept has been identified throughout the center of gravity range at rea-
that could extend and retract the splines and sonable low lift coefficients determines the
establish the required tifferential-flap con- allowable aft center of gravity for a specific
figuration (inboard flaps 30, outboard flaps flap configuration. It is a design objective
25). Two independent drive mechanisms that trim be achievable at reasonable low
would be employed, one for spline shaft ex- Cl's at the aft c.g. limit with the available
tension/retraction and one for spline blade airplane nose-down electrical trim. More
deployment. This type of drive mechanism airplane nose-down trim would be required
contains an electric motor as the prime in the approach and landing configuration not
mover. The rotary motion of the electric only due to the pitching moment changes
motor would be converted to linear motion
by a transmission gear box. a universal joint
and a ballscrew actuator. The estimated time
to extend or retract the spline system is 45
seconds.

Following a spline extension command,
the outboard trailing-edge flaps would be re- ,
tracted to the flaps-10 position by a linear
actuator making an input to the outboard flap .. -

power-pack assembly to provide clearance I ,,
between the flaps and the folded spline -.
blades when the shaft is in transit (see Figure , .
2). The spline shaft then extends with the I u( - ,,1
blades retracted. Once the spline shaft
reaches the fully extended position, the 40 " X,

blades are deployed. When the blWaes reach
their fully deployed position the outboard
trailing edge flaps would then extend to the
flap-25 position. Spline retraction would be Figure 3. Stabilizr required to trim spline concept.
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(nose up) caused bý the differential flap con- outboard flap moditication would introduce
figuration, but also due to the additional performance changes.
thrust required when the splines are de- The effect of the struts and pods on the
ployed. The combined effects of differential 747 drag is given on Figure 5. The in-om-
flap operation and higher power settings re- pressible drag coefficient increment is
quire the change in nose-down trim capabil- mated by calculating skin friction and inter-
ity shown in Figure 3. An increase in the ference drag [3]. The drag variation with in-
nose-down electrical trim limit may be re- creasing Mach, number is estimated b- 16
quired to satisfy a low weight, maximum methods described in reference 4. N', w.Imnd
speed condition. tunnel testing was conducted for the purpose

The effects of the spline system on later- of measuring the drag of the strut and pod
al/directional stability have not been investi- installation.
gated, since these effects are expected to be
small and are not expected to affect airplane
operation.

Directional control will be unaffected for
low sideslip angles. Directional control
capability and stability at high sideslip angles
would require testing. Adequate directional

KAO 9M k MID? DW "0 -SI M IDO.01W MIDH MAOW

control exists to control the failure case of
only one spline deployed, as shown in Figure
4.

* NOMINAL. RATIO CHANGER LIMIT ~ ~ IIii
*SEA LEVEL. 6=0 j]J IMAG

- ,J - Figure 5. Effect of pods and strut on 747 drag.
S LLQ1) iiLve

I WORUM TOM During approach and landing the splines
AUTHORITY

- • •--, can either be extended for vortex alleviation
= LUAPER REUIRE P LACARD or retracted. In both cases the aft segment of

T MISSING .•,PsLIN, !the outboard flap would be nested to theISTIN"L'N' f main segment and there would be a 16-inch

CA--AT. AS MD -VcNOn by 30-inch cutout in the aft flap to clear the
spline shaft when the splines are extended.

Figure 4. Rudder required to trim missing spline. Also, when the splines are extended the out-
board flap is restricted to 25". The changes in
the approach and landing performance
parameters (CL and CD) for the configuration

AERODYNAMICS AND differences from the flaps-30 baseline are
PERFORMANCE summarized in Table 1. The spline drag was

derived from NASA wind-tunnel mea-
All phases of flight are effected to some surements giving very nearly a drag coeffi-

extent by installation of the spline concept on cient of 1.0 when applied to the total area
the 747 airplane. During takeoff, climb, required to encircle the spline blades (ap.
cruise and descent the effect is only due to proximately 280 ft2). Parameters due to the

U the strut and pod drag with the splines re- different outboard flap deflections were ob-
tracted and the cut out in the outboard flap. tained from wind-tunnel data accumulated
During approach and landing the required during initial 747 flap development work.
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Table I. Approach and La'nding C, and C1, for Spline System

In-Flight Ground Roll

onfiguration Flap Position C1. Stall Cj) Approach C, C,

Baseline 30/30 2.55 0.217 0.525 0,201
S• Isnes Deployed 30/25* 2.35 0.249 0,410 0.242
Splines Retracted 30,30* 2.49 0.217 0.460 [ 0.201

*Aft Flap Segment Nested

Table 2. Baseline 747-200B and Spline System Performance Comparison Summary

Baseline Spline System Change From 1
Condition 747-200B 747-200B Baseline

Takeoff- 351.534 kg. (775.000 lb.)
Sea Level, 300 C, Flap 20

* Field Length. m. (ft.) 3.246 (!0.650) 3,274 (10.740) +28 (+901
* Climb Limited Weight, kg. (lb.) 358,747 (790.900) 359,246 (792.000) +499 (+ 1,100)

Initial Cruise Altitude - 351,534 kg t.o. wt.. m. (ft.) 9,874 (32,100) 9,708 (31,850) -76 (-250)

Landing - 255,826 kg. (564,000 lb.).
Sea Level, 15' C, Flap 30
Boseline. Flaps 30/25
Spline Deployed

* Approach Speed, Keas 141.5 147.5 +6
* Field Length. m. (ft.) 1,879 (6.165) 1,917 (6,290) 380125)
* Landing climb limit. kg. (lb.) 349.040 (769.500) 296,196 (653.000) 52.844 (116.500)
* Landing Climb Gradient, Percent 10.3 7.0 -3.3
* Landing Climb Rate, m/min (ft/min) 451 (1.480) 317(1.040) -134(-4401
a Body Attitude for -30 Glideslope. deg. 2.6 2.1 -. 5
Mission - Full Passenger Payload
* Maximum Range. n.mi. 5.220 5,010 -210
e Payload at 5.220 n.mi.. kg. (lb.) 36.977 (81,521) 32,885 (72.500) -4,092 (-9,021)
* Block Fuel for 5,000 n.mi., kg (lb.) 120,202 (2t5,000) 124,738 (275,000) +4,536 (+ 10,000)

FAR Part 36 Approach Noise, FPNdB 106.2 108.5 +2.3

Based on the above parameters, perfor- flap configuration on the wing trailing edge
mance of the model 747-200 with the spline with the inboard flap deflected to the normal
system installed and deployed on landing has 300 position and thle outboard flap at 00 (8F1
been computed. This is compared to baseline 30/0). The leading-edge flap system would
performance in Table 2 for all flight modes. operate in the normal manner with all
The effect of the added drag (and therefore leading-edge flaps extended for landing. Dur-
increased engine thrust) on noise during ap- ing takeoff, climb and descent to final ap-
proach is also shown. These changes in air- proach, the trailing-edge flap system also op.-
craft performance are significant during all erates in the normal manner. Approach and
phases of flight, landing with vortex alleviation "off" would

also result in normal flap operation. Figure 6
shows the location of the various flaps in-
volved and the flap settings used on firal

MODIFIED APPROACH FLAP CONCEPT approach.

Concept Description. Structural Design Considerations.

The modified approach flap concept for Changes to the 747 structure to olprate
vortex alleviation would require a differential with the modified flap configuration would
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The modified flap control system would
be active on final approach and landing when

.Ldrq Ups Exn landing flap position 30 and vortex attenua-
tion are selected. The center instrument
panel flap position indicators would show the
trailing-edge flap configurations at all times.

o--iard Fk 0 Landing flaps-25 operation is also possible
inbu Fa 30[• with this system in either the normal mode or

the modified flap mode.
A linear actuator (electric-motor-driven

ball screw) could be used to retract the out-
board trailing-edge flaps by reducing the
length of the rod between the wheel-well
quadrant and the outboard trailing-edge
powerpack assembly input crank. The
flaps-30 normal and the modified flap config-

uration are depicted on Figure 7.

Figure 6. Modified approach flaps.

be necessary to meet trim requirement,,
also, higher approach speeds would subject $UO iOAt Irtt 7
the inboard flap system to higher fatigue
loads. A change in the range of horizontal Unw Adu" iOfr d
stabilizer travel from +3' to - 12' to a range FWS 30130

of +50 to - 10° would be required to meet the u d 0' u al .•t
landing configuration trim requirements. FM

This modification would take advantage of uamll riollin . [ I
design modifications developed for the Pr Park AwmIy

747SP (also the same as that used for the 747
Space Shuttle Carrier Aircraft project).

The increased approach speeds with the
flaps-30/0 configuration are not critical for Figure 7. Modified flap mechanism.

flap structure ultimate design because design
speed is limited by the automatic flap retrac-
tor. However, flap fatigue design loads are
determined at approach speeds. The increase With the flaps-30/0 setting stability aug-
in approach speed produces higher fatigue mentation by programming elevator with
loads on the inboard flap requiring more dur- speed is necessary to provide neutral static
able structure. stability at 33% aft e.g. for the critical case

where go-around power is applied at
Control System. minimum gross weight. This elevator bias is

scheduled by speed as shown on Figure 8.
The modified approach-flap control sys- The augmentation system would be dual to

tern would contain a mechanism to by- satisfy requirements for fail-safe protection.
draulically retract the outboard trailing-edge
flaps independent of the normal command Stability and Control.
path, which is controlled by two switches on
the pilots overhead panel and the flap handle. Analysis indicates that the proposed use
Also, elevator can be scheduled with speed of modified approach flaps for landing is pos-
through additional onboard computers to sible but requires several control system
provide speed stability. changes. The FAA allowable aft e.g. would
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Figure 8. Stability augmentation with modified flaps. Figure 9. Effect of modified flaps on pitching mo-
ment coefficient.

be limited to 31% MAC without stability .,, -P
augmentation. Certification by the British_"
CAA would require stability augmentation or ..--

result in a more severe c.g. restriction. The 1-
lateral control capability would be reduced i.
25% at the approach speed.

The effect of modified flaps on pitching --.. .. 4
Boeing data and NASA incremental data.

There is reasonably good agreement for the• ...... -- --
modified increments between the two .r 1II ""

sources of data. As illustrated, a very large "
change in pitching moment in the airplane '"
nose-up direction and substantial loss in sta-
bility with the modified configuration would Figure 10. Effect of modified flaps on landing trim.

occur. Landing trim with modified flaps
would be most critical at the aft center-of-
gravity position.

Figure 10 shows that trim requirements nose-down trim cannot practically be at-
.would be well beyond the current trim capa- tained with the stabilizer. The easiest change
bility. The airplane nose-down trim range would be to downrig all elevators an
could be extended two 'rim units maximum additional 3'. This could result in a cruise
by raising the stabilizer ;-ck-screw assembly drag penalty depending on the amount of
in the aft body section and making necessary downrig and the split between inboard and
control system and structural changes. outboard elevators. Another possibility

This change would give trim capability would be to program elevator neutral posi-
for a c.g. range of 13% to 31% with thrust for tion with stabilizer deflection, but this would
level flight. The trim required with go-around be an extensive change. Relocation of the
thrust would be more severe. To trim 33% stabilizer jack-screw assembly upward in the

* c.g. with go-around thrust about 1.5 units aft body section would reduce available
smore stabilizer is needed. How#,ver, further airplane nose-up trim. There is, however,i I

- Ž, .. .,: , •;... -• • • .; • -- •
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sufficient trim capability after such a change gradient versus speed is used as a measure of
to trim at the most forward c.g. limit certified stability. Figure 11 shows the landing stabil-
for landing to date, 13% MAC, with normal ity with modified flaps, both with idle thrust
flaps 30 on both inboard and outboard flaps. and also with thrust for level flight. The c.g.
The electrical trim limit in the airplane would have to be limited to 31% MAC to
nose-down direction is currently set at 1.8 meet the FAR minimum gradient with idle
trim units. A revision would therefore be thrust and to provide acceptable stability
needed to permit full trim capability via the with thrust for level flight. Engine thrust is
control wheel trim switches when the destabilizing for this type of stability test be-
modified flap. configuration is selected. The cause the engines are mounted below the
existing trim limit at 1.8 units must be re- airplane center of gravity. The effect of
tained for flaps-up operation to preserve mis- thrust on static stability is substantially de-
trim dive recovery capability. Dual limit grading as sh.. 'n in Figure 12. Neutral stabil-
switches would thus be required with trim ity with go-around thrust is required to be
limit selection dependent on operational demonstrated for British CAA certification
mode, landing, or cruise. which would limit aft c.g. to a more forward

Figure I I shows that the stability would limit.
be markedly reduced with modified flaps.
The neutral point is approximately 12%
MAC more forward when compared to nor-
mal flaps 30. Maneuvering stability will be
degraded. Both the elevator and stick force
gradients versus load factor are reduced. but
it is expected that the stick force level at aft
c.g. would be adequate. This favorable result Cc,
is due in part to the pitch damping term,
which has a stabilizing effect.

11A111

.0 M

,-0 -Figure 12. Effect of thrust oo static stability with

L 1modified flaps.

Stability could be improved with a speed
._ a4, stability augmentation system. Conceptu-

N ally, elevator or stabilizer deflection could be
programmed as a function of speed to in-
crease the stick force gradient similar to a

Figure II, Effect of moditfied flaps on landing stali- "Mach trim" 'system. This could be done
Sty. most conveniently with the elevator. Figure

iii,• •8 shows the elevator schedule that would

The airplane must meet the requirements give neutral static stability at a c.g. of 33%
for static stability in the Federal Aviation MAC, light weight, and with go-around
Regulations. This is demonstrated in flight thrust.
by varying the speed above and below the Lateral control capability with modified
trim speed while keeping the airplane in trim approach flaps would be reduced because the

(n, I) with the elevator. The stick force outboard spoilers are less effective when
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outtfoara tiaps are retractea compareo to the Aerodynamics and Perfo.rmance.
normal flaps 30. Figure 13 presents rolling
moment due to wheel at 1.3 Vs and maximum
landing weight. The rolling capability with The flight lift and drag levels for the
modified flaps at normal approach speeds modified approach flap concept have been
would be reduced approximately 25% at this predicted by adjusting 747 flight data with
critical design condition. Crosswind landing wind-tunnel increments. Scale. thrust and
capability would be reduced about 4 knots trim drag effects have been incduded. The
assuming that 6% of full lateral control is major differences from the flaps-30 baseline
used for crosswind control (sideslip) and the are increased stall speed and an increase in
remaining 40% is reserved for gust control. touchdown attitude (see Figures 14 and 15).
Lateral control c-pability with modified flaps In either case the values are only slightly
would be similar to the capability with hy- greater than the normal flaps-25 configura-
draulic system No. 2 or No. 3 out and normal tion, which is used extensively by some air-
flaps 30. line;.

V.•eoff. clirnb to cruise, cruise and de-
sIt: ,i to fina' approach performance would

..... JWU be unaffected since the modified approach
"J - 1flap operation would only be used during the

landing segment of the mission. Landing per-
/.._ •formance is primarily affected by the in-

crease in approach speed due to the reduced
FAR stall lift coefficient (Figure 14). The
"landing performance for flaps 30/0 is com-
pared to the flaps-30 baseline in Table 3. This
loss in landing performance is a significant
increment and negates the improved

%,L -0 technology built into the airplane.

Figure 13. Effect of modified flaps on rolling-moment
coefficients.
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Figure 14. FAR stal speed mnd stall CL. Figure 15. Body attitude at touchdown sp•ed.A
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Table 3. Baseline 747-200B and Modified Approach Flap Landing Performance Comparison Summary

Baseline Modified Change
747.200B Approach From

Condition Flap 30 Flap 30/0 Baseline

Landing at nmax. Landing wt. (564,000 Ib) Sea Level, std day
* Approach speed, keas 141.5 150.0 + 8.5
* Field Length (ft) 6,165 6,800 +635
* Body Attitude for 3' Glide Slope. (deg) 2.5 4.6 + 2.1
o Landing Climb Gradient (%) 10.3 10.3 0

Landing Climb Limited Weight (lb) 770,..M 777,000 +7,000

FLIGHT SPOILER CONCEPT Structural Design Considerations.

Concept Description. The use of flight spoiler conibination (1,

2, 11, 12) at flaps 30 would present a unique

The use of spoilers as a vortex attenuat- loading condition on the 747-200 trailing edge
ing technique on the 747 would involve de- structure during final approach and landing,
flection of two symmetric pairs of the exist- and therefore the outboard trailing-edge
ing outboard spoilers during the landing ap- wing-flap loads would be affected. The 747
proach. Outboard spoilers are normally used currently is not certified for in-flight deploy-
as lateral control devices and as ground- ment of speed brakes with flaps extended
speed brakes. As vortex attenuation devices, during final approach. An estimation of the
these spoilers would be extended during the outboard flap ultimate static pressure loads,
landing approach also. During other opera- reflecting the influence of using flight spoil-
tioas the spoilers operate in the normal man- ers for both partial and full deflection with
ner. Refering to Figure 16 this configuration flaps 30, are within the design load envelope
has spoilers 1, 2, 11 and 12 deflected sym- for the placard plus roll-maneuver load con-
metrically to 450 in conjunction with flaps 30 dition. However, the outboard flap durability
and gear down. This spoiler combination was and ultimate static strength would experi-
chosen because it shows the least loss in ence a degradation because of buffet and
stability and is the most practical to head-on gust requirements for the new load-
mechanize in the existing airplane. It also ing condition. To evaluate the effects of buf-
appears to give the best vortex attenuation in fet on flap durability and ultimate strength
flight tests by NASA. additional testing would be required using

flaps 30 with the two outboard spoilers de-
flected to measure flap static pressures and
buffet (frequency) effects.

The effects of spoiler-induced buffet
"(structural implications and ride quality) may
be minimized by modifying the spoiler panel
geometry. A porous or perforated spoiler

._,.-_ panel is one type. This concept has been
!ested by NASA on their 747 aircraft. How-
ever, since instrumentation to measure flight
loads was not used, the reduced buffet lec!s
encountered are only qualitative indications
of the success of this concept.

Figur 16. Flight spoibrs.L 23
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Control System. trim is most critical at the aft center-of- grav-
ity position. Figure 18 compares trim re-

A preliminary flight controls evaluation quirements with the normal spoilers re-
has identified a control system concept that tracted configuration. Trim on 30 glide slope
will deploy spoiler vanels 1, 2, 11 and 12 to would be close to the mechanical trim limit at
450 when the airplane is in the landing con- light weight and low CL. Trimming with in-

figuiaion. The spoiler speed-brake mixer creased thrust would require stabilizer be-
that controls spoilers 1, 2, 11 and 12 is sepa- yond the current nose-down mechanical
rate from that controlling the other panels, limit. Level flight thrust requires V4 to V2 unit
Therefore, it could be modified to accept more, and trim for go-around thrust to dem-
commands from either the speed brake se- onstrate the go-around condition requires
quence mechanism or an added linear ac- about I unit more. The simplest change
tuator. Either the linear actuator or the nor- would be to downrig the elevators. Another
mal speed brake sequence mechanism could possibility would be to raise the stabilizer
then extend the spoiler panels. The linear jack-screw assembly in the aft body sectionactuator would be electrically commanded to with associated control system changes as in

Full manual control of speed brakes trical trim limit change required is also simi-

would be retained. Speed bra!ke handle lar to the modified flap concept. A
commands would take preference over vor-
tex alleviation signal under all conditions. In
failure modes, retract signals would have -. it

priority over extend signals. Roll commands i' •
would retract the spoilers used for vortex f " :f1
alleviation on the up-going wing. Roll and /__.;
speed brake control of the spoilers not used S,,,•.. % // • •, N•';u
for vortex alleviation would remain the .. •

same. The vortex alleviation spoilers would .. Y AD04

be cor:;. olled by two switches on the pilot's , //,
overhead panel and the flap handle.,I . I

Stability and Control. Figure 17. Effect of spoilers on pitching-moment coef- j
ficient,.•

Analysis indicates that the proposed use
of spoilers during landing is feasible not con-
sidering spoiler-induced buffet:. The stabi-
lizer electrical trim range would have to L.9

be expanded in the airplane noso..-down direc-
tion for landing while the current limit would .,--_-. _ --__ -
be maintained for fleps-up operation. The __-' -_ '" _____stabilizer trim capability would be marginal I , I
and could require some means of incr-asing ___-_- _ ....__-

nose-down trim capability. _

The effect of spoilers on pitching mo-
ment is shown on Figure 17. It can be seen
that the spoilers cause a large airplane nose- €-n

up pitching moment resulting in a substantial
ik trim change. There is also some loss in stabil-

ity (approyimately 3% MAC), which would
have only a minor effect on handling charac. Figure 18. Stabilizer rcquirad to trim for landing with
teristics. The effect of spoilers on landing spoilers exteaded.
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Aerodynamics and Performance. . -

The aerodynamic parameters used in the -- - -

spoiler concept ankalysis were derived in a
m anner simnilar to the method used for the 2..-

modified flap concept. Lift and drag incre-

daa(Figures 19 and 20) were applied to Boe- C stc~a

igbaseline data. The effect of the spoilers- ____-

extended increment on C,, versus a is to
lwrthe baseline flaps-30 wind-tunnel data I - X
toalevel. similar to the baseline flaps-25 PlE

level. The full scale FAR CL stall is derived
i n the same manner. Figure 21 shows the

FAR stall speeds and stall CL, for the spoiler

The full-scale drag is obtained by applying C
the drag increment from Figure 20 to flight
test data. Figure 20. Low-speed data, gear down spoiler
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As with the modified flap concept, Predicted flyover EPNL are summarized
takeoff, climb to cruise, and descent to final in Table 5. Noise estimates for this config-
approach pertbrmance is unaffected by the .ý.;inm indicate :Iuat it i.; 2.; !EI-PNdB Ne.-gr
spoiler concept. Since the airplane reverts to than the baseline configuration and 0.3
the normal braking configuration (all spoilers EPNdB over the FAR Part 36 noise limit of
extended) at touchdown, the effects on land- 108.0 EPNdB. This is counter to all recent
ing field length are due entirely to the in- efforts to reduce aircraft noise.
creased approach speed required. Landing
performance at maximum landing weight is ECONOMICS
summarized on Table 4 for the flight spoiler
concept as compared to the baseline flaps-30 The economic suitability of airplanes can
configuration. be compared by estimating their direct

Body attitude on approach increases 1.7' operating costs under a standard set of condi-
for the spoiler concept as compared to the tions. Important parameters in the DOC for-
baseline flaps 30. This is the same as the mula are:
normal flaps-25 attitude. Airframe and engine cost (90% amortized

over 15 years)
NOISE Airframe and engine maintenance

Fuel cost/fuel burned (trip time and distance)
The use of flaps 30 with the flight spoiler Insurance costs

concept would significantly increase 747 ap- Crew salaries
proach noise. The primary cause would be Airport fees,
the increase in engine noise due to a higher Airplane cost would be increased by im-
thrust requirement. The basic relationship plementing the vortex alleviation concept.
between EPNL, engine power setting and However, it is not possible to assess a reali-
altitude at reference acoustic conditions able dollar amount at this preliminary design
were obtained from JT9D-7 flight certifica- stage. The sensitivity of increased airframe
tion data. cost on DOC increase in percent is shown in

A slight increase in airframe noise was Figure 22.
also prediced. However, airframe noise A major objective for attenuating the
makes a negligible contribution to the in- trailing vortex system is to reduce the dis-
crease in tota' airplane noise for this config- tance between following airplanes during ap-
uration. proach to increase the flow of traffic in air-

Table 5. Approach Noise Estimates--Effect of Flight Spoiler Concept on 747 Approach Noise

Traded"
Approach VREV+ 10 FN/8AM11. NI//O EPNL EPNL

Config. (Keas) (lb.) (rpm) (EPNdB) (EPNdB)

Baseline 151.5 12,826 2,255 106.2 104.0
Flap 30
Flight

Spoiler 158.3 17,939 2,580 108.3 105.1
Concept
Flap 30

"Takeoff gross weight 351,535 Kg (775,000 Ibs)

* FAR Part 36, Appendix C Approach Conditions:
Airport - Sea Level 250 C

* 747-200B Airplane Relative Humidity 70%
* JT9D-7A Engines e Speed 1.3 V, + 10 Knots
e -200 B Nacelle * Glide Slope 3' _ 0.50
a Gross Weight 255,826 Kg (564,000 lbs.) a 1.0 n.mi. from throshold
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are operationally feasible but require ma~jor
changes to the airplane. Typically, these sys-
tems would require further development in-

• ,.•cluding wind tunnel and flight testing and
• •"""*"detailed system and structural design. The
• .• =•,•final configuration would then require cer-

0tiCcaionby heSeguatry geniesMInordr

"l t- _.d~••'*•to be operationally practical, performance
, ~ :.•,.. :•, i.3 ,-tA* losses, system complexities and costs would

. . ., Ow .... ' SO, have to be offset by improvements in termi-
,o,,,,,• •"-. , ,,o-•nal area traffic flow and safety through trail-

i• •-•ing vortex attenuation of significant mag-

•i. [ -7 "qnitude.
NASA research has shown that several

concepts can have an impact on vortex at-
tenuation but all of these concepts have sig-
nificant adverse effects. Research should be

Figure 22. Effect of airframe cost and block time o metoniuds for vortex aleitio fn.oeatatv

direct operating cost.mehdfovrtxaliton

ports and thereby reduce trip delays. The
sensitivity of block time reduction on percent REFERENCES

decrease in DOC is also shown on Figure 22. i.Tracy, P.W. and Berger, J.H., "'Effects of Instal-
An airplane cost increase of $1 x 10s, would ling Vortex attenuating devices on the design, per-
require an average saving of 3 minutes per formance and operations of a heavy commercial jet
trip to break even assuming the costs are transport," Boeing Document ID6-34174, Oct.
depreciated over a 15-year period. However, 9.

the saving could not be achieved on all flights 2. Berger. J.H. and Morris. J.P., "Effects of Instal-
since traffic flow problems are limited to rel- ling Vortex attenuating devices on the design, per-
atively few airports. The effect of airplane formance and operations of a heavy commercial jet
cost will be proportionately greater for a transport," Boeing Document 1:)6-34274, July 1976.,

shorter amortization period, such as a retro- 3. Hoetter, S.F., "'Fluid Dynamic Drag," in

fit on a used airplane. Aerodynamic Drag, Otterbein Press, .OH, 1958.
1958.

CONCLUSIONS
4. Berry, i.B.. "External Stor~e Aerodynamics for

Thisprelminry sudyof vrte attnuaAircraft Perhbrmance Prediction." AGARD lecture
Thispreimiarystuy ofvorex tteua-series No. 67, Prediction Methods for Aircraft

tion concepts; splines, modified flaps or Aerodynamic Characteristics, May 1974, p. 9.1-
flight spoilers, indicates that these systems 9.34.
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SOME REMARKS ON EN-ROUTE VORTEX ENCOUNTERS

J. W. BRITTON
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Bedf.rd, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT: A number of remarks and observations are given relating to vortex encounters during
cruising flight.

INTRODUCTION flight on airways under conditions where
there is little lateral movement of the wake, if

Most of the papers for the conference are changes in altitude are required such that a
concerned with vortex wakes as they affect following aircraft has to pass through the
operation in the terminal area and this fact flight level of a preceding aircraft or if two
simply reflects the wide appreciation of the aircraft are operated at the same flight level
potential hazards which can arise from vor- and the prevailing conditions are such that
tex encounters during take off ot approach. the wake remains at constant altitude rather
In the first paper for this conference, how- than descends then there is a chance that
ever, attention was drawn to the fact that in wake encounters will occur.
the UK there is a small but significant pro- Details of an incident when a medium
portion (-5%) of all vortex encounters which sized. twin-jet airliner encountered the wake
occur on airways and which involve aircraft of a large wide-bodied jet in cruising flight
in cruising flight. The objectives of this short are available. The data were recorded via
paper are: (I) to give some details of aircraft CAADRP (Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data
response which have been measured during Recording Programme) which is organized
an 'en route wake encounter', (2) to provide by the CAA with the collaboration of some
some information on the persistence of airlines in the UK. and for which aircraft are
wakes at altitudes for cruising flight, and (3) fitted with additional sensors and recording
to draw attention to a small selection of in- facilities. Within this programme, the

teresting features of vortex wakes which anonimity of both airline and crew are pre-
have been observed at RAE Bedford. served.

Figure 1, which is presented with the
permission of the CAA, shows the flight rec-
ord for this particular incident which oc-
curred as the smaller aircraft was descending

EN ROUTE ENCOUNTERS at an altitude of between FL 240 and FL 230.
The separation between the two aircraft has

At first sight it is reasonable to regard been estimated on the basis of ATC informa-
operation of aircraft on the approach and on tion at between 16 and 20 miles. The major
airways as entirely dissimilar, There is, how- features of the response to the encounter are
ever, one feature of these types of operation a maximum roll angle of around 70' which
which is, in the context of vortex wakes and was achieved in a period of about 5 seconds
wake encounters, common - in both cases and rapid excursions in normal acceleration
the aircraft are regimented into lines. For of up to ±0.6g. As might b e-xpected the
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record also reveals that the pilot was making thus the time interval between the passise of
large control inputs during the encounter. In the generating aircraft and the disappearance
many respects this can be regarded as a of any viwmal evidenct, of organized circula-
classic encounter where the encountering tion could be measured. The results of these
aircraft is rolled violently out of the wake and observations are: I wake persisted for 60 sec,
emerges into calmer air with an unusual at- 2 for 75 sec, 2 for 110 sec, I for 120 sec, 3 for
titude and with a new heading. 130 sec, 4 for 140 sec, I for 145 sec, 2 for 155

sec, I for 160 sec, I for 175 sec, and I for 185
sec. On about one quarter of the occasions
the wake persisted for more than 2Y2 minutes
and on one occasion the persistence ex-
ceeded 3 minutes. For aircraft with true
airspeeds of typically 8 miles per minute such

S.persistence represent wakes with lengths
greater than 20 miles aad greater than 24
miles, respectively.

These observations indicate that there is
some chance of a wake encounter in cruising

._flight even with longitudinal separations of 20
miles. As regards the magnitude of the risk, it
is felt that direct extrapolation from the lim-
ited data base presented here might be un-

f wise. Apart from being a small sample, all
the data were collected under one particular
atmospheric condition (i.e., when persistent
contrails formed)'and this may not be typical

Figure 1. Wake encounter on zurway. of "general" meteorological conditions.
More particularly, the quoted time intervals
relate to the disappearance of visual evi- I
dence of circulation - the important issues

PERSISTENCE OF VORTEX WAKES AT of vortex strength and associated hazard
CRUISING FLIGHT LEVELS have not been resolved.

Knowledge of encounters such as that
described above has led to a short pro-
gramme of research, at RAE Bedford, on the
persistence of wakes at high altitudes. In this SOME EXAMPLES OF VORTEX
programme, observations of the behaviour of BEHAVIOUR
the vortex wakes of large intercontinental
airliners (mainly Boeing 747) were made as A small selection of photographs of con-
the aircraft used the airway which is over- trails are presented in Figures 2 to 5. The
head at RAE Bedford and on those occasions vortex wake of a Boeing 747 is shown in
when persistent contrails formed and were Figures 2 and 3. The photographs were taken
entrained in the wake so as to make the vor- 100 sec and 115 sec, respectively, after the
tices visible. Systematic sequences of photo- . passage of the aircraft so that the portions of
graphs, which were taken at 5-second inter- the wake which are shown are some 14 miles
vals using a camera with a telephoto lens. and 16 miles downstream of the generating
have provided a permanent record of the de- 747. Four points arise from Figure 2: (1) It
velopment of the vortex wakes at a chosen can be seen that the Crow instability was
longitudinal station oi the airway. already well developed. (2) Another type of

On some occasions the conditions were instability also arose in which vortex bursts
such that the ice persisted until the dissipa- occurred in pairs and appeared to be con-
tion of the wake appeared to be complete and fined to the outer parts of the vortex since a
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Figure 2. Wake of Boeing 747 (t = 100 see). Figure 3. Wake of Boeing 747 (t = 115 sec).

Figure 4. Wake of Boeing 747 (t 60 see). Figure 5. Wake of Boeing 747 (t = 95 see).

coherent "inner vortex" or residual core ap- In Figure 3, the main point of interest is
peared to be left behind. This sort of instabil- directly related to the fourth point arising
ity seemed to arise about as often as the from Figure 2. The residual cores which
Crow instability. (3) The ice crystals tended arose from the port and starboard vortices
to gather together into a hollow cylindrical during the breaking and linking process of
mass. Note that the walls of the cylinder do the Crow instability appeared to have joined
not necessarily occur at the edge of the core and to have formed part of a large vortex ring
of the vortex: the position of the wall de- with a diameter of some 700 to 800 feet.
pends on the density, shape, and size of the Figures 4 and 5 show another wake from a
particles themselves. (4) Residual minor Boeing 747: on this occasion the pictures
cores appeared to persist even during the were taken 60 sec and 90 sec after the aircraft
"breaking and linking process" which is passed. The intriguing feature of this wake
characteristic of the Crow instability, was that the concentration of ice crystals
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appeared to have formed a spiral arouwd the CONCLUDING REMARKS
usual cylinder. This effect has been seen on a
number of occasions, but as yet no explana- Encounters with vortex wakes can and
tion is to hand. In Figure 5, in particular, the have occurred during cruising flight on air-
Crow instability can be seen in various stages ways. Observations at RAE Bedford indicate
on this picture, and the spiral form of the that trailing vortices may persist for more
concentration of ice crystals also appears to than two minutes after the passage of an in-
be able to persist even until this instability is tercontinental airliner in cruising flight at
well developed, high altitude.
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TECHNIQUES FOR EARLY DEMISE OF VORTICES
- A PILOT'S VIEW

JOSEPH . TYMCZYSZYN
FAA Western Region

Los Angeles CA 90009

AND

MARVIN R. BARBER
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Edwvards CA 93523

ABSTRACT: The emphasis on full-scale airborne flight testing of wake vortex turbulence has naturally
phased into a systematic evaluation of methods for attenuating vortex strength rather than concentrating
primarily on the basic consideration of determining separation distances required for safe control of the
following aircraft. A brief review of several techniques is provided with emphasis on the most successful
configuration explored to date. This configuration change has been the extension of the two most
outboard spoiler segments during the landing approach of the B-747. Similar configurations have been
successfully tested in wind tunnels by NASA-LRC for the DC- 10 and L- 1011 and flight tests of the
L- 1011 are scheduled for the immediate future. An attempt is made to predict the operational, environ-
mental and certification problems which would have to be considered if reduced spacing is dictated by
the need to improve airport capacity and general arguments are presented in favor of wake vortex
alleviation.

INTRODUCTION encounter. Most of them have occurred in
VFR flight where the pilot is responsible for

The Wake Vortex hazard is not a new his own separation. Recent inquires into
problem. It was described rather accurately available records in FAA, NASA (the FAA
in 1909 in a book entitled "Aerodynamics" reporting system) and the Air Force reveal
by an English scientist named Frederick W. that a surprisingly large number of incidents
Lanchester. Since then, pilots have lived occur particularly to executive jet and
with it under various names such as "prop small-span military jet aircraft that operate
wash" and "jet wash," and it was consid. into airports with a wide traffic mix. Again,
ered more of a nuisance than a hazard until most of these were operating under VFR
the advent of the wide-bodied Heavy jet air- conditions. Apparently, the present 6-5-4-3 )
craft and more lately with the need to in- NM separation standard had served to pro-
crease airport capacity as a major national vide the safety desired under IFR conditions
(and international) goal. Like its sister prob- but at a penalty to the potential airport capac-
lem of wind shear, the documentation of ac- ity. It suggests that if VFR pilots were more
cident and incident information resulting familiar with the 6-5.4-3 NM IFR rule (Table
from wake vortex encounters is much less 1). together with a basic understanding of the
voluminous than generally reported by most principles of wake vortices as discussed in
pilots when asked about their experience Advisory Circular 90-23D for example, they
with the subject. In the last decade, some 200 woule -njoy a higher level of safety. The IFR
accidents have occurred to civil, public, and separation standards are an excellent guide
military aircraft as a result of a wake vortex even under VFR conditions.
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Table I. Present US IFR Landing Separation most cognizant and most attentive to this
Requirement hazard. This classification of aircraft in-f Trailing Aircraft eludes the executive jets and small military

__ s L H aircraft which invariably also have a rela-
. S 3 3 3 tively high incidence of exposure to larger

.• L 4 3 3 and heavier aircraft at busy terminal airports.
H 6 5 4 In addition, in the eyes of the corporate pilot

_ Nautical miles at threshold___ and of the company that owns that "2 or 3
million-dollar beauty," she's as big and as

KEY beautiful as her larger sisters, but the execu-
S - SMALL (less than 12,500 lbs. GTW) tive jet is just a small airplane when you look
L - LARGE (12.500 - 300.000 lbs. GTW) at it in comparison with the really big vortex
H - HEAVY (more than 300.000 lbs. GTW)

generator ahead of her. The same overconfi-
dence may be present in the minds of military
pilots flying small high-performance fighters,

cto Table 1, it is trainers, and utility aircraft, and it is espe-
Agains wtha refrene aicially important that they be alert to these

obvious that the Large aircraft category,
which varies from 12,500 to 300,000 lbs problems.
maximum certificated takeoff weight, repre- DEMONSTRATED VORTEX
sents a very wide range of aircraft size and ATTENUATION
consequently in relative upset tolerance
when following another Large or Heavy air- A complete reporting of the vortex at-
craft. It is equally obvious that this inequity tenuation flight experiments is gi",n in refer-
could be solved by establishing more ence 1. A brief review of the results is given
categories of aircraft, but more categories here for continuity.
results in too many possible combinations Table 2 summarizes the vortex attenua-
which create additional problems for the tion flight experiments. The taole also lists
human air traffic controller. It is, therefore, the aircraft involved in each experiment and
apparent that the pilots of aircraft in the gives some idea of the magnitude and timing
lower end of the Large category should be of the programs.

Table 2. Vortex Attenuation Flight Experiments
Number Time period

Method of Means of Vortex-generating Vortex-probing of test for test

Altered span loading Altered inboard/ B.747 Learjet-23 (LR-23) 17 1974

outboard flap Cessna T-37H
deflections

Turbulence ingestion Splines C-54G f.P.ipe. r -Cherokee . .-20 1973
-PA-28)

Mass and turbulence Altered inboard/ B.747 LR-23 -2 197411975
ingestion outboard engine T-37B

thrust levels
"Altered span loading Wingtip-mounted CV-990 LR-23 -2 1969

and turbulence spoiler
ingestion Altered ,poiler B.747 LR-23 -15 1975/1976

deflections T-37B
McDonnell Douglas

DC-9____
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Span loadings were altered in flight by Turbulence was created and ingested
varying the deflections of the inboard and into the vortices in flight by mounting splines
outboard flaps on a Boeing B-747 aircraft. on a McDonnell Douglas C-54G aircraft and
Figure 1(a) shows the B-747 airplane flying by varying the thrust of the engines on the
with a conventional or 30/30 landing flap con- B-747 aircraft. Figure 2 shows the splines on
figuration (i.e., inboard flap deflected 300 and the aircraft in flight, and Figure 3 shows de-
outboard flap deflected 300). Figure l(b) tails of the splines. These tests were pre-
shows the airplane flying with the 30/1 flap ceded by wind-tunnel tests which are re-
configuration (inboard flap deflected 30*, ported in conjunction with the flight tests in
outboard flap deflected 10). The following reference 5.
combinations of inboard/outboard flap de- The inboard and outboard engines of the
flections were tested: 30/30, 30/20, 30/10, B-747 airplane are alined directly in front of
30/5, 30/1, and 5/30. The minimum outboard the outboard edges of the inboard and out-
flap deflection was 1P so that the leading-edge board flaps, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates
flaps could be kept extended (the leading-
edge flap deflections are programmed ac-
cording to trailing-edge flap deflections).
Various span loads were tested because of
the attenuation potential forecast by wind-
tunnel tests [2]. The results of the flight tests
of span loading alterations are reported in
references 3 and 4.

0-1 Figure 2. C-540 aircraft with splines installed.

- .,T~ 11921

(a) 30/30 flap configuration.
-0.3

Spline sawation Plant 2.07(921

'ýA j

.Y(b) 3011! flap configuration. Figure 3. Diagram of spline ranuxaement. Dimen-

Figure I. B-747 span load test configurations. WO in meters (inches).
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the engine/flap alinement. This alinement Figure 5 is a sketch of the B-747 spoil-
naturally caused curiosity about the effects er/speed brakes, referred to herein as spoilers.
of changes in engine thrust on the wake vor- The effects of various spoiler segment com-
tices of the B-747 airplane in the normal land- binations on vortex attenuation were tested
ing configuration and in attenuated config- thoroughly in the Langley V/STOL wind
urations; therefore, the effects of engine tunnel [7]. These results were sufficiently
thrust were evaluated on numerous occa- promising to warrant flight test verification.
sions throughout the B-747 vortex attenua- Therefore, the effects of deflecting these
tion flight tests. spoilers on vortex attenuation have -en

The combined effects of altered span evaluated in flight tests.
loading and turbulence ingestion were flight
tested in flight by installing a fixed spoiler on
the wingtip of a Convair CV-990 aircraft and /
by deflecting the existing spoilers on the
B-747 airplane. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the
CV-990 wingtip spoiler from a distance and -
close up. Wind-tunnel tests of this configura-
tion were conducted and reported in con-
junction with flight tests in reference 6. II- &

~~~W77

Figure 5. Spoilers on B-747 airplane.

Test Techniques.
(a) From a distance.

The technique of vortex attenuation

"", . •:flight testing has been described in detail in
lmd S!'._ 'reference 8. However, a review of the tech-

.• i.... "niques from the pilot's standpoint is believed

to be appropriate.
The most significant test in a qualitative

evaluation of the vortex hazard to a trailing
aircraft consists of probing the vortex as it
would most likely be encountered in a real
landing approach situation. To simulate this
situation, the vortices are probed with as
small a penetration angle as possible. This
type of probe is referred to as a parallel probe
(i.e., the probing aircraft's flightpath is ap-

____..-_____________.. .proximately parallel to the vortex). The
probe airceaft may enter the vortex wake

(b) Close up. from below, from above, or from either side.
The probes result in pitch, roll, and yaw up-

Figure 4. CV.990 wingtip sVoiler, sets that are representative of those thatK 25
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would be experienced by trailing aircraft in initiated. Experience gained in the vortex at-
real situations. Qualitative assessments of tenuation flight tests show some shortcom-
these upsets enable the probe pilot to select ings in these data and indicate areas where
separation distances (or times) behind a present techniques are inadequate.
generating aircraft that result in acceptable
levels of vortex-induced hazard.

The only limitation on a simulation of Averagegros wetghh qenerating

real vortex encounter situations is test al- aircaf. tb
0 to 2W 0 3W U %0 6W 700 103titude. Statistically it is known that most ac- 7 -1 ,

cidents attributed to trailed wake vortices - Probe irl.,ift0 oil.analysis•• I k3

occur on landing approach at relatively low 10- aPltoie o 023, b, PA-30t

altitudes. Unfortunately, flight test experi-
ence to date has not resulted in sufficient a DC -9

confidence in either predictive techniques or n . CV.9
the repeatability of flight test results to per-
mit testing at altitudes less than those re- 0 a r -1Or DC-10

quired for comfortable recovery from in-
verted flight. In practice, this means the tests ,
must be conducted no lower than approxi- Aveagbe gross "',of gegartin

mately 1500 meters (5000 feet) above ground 4,,uf,. k9
level: therefore, the probe pilot is evaluating
an upset hazard at high altitudes above Figure 6. Minimum separation distance based on
ground level and attempting to extrapolate pilot opinion and roll control criterion.his evaluation to low altitudes. This Generating aircraft in landing configura-

shortcoming has become more and more sig- tion; 1J......, = .
nificant as the attenuated vortex configura-
tions have enabled vortex encounters at
closer separation distances, thereby increas-
ing the need to verify the acceptability of the Span loadings were alte-ed in flight byconfiguration, varying the deflections of the inboard and

In the past, probe pilots have estimated outboard flaps on a B-747 aircraft as shown
minimum separation distances by determin- in Figures l(a) and l(b). Seventeen flightsing the separation distance at which the were flown by the B-747 air-plane to complete

vortex-induced upsets would cause them to these tests, and the Cessna T-37B and Lear-
decide to execute a missed approach if they jet-23 (LR-23) aircraft were utilized as thewere performing an IFR approach. As noted, probe aircraft. Both parallel and cross-track
these determinations were made during probes were performed during this test se-
parallel probes made approximately 1500 ries. Most of the tests were preceded by themeters (5000 feet) above ground level, wind-tunnel tests reported in reference 2 and

Figure 6 summarizes the data that were were partially reported in references 3 and 4.
obtained from tests reported in references 9 The results of these tests are sum-to 12. The correlation of the data throughout marized in Figure 7. which presents the
the numerous test programs is relatively pilot's iqualitative assessments of the allevia-
good and illustrates that the pilots' as- tion provided by retracting the outboard flapsessments obtained by using the previously on the B-747 airplane. The landing-gear-up
discussed tec hnique agree remarkably well data show that a significant amount of at-
with the mirilniAum separation distances that tenuation was provided by retracting thewere establi, t:ed by using the roll-control eri- outboard flap. These data agree with wind-

tefnon discussed in reference 8. These data tunnel data obtained from a model that did
and the techniques for obtaining them were not have a landing gear. When the landingthe baseline from which the vortex attenua- gear on the airplane was extended, a signifi- .
tion flight tests to be discussed herein were cant amount of attenuation was lost.

3"51
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The differences in the B-747 trailed vor- of the outboard flap. With the outboard flap
tex system with and without the outboard retracted, the dominant vortex is that shed
flap extended can be evaluated by reviewing from the outboard edge of the inboard flap.
the photographs in Figures I 1(a) to 11(f) and In both cases, photographs in Figures 13(a)
Figures 12(a) to 12(f). A comparison of Fig- and 13(b) show that the landing gear diffuses
ure I l(a) and Figure 12(a) indicates that with a powerful vortex at the inboard edge of the
the outboard flap extended the dominant vor- inboard flap, significantly reducing the at-
tex is the vortex shed from the outboard edge tenuation provided by the 30/1 flap config-

(a) Time 0 second. (b) Time = 5 seconds.

(c) Time 10 seconds. A) Time = 15 secoiids.

(eC Time 20 seconds. Mf) Time 25 se•onds.

Figure i l. B-747 wake vortex characteristics, 30/3 flap configuration; geat up; weight 276,000 (607,000 Ib);

airspeed -I15 knots.
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uration. Though not available in the photo- standpoint, the vortex attenuation afforded
graphic record at this time, visual observa- by the 30/1 configuration was disiegarded
tions of the inboard vortex showed that it for obvious operational reasons when the de-
intermingled with the vortex off the outboard grading effects of the landing gear were dis-
edge of the inboard flap when it was not covered. It should be noted that this config-
diffused by the landing gear. uration also imposed a center-of-gravity limi-

Although interesting from a research tation on the B-747 airPiane.

a)Tie s
(a) Time = 0 second. (b) Time = 5 seconds.

(c) Time =10 seconds. (d) Time 15I seconds.

(e) Time = 20 seconds. (f0 Time = 25 seconds.

Figure 12. B-747 wake 'vortex characteristics. 30/I flap configuration: gear up; weight 263.000 kg (57000 1b):
airspeed = 150 knots.
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(a) Landing gear extended. (b) Landing gear retracted.

Figure 13. Effect of landing gear extension on vortex for B-747 30/1 flap configuration.

Undoubtedly. the most violent response that vortex attenuation in reverse results inof a deliberate exposure of a test airplane to a vortex augmentation. If anyone ever has a

vortex encounter was that of the T-37B be- need of increasing separation distances we
hind the B-747 with a wing-flap configuration suggest this type of vortex augmentation.)
opposite to the 30* inboard/i' outboard de-
flection which was proven to provide attenu- Results of Turbulence Ingestion Tests.
ation and reduce the vortex hazard. It would
be pertinent to look at a time history of this The ingestion of turbulence into the vor-
extreme maneuver (Figure 14). The B-747 tices in flight was accomplished by mounting

flap configuration was 300 outboard flap and splines on the wingtips of a C-54G aircraft
50 inboard flaps extended - a thoroughly (Figures 2 and 3). The Piper Cherokee (PA-

useless configuration from a practical 28) airplane was used as the probe aircraft for
viewpoint but of extreme interest in the con- these tests. The vortex attenuation results of
cept of vortex attenuation - since it would these tests are shown in Figure 15, which
prove that if you provided attenuation by compares the probe aircraft's roll accelera-
decreasing lift at the wing tips you should tions in the attenuated and unattenuated vor-
achieve wake vortex hazard augmentation tices. The data show that the PA-28 airplane
by doing the opposite. It worked! One en- has insufficient roll control power to over-
counter at 4 miles was se violent and sharp come the vortices of the basic C-54G
that the probe aircraft dropped back im- airplane at a separation distance of approxi-
mediately to reenter the vortex at 6.1 miles! mately 4 nautical miles and that maximum
The vortex trail was visibly small and tight roll-control -roll power is never required ta
and the encounter at 6.1 miles resulted in a oppose the vortex attenuated by splines. The
violent I V2 turn left outside snap roll in which data generally correlate with the pilots' opin-
the roll rate exceeded 200 deg/sec and a ions of the attenuation, which was that roll
negative load factor of -2.675g was imposed control become insufficient approximately
on the aircraft. The right engine also flamed 2.5 nautical miles behind the unattenuated
out in what turned out to be a double in- C-54G airplane but that it was sufficient
verted snap roll. (All of which convinced us tlu'oughout the entire range of separations
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Figure 14. Time history of a T-37B encounter of a B-747 wake (5/30-flap configuration).

tested for the attenuated configuration. The (It should be noted that the splines were not
unattenuated data represent the C-54G retractable, as they would be for any config-
airplane in the clean zonfiguration and there- uration seriously proposed for operation.)
fore are not directly comparable to the data The splines caused no noticeable changes in
presented in Figure 6, which are for the nor- the handling qualities of the C-54G airplane.
inal landing configuration. Finally, the maximum overall sound pressure

The effects of the splines on the perform- level of the C-54G airplane during landing
ance, handling qualities, and noise of the approach with splines on was approximately
C-54G airplane were also measured. It was 4 decibels higher than with splines off.
concluded that although the splines signifi- The vortex attenuation potential of the
cantly reduce the rate of climb of the C-54G splines should not be too easily discounted
airplane, the airplane's four-engine perform- because of what may seem to be rather com-
ance was acceptable for this test program. plex operational problems. An unpublished

study concerning the feasibility of producing
retractable splines concluded that the con-
cept is practical.

-WithOut 1phin,*
.. .With sinits

04

V, _-..... [ Re ",Its of Combinations of Mass and
Turbulence Ingestion Tests.

Flight tests were conducted with the
03 4 B-747 airplane to evaluate the effects of en-

S*j•,ion tMUM. IQ. gine thrust on vortex attenuation. In general,
most of the B-747 testing has been conducted
with thrust for level flight at altitudes of ap-

Figure 15. Effect of splines on vortex attenuation, proximately 3000 meters (10.000 feet) be
C-540 generatoralrc•ft, gear and flaps up, cause a level flight path trakes it easier for
thrus for level flight; PA-28 probe aircraft the probe pilots to frind and encounter the
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vortices. However, considerable testing has resulting vortex system. In flight, the spoil-
been performed for all the attenuated and ers were deflected in the following combina-
unattenuated configurations wherein the tions:
thrust was reduced from that required for .
level flight to that required for a -3* flight- Spoiler Panel

path angle and further to flight idle (approxi- I[ 2? 3 1 4 15 61 7181 9 111112
mately -6" flight-path angle, depending on Spoiler panel deflection. deg
spoiler, flap, and gear configuration). To - - 37 37 - - - - 37 37 - -

date, a detailed comparison of the pilots' 41 41 ------ -- --- 41 41
qualitative assessments of the effects of en- 25 25 ----- 25 25

gine thrust with quantitative data has not - -45 - - - - 45 45 -

been completed. In general, however, it ap-
pears that reducing the thrust from that re-
quired for level flight to flight idle adds ap- The deflection angles were chosen as a
proximately 2 nautical miles to the required "esult of the flight crew's concern about the
separation distance. This generalization is level of buffet induced by the spoilers and
true for both the 30/30 and 30/1 flap config- limitations of the control system on the pro-
urations (Figure 9). duction B-747 airplane. The 37' deflection

Tests wherein the inboard and outboard for spoilers 3, 4, 9, and 10 and the 41' deflec-
engine thrust levels have been varied alter- tion for spoilers I, 2, ii, and 12 were used
nately have been conducted, but the data are because of the crew's concern about the
not yet available. Tests to determine the ef- safety of accepting a higher level of buffet.
fects of engine thrust on the attenuation pro- The 25° limit for the deflection of spoilers I,
vided by deflecting various spoiler segments 2. II. and 12 was established because it
are yet to be completed. caused the highest buffet level that the flight

crew felt passengers would tolerate. The 45'
deqlections for the spoiler combinations (1, 4,
9, 12) and (2, 3, 10, I1) were limited primarily
by the control system. It is interesting to note
that the flight crew felt that the buffet level

Results o Combinations of Span Loading with a spoiler deflection of 45' was excessive
Alteration and Turbulence Ingestion Tests. for spoiler combination (2, 3, 10, II) but ac-

ceptable for the spoiler combination (I. 4, 9,
Wind-tunnel tests made as early as 1969 12).

indicated that the character of the trailing Figure 16 summarizes the pilots' qualita-
vortex system could be changed significantly tive separation requirements from the spoiler
by adding a spoiler to the wing in the area of flight tests. The data illustrate that with
the vortex formation 161. Flight tests of a spoilers 1, 2, 11 and 12 deflected 41'. sig-
spoiler on the wing tip of a CV-990 aircraft nificantly more attenuation is provided than
(Figure 4) were conducted in 1970 as a result with any other configuration. In fact, it
of these wind-tunnel tests. Unfortunately, at would appear from these data that the 41°
that time in-flight vortex marking systems deflection of spoilers 1, 2. II. and 12 could be
were not available, and therefore the tests proposed as an cperational configuration that
were rather inconclusive, would allow light aircraft to be spaced as

More recently, however, wind-tunnel close as 3 nautical miles behind heavy air-
tests have shown that extending various craft; therefore, a series of tests was de-
combinations of the B-747 spoilers is effec- veloped to investigate the operational feasi-
tive in attenuating its vortices 171. Figure 5 bility of using this configuration. This inves-
shows that the four outboard spoiler panels tigation was to include actual landings of the
on the B-747 airplane are in the vicinity of the B-747 airplane with the spoilers extended
outboard flap where the dominant vortex is and probes of its vortex at landing flare al-
shed (Figure II); therefore, it is not surpris- titudes by the T-37B airplane. Landing the
ing that extending these spoilers affects the B-747 airplane with the spoilers extended
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Figure 16. Effect of spoilers on wake vortex attenua. (a) Front view.
tion. B-747 airplane: thrust for 3° flightpath; .

30/30 flap configuration; gear down; weight ..'+ Ii

250,000 kg (9 550,000 lb). ,, .. ,.,

was accomplished in a relatively straightfor- (b) Rear view.
ward manner, and the pilots indicated that Figure 17. Formation of B-747 wake vortices. Con-

the spoilers did not significantly detract from ventional landing configuration.
the airplane's landing performance. §7 A u '.A M-

The proposed low-altitude probes with 6,S.. W V .V
the T-37B airplane required a reevaluation of k ". ' • s
the criteria on which probing was based at .. . ',<
altitude. The probe pilots used as a criterion IL I
the ltvel of upsets which would force them to
abandon an approach either on instruments ,
"or after breaking out at the bottom of an •
overcast. Among other factors, a bank angle
limit of approximately 30' for the T-37B (a) Fron view
airplane at altitude was considered as a
baseline (with lower limits for aircraft with
larger wing spans). The adequacy of this par-
tial criterion was questioned, however, when
actual landings were proposed; lower control
power, proximity to stalls or spins at low .0
altitude, and the thrust required to overcome g4
the downwash of the generating airplane be-
came additional items of concern.

Intentional probes of the downwash area
between the B-747 vortexes were made with
the B-747 airplane with spoilers 1, 2, 11, and (bM Rear view.

12 deflected. The T-37B airplane probed this Figure 18. Formation of B.747 wake vortices. Con-
area to less than 2 nautical miles and found ventional landing configuration with spoil.
"only light to moderate turbulence with an ersegments 1, 2. II. and 12 deflected 41V.

TTT77Ti~;.7~~i7. 1.- j~ 2M
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incremental downwash of approximately 150 quired for certification. This need not be the
meters per minute (500 feet per minute). The case, however, if the spoilers are mecha-
problem of adequate climb performance at nized to retract completely at a speed of ap-
low speeds in the landing configuration had proximately 1.15 Vso to 1.1 Vso. The spoil-
to be considered, even when roll control ers would never be extended at the actual
power was adequate to overcome the stall or interfere with the stall warning but
vortex-induced roll. An additional unknown would be extended during the approach,
was the variation of vortex strength and life flare, and landing. The normal landing
as a function of altitude and ground effect. touchdown speeds in actual service are well
Tests using ground-based sensors were con- above these speeds. This philosophy has al-
ducted to evaluate the normal and attenuated ready been applied to certification of Direct
vortex characteristics, but the results are not Lift Control (DLC) where spoiler retraction
yet available, is initiated by the stall warning system. It

All T-37B probe pilots agree that the at- could logically be considered as a deliberate
tenuated vortex is mitch larger in diameter, is increase in drag exactly balanced by an in-
less well defined, and has lower tangential crement of thrust. The spoilers probably
velocities than the usual, well-formed vortex would have to be programmed to retract im-
tube. A comparison of the photographs in mediately for a missed approach which
Figures 17(a) and 17(b) with those shown in would be an asset in providing almost instant
Figures 18(a) and 18(b) will provide the lift and faster engine response for a
reader with an illustration of the differences windshear or other go-around situations. It
in the formation of the B-747 vortex system would obviously be necessary to recheck the
with and without spoilers 1. 2. I, and 12 stability, control and trim characteristics as
extended. well as the actual landing flare and crosswind

landing capacity of the attenuated landing
configuration. All of the testing on the NASA
B-747 vortex-generating aircraft have been
made at normal landing speeds and about a

Generating Aircraft. dozen landings have been made with the 1-2,
11-12 spoilers extended through touchdown

For the purpose of this discussion, it will at n or l er end e spee ds A x
be asumd tat ortx atenutio Isac- at normal landing reference speeds. As ex-

be assumed that vortex attenuation is ac- pected, the pilots reported somewhat less
complished (in the landing configuration) by floating after flare but this was not consid-

extension of specific spoiler segments ahead ered unusual or necessarily undesirable for

of the outboard flaps. The most obvious fac- ere unspor necraft.

tors to be considered from an operational, large transport aircraft.

environmental and certification viewpoint
for a possible retrofit program to the entire
fleet of wide-body aircraft would be

a) Landing and Go-Around Characteris- Noise.
tics and Performance.

b) Noise, Extension of 2 spoiler segments on each
c) Structural and Passenger Comfort wing during final landing approach will obvi-

Considerations, ously increase drag and require some
d) Benefits and Cost Effectiveness. and additional thrust with its additional noise in-
e) Generating Aircraft Trajectory. crement. Obviously, the noise increment is a

liability and will have to be accounted for in
Landing and Go-Around Perfformance and terms of increase in safety and airport capac-
Characteristics. ity. Obviously, the optimized spoiler config-

uration for each of the wide-bodied Heavy
At first glance, it would appear neces- aircraft will be influenced by this factor and

sary to increase the approach speed and de- noise may be the limiting factor in the con-
termine the increased landing distance re- cept.
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Structural and Passenger Comnjbrt other factors are now being considered in aConsiderations. Cost/Benefit study recently initiated for the

FAA by TSC.
One of the parameters in selecting suit-

able spoiler combinations for vortex attenua- Generating Aircraft Trajectory.
tion has been consideration of a buffet level
acceptable to the passengers in the gener- Flight tests of the Heavy aircraft haveating airplane. Some work using perforated made test pilots appreciate the strength of
spoilers was conducted on the B-747 but re- the vortex trail in the clean, climb or holding

suited in a decrease in effectiveness as vor- configuration to be much more severe than
tex attenuators as well as a desired decrease any configuration with flaps extended. Most
in buffet levels. Wind-tunnel tests have been of the work on vortex attenuation has con-
completed at NASA-Langley Research centrated on the landing configuration be-
Center on the Lockheed L- 10 11 and Douglas cause of the greater exposure and higher
DC-10-40 wide-bodied Tri Jets and indicate accident record. A review of civil, public
that the use of spoilers will also work on aircraft, and military accident and incident
other wide-body transports although the buf- records reveals unexpected encounters par-
fet levels for the several spoiler combinations ticularly in climb out after flaps have been
are not yet known. Flight tests are scheduled retracted. One serious attempt to evaluate
for the L-101 I which may also inclucde use of this hazard during climb out and turning
ailerons trimmed symmetrically upward as flight recommended a clear corridor 6,000
vortex attenuators and as a factor in de- feet wide, 1,000 feet deep, and a length suffi-
velopment of Active Control Technology. A cient to provide for 2.6 minutes x True
very brief exposure in the vortex wake trail Airspeed separation 1141. The magnitude of
of a C-5A retrofitted with upward-trimmed the effort to protect such corridors can be
ailerons for Lift Distribution Control left appreciated and the only suggestion which
some hope that the C-SA with the LDC Sys- can be offered is for the air traffic controller
tem installed may already be enjoying some and pilots to work together to better ap-
vortex attenuation. preciate this hazard during climb out.

Some quantitative data relating to
airplane buffet were obtained on the B-747 7railing Aircrajft.
and correlated with predicted passenger
comfort levels and show an obvious decrease The wake vortex hazard is invariably as-
in predicted comfort level although the short, sociated with loss of control in roll. In con-
period of exposure on final approach is not ducting hundreds of deliberate encounters,
expected to be a serious problem, but it is test pilots have learned to appreciate the im-
one which will require evaluation of any minence of stalling, exceeding safe and sane
projected increase in flap component fatigue pitch altitudes as well as actuation of stall-
as each configuration is completely defined, warning stick shakers and pushers coupled

with tremendous excursions in yaw. Inten-
tional penetrations of the flow field between
the vortices have made them appreciate the

Benefits and Cost EJectiveness. rapid settling and loss of airspeed even when
no roll and yaw upsets were encountered.

Increasing airport capacity without com- Less obvious, however, are the effects of
promising safety is a high priority national local vortex flow on airspeed and angle of
goal. Obviously, any reduction in the wake attack and engine control sensors - factors
vortex hazard at the source would help to which will have to be analyzed for each air-
achieve this goal as well as to improve eco- craft when reduced separations are consid-
nomics by reducing delays due to holding. ered. Another potential problem area in need
Opposing this factor would be the initial cost of analysis and test is the danger of engine
of retrofitting the aircraft and the increase in flame out and/or compressor stalls when anr fuel flow during final approach. These and inlet ingests the vortex of the preceding air-
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craft. Ironically enough, this may be more of that the threat of possible compressor stalls
a problem for the Heavy wide-bodied aircraft and engine flame outs may be more limiting
with their lower potential minimum separa- in reducing air traffic separation intervals
tion distance. In addition, their engines than that associated with upset and control
probably have lower compressor inlet distor- problems. It is only fair to report, however,
tion t,!c."-ances because of thcir short inlets that there are no flame outs or compressor
and the larger frontal area with consequent stalls at distances of 3 to 5 nautical miles for
higher statistical capability of encountering a the DC.- 10-10 and L- 1011 probing the vortex
vortex. (A parallel, but unrelated problem is wakes of the C-5A and DC- 10-40 in level
the higher statistical probability of bird flight at F,000 to 10,000 feet in the landing
strikes which is some 7-1/2 times greater than configuration. The engine ignition systems
their predecessor engines with less than one were actuated throughout most of these en-
half of the thrust [151.) Several instances of counters as a precautionary measure. The
deliberate encounters that we have been able effects of reduced thrust and higher rate of
to verify to date were: descent (which result in a smaller tighter vor-

The right engine of the T-37B vortex tex) were not appreciated until later and

probe aircraft flamed out 6.1 nautical miles these factors could be significant in review-

behind the NASA B-747 with the flaps set in ing the capability of the airplane from both

the 300 outboard/5° inboard configuration control and engine flame-out problems in de-
mentioned previously (the vortex augmented scents if a reduction from the present
configuration). 4-nautical-mile separation between Heavy

C-141 traversing from starboard to port aircraft becomes imminent. A similar test or

at I nautical mile behind another C- 141 cruis- analysis may be necessary in considering the

ing at 38.000 feet (in order to use the contrail multi-approach capability of future micro-
to mark the vortex) suffered compressor wave landing systems.
stalls on all four engines and flamed out No. Inadvertent encounters of aircraft during

3 engine from the vortex-induced flow per- climb out and cruise are obviously less likely
turbation at the compressor inlets, to occur than during the landing approach. A

A third example of an engine "flame review of civil and military accident/incident
out- resulting from vortex ingestion was that reports reveals several ins-tances of upsets to

of the No. 3 engine of a Convair 990, again at aircraft during climb out when they intersect
about 38.000 feet while utilizing the contrail the unseen vortex trail of other aircraft. One

as a vortex trailmarker, and at a distance of such incident, a climb at 23,000 feet at a

less than a mile behind an F- 104. This flame separation distance of 1I miles, resulted in

out was especially insidious because it injury to seven passengers and cabin atten-
vasn't even felt by the crew until they saw dants in a Large tri-jet transport.
tie engine instruments spooling down! The need for decreasing separation

A review of Air Force accident and inci- intervals between aircraft may dictate the
dent records reveals many instances of jet need for training in recognition and wake
and turbo-prop engine compressor stalls and vortex encounter in much the same manner
"flame outs" when a vortex was ingested as the airlines had to introduce recognition
into an engine inlet. Most of these occurred and reaction training for windshear prob-
in 2rossing behind and under other aircraft at lems. One example of the confusion resulting
relatively close distances, but there are in- from a wake vortex encounter under VFR
stances documented as far as 1-1/2 miles be- conditions was documented by an FAA air
hind the generator. carrier operations inspector during a routine

Analysis of these engine flame outs re- inspection. In this case, the first officer of a
veals similarity in the sense that in most in- four-engine turboprop airliner was flying be-
stances the ingested vortices were small in hind a medium size three-engine jet transport
diameter and had peak velocities greatly in on landing approach. The right wing went
excess of those associated with engine inlet down at low altitude and the first officer
distortion tolerance testing. It is conceivable could not raise the wing explaining that he
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had at first lost one engine and then both accident - then why not go one step farther
engines on the right side. He did not recog- and design for vortex attenuation on pur-
nize the problems as a wake vortex en- pose.
counter until the captain applied power to all
four engines and ordered a go-around. Train-
ing for pilots of non-airline aircraft may also REFERENCES
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AIRCRAFT VORTEX EFFECTS ON GROUND LEVEL POLLUTANT
CONCENTRATION AND TRACKING OF VORTEX MOVEMENT IN THE

AIRPORT ENVIRONMENT

B. TOD DELANEY
Exxon Research and Engineering

1-lorhain Park NJ 07932

ABSTRACT: The e;•ect on ground level pollutant concentrations of including a mechanism to consider
the transport of :.ircraft-generated pollutants captured in the trailing vortex system is examined by
coupling a three-dimensional vortex transport program with a line source dispersion routine. It was
found that ne; only would the ground level concentrations of oxides of nitrogen change but so would the
spatial distibution. Echos recorded by a FM-CW radar are shown to be the result of water vapor and
pollutant., trapped in a descending vortex system.

INTRODUCTION of transport and detection, respectively. The
twu specific areas that are covered are: first,

While visible air pollution from aircraft determination of the effect on ground-level
has decreased over the last 16 years with the •,,llutant concentration when including air-
introduction of clean combusters, reactive craft wake vortex transport equations in air-
hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen have port air pollution prediction models and,
increased. This increase is caused by the in- second, determining if aircraft wake vortices
creased number of flight operations and the can be tracked by the highly sensitive
introduction of a new generation of jet en- Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave
gines that produce considerably higher quan- (FM-CW) Radar.
tities of oxides of nitrogen (NO,). especially
during runway roll and climbout. Since NO, AIRPORT AIR POLLUTION MODELING
is a primary constituent of photochemical
smog, air pollution from aircraft and airports An accurate environmental assessment
has come under closer scrutiny, of aircraft operations has three primary com-

The increase in the number of flight op- ponents: the measurement of pollutant
erations and the size of the aircraft now in emissions to categorize the air emissions per
common use has also increased the occur- engine for each aircraft operational mode,
rence of another type of air pollutant, the accurate description of the air,:raft opera-
aircraft wake vortex system. The wake vor- tional procedures to calculate total emissions
tex system is cf major concern in the airport released, and dispersion equations to predict
environment because of its possible det- ambient air concentrations. This pIper reex-
rimental effects on encountering aircraft. amines the latter component to determine the

These two forms of airport environment effect when aircraft vortex tranM,Ort
air pollution are considered together in this equations are included.
paper; although seemingly unrelated, they The modeling is concerned with the
each affect one another from the viewpoint period from climbout to 943 meters. The
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Table I. Airport Air Pollution Diffusion Models

NRC NContracting
Model Name Developer Agency

AIREC or NREC Northern Research Engineering Corporation EPA
GEOMET Geomet Incorporated EPA
ERT/MARTIK Environmental and Research Technology

Northern Research Engineering Corporation FAA
AVAP Argonne National Laboratory FAA
AQAM Argonne National Laboratory Air Force
GACM Grumman Aerospace Corporation Model Unknown
BOEING Boeing Computer Services Proposal to FAA
Landrum/Brown Landrum and Brown None
LMSC Lockheed Missile and Space Company Proposal to FAA

Table 2. Aircraft Landing and Takeoff Cycle (LTO)
Operational Modes

a. start-up and idle
'.. T 7 b. taxi mode to end of takeoff runway.j. / "',* , - c. delay at end of runway

IT .d. runway roll
It I, e. climbout to 3000 feet

t I I, f. approach from 3000 feet
F' g. landing on the runway

6 h. taxi mode to parking area
,,_,1 g. idle at shoutdown

0 , -h. a maintenance operation and venting of fuel fr-m
.cnc. -]) ---- the aircraft at one point in the climbout to 300 feet

Figure 1. Schematic of aircraft !anding take-off landing and takeoff cycle (LTO) for
cycle (LTO). passenger aircraft. The LTO cycle de-

veloped consisted of ten distinct modes with
each being modeled separately. The ten

943-meter cutoff distance is the standard al- modes comprising the LTO cycle are listed
titude set down by the Environmental Pro- in Table 2 and shown schematically in Figure
tection Agency (EPA) for consideration of I.
aircraft operations with respect to their con- Considerable deveiopmental effort has
tribution to air pollutant concentrations gone into improving the calculation of the
within the mixing layer. quantity of pollutants emitted by individual

There are presently nine models de- aircraft during all phases of the LTO cycle,
signed specifically to calculate pollutants the distribution of the pollutants among the
generated by aircraft operations in and sources defining the LTO cycle, and the dis-
around airports or military airbases Ill. persion of the pollutants from the source
These nine models are presented in Table I points to the receptors since the NREC
along with the contracting agency and de- model was first published. This developmian-
veloping corporation. All of the modeling ef- tal effort has resulted in the very detailed
forts subsequent to the NREC model ha,ýve airport/military-airbase models rfpresented
relied heavily on the basic framework de- by AVAP/AQAM of Argonne National Lab-
veloped in the NREC model. The NREC oratory 121, This development as applied to
model was developed to cover all basic oper- the climbout portion of the LTO cycle is as
ations taking place at an airport with the pri- folows: in the NREC model all aircraft (12
mary emphasis on development of a typical classes) followed the same departure path
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which was ap-.foximated as a series of point the flight path by the aircraft wake vortex
sources of varying strength in the dispersion system before dispersion begins.
algorithm, whereas in AQAM 50 individual
aircraft types are represented with each fol-
lowing a different departure path which is
treated as an inclined line source using the
Argonne developed line-source model AIRCRAFT WAKE ENTRAPMENT AND
(ALSM) 131. TRANSPORT

Even with all of the refinements made to
the airport air pollution simulation models it
has not been possible to obtain conclusive
tests of the models predictive capabilities Some of the first work performed to de-
and ambient air data of the three primary termine the dissemination of material from
pollutants (carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons aircraft was done for the U.S. Army's Dug-
and oxides of nitrogen). Prelim;nary tests in- way Proving Ground. The specific series of
dicate the models adequately predict carbon tests considered are referred to as the Dallas
monoxide and hydrocarbons but fail with Tower Studies [51. Some of the important
oxides of nitrogen. The usual reasons given results of this study related to the present
for the lack of correlation between observed subject were the assumption that the aircraft
and predicted values is that material is trans- could be treated as a point source for disper-
ported into the sampling area from an un- sion calculations did not appear to be valid
known source or from sources that have not for aircraft releases, that the aircraft wake
been modeled adequately, mainly the envi- had some degree of control over the spread
rons. Another suggestion is that one or more of the released material, and that a net
emission sources within the airport or air- downward transport was imparted to the re-
base had not been adequately modeled. One leased material.
emission source that falls into the class of not The action of the aircraft wake and its
being adequately modeled is that portion of effect on cloud growth were further studied
the LTO cycle that begins when the aircraft by Meteorology Research Inc. (MRI). The
keaves the runway and climbs to 943 meters. MRI experimental program consisted of at-
Neither the NREC nor AVAP/AQAM taching smoke grenades to the wing tips of a
models adequately modeled this portion of Cessna 180 and producing smoke from the
the LTO cycle since both methods assume aircraft engine by injecting oil into the engine
that the pollutants remain along the aircraft exhaust 161. This procedure allowed obser-

flight 'path which is not the physical case. vers to see the wing tip vortices and the
This lack of adequaie modeling of the physi- entrainment of the engine-exhaust products
cal situation is especially sensitive for NO, by the vortex system. The smoke contained
since it is during this portion of the LTO in the engine exhaust was captured by the
cycle that approximately 40r1' of the NO, lower portion of the vortex flow field and
enter the atmosphere from aircraft opera- transNrted and diffused through most of the
tions 141. Considering the trend toward oval representing the vortex pair. The oval
higher NO, levels in the new generation of containing the smoke from the engine and the
aircraft engines, the accurate modeling of vortices created by the wings then descended
this portion of the LTO cycle becomes more through the atmosphere for 7.6-30.5 meters
aiid more important. These reasons point to 161. The importance of these tests for the
a need for a refined methodology to deter- present study are that the MRI tests showed
mine the effect of the aircraft during climbout that the combustion products from a cen-
as an emission source on the ground-level trally located engine were drawn Into the
concentrations predicted at various recep- trailing vortex system. remained there, and
tors. The basis of the refined description for were transported with the system as it de-
the modeling of aircraft emission during the scended through the atmosphere.
climbout portion of the LTO cycle is that the During 1970 the FAA conducted full-
combustion products are transported from scale flight tests to measure the size of vortex
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cores and duration of the trailing vortex sys- The overall conclusion when the pre-
tern from some of the commonly used corn- dicted and experimentally obtained tracks
mercial jet aircraft. In this test program air- were compared was that reliable vortex
craft flew upwind of an instrumented tower; tracks could be predicted with the accuracy
the mean wind carried the trailing vortex sys- of the prediction being determined by how
tem to the tower where measurements were well the mean wind field was specified. This
made. In an effort to improve the pre- conclusion was qualified because: (1) th(
dictability of vortex-tower intercept times, predicted sink rate was less than the ob-
CORVUS-type smoke oil was used in the served and (2) the measured upwind vortex
engines of B-747, B-707 and CV-880 aircraft. transport was greater than predicted.
The smoke produced become entrained in Some efforts were made in later versions
the rolled-up vortex system and thus marked of the model to improve the predictive accu-
the position of the trailing vortex system [7]. racy especially with regards to the sink rate.

The test programs cited above show that The modifications were based on not restrict-
the trailing vortex system captures the corn- ing the model to the use of an elliptically
bustion products from aircraft engines either loaded wing. Thus an aircraft with inboard
centrally or wing mounted and that the flaps and a non-elliptically loaded wing will
trapped products are transported intact generate a wake vortex system that will ex-
through the aimosphere. hibit a higher sink rate [101.

For the present application of describing
MODEL FORMULATION the position of the aircraft trailing vortex sys-

tem (for pollutant dispersion calculations),
A theoretical description of the process data on the spatial location with time is re-

of ingestion of the exhaust products has re- quired not only on the position of the vortex
cently been published by Nielson Engineer- system with respect to the z axis (altitude)
ing [8]. Although the emphasis of the study and y axis (cross runway) as provided in the
"was on supersonic aircraft operations in the two-dimensional model but also with respect
stratosphere, many of the analytical methods to the x axis (along runway). The extension
developed can be used for different flight to the third dimension is required since the
conditions 181. Therefore, the Nielson model mean wind would, except for a purely cross
was used as the basis for describing the cap- runway wind, translate the vortex position
ture and radial distribution by density of the along the x axis with time.
aircraft exhaust products in the trailing vor- The TSC group took a two-dimensional
tex system, potential line description of vortex motion

The prediction of ground-level concen, and expanded it to the third dimension [I I].
trations of oxides of nitrogen or other poilu- The extension was accomplished by using
tants generated by aircraft operations. given a the Biot-Savart principle. The model simu-
model describing their capture and distribu- lates 0he position of the inclined vortex sys-
tion in the wake vortex system, is dependent tern as a sequence of connecte.d straight-line
on the accurate modeling of the transport of segments.
the wake through the atmosphere. Research The three-dimensional TSC model did
into devising a model to forecast hazardous not have any provision for bouyancy nor for
situations involving the transport of aircraft meteorological factors, but the user could
wake vortex systems was initiated by the input any desired takeoff angle instead of
DOT Transportation Systems Center (TSC) providing only a point location for the air-
in the early 1970's. From this research effort craft as was the case with the two-
a two-dimensional wake vortex transport dimensional simulation. Therefore, one
model was developed by Brashears et al. 19]. could simulate the trajectory of the vortex
They detailed the development of computer system over the entire range of altitudes in-
codes for predicting of the aircraft trailing stead of only following its progress from a
vortex position with time and an analysis of fixed point, and hence account for the un.
experimental data used to determine the ac- equal effects of the growud plane on the
curacy of the predictive model. overall vortex system.
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The TSC three-dimensional model Table 3. Comparison of Predicted Lateral Position from

(VOX3DM) was changed to allow a variation VOX3DM and Lockheed Models

of wind speed and direction with height Input Data to Both Models

based on a user input wind profile. The wind Aircraft Type: B747
profile simulation was adapted from the Climbout Angle: 15"
twe-dimensional model. Flight Speed: 243 ft/sec

Wing Span: 195.7 ft
Takeoff weight: 361,000 lbs

Comparison of the Two Vortex Transport Wind Speed: 0 ft/sce

Models. •Comparison of Models

Since only the two-dimensional model Time Lateral PcsitionSince only t(feet,
has been verified by full-scale flight data, . ,,Xi Lockheed Difference

comparison tests were urndertal'en to deter- VO -77 ±77 0

mine the extent of the variation in predicted 20 ±90 ±:93 3
vortex position between VOX3DM and the 40 -149 t 167 18
two-dimensional models. The first series of 60 ±t253 ±287 34| 80 I ±369 ±+420 51
comparison tests was conducted to deter- 80 ±489 ±558 69

100 ±489 ~ -558 69mine what differences could be expected in 120 -o12 ±697 85
the prediction of vortex position with time 3Ajsedtae ntapsto
for a vortex system generated well outside *Adjusted to same initial position

the region of ground effect. In both models
the same input parameters were used, includ- tion in the landing pattern). Thus. easy com-
ing the same wind profile and wind pro- parisons couli be made between VOX3DM
file interpolation-extrapolation mner 1  m. calculations and reported Lockheed results.
Table 3 contains the basic input pat , As a result of the calculation schemc ir•
the position of the vortex systert, tim(. alter VsXaDresit wa tpe to obtain

VOX3DM, it w~a- not possible to obtain an
generation as calculated by both models, and initial attitude of exactly 208 feet for each of
the differences obtained between the two the climbout angles bu, the initial altitude
prediction schemes. The most striking result was never off by more than 8% or 4.9 meters.
is that the difference in lateral position of the The results from these comparison runs are
vortex system calculated by the VOX3DM
and Lockheed models is less than 30.5 presented in Figure ?. Figure 2 shows that

meters even after 120 seconds. It should also computed differences in lateral position with
be noted that the differences in the positions
of the vortices by the two calculation
schemes is symmetrical; that is, not all of the
calculated differences are associated with
either the downwind or upwind vortex but
that they vary in the same direction by al- - "
most equal amounts. These results show that
VOX3DM produces essentially the same .-

vortex trajectory as does the Lockheed
model j,- the vortex system generated out of /7"

the ground effect reýgion. ~,
The next series of tests was conducted to ..

determine what differences existed in the .-
calculated vortex position by using different a.

climboat angle (30, 5'. 100, 150, 20"). The - -i .. •.
IV. initial position of the vortex for all calcula-

tions was 63.4 meters above the ground since
9 this altitude was used extensively in the Figure 2. Variation in lateral position of the vortex

Lockheed report (this figure represents the system with time as a function of aircraft

altitude of a B-747 at the middle marker loca- climbout angle.
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time after vortex generation is not highly de- aircraft flight path: (2) the manner in which
pendent on the climbout angle. For all angles engine emissions are distributed along the
tested the variation among the computed po- designated line source or sources.
sitions was not greater than 5%,. The
VOX3DM calculated vortex positions were
consistently less than the values obtained by Proposed Model.
the Lockheed model, but always within 15.2
meters. Thus the effect of using different AWVM models the aircraft emissions as
climbout angles in VOX3DM does not lead to a series of 14 connected (7 for each wing tip
any significant change in lateral position of vortex) finite line sources which represent
the vortex system with time. the wake vortex trajectory obtained from

While considerable differences in pre- VOX3DM. AFPM treats the aircraft emis-
dicted vortex positions were reported when sions as a single line source along the flight
the Dee and Nicholas two-dimensional study path of the aircraft.

and VOX?DM were compared 1121, the re- The line source or sources used t" repre-
suits of VOX3DM and Lockheed model sent the flight path of the aircraft (emission
comparison showed no significant differ- source) in AFPM is dependent only on the
ences. This result was not expected as the climbout angle that applies to a specific air-
Lockheed model was based on the Dee and craft type. This same climbout angle is used

Nicholas study. However, for the purposes in AWVM to provide the initial flight path of
of this study the similarity in results was a the aircraft which is then used to calculate
definite boaus as it verified the results of the resultant vortex wake trajectory (and
VOX3DM and, -with the results verified, al- thus the 14 line sources used to describe the
lowed itr use as the vortex transport model in position of the pollutants after transport).
the proposed method for calculating ground The climbout angle for commercial air-
level pollutant levels from aircraft in flight, craft is dependent on a variety of parameters

that are evaluated at flight time. The com-
mon range reported is from 5' to 20'. For the

COMBINATION OF VORTEX present series of comparisons a value of 10°
TRANSPORT AND ATMOSPHERIC was chosen as being representative.

DISPERSION All simulations using VOX3DM for cal-
culating the position of the vortex system

For the calculation of ground level pol- were based on a wake transport that lasted
lutant concentrations VOX3DM was used to for 60 seconds. The 60-secoad figure was
calculate the wake vortex position and the determined from published data on the
resulting vortex path was used as input for lifetimes of measured vortex systems t101.
thc Argonne Line Source Model from Also, after about 60 seconds the descent rate
AQAM, which calculates the dispersion of is not adequately described by the classical
the engine exhaust. The results of the above eqFations used in the computer simulations,
routine, the Aircraft Wake Vortex Line although they are used to at least 120
Source Model (AWVM), were then com- seconds.
pared with the results obtained when the air- Foi both AFPM and AWVM a starting
craft flight path was input into the Argonne altitude of one half the aircraft wing span and
Line Source Model. This second method, the a final altitude of 943 meters were chosen as
Aircraft Flight Path Line Source Model the bounds on the flight path. Figure 3 is a
(AFPM) is currently employed in AQAM. representation of the along-the-runway (x
The Argonne Line Source Model from axis) versus the across-the-runway (y axis)
AQAM was used rather than all of AQAM position of the line sources as is used in
because this study deals only with dispersion AFPM and in the proposed AWVM. The
of pollutants from jet aircraft. influence of the wind along with the influence

The differences in the two simulations of the ground plane vortex interaction is evi-
are in two specific areas: (1) ;he location of dent in the translation of the line source posi-
"the line source or sources with respect to the tion from its initial position represented by
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way (x axis) versus the across-the-runway runway versus altitude (z-axis) position of
(y axis) positions of the line sources as used the line sources as used in AFPM and pro-
in AFPM and proposed AWVM. posed AWVM.

the AFPM line source to its final position with a flight takeoff density of about one
represented by the pair of line sources used aircraft every three minutes. The Boeing 707
in AWVM. Figure 4 provides a representa- was chosen as the typical aircraft type for
tion of the along-rthe-rru nway versus altitude further calculations. The NO, emission rate
(z axis) position of the line source before and for the engine during the climbout portion of
after the 60-second transport period. the LTO is 6.9 kg of NO, per 454 kg of fuel

The line sources are also further de- consumed at a fuel consumption rate of 4812
scribed by an initial vertical and horizontal kg of fuel per hour resulting in an emission
dimension in which the pollutants are as- rate of 73.1 kg NO, per engine per hour.
sumed to be fairly uniformly dispersed. For The aircraft will take approximately 60
AFPM simulations these values are set at 20 seconds to gain the cutoff altitude of 943
meters for the horizontal and 8 meters for the meters at a climbout angle of 40 8 and an
vertical. The initial vertical and horizontal average climbout speed of 91 in/sec. There-
dimensions for AWVM were set so that the fore, an average hour would have 20 aircraft
total cross-sectional area of the vortex pair climbouts (one every three minutes with
would be slightly larger than the size of 160 each climbout lasting 60 seconds) ard an
square meters currently used in AFPM. thus, overall average NO,, emission rate of 6.78 x
they were set at 10 meters each or a total of 101 Ag/sec per engine. Since the B-707 has 4
200 square meters for the pair. Additional engines, the resulting emission rate for the 20
comparisons were undertaken with the initial aircraft flights per hour would be 2.712 x 10c
sizes doubled to 20 by 20 giving a pair cross- a ng/sec.
sectional ala of 800 square meters. The The total emission rate of 2.712 x 101
value of 20 meters is based on the size of the 1g/sec over the entire flight path is use! di-
field of influence for the vortex from tower rectly by the line source model for the single
fly-by measurements 171. litie source considered in AFPM. FligN con-

ditions presume a takeoff velocity of 83.2
im/sec and a final velocity of 9&.9 m/sec at

Emission Source. 943 m in computing the emission density at
any point along the length of the source. An

The emission rates used for the test pur- emission rate must be provided for each in-4poses were representative of a major airport dividual line segment for the 14 line sources
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used in AWVM. These emission rates were Table 4. Input Variables AFPM and AWVM

obtained by apportioning the total emission
from the aircraft to each of the line segments Wind Speed 2 rnsec. 4 mlsec,
on a basis of time. Mixing Height 943 m, 100 m

Stability Category B, C, D, E
Receptor Location. Emission Strength 2.717 x 101 j•gm/sec

Climbout Angle 100
Initial Horizontal 2 (a 10 m, 2 C 20 m,

The ground level NO, concentrations Plume Dimension I (a 20m
were calculated for a grid of 400 receptors. Initial Vertical 2 (ft 10 m, 2 (4 20 m,
The distance between grid members was set Plume Dimension 1 61 8 m
at 200 meters. Figure 5 depicts the location of Takeoff Velocity 83.2 misec
the receptor grid in relation to the aircraft Velocity at 3000 ft 98.9 i/sec

INumber of Line AFPM I line
flight path that was used for both AFPM (no Segments AWVM 14 lines

wingtip vortex consideration) and AWVM
(wingtip vortex considered) computer simu- Table 5. Contour Values

lations. Contour Contour Value

Number in p#gm/m 3

1 1.0
2 10.0

3 20.0S4 30.0
S...... /5 40.0

.6 50.0
7 75.0

0~ -8 100.0

7 COMPARISON OF PROPOSED-MODEL
RESULTS WITH PRESENTLY IN USE

I MODELS

Examination of Figure 6a-f shows the,,,LI _different ground level concentration patterns
that result from changing the Turner Stability

from B through D, while maintaining all
other parameters constant in the two simula-
tion procedures. The resulting concentration

Figure 5. l..,ation of recepter grid in relation to the isopleths from the two models are considera-
aircraft flight path for both AFPM and bly different not only in magnitude but also
AWVM. spatially, especially in the area clise to the

aircraft depaiture point. Table 6 presents the
All of the input variables to both AFPM maximum values calculated by each of the

and AWVM are contained in Table 4 for easy computational schemes along with the loca-
reference. The computed ground level con- tion of the maximum relative to the aircraft
centration at the grid of receptors from the liftoff point. A comparison of the data in
two calculating schemes were entered into a Table 6 shows that consideration of the wake
contouring program to provide concentration vortex transport would increase maximum
isopleths. In all of the figures representing calculated ground level concentrations by a
the output from th2 contouring program that factor of about 3. What is not indicated in
follow, the contour line; having the same Table 6 but is evident from examination of
numerical code designation have the same Figures 6a-f is that there are areas where
numerical value. The values corresponding concentration differences of 5, 10, or even 50
to the code in terms of micrograms per cubic times exist. The specific areas where these
meter are presented in Table 5. concentration differences exist differs de-
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Table 6. Maximum Predicted NO, Ground Level Concentrations

Wind Mixing Location
Model Speed Height Concentration x y

Used Stability (m/sec) (m) (/Ig/m3 ) (im)

AWVM B 4. 943. 50.2 +50. -250.
AFPM B . 943. 18.9 -150. -150.

AWVM C 4. 943. 50.4 -150. -350.
AFPM C 4. 943. 17.0 -250. -250.

AWVM D 4. 943. 58.2 -150. -350.
AFPM D 4. 943. 14.7 -550. -450.

...... , . .• .. °*,-.*.. - H :c ,p :-

Figure 6a. NO, concentration isopleths obtained Figure 6b. NO, concentration isopleths obtained
using AFPM-B stability using AWVM-B stability

VlIRG '[I- 12ATE, qC'f CC-5l•;3EAE-- INlC. : "€l gl >os 2 R ,

dt..t...4Oe~t.;.e.* .'t .c. ,, 444t.
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•I 1 1 ., I I ! !4. I I

Figure6c. NO, concentration isopleths obtained Figure 6d. NO, concentration isopleths obtained
using AFPM-C stability using AWVM-C stability

I. *"' *Ot' 6 1111 -1'"

, , i 4[ /' 4,,L1i

Figure 6e, NO, concentration isopleths obtained Figure 6(. NO, concentration isopleths obtained
using AFPM--D stability using AWVM--D stability
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pending on the meteorological variables cho-
sen, but the extreme cases of factors of 50 or . -....
above are confined to about a 200 m2 area .

east of the point of maximum concentration. . .... ...

Comparison of Figures 6a-f also shows that
considerably larger areas are affected by any -_____
specified concentration level when consider- - -

ation is given to the transport of the wake - ._ _

vortex system.
The D stability case gave the highest

ground level concentration of the 3 stability .

cases chosen for the wake transport model --
as shown in Table 6. D stability or a neutral
stratification also is the best type of atmos-
pheric condition for the transport of the vor-
tex system. Figure 7a. NO. concentration isopleths obtained

In addition to considering likely atmos- using AWVM-E stability
pheric conditions as represented by Turner
Stabilities B through D with a mixing depth
of 943 meters and moderate wind speeds, an
additional comparison of the two models was
completed using what the Argonne Labora- ,, . ......
tory has termed as "worst case" conditions: ;...
i.e., Turner Stability E, wind speed of 2
m/sec and a mixing depth of only 100 meters.
These atmospheric conditions were used in .-
both simulations while maintaining the emis- --

sion density and wind direction as in previ-
ous runs. Examination of the resulting iso- -

pleths for consideration of wake vortex trans-
port Figure 7a and no-wake transport Figure
7b and a comparison of the maximum values
in Table 7 show tha. consideration of the . _- ,
wake vortex would give increased concen-
trations by a factor of about three with a Figure 7b. NO, concentration isopleths obtained
maximum value of 110.0 Ag/m 3 being calcu- using AFPM-E stability
lated for AWVM compared to a maximum of
37.5 ug/ml for AFPM. procedure, but also the magnitude of the cal-

-" comparison of the figures and the as- culated values change by a factor of 3.
sociated contour values show that not only Therefore, not considering the transport of
does the ground level pollutant concentration the vortex system through the atmosphere
pattern change from the use of the two-step before starting dispersion calculations leads

Table 7. Worst C'ise Ground Level NO, Concentrations
Wind Mixing Loca
Speed Height Concentration x yModel Stability Wmsee) (mn) (Aglmlmn) (mn)

AWVM E 2 100. 110.0 -150. -350.
AFPM E 2 10D._ 37.5 -250. .-250,
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to substantially different results. The calcu- only possible at an altitude where contrails
lated values should not be considered as rep- form from the water produced from the com-
resentative of total airport or airbase values, bustion of fuel. However, these are too far
although representative input from one phase removed from the observer. Also an entirely
of overall aircraft operation was used in the different set of average meterorological con-
simulations. The proposed method predicts a ditions are present in the upper troposphere
changc o, aibout 3 times the values calculated and lower stratosphere where contrials form
by the presently used method and that some from those ;n the lower troposphere which is
results using the input data produced values of interest here. An alternate method might
in excess of the 100 Ag/m:'. The proposed have been to observe the smoke generated
method has a significant effect on calculated by early jet aircraft, but with the introduction
total concentrations from the operation of an of clean combusters in the late 1960's, the
airport or airbase although the short-term visible smoke trails produced by jet aircraft
values (I hour) presented here should not be have virtually become nonexistent. Thds,
compared directly with the National Am- there is a need for a remote means of sensing
bient Air Standard for NO, of 100 jig/m:i the vortex transport through the atmosphere.
(annual average). Also, it is noteworthy that
approximately one third of the NO, emitted
in the airport environment comes during the In Use Vortex Sensing Instruments.
climbout portion of the LTO cycle.

The need for real time remote vortex
CONCLUSIONS tracking was recognized by DOT/TSC and

became a primary part of the TSC approach
The impoi'tance of using the proposed to the development of a Wake Vortex

simulation AWVM to predict ground level Avoidance System [14]. Five different types
concentrations over those produced by of systems are currently being evaluated by
AFPM, especially at sampling stations close TSC as part of the effort at John F. Kennedy
to the runways, is brought out by some of International Airport (JFK). The five are
Argonne's work at O'Hare airport. When broken down as follows: Three systems use
Argonne compared predicted results using acoustic energy for sensing the vortex sys-
AVAP with observed data, they found that tem (Pulsed, Doppler, and Monostatic
they were generally able to predict NO, con- Acoustics), one senses the vortex flow field
centrations in relatively good agreement with with a series of ground anemometers
observations 113!. Although the general pre- (Ground Wind System) and the fifth utilizes
diction tendency was good, the predictions the backscatter of a laser beam (Scanning
specific to the areas near airport runways Laser Doppler) to detect vortices.
were below the observed by a factor of be- The five systems used in the current
tween three and four for most comparison tests by TSC offer a wide variety of ap-
sets. Therefore, the inclusion of AWVM in proaches to vortex detection, but they do not
AVAP/AQAM should bring the predicted re- covet" all of the possible detection systems
suit more in line with the observed results that have been suggested [151. Among the
based on the comparisons presented pre- systems not currently being tested but
viously. thought to have a possible place in vortex

detection is millimetric radar. The FM-CW
radar was developed recently by the Naval

REMOTE VORTEX SENSING Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC) by
Richter primarily for the purpose of studying

The need to determine the accurate the influence of atmospheric refractive struc-
transport of the vortex system is essential in ture va:iations on microwave radio propaga-
field verifications studies of models such as tion [161, But the system might be used as a
AQAMiAVAP. Ideally, one would like to ground-based vortex sensing instrument due
observe visually the trajectory of the vortex to its sensitivity to changes in humidity struc-
system throughout its lifetime, but this is ture that are likely to result from the injection
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of water vapor from the aircraft engines to the radio-refrrctive index will be determined
the atmosphere. as accurately as possible and these values

To date, studies utilizing the FM-CW will then be used to evaluate the effects of
radar have indicated that the turbulent dis- the levels within the vortex system as com-
tribution of refractive index is due mostly to pared with ambient values. The ambient val-
the presence of water vapor in the atmos- ues chosen for each of the variables follow:
phere [16]. For example, the mixing be- temperature of 293°K, pressure of 1012 mb,
tween a rising mass of warm moist air in the and water vapor pressure of 11.7 mb.
surrounding less humid air creates humidity
variations at the edge of the mixing region
which cause radio refractive index fluctua- Water Vapor.
tions. Given sufficiently intense mixing at
scales on the order of 1/2 the radar The quantity of water vapor produced by
wavelength (5 cm for the FM-CW radar). the ajet aircraft is dirn tly related to the quantity
regions will produce backscatter echoes de- of fuel consumed, the hydrogen content of
tectable by the radar. But the refractive fuel, and the efficiency of conversion to
index (N) is depc-ident also on pressure and water vapor during the combustion process.
temperature gradients and thus it cannot be By assuming almost complete combustion ofassumed a priori that only water vapor the jet fuel. one obtains an emission rate of

trapped in the trailing vortex system would 567 kg of H20 produced per 454 kg of fuel
be the mechanism which would drive the consumed 1191. It is understood that this
radar. It is also possible that the pressure and value will change slightly from a:rcraft en-
temperature gradients that exist could affect gine (jet) to engine and be affected by
the refractive index to a point of negating any meteorological conditions, but it represents a
change brought about by the presence of good average value.
water vapor produced by the combustion of The way in which the combustion prod-
fuel. ucts are distributed in the vortex system has

Refractivity of the atmosphere N :s given not been determined as yet by a rigorous test
by 1181: program nor has the total quantity of exhaust

products captured and retained in the system
been measured. It is known from qualitative

N - (n-1) 106 . 77.6 P , 3.73 x 10
5
e , studies using intentionally-produced engine

r T
2  exhaust smoke that the combustion products

are captured by the vortex system [71. Also it
is very likely that the manner of capture and

where n is the index of refraction, T is tht, quantity captured and retained will vary
absolute temperature 'K, P is the atmos- somewhat from aircraft to aircraft. The Nie!-
pheric pressure in millibars, and e ih the son model does not pro'ide a specific cro,'-
water vapor pressure in millibars. From the sectional area over which the water vapor
relation it is easy to see that a change in N is from the engine exhaust (or other exhaust
directly related to changes in local pressure products) would be distributed 181. An esti-
and water vapor pressure and inversely re- mate of such distribution has to be made for
lated to changes in temperature. The trailing any calculations of the increase in water

vortex system will contain elevated levels of vapor concentration in the wake vortex sys-
water vapor and there will also likely be a tem over the ambient. For this purpose it will
local pressure decrease caused by the be assumed that the size of the annuli con-
tangential velocity distribution and an in- taining the water vapor will be represented
crease ai z,'iiperature over ambient values by the entire core region; this is done with
caused by the radial velocity distribution and the understanding that there is likely to be
the entrained exhaust products. Any of the some stratificatiou and the probability that
aforementioned facts could provide the re- higher and lower wvater vapor concentration
quired change in radio-refractive index. The will probably exist at various points. The
magnitude of each of the variables affecting diameter of the vortex cores were presented
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by Garodz [71 as a fractional range (0.04 to by the presence of the axial velocity at the
0.06) of the aircraft wingspan. The midpoint center of the core. Measurcments of the
of the range was used as a typical value for pressure defect across the core have not as
calculations here. The results of the calcula- yet been made. An estimate of the pressure
tions show that on a typical B-707 climbout, distribution can be obtained by applying the
sufficient water vapor is contained in the Bernoulli equation to the measured tangen-
trailing vortex system to provide a gradient tial velocities. This type of calculation shows
of humidity (- 12 mb over the ambient) and a that the velocity-induced pressure differ-
resulting change in the radio refractive index ences for most commercial aircraft should
(of -40 units). not cause a maximum pressure decrease of

greater than 2% of the atmospheric value.
Temperature.

Disc-ussion.
In the Nielson report a value of 5.16'C

above ambient was used as being representa- The individual values determined for
tive of the temperature in the vortex system each of the variables in Equation ( i: water
of a supersonic aircraft. Using the 5.16'C and vapor pressure (e). pressure (P). and temper-
taking a ratio of the squared velocities as ature (T) in the core region: the ambient val-
suggested, one calculates a value of about ues chosen for each (e,, P,,. T,,): their depar-
0.0330C for a subsonic aircraft of the same ture from the assumed ambient values (Ae.
aspect ratio. AP, AT) and their fractional changes (Ae/e,,1

The only actual flight data found was AP/P,,, AT/T,,) are contained in Table 8. The
that obtained by Tombach 1201. By probing values contained in Table 8 for both the cal-
the vortices produced by a light twin-engine culated core temperature and pressure
aircraft (Aero Commander 560 F)R Tombach changes in relation to the ambient values are
determined that the maximum temperature the maximum absolute values that could pos-
increase of about 0.5'C was seldom exceeded sibly be expected from the type of aircraft
at any time during the lifetime of the wake. that are being considered in this analysis: the

Therefore, although tests have not been
conducted to define the temperature rise in a
wake from a typical commercial aircraft, it is Table 8. Value% for Variables in Radio Refractivity

reasonable to expect that the temperature Equtation
rise would not be greater than lVC based on Core Region

Tombach's work and the ratio method water vapor pressure (e) 23.65mb
suggested by Nielson. But for the present local pressure MP 991.76mb

study since a value has not been determined temperature (T) 29K
from flight tests a value 5 times that Ambient Values

suggested (IWC) will be used so as to water vapor pressure (e.) I 1.' mb
maximize the effect of temperature change. local pressure (P,) 101:.0 mb

temperature tT,,) 293°K
Departure From Ambient

Pressure. water vapor pressure ('10 11.95 mb
local pressure (AP) 20.14 mb

Pressure c~langes are not normally con- temperature (AT) 5"K

sidered to be great enough under most testing Fractional Change
conditions to change the radio-refractive water vapor pressure (Ae/e.) -1,02

index in localiaed areas. However, with the local pressure tP/Pa) - .02
aircraft trailing vortex system, there are temperature tAT/T,) -. 017
areas of the system (the cores) "hat expert- First order relation for AN

AN = 268P' + 51c' - 370T' - 102 e"T'
ence a pressure below the ambient value 181. where P' = (AP/P,)
This pressure decrease is brought about by T' = (AT/T.)

the radial distribution of tangential velocity C' = (Ac/ca)
that surrounds the center of the vortex and and P' ;T' << I e" = 0(I)
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value of water vapor pressure is the minimal The assumption that the FW-CW radar
expected value. Also presented in Table 8 is has the capability to detect the wake vortex
a relation describing the change in radio re- system generated by an aircraft or the decay
fractive index (N) (through first order in products from its presence will be tested
pressure and temperature) in terms of the using the experimental data obtained during
fractional changes of the variables from the mesoscale program conducted by Noon-
Equation (I). kester [171, and the prediction of vortex

The relationship AN = 268P' + 51e' trajectory capability of the three-dimensional
-370T' - 102e"t' indicates that AN would be VOX3DM described earlier.
most sensitive to fractional changes in tem-
perature AT/T,, followed by changes in A vailable FM-CW Radar Data.
pressure APIP,, and finally water vapor pres-
sure Ae/e•,. The relation also shows thal a The FM-CW radar was placed at the east
decrease in pressure and an increase in tem- edge of runway 9-27 of Lindbergh Field as
perature (AP/PR, AT/T,) would result in a part of a mesoscale measurement program
negative value of AN and that a positive frac- being conducted at the Naval Electronics
tional change in water vapor (Ae/ea) would Laboratory., San Diego. The radar unit was
give a positive AN. Using the values for the in continuous operation at the location from
fractional changes in pressure (-.02) and 30 Marcn through 27 April 1973 [171.
temperature (+.017) from Table 8 in the rela- A detailed view of the placement of the
tion shows that AN would decrease by about radar unit with respect to runway 9-27 is
12. To cause no change in AN, Ae/e,, would shown in Figure 8. The FM-CW radar used
have to increase about 0.23 or 23% in the during the test series was limited to viewing
core region. However the minimal change in the vertical plane so that the echoes re-
calculated in Table 8 shows a Ae/e•, of more ceived by the radar had to be carried over the
than 1.0 or 100%r/. Therefore, even when radar by the wind. The radar had a total
worse case conditions for temperature and viewing angle of only 4'. Figure 9 provides
pressure are used, there is sufficient water the vertical cross-section of the resulting
vapor in the core region to provide a change radar window.
in AN of approximately 40.

To date the minimum conditions neces-
sary to drive the FM-CW radar have not
been determined, but using a value of AN =

20 (the value of 20 was dettrmined from pub-
lished N profides coinciding with areas of
radar signal return) t201 shows that the vor-
tex system of an aircraft would produce a
change double that required to drive the
radar unit.

Both criteria for using the FM-CW radar
as a detection instrument are more than satis-
fied by the physical properties of the vortex
system. The calculated change in the radio-
refractive index of 40 is indicative of a suffi-
cient gradient of radio-refractive index be-
tween the vortex core area and the surround-
ing recirculation region, and the required
turbulent mixing across the gradient, at a
scale size of one-half the probing radar's Figure S. Detailed placement of FM.CW radar on

F wavelength should be more than satisfied %,eat end of runway 9-22. (Courtesy of R.
given the radial velocity distribution within V. Noonkester. Naval Electronics Labo-
the vortex system. ralory)
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4) Twenty eight pilot ballons (pibals)
taken during the data gathering period to
provide a wind profile from the surface to
approximately 600 meters.

5) Radiosonde data from Montgomery
Field. located approximately 11 km from the
radar site.

The 35-mn film that recorded the echoes
received by the FM-CW radar at Lindbergh
Field was examined by personnel at NELC
to determine if any unique or unusual echo
stiuctures passed through the radar's view-
ing volume. A unique type of echo structure
was found and this echo structure appeared

in various forms during the data collection1 -period. The structure was labeled V-echo as
=44z-,•. a matter of convenience by personnel at

NELC. Examples of this unique echo are
provided in Figure 10a through Figure IOd. A
total of 292 echos are identified as having
sufficient detail so that they could be re-Figure 9. Vertical cross section of the vertical point-ing FM-L'W radar. corded as V-echoes. This same type of echo

had been recorded on only a few occasions
during hundreds of hours of radar operation
at other locations 1171. For each of the 292
V-echoes a slopt was calculated by NELCThe data obtained from the radar con- based on the difference between the startingsisted of 35-ram film and magnetic-tape rec-
and ending height and the duration of theords of the various echo structures that
V-echo. All but 5 of the V-echoes recordeddrifted through the radar's viewing volume.

The ang resluton drin thedat toiet- had positive slope:, throughout their lifetime.
The range resolution during the data collec- Noonkester et al. 1171 proposed a model for
lion period ranged between 2 and 3 meters. analysis of the data with the following as-Additional data that were collected either in. sumphions: as an aircraft takes off into the
termittently at the radar site or obtained at t
other sites, but information which had a bear- wind, the wind maintains constant direction

and speed with height (values are obtained
ing on the test program and interpretation of
results, were as follows: from ground-based measurements), a portion

1) 35-ami film records of appr~oxim:ttely of the aircraft trail is carried through the
II 35mm flm reordsof aproxidtel sampling volume by the wind, thus giv-400 aircraf't that passed over the radar. The rdar

camera was not operated for all aircraft dur- ing an upward sloping echo record on the
ing all time periods, film. Some of the results that were obtained

2' Accurate time records of when the by applying Noonkester's model to the re-

photographed aircraft passed over the radar corded echoes and ground wind data are that
98%; of the V.-echoes occurred in the pres-

and the times of aircraft that were not photo-
graphed. These records included the aircraft ence of surface winds with westerly compo-

flight number, type of aircraft and observa- nents and 63% occurred when the surface

tional notes about the aircraft passage. As wind was between 250' and 300'. Comn-
"with the photographs of the aircraft, data mencement times of thc V-echoes and timcsi:-:,of aircraft passage indicated a randomn dis-
were not recorded for all flights during the

tribution of delay times between echo detec-
k sampling period,•:I • ion and aircraft passage.

3) Continuous records of surfatce tem-
perature. humidity, wind speed and wind di-

4! rection for the entire sampling period.
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tI

Figure 10a. Trace of a V-echo obtained with the Figure 10b. Trace of a V-echo obtained with the
FM-CW radar. (Courtesy of R. V. Noon- FM-CW radar. (Courtesy of R. V. Noon
kester, Naval Electronics Laboratory) kester, Naval Electronics Laboratory)

keser Naa IcrasWwtr)kser aWFetuisLbmo

Figure Wa. Trace of a V-echo othained with the Figure angl Trace of a V-echo obtained with the

•FM-CW radar. (Courtesy of R. V. Noon- FM-CW radar. (Courtesy of R. V, Noon-
kester. Naval Electronics Laboratory) kester, Naval Electronics Laoatr)

F nviur " Pl,(edr. Thaeo -cootandwt h iue l~.Tane ofhath V-ccho obained withte

the ground should be in the same general
The data gathered during the 30-day range as the climbout angle of the departing

sampling period at Lindbergh Field is aircraft if this V-echo is created by the de-
analyzed with the basic hypothesis that the scending vortex system. Most civilian air-
echoes are a result of the exhaust products craft use a climbout angle of between 5 and
(mainly H2O) from the engines being en- 20 degrees, with the majority of flights in the
trained into the vortex core, remaining there 10- to li-degrce range and most military air.
for sufficient time. a'id being in sufficient craft (excluding high performance fighter air-
quantity to produce the gradient of refractiv- craft) use a climbout angle of between 3 and
ity that is rtqui,-ed to cause a radar echo. 15 degrees. The angle that each of the
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V-echoes made with the horizontal was VOX3DM Program Predictions.

compared with a flight path climbout angle of
3 to 20 degrees. The two controlling factors for the posi-

Only 279 of the possible 292 V-echo rec- tion of the vortex system in space and time
ords were used in the analysis, the 13 were the induced vertical descent rate and
V-echoes not utilized either had negative the wind field in which the vortex pair was
slopes, (indicating that they were probably generated. Both of these mechanisms of
formed along the path of a descending air- wake transport were related to the local
craft) or were parallel to the ground. For meteorological conditions that existed during
each of the 279 V-echoes used; the angle the time period of approximately 6 minutes
between the horizontal and the V-echo trace of generation and transport of the vortex sys-
was determined. tem.

Over 96% (273 of 279) of the V-echoes Of the 28 pilot balloon data sets, only I
had angles within the 3- to 20-degree range set, 1432 hr on the 18th of April, met the
when the wind speed range was 0.55 m/sec to criteria of aircraft activity and recorded
10.1 m/sec which represents the range of V-echo or echos occurring within one-half
wind speeds (determined from pilot ballon hour of the pilot balloon ascent.
measurements) that were expected to have For the particular period chosen two air-
occurred during 95% of the time that the craft departed and two distinct V-echos were
V-echoes were observed. Of the 6 V-echoes recorded. The type of departing aircraft, the
that were not within the 3- to 20-degree time that each aircraft passes perpendicular
range, 2 were below (maximum of I. 15 de- to the radar, the height of each aircraft, the
grees below) and 4 were above, with 3 of type of aircraft, and the time of commence-
those above within 7.5% of the range which ment and duration of each V-echo are pro-
would require an increase of 4.3 m/sec to vided in Table 9. The specific inputs for each
bring the farthest of the 3 within the range. aircraft type for the computer runs are pro-
The one remaining outside the range would vided in Table 10.
require a wind speed of 23.4 m/sec. By re-
ducing the wind speed range to a level that Table 9. Aircraft Passage and V-Echo Histories
would contain only 50% of the probable wind Aircraft

speeds shifted only an additional 22 V-echos Type of Aircraft DC08
from the acceptable range which represents Time perpendicular to FM-CW Radar 1409:47

Altitude 849 feetless than 10% of the recorded V-echoes. Type of Aircraft 8737

Since for all wind speed ranges chosen Time parallel to FM-CW Radar l411: M.
tte percentage of V-echoes falling within the Altitude 731 feet
3. to 20-degree range is greater than the cor- V-echoes

responding probable wind speed percentage Commencement Time 1413:13
used, the V-echoes could be associated with Difference Between 206 sec
aircraft duripg climbout. This conclusion is Aircraft Flight Time + V-echo 1413:13 - 1409:47
Sfurther supnorted by the 50% wiJ speed Duration of V-e•lto 74 see" Commencement Time 1413:45
range's accounting for 88% of the V-echo ifeencemetTe 123:43t)4ffercrice Btetweeni 123 seeangles, which also indicates that the upper Aircraft FPight Time + V-echo 1413:45 - 1411:42

"" limit of the acceptable range could be lower Duration of V-echo 34 wc
than the maximum climbout angle used by
aircraft. This finding alone does not prove Table 10. Input Data for VOX3D4-V-Echo
that the V-echoes are associated with the comparisons
aircraft climbout. But it does indicate that Aircraft Type DCOO B737
they could be; if the V-echo angles had not Climbout Anletr, I0. 15% 2(? t0'. l35, 2WthycudbFfight Speed Z33.3 233.0been in the same range as the aircraft flight
paths, it would be unlikely that the echoes w4. *An ( 148.4 93

were associated with aircraft activity. Weight (lb.) 275mo0 tom00
Air Tempratur tVC) 251C 25-C
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The basic wind profile input into the Cunclusions from FM-CW Data.
VOX3DM program is the 1432 hours time
period pilot balloon data. Since the aircraft The primary conclusion is that the
did not take off during the time that the pilot V-echos detected by the FM-CW radar were
balloon data was being gathered, a means indeed created by aircraft departing from
had to be determined to adjust the 1432 hours Lindbergh Field. It is also concluded that the
data to be representative of the entire one generating mechanism is the water individu-
hour segment from which the data were ally or in conjunction with the other exhaust
used. In view of the sensitivity of the model products (particulates and aerosols) from the
to changes in wind direciion and wind speed, aircraft propulsion system which is trapped
a conscious effort was made to limit the in the descending vortex system, and that it
interval size. The method chosen was based is this vortex system which is the sustaining
on a determination of the Turncr stability mechanism, confining the exhaust products
class that probably existed (from the surface to a limited area and thus preventing their
readings of wind speed, cloud cover, etc.) dispersal that would otherwise occur. These
and the use of the corresponding standard conclusions are supported by the reanalysis
deviation of the horizontal wind component of the FM-CW data presented in this paper
as the measure of the range of variability for when consideration is given to the charac-
the wind direction. For the 1432 hours time teristics of detection of the FM-CW radar,
period, the Turner stability was determined and aircraft wake vortex transport. How-
as D or neutral with an associaed standard ever, what could be more important in con-
deviation of 10 degrees, thus the rangc of sidering the data is that none of the observa-
wind directions to be used in the simulations tions, calculations, or comparisons refuteI would be the 1432 hours readings p!us or any of the assumptions or results on which
minus 10 degrees. The variability in the wind the conclusion is based.
speed was designated as plus or minus
I m/sec which is the maximum accuracy 1221
that can be expected from pilot balloon data
with the single theodolite method that was
used during data gathering.

"flk- VOX3DM program predicted that a
wake vortex system would be over the sens- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ing location (when considering the variability
of the wind to be 10 degrees) and that the I would like to thank Dr. J.O. Ledbet-
vortex system temained within the sensing ter. Dr. M.J. Summa, and Dr. N.K. Wagner
region for the entire period that the V-echos for their guidance and encouragement during
were observed. Additional comparisons of the completion of my dissertation at the Upi-
the predicted results and the film record versity of Tuxas, from which this paper is
show that a V-echo did not occur on the film derived. I would also like to thank Mr. R.V.
at any period of time other than when the Noonkester of the United States Naval Elec-
predicted vortex trajectory was over the tronics Laboratory who provided all of the
sensing region. data on the FM-CW Radar, Captain D.F.

From the data base available it was not Naugle of the United States Air Force who
possible to compare the predicted vortex al- as project engineer with the Air Force
titude with the recorded V-echo altitude Weapons Laboratory Environics Branch
since data were not available that could be provided access to the Air Force Quality As-
used to determine the time period to be used sessment Model; Dr. MR. Brashears of
for vortex descent. But if the assimption was Lockheed Missiles and Space Company for
made that the vortex descended for the entire use of the two-dimensional model of aircraft
period of time until it was predicted to be vortex transport; and Dr J.N. Hallock of the
over the sensing location, its predicted al) Transportation Systems ( enter for use xf the
"titude was within 100 feet of the V-echo rec- three-dimensional model for predicting vor-
ord. tax transport.
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"DEINTENSIFICATION AS A CONSEQLENCE OF VORTEX
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ABSTRACT: The physical mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of vortex breakdown have been
the subject of speculation for nearly 20 years. What has become clear from numerous observations of the
phenomenon on aircraft trailing vortices is that breakdown can be violently turbulent. This conclusion is
drawn from the observation of smoke ir the center of the vortex being dispersed with the passage of
breakdown along the vortex. The question th:t, hds been asked repeatedly by those concerned with the
vortex wake h:azard is: Does the v .ex t)reakdown phenomenon provide a mechanism of sufficient
magnitude to be of .id in lessening the hazard of an aircraft vortex wake? The work reported herein is an
attempt to answer this question. Since the vortex breakdown phenomenon is decidedly n.inlinear and
from ob' ervation. violently turbu,!nt. a numerical approach has been undertaken to define the break-
down flowfield. Donaldson's second-order closure turbulent transport model has been coded in circular
cylindrical coovi-inates. -he restult is on axisymmcoric elliptic code in the radial and axial coordinates
with time as thc marching direction. The code has the Lapability of computing dispersal of a passive
tracer.

NOMENCLATURE

b turbulent model constant UV.W velocity components in the r.O.z
C concentration directions respectively
q \. uitu. root-mean-square turbulent v,. turbulent model constant

velocity I' circulation
r,O,z. circular cylindrical coordinates 4 axial component of vorticity
r,. viscous core radius 77 azimuthal component of vorticity
R Betz tube radius - irs/4 elliptically A turbulent macroscale parameter

loaded wing kinematic viscosity
s wing semi-span p fluid density
s1.s2,s:, turbulent model constants 1 stream function.
t time

INTRODUCTION the turbulence levels are very high in the
breakdown region. The question which is

The phenomenon of vortex breakdown addressed in this paper is: How much dein-
on aircraft trailing vortices has been thought tensification, in terms of reduction of rolling
to be a mechanism which could lessen the moment induced on a following aircraft, can
hazard of vortex wakes. These thoughts be expected with the passage of vortex
were probably, to a large extent, formed by breakdown? Because the phenomenon is one
observing that smoke seeded into the vortex which involves turbulent transport, our ap-
for flow visualization purposes would disap- proach will be a simulation of the vortex
pear with the passage of breakdown. One breakdown flowfield using a second-order
cannot help being impressed by the violence closure turbulent transport theory first
of the phenomenon and it is quite clear that suggested by Donaldson II.
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First. %e would like to bricflv review the propagation. hile downstream the flowflie!d
existing theories of breakdown. as well as is subcritical. What is missing is a unified
comment on past computations of break- physical explanation of the phenomenon
down flowfields. In addition. in this introduc- which can bring together these seeminglN dif-
tory section we will describe our observa- fering views. The concept of wave trapping
tions of the breakdown phenomenon as it is an attempt to give a unified physical expla-
occurs on aircraft trailing vortices. Then we nation of the phenomenon. Possibility of
argue for a wave mechanical explanation of wave trapping its an explanation of break-
vortex breakdown and demonstrate with a down was implied by Squire I101 in 196(0.
.imple model that if there is to be any sig- However. wave trapping has only become a
.iifiant reduction in vorte% intensity during contending explanation of the phenomenon
breat:dos•n. turbulent transport must neces- since the recent work of Randall and
sariiy be the dominant mechanism by which Leibovich 1111, and Bilanin 1121. A qualita-
trail,-I vorticity is redistributed. Next. tire explanation of the wave trapping
A.R.A.P.'s second-order closure model in mechanism will follow in the next section: a

circular cylindrical coordinates is presented. more complete description may be found in
Here the "'super.equilibrium" limit of the reference 13.
model is taken to illustrate the sometimes The phenomenon of vortex breakdowvn
competing effects of swirl and axial shear on as it is observed and interpreted on aircraft
the production of turbulence. Then, two trailing vortices is depicted in Figure 1. Here
computations of vortex breakdown flow- is showkn schematic-ally a vortex whose struc-
fields are described. Finally. conclusions arc ture is perturbed by an externally applied
offered. pressure gradient and for illustration pur-

It is quite clear that since the first break- poses is sho\wn here to be an atmospheric
down flowfield was observed by Peckham eddy. This pressure gradient may also result
and Atkinson 121 in 1960. no universally ac- from the proximity of a second vortex or an
cepted theory has emerged which can con- aerodynamic surface. In fact. the simple
vincingly describe the phenomenon. There aging process of a vortex where axial vortic-
are now at least four independent expla- ity is primarily diffused away from the vortex
nations. stummarized below: center is sufficient to establish conditions for

1. Hydrodynamic instability of a swirl- breakdown to occur. What is ,s.sential in a-
ing shear flow 13. 41. breakdown region. is that the vorticitv along

2. Stagna ',n of the axial velocity along the centerline of the vortex is irr ,'Cr.¥ibl V
the vortex axis 15-71. (Analogous to bound- redistributed radially outward by fluid trans-
ary layer separation.) port. What will be shown in subsequent

3. Conjugate jump theory 18. 91. sections of this paper is that in the break-
4. A trapped finite amplitude wave 110- down regions turbulence levels are indeed

121. high. such that smoke which is contained in
There is little doubt that there is a rapid the -'laminar" viscous core is rapidly dis-

production of turbulence in the breakdown persed. Referring to Figure Ic, the region
region and. therefore. questions regarding marked out by a dashed box will be the sub-
hydrodynamic stability of the flowfield can- ject of investigation below. Grabowski 1141
not be overlooked. It is also itUe that in a has numerically (finite difference) investi-
coordinate system riding with the breakdown gated this region allowing only laminar
phenomenon, the axial velocity is observed transport to occur. His calculations would
to stagnate. and an explanation of break- only converge to a steady state solution for
down analogous to boundary layer separa- sufficiently low Reynolds numbers (I'/v s
tion is quite appealing. The conjugate jump 200). One might speculate, taking some lib-
likens vortex breakdown to a hydraulic jIump erty, that this convergence problem is a sig-
where the flowfield, upstream of the jump, is nal that other than laminar transport may in
supercritical with regard to infinitesimal fact be important.
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Atmospheric -

V'ciently turbulent

r r 1

•"W Vorlex (~t. Ii

(a) (c see Figure 3

CAtmosphei
tubulent eddy

// Smoke marking
"center of vortex

Cu __ Cd

•///// N///(

Turbulent redistnibution of the

angular momentum Smoke is dispersed in region

(b) (d) which has undergone breakdown

Figure I. An illustration of the phywical mechanismns responsible for vortex breakdown.

PHYSICS OF BREAKDOWN long wavelength wave!- have the highest
group velocity possible. This is to say that

The simple schematic of breakdown there exists a maximum at which energy can
given in Figure I illustrates the gross ob- be sent along a vortex. If there is no axial
served features of the phenomenon. The de- velocity in the vortex, this energy propaga-
tails of the fluid mechanics is obviously tion speed is of the order of the maximum
somewhat more involved. It is our conten- swirling velocity V,,,,, and is in either direc-
tion that an understanding of the phenome- tion along the vortex. With axial velocity
non can be obtained from the study of inertial present the maximum energy propagation
wave motion on vortices. This approach speed is modified by the convective effect of
"leads to the conclusion that vortex break- this velocity such that the maximum energy
down is a finite amplitude breaking wave. A propagation velocity upstream is of the order
summary of this approach is described below of W -- Vmax and that downstream is W +
and further details may be found in reference V,,,, where W is the characteristic axial ve-
13. locity, positive downstream. When the axial

The property of vortices to support velocity is larger than the swirl, the vortex is
highly dispersive waves was recognized as supercritical and upstream propagation of
early as 1880 by Kelvin. The fact that the linear waves is not possible. When the axial
waves are dispersive makes it crucial to dis- velocity is less than the swirl, the vortex is

R tinguish between phase velocity and group subcritical and information can be transmit-
velocity. The f(rmer is the velocity of the ted in eithler direction along a vortex.
wave crests, while the latter is the rate at The critical condition occurs when up-
which energy and information is transmitted. stream propagation is just blocked by con-

•. It is the group velocity which is significant in vection. Here the possibility exists for waves
the study of breakdown. It may be shown traveling upstream to become blocked or
using linear wave theory that axisymmetric, trapped. As more energy from downstream fit
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reaches the critical region of the vortex there Reynolds numbers typical of aircraft vor-
is an accumulation of wave energy and the tices, laminar diffusion is an extremely slow
wave amplitude grows. A numerical simula- process. The basic transport mechanism is,
tion of the trapping process for small but therefore, turbulent.
finite amplitude axisymmetric waves has Before undertaking a turbulent computa-
been given in reference II. It is conjectured tion it is possible to make a simple estimate
that as the amplitude of the trapped wave of the redistribution of axial vorticity which
increases, turbulent processes must become may be attained across a breakdown region.
significant. This must necessarily result in This can be done by balancing the axial flux
the irreversible redistribution of axial vortic- of angular momentum across a breakdown
ity in the vortex. region. Similar jump conditions across a

It should be noted that spiral waves can breakdown region have been investigated in
exist on line vortices, and each of these more detail than what is given here 17, 12. 15.
modes has its own critical condition. In Fig- 161. However, this simple example gives a
ure 2 we have attempted to depict the order straightforward estimate of the redistribution
in which various wave modes will reach their which might actually be achieved.
critical states. The vortex is a Rankine vor- The Betz roll-up technique yields the re-
tex with top-hat axial velocity distribution, suit that the axial flux of angular mon.entum
Far upstream we show axial velocity in the vortex generated by a wing of semi-
dominating, and as we move downstream span s which is elliptically loaded is
swirl is shown dominating. This effect is a
natural result of aging of the vortex or a
consequence of an externally applied axial 4 . , - 2f2

pressure gradient. . 2 d -

The question which we have set out to 0.
answer is just how much redistribution of
trailed vorticity can result across a break- where the upper limit of integration 7Ts/4 is
down region? The redistribution of axial vor- the Betz tube radius and W. is the flight
ticity arises as a consequence of diffusion, speed of the aircraft. It has been shown 1131
both laminar and turbulent. However, at that W does not depart significantly from the

Vm /W= 1.2 V,/W_ 1.9 Vm /W- 2 .5

No upstream No upstream propo- No upstream propagation
propagation of gation of spiral of double spiral
waves possible waves possible waves possible

"Axial velocity dominated Swirl velocity dominated

w
w KW VmV r --• Vm

,.-I rcW 2 J
rer

Figure 2. A schematic representation of wave trapping on a Rankine vortex.
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free stream value in a vortex, except perhaps Second-Order (loure Turhulent Modeling.
along the vortex center. Howvever. the angu-
la." momentum contained in this region is To obtain a set of equations for the mean
very small in comparison with that contained velocity components. the fluid velocity is
in the entire vortex. We can. therefore. write written as the sum of a mean and fluctuating

part. and then ensemble-averaged to obtain
""- the mean momentum equations for (U.V.W)

V2- - t2) in the (r.,Oz) direction. These equations
contain the unknown Reynolds stresses Wu.
whose exact equations may be found by

returning to the full momentum equations.

For. estimation purposes. we now take V to subtracting the mean equations. premaul-

be given by a lamb vortex downstream of the tiplying by ui. and averaging 1 11. The

breakdown region such that resulting equations are exact, but contain
unknown third-order correlations. other

unknown second-order correlations. and
Sexp (their derivatives. Second-order closure2_-7 •p r!_ ( 3) models these expressions in terms of the

second-order correlations u-uj and their
gradients. mean flow gradients, turbulent

where r, characterizes the viscous core velocity scale q, turbulent macroscale A. and
radius. Substituting (3) into (2) and solving several model constants. These constants do
for r, shows that the viscous core radius can not change from application to application.
be approximately 22r'( of the semi-span of yet give a good fit to all flows used to
the wing of the generator. This would indeed establish their values.
represent a sizable reduction in rolling to- For the axisymmetric flow calculations.
ment induced on a following aircraft. One we choose to work with an equation for the
must next ask: Is there enough turbulence mean vorticity -q = AIU/az - aW/Ar to elimi-
generated in the breakdown region to result nate a numerical imbalance in the radial
in this redistribution? This question is the momentum equation. This selection requires
subject of the remainder of the paper. the solution of a Poisson equation for the

stream function 0. Further, it is advanta-
TURBULENT TRANSPORT IN VORTEX geous to redefine several dependent var-

BREAKDOWN FLOWFIELDS iabies by normalizing by r: this substitution

results in higher accuracy as r - 0. These
To estimate the irreversible redistribu- variables are denoted by the over-tilde ().

tion of vorticity by breakdown, we have de- The equations used are listed in the Appen-
veloped an axisymmetric computer code dix. with model constants given as v,. 0.3:
which solves the second-order closure model b = 0.125: s, = -0.35: s., = -0.6 and s,, =
of turbulent transport which has been under 0.375. Note also that an equation for the
development at A.R.A.P. for the past few macroscal, k !, beon included. The deriva-
years. Recently, Lewellen and Teske 1171 tion of this equation may be found in refer-
reviewed the modeling technique and its flow ence 17.
applications. Bilanin. et al. I 1I give the most The model equations are programmed
recent application of the model to vortex in- and solved using the procedures discussed
teraction flows behind aircraft. We now below. First, however, it is instructive to
briefly review the turbulence model used at examine a limit of the equations to gain some
A.R.A.P., discuss an algebraic limit of the insight into the role of swirl and axial shear
resulting equations relevant to breakdown, on the production of turbulence in axisym-
and then highlight the numerical scheme metric vortex flows.
used to solve the partial differential
equations governing the full vortex break-
down flowfield.
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The Super-Equilibrium Limit of Assuming the velocity correlations are of the
Second-Order Closure. form

It has often been observed that the Z5 A2 
( U 11. (5)

center of a vortex appears quite laminar (see
Figure 6 of reference 19). Donaldson 1201 has
demonstrated by use of second-order closure
that the central region of a vortex with no where UjU1 as used here is not a velocity but
axial shear cannot produce turbulence. is a dimensionless number (turbulent correla-
Therefore, it should not be surprising that tion coefficient). Substituting (5) into (4)
observations of smoke in vortices clearly yields
mark the central region of the vortex, while
the smoke is dispersed at larger distances
from the vortex center. Here, we will include 2N(VV - UU: - Ul - Q-UV = 0

the axial shear in taking a high Reynolds
number limit of the rate equations for the 2N-VW - A•UU - Q-UW = 0

velocity correlations. The limit, known as ---
the super-equilibrium limit of the turbulent - N.uw - A.uV - uw - Q.w = 0

model, comes from setting the left-hand side 4N-UV + Q*UU=0

"" of Equations (A.3 - A.8) equal to zero.
Therefore, the rate of change of a velocity - 4N.UV + - 2-uv - Q.VV 0
correlation as it follows the mean motion is -3 0

assumed small. This is equivalent to saying - 2A-UW + 4 - Q-w 0 (6)
that the second-order correlations can track
their local equilibrium values. In addition, with
diffusion of correlations is neglected. These 2
assumptions reduce the second-order closure = UU + ÷V + W

rate equations to an algebraic set of and
equations which define a simple eddy
viscosity model. ,

If we restrict ourselves to only radial de- N the swirl parameter,

pendence in the swirl velocity V = V(r)/r and (r +)
axial velocity W(r), the super-equilibrium .
limit of Equations (A.3 - A.8) yields A - r the axial parameter. (7)

(r L)

4Uv- A 3 3A 0 The solution to (6) is an exercise in
algebra, yielding a family of solutions in

2V(vv - u) - ruuL, - uv =0 which the turbulent correlation coefficients

(UV, UW, etc.) are functions only of the

v* - u-w -_ 0 swirl and axial parameters N and A. The
solution for Q" is shown in Figure 3. Thesolution for A < 0 is a mirror reflection

) -2b 
3  across the A = 0 axis and is not shown here.

-4vý- 2r•,' L ( A q . Values of Q2 < 0 denote regions where turbu-
lence is damped. With no swirl, N = 0 and q'

UV -= 2A1 (OW/ar)2 , showing that axial shear is- ..... -v NW 0iw 8

ru always destabilizing. With A = 0, the two
critical values of the swirl parameter are Nerit

2ruw L q') 2b = -0.683 and 0,183, beyond which the pro-
duction of turbulence is suppresc.dj 'jy the

(4) swirl. These critical values of the swiri
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"V.
C

and take as a very conservative estimate of
0,/ (~W/ar)

r '*1 /r (10)

then (f/aWli/r)" = 1/2 when r,.Is
/ 8C."2 r/A 2 .

In a series of tests, undertaken by
"k 2NAFEC. the details of the swirl velocities

S•"1L PARAMETER N were measured using hot-film probes
mounted on a tower. Run 45 contains mea-
surements of the wake of a B-747 in the hold-
"ing cruise configuration. The aircraft was

Figure 3. Isopleths of constant QQ showing the de- operated at a C1. = 0.7 and the wing load
•" ~pendence on N =Vk(a'Vlar) and AOPe On N r r distribution is well approximated by an ellip-

tWrr-rtic load distribution. With aspect ratio A =8.

r,./s is aporoximately 1/8. Since s = 100 ft. if r,
is of the order of 10 ft and if the axial shears

parameter N have been previously given in are as large as we have estimated. turbulence
reference 13. can be produced in the vortex. In Figure 4 wc

In the central region of a vortex, known show the measured velocity distribution for
as the viscous core, the swirling velocity is Run 45. Note that the viscous core is of the
approximately given by V =fir, for small r. order of I ft. strongly suggesting that little
To illustrate the damping effect of solid body turbulence is to be found in the cential region
rotation in the center of an aircraft vortex, of this vortex. Since NAFEC Measurements
we can estimate the amount of shear (MaW/r) for the most part show a small viscous core
required to overcome the damping of the in the vortex wakes in a variety of aircraft. it
swirl. In the super-equilibrium limit it can be is not surprising that smoke is only slowly
shown that QQ =2(aW/ar/V)- 4, so that dispersed from this region.
when

02 (8)

no turbulence can be produced. To get some ".
idea whether this criteria is met in aircraft "... -- .

vortex wakes. consider an approximation to
"the inviscid swirl velocity distribution for an ....

elliptically loaded wing as given by Betz. It
has been shown 1201 that

,•;is a good approximation of 0 < r/s <2/3
sagoarxai f rFigure 4. Comparison of measured and computed

where s is the semi-spar, of the wing, If we swirl velocity profiles for a 747 aircraft in

then take fQ to be holding configuration (8t 0'),
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The Numerical Method.

Equations (A. I - A. 10) have been pro-
grammed into a two-dimensional, unsteady.
radial coordinate code developed for the
study of vortex breakdown under support
from NASA Ames Research Center and for _

the study of severe storms (tornados) for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

Z.equations are written in Crank-Nicolson
form on a centered-space, forward-time fi-
nite difference mesh. and solved b;' an .... -

alternating-direction-implicit algorithm. The
"correction factors" in the mean equations
of motion (Cnr, C,., C•r, C,.,.) are evaluated
explicitly at each time step, enabling the two
mean equations to be decoupled from the .4

turbulence equations. The numerical simula- Figure 5. The computational domain used in the

tion begins with a strongly compatible set of simulation of vortex breakdown flowfields.

initial conditions, and runs at a moderate
stepsize until the flow attains steady state.
This procedure generally takes several flow- 5F
times to enable information along the inflow
boundary to influence every portion of the f
flow within the computational domain. A de- I
tailed explanation of the numerical proce- 2,Rv/r

dure may be found in Teske [211 for the cor-
responding two-dimensional Cartesian
analogue. Additional boundary conditions ,I 7'O----"

are chosen compatible with the inflow condi- - .-....
tions. Both initial and boundary conditions
will now be discussed in detail, and two cal- 0 -4 6 /R a 0 2 4- 4

culations of vortex breakdown will be pre-
sented.

Figure 6. Inflow swirl velocity.

Inflow conditions specified at z = 0 were

COMPUTATION OF TURBULENT chosen to approximate the flowfield of an
VORTEX BREAKDOWN FLOWFIELDS aircraft vortex wake. It was assumed that the

aircraft had an elliptic load distribution and
The computation of breakdown flow- the resulhing swirl velocity distribution was

fields is similar to the computations under- given by Betz. For an elliptically loaded wing
taken by Grabowski [141, except that turbu- V - r ": thus, for small r a laminar viscous
lent transport is included. Figure 5 shows the core correction developed by Moore and
computational grid as well as the specified Saffman 1221 was utilized to eliminate the
boundary conditions. The grid is non- inviscid singularity. The resulting swirl ve-
uniform with highest resolution occurring for locity distribution is shown in Figure 6. The
small r and z. The spacing between points in viscous core was scaled to be approximately
the r and z directions are increased by the r,./s = 0.08 for numerical resolution consid-
factor I. I between successive points. The erations and it could be argued from mea-
grid has 40 points in the z direction and 32 in surements that r,, should be taken to be

* the r direction. smaller.
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Tr possibility of specifying non-zero radial out-
flow at large r, simulating an imposed ad-
verse pressure gradient. By computation,
"when a breakdown has come to steady state
hii the computational domain, the inflow axial

4 ,velocity is the propagation speed of the
breakdown region.

Results of two computations are re-
v ported here, W[,= = 1I0!r-2S with U = 0 at r

= R, and WJz=0 = 12.8Fkr/s with U
2 ~0.l1F/271R at r = R. In Figure 8 is shown the

inflow swirl velocity and the swirl velocity at
the outflow boundary. The essential result is
that the maximum swirling velocity has been
reduced by a factor of approximately 2. but
the structure for r/lrR > 0.3 remains essen-

R , tially unchanged. The streamlines for the two
computations are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Fioure 7. Initial and inflow conditions for the non- The comparison of the size of recirculation
zero secoud-order velocity correlations as reg"ons betwcen the two computations is
computed from the swirl profile shown in striking. Wc have found numerically, that the
Figure 6.

position of the breakdown region in our
The vcomputation domain is not a stable one. The
The swirl velocity distribution was then aprefrence is for the breakdown region to

inputed into an axisymmetric vortex code advance upstream and interact with the in-
which solves the turbulent decay of a line ow-• "r flow boundary. This we believe to be the _I
vortex in the time domain 1231. The code was case for the streamline patterns shown in
run with the swirl velocity held fixed and the Figure 9. The Computation with W =

turbulent velocity correlations permitted to wu• ~~12.8F/7rrs was undeM..aken using an algorithm
come to equilibrium. The distributions of the designed to hold the \breakdown region sta-
non-zcro velocity correlations are shown in tionary by dynamically adjusting the inflow

MFigure 7. axial velocity until flu'id variables became
These initial conditions on swirl velocity u. Ae•?, sufficiently steady, As ca,•? be seen from Fig- •

and velocity correlations were then inputed ui
into the axisymmetric code. The inflow axial u e
velocity was taken to be uniform and the
integral scale parameter A was held constant
through the domain and has the value 0.04s.
The Reynolds number was 101 which past ..- I.-,

experience has shown to be sufficiently high 0.o1 1' .'o

so as to not affect the turbulent transport. .. \ "0

Other boundary conditions are shown in Fig- 2oo

ure 5. In addition, a passive tracer simulating 2 RV/I

smoke is specified on the inflow to be 1 :_ _

C exp (-117r
2

/R
2 

. (11)

o o 4 6 6 ' ',/R

The equations governing the transport of a
"passive tracer using second-order closure
modeling have not been given here but may Figure 8. The predicted redistribution of swirling ye-

be found in reference 17. The only free con- Iocity as a consequence of vortex break-
dition is the inflow axial velocity, and the down.
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strong function of the size of the recircula- Shown in Figures 13 and 14 is the disper-
tion region. sal of smoke by the breakdown flowfields of

In Figures I I and 12 are shown the iso- Figures 9 and 10, respectively, which was
pleths of tu bulent kinetic energy for the placed in the viscous core of the vortex. As
breakdown flowfields shown in Figures 9 and expected. higher turbUlencL levels in the

5410, respectively. It can be seen that turbu- breakdown region effectively disperse the
Elence levels during breakdown can be quite smoke C through thL breakdown region. This

high and are computed to be in excess of 25% result is in agreement with observations of
of the mean velocity, breakdown on aircraft vortices.

2 ,p/ r
5 76 1.6,.

448 5 76

4 48
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Figure 9. Streamlines for a vortex breakdown flosw- Figure 10. Breakdown flowfield with imposed adverse 4.

field with no imposed axial pressure gra- pressure gradient resulting trom U
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Figure 15. Isopleths of axial vorticity. At z r =O Figure 16. Isopleths of axial vorticity. At z r = 0.
200I'/2-rR". . = 200F1/2rR2.

Finally, in Figures 15 and 16 we show

isopleths of axial vorticity / (llr)(arV/ar)
for the breakdown flowfields of Figures 9 and
10, respectively, showing that the only sub- 2

stantial redistribution of vorticity occurs
very near the vortex axis over radial length
scales. which are of the order of the up-
stream viscous core radius.

To quantify the results as to the level of
reduction of rolling moment which may re-
sult as a consequence of breakdown, we
have computed the function U=0

u o0.i r/2 rR

PM =4P, rV dr (12)

0 .4 8 1.2 1 6

sf/R

which is proportional to the rolling moment Figure 17. Rolling momentum upstream and down-

induced on a follower aircraft, of semispan stream of vortex breakdown as a function
sf, during a co-axial vortex encounter. It is of the encountering aircraft's semi-span.

assumed that downstream of breakdown the
(Winno,,- Wlr=U ,wunow)/W. is small. This
function is shown in Figure 17, where it is CONCLUSIONS
clear that only significant reductions in roll-
ing moment will occur for 'ollowing aircraft Numerical simulation of vortex break-
whose semispan is of the order of 2 and 3 down flowfields, thought to be typical of that
times the viscous core radius. which might occur on aircraft vortices, have
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shown that sufficient turbulent transport 4. Jones. JP..- "The ltreakdovkrn oft Vortices in .Scpa-

does not exist to bring about extensive redis- rated Hotw- U .S.A-A. Repi~rt No. 140, Ini rsit%

tribution of the trailed vortex. It has been tqSIiht ntn nln.1W

shown by direct computation that an aircraft 4i Hal MIG_.-A Nueia %lethLI fib swiS iny. the
of a span which is approximately 751; of the bvation% fOr a Vortex Core.� A.RC. Rand M_.
span of' the generating aircraft will experi- Ntt 14f6'. 1967.

ence a reduction in rolling moment after
6. (1.111ShoeISC. I.S "Some1 NU1110 LIIC .OtU1i0f5 tIobreakdown of approximately 101'; For trail- the Vicu cor ofa Irotat inal vortev" Nat.

ing aircraft of yet smaller span. the resulting R' u~.P aaa eotN.E.
reduction in induced rolling moment is 17K. 1963.
larger. but still appears to not oficr the reduc-
tions in rolling moment which wouid permit 7. aeetý ., Di'.sipatitan and Brcakdo~xil ti i

the operation of a small aircraft in the wake * :hdMcI.Vl.5.l2

of a larger aircraft. ~6i6
It has been shown with the use oif the B. flenjain. T.B.. 'Theor-. oif the Vortei, Break-

super-equilibrium limit of seckund-order dlo- dow~n Phenomenon." J. hud .lh, I.-_ \ ol. 14. Jut:t

sure theory. that turbulence is in general 1962. p- 38-44.

suppressed in the central region of aircraft9. ejmn.TB."om )vlpcnsith
vortices. This result is in qualitative agree- Theor\ of Vortex Breitkdo~n.- J. f-liid M., It..

ment with observation of aircraft vortices Vol~. 28. 1967. p. 65-84.S
which have been seeded with smoke to make
them visible. It has also been shown that the 10. Squire. H.B.. "Analysis of the \otr:\x Breakdown 0

breakdown phenomenon does disrupt the Peo nn.Part 1. Acro. Dept.. Imperial Col-
lege. London. England. Report 1012. 19610.

viscous core in a vortex, and results in high
levels of turbulence. This turbulence very It. Randall, J.D. and l.eihoxih. S., -The Critical
effectively disperses the smoke. leaving the State - A Trapped Wa\ e Model of Vortex Break-
impression that the vortex has in some way down." J. Hi:1id Mfchl.. Vc-l. 5. . 1973. p. 495-

515.been destroyed. In reality our cal culatitons
shtow that the large scale structure of the12Bian.AJ.WeMehisoftn \r
vortex is not significantly altered by the lices." Ph.D. Thesis. Massachusetts institute oft P
breakdown phenomenon. Technology. June 1973.

13, Donaldson. CduP. and Bilanin.......Vortex I
Wakes of Con vent ional Aircraft," AGARDographF
No. 204. May 1975.
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AIRCRAFT VORTEX WAKE BEHAVIOR AND DECAY NEAR THE
GROUND

IVAR TOMBACH. PETER B.S. IISSAMAN. AND JOHN B. MULLEN
Aert' "irinmenl Inc.
Pa.adnu CA 91107

ABSTRACT. One of the apparent modes of deca% of aircraft wake ,ortices has been variously
described as sortex breakdoun or %ortex bursting. the latter because of the visual appearance of this
decay mode when the vortices are marked %%ith smoke. A multi-facetcd experimental and anialytical
research program %tas carried out to explore the details of vortex breakdown under conditions represen-
tati, e of those which ,,ould prevail at lost altitudes in the vicinity of airports. Three separate approaches
%%ere taken simultaneously. Flight tests with Lockheed L- 18 Lodestar and Boeing 747 aircraft flying over
an array of ground-based cameras and instrumentation proided data on overall vortex behavior, on the
sorn,-X 'ges at the time of onset of instabilities, and on the Lhanges in the vortex velocity fields which
resulted from vortex breakdowns. Analytical work on stability theo'ries identified conditions under
shich vortices could undergo unstable decay. Experimental tests in a water tank looked at the internal
instabilitN of vortices, and also shed ligh' on %ortex motion near the ground. Finally. a heuristic
modeling approach consolidated the results of these programs into a simple representation of the
relationship between the times of %ortex breakdowns and the ambient turbulence levels.

INTRODUCTION role of axial vortex flows in the breakdown
mechanism, were of particular interest. As a

This study was concerned with the goal, some progress in modeling the effect of
mechanisms of vortex decay under condi- vortex bursting on vortex strength and
tions simulating those present in the vicinity lifetime was desired.
of airports. Although TSC has been studying A three-pronged study approach
vortices under operational conditions near evolved, consisting of full-scale flight exper-
airports for several years, much of the fun- iments to provide quantitative information:
damental research on wake decay labo itory experiments to explore details of
mechanisms has been performed at altitudes vortex structure and stability under con-
well above the ground and with aircraft in a trolled conditions: and heuristic analysis to
"'clean" (flaps up, landing gear up) config- meld theoretical concepts and experimental
uration. Although there were good opera- data into a coherent description of the be-
tional reasons for this emphasis in earliLr havtor.
research, the necessity for measurements in
conditions more representative of those of
concern mandated that this study emphasize
vortices generated by aircraft in landing con- DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
figuration (landing gear and flaps down).

The specific objective of the study was The in-flight experiments involved gen-
to achieve some degree of understanding of eration of smoke-marked vortices by Lock-
the phenomena underlying wake decay in the heed Model L- 18 Lodestar and Boeing 747
airport terminal environment, with particular aircraft. A total of 5 days of Lodestar tests
emphasis on the vortex core breakdown and 2 days of 747 tests were flown at a test
mode of decay. With regard to that decay site established on Rosamond Dry Lake on
mode, the nature of the residual flowfield Edwards AFB, California.
after the catastrophic breakdown, and the Each test day consisted of a sequence of
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low level passes by the vortex-generating which allowed testing of the effects of vari-
aircraft over a ground-level anemometer ous input parameters on vortex stability and
array which recorded the velocities induced motion.
by the vortices. The behavior of the The analysis approach was directed to-
smoke-marked vortices was recorded photo- ward defining, on the basis of theory and the
graphically by cameras at various locations field and laboratory experiments, those fac-
on the ground and in a helicopter hovering tors which affect the vortex bre.kdown
overhead. To provide data on meteorological mode of wake decay. A goal was the de-
conditions, soundings were performed by a velopment of a model giving the best descrip-
tethered balloon on a variable length (7-60 m) tion of the effects of atmospheric and aircraft
tether, by pilot balloon launchings. and by a parameters on the breakdown, and of the
meteorological aircraft which was in- effects of the breakdown itself on the
strumented to measure temperature and tur- strength and lifetime of the vortices.
bulence. Occasionally, buoyant balloons
were released from ground level to enter into
and mark the axial flow in the vortex cores. Core-Bursting Analysi.s.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the instrumen-
tation array which is typical of all test days The wake vortex system of an aircraft is
(except for the array spacing). subject to two forms of instability: sinuous

instability and core-bursting instability. The
4N sinuous mode. known as Crow Instability, is

a vortex pair phenomenon. and requires the
velocity field of a neighboring vortex to in-

S'" ÷" :+i":" ... duce instability and subsequent linking of the

pair. When near the ground. a single vortex
:-..... It can undergo instability by interaction with its

___....... _ ____......__._..--__ , ground-induced image and actually link with
the image. so that the vortex has the appear-
ance of a semicircular locp. with both ends

t V1 11terminating on the ground. The motion of the
......... " . . .... . vortex pair in Crow Instability is predomi-

"nantly an inviscid response and has been

considered in detail by Crow I l].
It has been observed 12, 31 that the sinu-

......... ous instability is excited and driven by the
ambient atmospheric turbulence, and the
magnitude of this turbulence can be directly

Figure I. Schematic portrayal of instrumentation related to time-to-link. Crow and Bate 141
array layout for the Lodestar tests, have included a turbulent forcing function of

this form to develop a universal time-to-link
equation. dependent only on the inviscid

The laboratory experiments were per- parameters.
formed in a water tank using a unique In ground effect. it might be expected
method of generation of a dye-marked vortex that the ground boundary conditions and the
pair. The vortices thus generated were short different turbulence spectra would have
in length relative to the wavelength of the some effect on the sinuous time-to-link.
sinuous mutual-induction instability, causing However, Tombach and Crow 151 concluded
that instability to be suppressed !o allow that although the life span. or time-to-link, is
study of vortex motion and internal structure reduced by the presence of the ground, the
for extended periods. Because of the nature effect is small (not more than about 10"')
of this experiment, it was not considered as a when comparable vortices at different
simulation of a vortex wake, but rather as an heights in the same atmospheric boundary

* znalog model of portions of wake behavior layer are compared with each other.
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The other important mode of cata- RESULTS
strophic instability, vortex breakdown or
core-bursting, is poorly understood to the ortwex Rollup.
extent that a precise meaning for the descrip-
tion is not agreed upon, nor is it clear The rolling up of the wing vortex sheet
whether there are one or more phenomena into discrete vortices was studied for
under this umbrella description. Most ex- selected passes of both the Lodestar and the
perimental data on this effect have been ob- Boeing 747 by examining smoke-marked vor-
tained from visual observation of the be- tices. Figures 2 and 3 show the rollup se-
havior of a smoke-marked vortex 12. 3. 6. 7]. quence for two typical test runs.
The experiments show that the smoke- Figure 2 shows the smoke filament from
marked vortex appears to "*bunch up" and the wingtip spiraling around the smoke-
"break:" that is. the marked core abruptly marked vortex core while diffusing slowly.
increases in diameter and then appears to The filament retains its identity throughout
burst, with the burst moving quite rapidly the sequence. indicating that this is a small
along the vortex axis. Often the smoke which vortex itself. Donaldson and Bilanin 1101
marked the core rapidly dissipates and is no
longer visible. Occasionally. a much di-
minished smaller core remains after the
bursting process. The effect of bursting on
the velocity fields has not been measured,
although inferences from indirect mea-
surements of vortex strength 181 and from the
motion of a vortex after its mate had burst 121
suggest significant changes in the structure of
the vortical core flow field. On the other
hand, in studies of other columnar vortices,
Mullen and Maxworthy 191 have observed
that highly disruptive core phenomena have Figure 2. Sequence of photographs showing rollup of
had little effect on the outer flow. Lodestar vortices as seen from below. Al-

It appears likely that core-bursting is a though mounted in sequence to show the
single vortex phenomenon, in the sense that spatial evolution of the wake, the photos

actually all show the same vortex segmentit is not necessarily connected with induced at half-second intervals.
flows associated with the other vortex of the
pair. There are. however, frequent occur-
rences of core-bursting in conjunction with
the sinuous instability, in which case the
sinuous vortex deformation appears to in-
duce core-bursting.

Much effort has been expended in at-
tempting to analyze the fluid mechanics of
core-breakdown. An excellent state-of-the-
art review of the theoretical aspects of this
problem is given in a monograph by
Donaldson and Bilanin 1101 which sum-
marizes results to date. Our object here is not
to produce yet another analysis, but rather to
determine a simple formula or rule by which
the time to vortex-breakdown can be approx-
imated from the basic aerodynamic parame-
ters of the generating aircraft and atmos- Figure . Comparson of smoke visualization of
pheric properties, in much the same way that Lodestar vortex rollup with flaps down and
the sinuous instability can be predicted. flaps up.
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have discussed conditions under which two generally indicated a very stable atmosphere.
discrete vortices can be formed. After sunrise, the ground and the air above it

A second smoke source installed inboard gradually warmed until, by mid-morning, the
of the main smoke generators was also temperature profile was neutrally stable (de-
operating in the case shown in Figure 2. Its creasing adiabatically with height). Further
smoke was wrapped into the main vortex ground heating by the sun caused the atmos-
core within one chord length and was there- phere to become unstable when the warmer-
after no longer distinguishable from the rest than-adiabatic air near the ground rose verti-
of the vortex in spite of its contrasting color. cally and caused a turbulent overturning mo-

The tip vortex should undergo break- tion in the atmosphere.
downs and instabilities in much the same The turbulence levels at the low flight
way as the main vortex. Although such altitudes generally increased as the atmos-
breakdowns are not seen in Figure 2. some phere became less stable as the morning pro-
instability in the smoke structure is visible. gressed. An anomalous situation was some-
which appears to be connected with similar times encountered in the very stable early
phenomena in the main vortices. Perhaps morning period. however, when drainage
turbulent interaction of the vortex cores is a flow from nearby mountains caused stable
contributor to the decay of the tip vortex, layers to slide over one another and the re-

Figure 3 shows two more rollup se- suiting shears generated high levels of turbu-
quences. one with flaps down and the other lence in spite of the very stable density dis-
with flaps up. both without the additional tip tribution. This situation has been discussed
smoke. In the clean (flaps up) configuration by Tombach. et al. 131-
the vortex should originate at the wingtip: The desert winds were generally light in
the smoke. however, is being released at the the early morning and were mainly caused by
outboard end of the flap. The result is that drainage. The wind increased as the morning
the smoke never enters into the vortex core, progressed, and was soon dominated by the
"but rather wraps around it. giving a hollow westerly gradient wind.
shell-like, diffuse appearance to the vortex. Under very stable conditions, the vor-
Comparison of the two sequences in Figure 3 tices descended in a wavy manner, with de-

.j can then give rise to misleading results, such scent slowing and often halting in the vicinity
as the conclusion that the clean configuration of the ground. After halting, the Lodestar
vortex is larger in diameter than the one pro- vortices rose up again. Sometimes the de-
duced with flaps down. If the smoke scent was rapid and the halting and rising
generator had been placed at the wingtip for occurred quickly enough to give the impres-
both runs, the opposite conclusion would sion that the vortices had bounced off a layer
have been reached. (An example of such a close to the ground. As wavy or oscillating
case appeai's in the Boeing 727 tests reported vortices approached the ground under these

upon by Barber, et al. II 11). This comparison stable conditions the amplitude of the waves
illuminates one of the weaknesses of flow often appeared to be damped out and the
visualization, and also shows that proper vortex appeared to stiffen and straighten out
smoke source placement is important for ef- any kinks that may have developed.
fective long-term visualization of vortex be- Under neutral to slightly stable condi-
havior. tions, the vortices descended in a lurching,

wavy, or sinuous manner to the ground level.
o-te.x" Transport and Decay. They often reached the ground at some point

along their length, which immediately ini-
The meteorology which apparently most tiated a burst breakdown or ground link. The

affects vortex behavior is defined by vertical ground-linked vortices, which were only
profiles of temperature and turbulence and photographed for the Lodestar, resembled
by a three-dimensional description of the dust devi.s 20 to 30 meters in height. Only the
wind vector field. The temperature profiles half curved toward the aircraft was visible,
at the beginning of a test day (usually dawn) indicating that axial flow toward the aircraft
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was picking up the dust. On a number of one visible vortex of a tilting vortex pair.
occasions the vortices descended at different A limited number of runs was conducted
rates along their length. Portions would under simulated take-off and landing condi-
rapidly dip, forming deep troughs which tions, so that the aircraft was climbing or
often burst near the ground at the point of descending when passing over the test array.
maximum curvature. At other times the vor- The vortices produced in these situations
tices descended rapidly while horizontal, and rapidly approached the ground at an angle to
then in thc vicinity of the ground certain por- the horizontal and contacted the ground se-
tions rose up rapidly, forming humps which quentially at points alc.'g their entire length.
again usually burst at the point of maximum These vortices appeared to break up im-
curvature, mediately and then rapidly dissipate. The in-

Under unstable conditions the vortices itiation time of this break up was much
descended rapidly in a lurching, sinuous shorter than the time to first break up mea-
manner and often appeared to be detraining sured when the aircraft maintained constant
fluid, leaving patches of smoke in a wake altitude. No linking was observed in these
behind the vortex pair. The vortices con- situations, and normal core bursting was
tacted or almost contacted the ground on rare.
several occasions, which invariably initiated In contrast to the effects of attitude (and
a burst breakdown near the ground. hence thrust), data scatter obscured the ef-

Regardless of the atmospheric stability, fects of landing gear or flap positions on vor-
the time of vortex breakdown (as defined by tex decay times. By inference, then, vortex
an obvious break in the smoke-marked vor- breakdowns seem to be at most weakly influ-
tex) was generally earlier in a turbulent at- enced by the aircraft configuration.
mosphere than in calm conditions.

These observations are a composite of
results for both test aircraft and for all flight Axial Flow.
configurations, although the greater amount
of Lodestar data tends to make them particu- One interesting aspect of vortex be-
larly representative of the Lodestar observa- havior is the axial flow in the core, which is
tions. The categorization by stability class is often assigned a contributory role in various
unique and has not been observed in prior vortex decay mechanisms. The Lodestar
experimental work, although Tombach, et al. vortices, when marked by small buoyant
[31, noted the tendency for vortices to de- balloons invariably showed axial flow toward
scend more rapidly in neutral conditions than the aircraft, i.e., a wake-like axial flow. On
in a stable atmosphere. the other hand, the axial flow in the Boeing

It should be pointed out for complete- 747 vortices was either jet-like (away from
ness that the vortex behavior description the aircraft) or there was no significant axial
discussed above applies to both vortices if flow.
both were visible, or to the one vortex which Jet-like flow in the cores was found be-
could be visualized. A few cases were ob- hind the Boeing 747 when in takeoff config-
served where both vortices were visible but uration (10/10 flaps, either spoiler and gear
behaved differently, as for example would position, aircraft climbing) or in landing con-
occur if the wake tilted or banked and the figuration (30/30 flaps, gear down, no spoil-
vortices then decayed differentially, but such ers, aircraft descending). No significant axial
behavior was not analyzed. The wind shear flow was observed when the aircraft was
observations of Tombach, et al. 131 discuss "dirty" (30/30 flaps, gear down, no spoilers)
such cases. The crosswinds during these and in level flight.
tests tended to be small, so such behavior Local axial flow also occurred whenever
was not a major feature. Because of the dif- a vortex breakdown or vortex pair linking
ficulties with flow visualization it is possible occurred. In such cases the axial flow was
that some of the rising of vortices which was away from the instability manifestation, in
noted is simply the asymmetric motion of the both directions along the vortex, indicating
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the presence of higher pressures at the burst N
or link point. The instability-induced axial '_
flow was stronger than the normal axial flow _._"
in the vortex, and thus the local flow was
totally dominated by the links or bursts. L - , 517 5 3

Axial flow need not be confined only to
the core centerline, and shells of axial motion f
have been observed in tests of aircraft flying
past smoke sources. The flow visualization ......
techniques of these experiments could not L d,-,

illuminate non-centerline core flows, how- ; 1,7,"It 21

ever.
5 9 iso

Effects of Core-Bursting.

The smoke marking often showed a- _ , S,

small filament of smoke remaining after a
burst had occurred, which indicated the con- B°• .... 7

tinued presence of organized vortical mo- 1212-75 R.. 0_

tion. The small balloons released into the Figure 4. Anemometer records of vortex break-
cores also showed vortex motion to be pres- down. The top graph of each set shows the
ent after a visible vortex breakdown. In sev- horizontal speed history at an anemometer
eral 747 cases the balloons were still spinning before a burst: the lower trace shows the
in the vortex core at a vortex age of around record at the next anemometer after the

150 seconds, which is well in excess of the burst.
observed core breakdown times. In another
case, the balloons in the core were overtaken
by a moving breakdown, and then remained
firmly trapped in the now-invisible vortex traveled horizontally above it in ground ef-
core after the breakdown had passed. Prior fect. For each of the three cases shown, the
work (e.g., Hallock 181) has also suggested top trace shows the vortex structure before a
that a vortex breakdown does not necessarily burst was seen on the photographs at the
imply a destruction of organized vortex mo- array, and the lower trace shows the vortex
tion, but rather represents a rearrangement structure at the next anemometer reached by
of vortex structure. The present work sup- the vortex.
ports this concept, and indicates that the In each case, the effect of the vortex
visually observed behavior of the smoke burst is to flatten the velocity profile by sig-
does not always provide a complete picture nificantly reducing the peak velocity under
of the vortex lifetime, the center of the vortex (to about 30% of its

In order to investigate this point futrther, prior value), but without major effect on the
selected anemometer records on vortex ve- speeds away from the center of the vortex. A
locities occurring prior to and subsequent to definite vortex flow remains in all of the
vortex breakdown were examined. The three cases shown, however, indicating thatcases studied were ones in which the photog- core bursting did not totally eliminate the

raphy showed a breakdown to have occurred vortex, and the persistence of the outer flow
above an anemometer. speeds suggests that such bursting may not

A consistent pattern of behavior was ob- significantly alleviate the vortex hazard to
served, which is represented by the three aircraft with wingspans larger than the core
sets of traces in Figure 4. Each trace repre- size.
sents the horizontal wind speed, transverse A few of the cases studied showed total
to the flight path, recorded by an anemome- alleviation of all vortex velocities by a vortex
ter as a function of time as the vortex breakdown, with no residual vortex structure
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remaining. The flow visualization showed no vortex sheet and became amplified (Figure
visib'e difference between the partial and 5b). (This response is somewhat similar to
total vortex decay breakdowns, except that that observed in a free shear layer Kelvin-
the presence of a residual visible core corre- Helmholtz instability.) The wavelength of
sponds (obviously) to a case of partial allevi- this laminar instability increased approxi-
ation. Aircraft configuration was not an ob- mately proportionally to the square root of
vious factor in selecting one form over the time until the amplitude was approximately
other. equal to 1/10 of the vortex span, b,. At this

point there was a rapid transition to turbu-
Laboratory Results. lence. (Figure 5c), with the turbulent transi-

tion moving radially both inwards and out-
The water tank experiments showed wards from the annulus where the instability

that. initially, the vortical scroll rolled up waves first developed. Within a short time
into a finite core vortex (Figure 5a). During the flow within the vortex cell appeared fully
the rollup. disturbances developed in the turbulent except for a small region near each

vortex center.
In further experiments, the initial turbu-

lence in the cell was increased by installing
sawtooth vorticity generators at the outlet of
the vortex pair generator to simulate the ini-
tial turbulence in the aircraft wake vortex
which might result from wing flaps, spoilers
or engine exhaust. In this case the
wavelength of the instability was twice as

(a) large as without the sawtooth and the rate of
growth of the wavelength also increased.
This is qualitatively what one might expect.
indicating that initial turbulence will acceler-

ate the t,•rbulent transition in the vortex

These experiments indicate that any ana-
lytical modeling of core structure should in-
clude the effects of internally generated tur-
bulence. However, there was no evidence

(b) that this turbulence suddenly caused the size
of the core to increase in a manner suggestive
of a two-dimensional core burst. Nor did the
turbulence affect the translational motion of
the vortex pair during the early stages of its
descent.

Vortex Pair Descent a10 Inl teraction with
•, ,, •Groundl Plane.

In the water tank experiments the gross
character of the motion was only approxi-
mately that predicted by inviscid point vor-

Figure 5. Development of vortex instability in water tex pair theory. As expected, it was observed
tank tests. (a)l nitial vortex rollup, (b) Later that the vortices descended. separated as
stage of rollup with shear layer instability at
inner boundary of smoke, and (c) Transi- they approached the ground plane, and then
tion to turbulence. Vortex pair motion is moved apart along the ground plane. How-
downward in these photographs. ever, there were very important distinctions
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"between the real motion and the trajectory which appeared to incorporate the main
computed by a simple analysis such as that in rhysical terms and correlated with the data.

V Tombach, et al. 171. Factors which affected the time-to-
In the water tank experiments, it was breakdown of the vortex core and quantified

noted that the vortex pair never moved as the relationships between them and vortex
close to the ground as simple theory predicts, lifetimes were identified. Using dimensional
and the separated vortices eventually started and physical arguments the burst time was
to move upwards and away from the ground shown to be of the form
plane. In other words, the vortex appeared to
"'bounce" when in ground effect. When the 3

vortex pair was generated closer to the T -- s R

"ground, this rebound effect was even more '
pronounced.

The rebound motion observed in the
water tank is very similar to that observed in
various flight tests, including those of the Vr Maximum tangential velocity.
current program. Tombach, et al. 1121 (also rT = radius of maximum temperature•- ~velocity, -
Tombach and Crow 151) measured the lateral vc
transport of vortices in ground effect, and E turbulence,

noted that the transport speed slowed sig- S* m Vir/(VT + Vnr, se.
nificantly after a definite distance of travel R = maximum centerline pe
along the ground. Figure 6 compares those
results, in non-dimensional form, with the r effective width of axial flow.

The first term provides the proper dimen-water tank data from the present experiment.
The agreement is excellent, indicating that scas, the s nd t ide thentulbu-
•-svortex rising, not decay, is the main cause scaling and tetond term provides the turbu-i• "lence scaling and the third term contains the~for the slowing of transport.]f o rinitial axial/tangential flow characteristics.

The exponent a appears because the second
term is dimensionless. A more general form

Heuristic Approach to Core-Bir'sting. for the second term would have been an arbi-
trary function of V-r/Er.,r.

Because of the difficulties of predicting To evaluate the above equation using
core-bursting by any direct fluid mechanical available experimental data required a de-( analysis, a heuristic argument was employed termination of the exponent a and additional

simplifying assumptions concerning the func-
tion F(S*.R*).

The parameters S* and R* are functions
of the induced drag and profile drag of the

* PR"ESN•T OER,,F, wing. If the profile drag coefficient of two
OFL-•.- TEST D•!A wings does not vary much, then the function

.FiS*,R*) should have approximately the
00 i.. same value for both wings if the wings are of

comparable aspect ratio and lift coefficiLnt.
S"..As a first approximation in this study, the

"" - function F(S*,R*) was issumed to be con-
0o 4 5 stant for the various aircraft studied. The

Ks, time-to-burst relation then simplified to the

Ký form

Figure 6. Normalized water tank vortex trajectory r r 2  
___

compared with flight test data from Tom-.....
bach, et al. 171. T
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where F,, is the initial circulation of the The constant k. which can be interpreted
rolled-up vortex, say a few spans down- as the effective residual aircraft-generated
stream of the wing. As a final assumption, turbulence in the wake. is quite small for the
the vortex core size was assumed to be pro- Cessna 170 and Aero Commander 560F.
portional to the wingspan, which is reasonable which were flown in the clean configuration
since the core is made up of the wing bound- with flaps retracted. In terms of E' :'. the
ary layer, and E was assumed to be made up value of k for these aircraft corresponds to an
of both ambient turbulence E and mechanical ambient E

1 : of 0.2 to 0.4 cm 3 s (normally
turbulence k. The final form of the time-to- considered as negligible turbulence). For the
burst relation became Lodestar and Boeing 747, which were flown

with landing gear and flaps extended, the
3 a value of k is significantly higher. and has the

TbG - (- b 2 -- r-b]/ 0- same effect as an ambient E':' of 1.6 to 1.8.
o which is typically classed as light turbulence.

The constant A varies significantly over
the range of air,:raft considered, and gener-

with a to be determined experimentally and ally increases as the aircraft scale increases.
G a constant of proportionality. A detailed Comparing the tested time-to-burst relation
discussion of the derivation of this relation with the complete relation in Equation ( I). it
can be found in Tombach. et al. 1121.

Functions of the form T, =[A/(k+Ej" was hypothesized that
were fitted to the experimental data. As 3 2

suggested by the lines in Figure 7, the best fit A b

was obtained for a = 1/3, although the sen-
sitivity of the fit to the value of a was fairly Note that I',, disappears from Equation it) for
weak. Table I summarizes the results of the the particular case of x = Vi. Table 2 ihowvs
fitting procedure. The correlation of the data the computation of G for each aircraft. *hc
with the assumed functional form was fairly value of G is very nearly 0.3 for all aircraft
good with a mean standard error of estimate except the Lodestar. for which G is 0.-. ,. The
of around 19 seconds, which was more gov- different value of G for the L.odestar. which
erned by the degree of data scatter than by has significant flaps on the inboard (hi.d of
the best curve fit. the wing and thus might have a different form

rabc I1. Calculation of the Proportionalit Constant (in the Relation TL. 0il b::k • I'

Aircraft . .Contiguration b c -• ..6 -, :i'
Cessna 170 1'l n o11(t .1-1

Aero Commander 56OF ('lean 4tA lt. 2 6
Lockheed L.- 18 L.odestar H Fap% doý% nt

Boeing 747 Flaps down

Table 2. Statistical Constant of Fit of Form I.. [Ahi k • ol' 1 to the I- \pc m ':.in l IO.at_.. . . ... . .. . . .. . . . ... . ...
I 1 1 0,0 d.Iinto,

I No. oft A k ( , 10.0 ot, I I
Aircraft Conlguration rKlill •o (tfts) In IWj I t. oI I

Cessna 170 ('lean 41 j Z. I .
Aero Commander 56OF (lean 39. 81 ( i) iS4 a "
Lockheed .- 18 L.odeL tar Flaps dots n Si 394,M( ) ( t.<- 0 4 I,

Riving 747 _ Faps do.ot I _ .2n M i .tt2t.t11h 0 6 in' i
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I..

* A

• Figure 7. Data on time-to-burst versus turbulence used in the analysis. The lines represent TL-e- ,..

IM
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of the drag-related function F(S*,R*), was
not surprising.

Thus a reasonable overall estimate for G
is 1/3. For slightly conservative (high esti-
mates of Tb, select k = 0.05 cm~s- for the C .... 70 F,,pUp D

clean configuration and k = 4 cm2s-1 for gear o .... ..

down. Thus the general time-to-burst rela- BA-°g A

tion developed here becomes -'-7

2'. 1/ S*.T

b 3 ' '

with k selected as noted above. 8 -
Figure 8 shows the same data as in Fig- 0

ure 7, with the best fit curves for each air- °0.0, G.01 0.20 0.50 .00
craft (from Table i) as well as a composite
equation (Equation 2) drawn on each plot. It
can be seen that the composite function does
not fit the data as well as the individual
curves for each aircraft, indicating that not
all factors which vary from one aircraft to Figure 9. Composite plot zf time-to-burst data in di-
another are handled by the simplified analy- mensionless form. and comparison with

sis used here. The deviations are greatest for model (solid line). The logarithmic scale for
iq, emphasizes deviation to the left of the

the two twin-engine propeller aircraft, but curve at small values of -q,.
not in a constant manner.

Equation (2) can also be written in non-
dimensional form as

scribe all aircraft effects on vortex break-
S(3) down. There is a general trend for the clean

b 3 ) ---- configuration data (open points) to lie below
the general best-fit line and for the flaps-

where down configuration data (filled points) to lie
near or above the line- this is most pro-

2 (4) nounced at small "0m, (low turbulence).
b 2"b 2 An arbitrary choice of a larger value of k,

and hence a larger value of -q, for clean aircr';it
could improve the fit, but would have to be

2 k-.. . (5) recognized as an ad hoc adjustment in
parameters. Nevertheless, the simple curve
in Equation (3) is gen,_:-ally good for predict-

Here, 1',, has been reintroduced as a parame- ing vortex breakdown times within a factor
ter which is required for the non-dimension- of 2, except for very small values of "q,,
alization. where, however, the experimental data tend

A plot of rt, versus ?,, with all of the to be biased toward shorter Tb as discussed
time-to-burst data plotted on it, is shown in previously.
Figure 9. Some points for the clean 747 con- The significance of the core-bursting
figuration have also been added to this fig. time analysis on the prediction of the decay
ure. using k = 0.05 cm's-3 and measured b, of vortices is more complex than it was for
and U to compute I'_. Here again there is a the linking time analysis of Crow and Bate.
defirvite clustering of points according to air- With linking, it is reasonable to assume that a
craft type, showing that the r, and -, non. link rearra iges the vortex structure suffi-
dimensionalization alone does not fully de- ciently to significantly reduce any hazard to a
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following kireaft. Such is not al ;74y*:hýe ACKNOy'L-I.3MENTS
case with core.:Ktzsting, however. The ex*' -
periments pe.-frm&U-.Ouring this study The work descr'bed .n this paper was
showed conclusively that 'al,.jaly apparent supported by the U.S; Departmient of Trans-
vortex core-burst did not necessu ir~jý.dic ate portation. Transportation Syl'tenis Center.
the demise of the vortex structurela.*qR under contract 'DQV-T5'.C-1d08. Dr. James
observations of the buoyant ba1!onns showed W4i ý wt&echni i-~ nic orTC
tlic continued preslei-ce of a vorttx after The w~ater-tank labortcryV teý;s were per-
burstingjhad occurred. at,,d. in several in- formcd by Drs. S)teven C'rc,'kv and Steven
stances, thicta1ser velocimeter;-.c~ijstic 5Cfl- Barker ai Poseidon R(sJfaryh. Lo,; Angeles.
sors, and aneýci~eto array also' st-.-wed California.
contwioing vortex strtlrc!'ire vell after burst-
ing. It is cica.jr, however, tiettte~ velocities in
the vortex ana'ltf&overall circull"'*4appý_r WWI
to reduce after corý-&qrsting. examples'.- REFF OF NC ES

'-..given by Hallock t81 and Fiallock. et al. [131.- aparotaint
I . Crow, S.C.. *Stability theoi 2.ý a l72 ftri~

2179. v'

2. Tombach. 1.H.. Obesit f atmospl-ric ef-
'~-fects on vortex wake beha-.ow. 'J. Aicragli. Vol.

CONCLUSCN101,i No. 11, Nov. 1973. p. ').4-647.I
This program set out to study the break- 3. Tomnbach. l.H.. Bate. Jr.. iand MacCreadv.

down phenomenon. in the hope of emulatingP . r.iet;tnotherti ndecyf
the vortex %ýakc of a lighit 155 1-':nti2fc aircraft."the success achieved in the prediction of the A R49 c.17 eoioitn n.

sinuous instability. The success has been di- CA
luted, tbough, by definite confirmation that
vortex breakown, as it has been defined by 4. Cro'w. S.(. ;tnd Bate- F.R. h. " Lifespan of trail-
4ývervone who has !ooked at smoke-marked in vortices, it- a turbUlent ;ilnlosphcre.- .1. A-ir-

vortices, is not necessarily a mpechanism (W.Vl 3 o .Jl'l-6 .4642

which destroys a vortex, nor even weakens it 5. Tomnbach. 1. arid Crovs. S.. Some aspmcs of air-
significantly. Thpus the ultimate destroyer of craft \sakt: behavior nc.ir tl'.c giounQ.- AMtS 7th
vortices which avoid linking with each other Conference on Ae ro.pace and Acronauitical

has still not been captured - it could be a Mtet)rology and -,vinposiunm on Skemote Sensing

cascade of breakdowns, a new form offo adies o.1-9 Mline L
mutual iintraction, or possibly even decay 6. Chevalier. H.FlOight tetstudies of the fmlrnaion

Kby turbulent diffusion, and dissipaitioni or trailing \otices,.-. Am il.11
Dramatic differences in descending be- Vol. Ill. No. 1, Jan. 1903. p). 14-18.

havior were noted from hour to hour and day
to day. Further analysiý showed atmospheric 7.onac.lH.ro C.adBt.F .Invetigat o f' .1 orte\ \kaf-. stabilit near the
stability to play a role in defining the nature ground, AFOSR TR-7.1 -r~il. .'ulv 1975. AcroVik
of the descent, with stability suppressing ir- ronnmeot la.oxasiena. CA.
regular motion and inhibiting descent (andI
even stopping it). 8. H allock. J. N.. "Monito ri ng ssake so rtex st rengtill

A mechanism for the slowing down ofdca et h ,o..IA rt ol1.N.
the lateral motion of a vortex in ground effect .ct116t.8l.X2

was identified in the water tank tests, and 9. Mullen. J.B.. atnd Maxsortlty. T., "A laboratorN
was correl~ated with prior aircraft tests. The model oif dust dev il \ orticesIv,uuor, tns

cause is a rising of the vor-tex, which results pltrcn.% and 0( can.\ . Vol. I to be published t.
from rotation of the non-circular vortex core, 10). Donaldson. C.dtd5 . atnd Bilaniut.A.J. Vrt
rather than a dissipative mechanism, its pre-aeso ovntoa icif.N\l)AiR)

4~.viously believed. ograph No. _204. May 1975.
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11. Barber. M.R.. Kurkowski. R.L.. Garodz. L.J, and Barker. ST.. *Aircraft vortex wake decay near
Robinson. G.H.. Smith. Hi.. Jacobsen. R.A., the ground," FAA-RD-77-46. Mar. 1977. AeroVi-
Stinnett. G.W.. Jr.. McMurtry. T.C.. Tymczys. rcnment. Inc.. Pasadena. CA.
zyn. J.1. Devereaux. R.L.. and Bolster. AT..
"*Flight test investigation of the vortex wake 13. Halhock. l.Burnham. D.C.. Tonibach. !.H..
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during two- Brash~ars. M.R.. Zalay. A.D.. and Barber. MR..
segment and normal ILS approache%."NASA TM "Ground-Based Measurements of the wake Nsortex
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ASSESSMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON THE BEHAVIOR
OF AIRCRAFT WAKE VORTICES

PAUL B. MACCREADY. JR. AND PETER B.S. LISSAMAN
Aetwrlironntnt Inc.
Pasadena CA 91107

ABSTRACT: The transport and decay of an ;.ircraft-generated vortex system depends on the charac-
teristics of the generating airctaft. the proximity to the ground, and on atmospheric factors - the
turbulence field. thermal stability, and mean A iýid shear% throughout the region traversed by the vortex
system. The number of variables involved, the statistical nature of the phenomena, and the difficulty of
performing definitive field tests make the developmcnt of a comprehensive theory of vortex transport
and decay an elusive goal. but significant strides have been made. This paper seeks to illuminate some of
the main points. wkith more emphasis on dominant factors than on completeness or rigorousness.

INTRODUCTION DECAY MECHANISMS

The transport and decay of an aircraft- The decay mechanism and decay rate
generated vortex system depends on the for vortices from a given generator aircraft
characteristics of the generating aircraft, the depend primarily on the atmospheric turbu-
proximity to the ground, and on atmospheric lence. Temperature, stability, wind shears.
factors - thermal stability, the turbulence and the ground location all can affect vortex
field, and wind shears, throughout the region evolution, but the influence of turbulence
traversed by the vortex system. Field exper- tends to dominate. The turbulence, either
iments on vortex transport and decay over atmospheric or aircraft generated, is in most
the years have illuminated some of the com- cases the key to determining the lifetime of
plex phenomena involved, the vortex system, which then limits the ver-

Although the experimental results have tical transport.
emphasized the complexity of the phenom- Three distinct main decay mechanisms
ena and the probabilistic nature of vortex exist:
evolution, the studies have advanced under- a) linking (sinusoidal instability of the
standing considerably. This paper seeks to vortices),
put some of the main factors into perspec- b) bursting (a core-related phenomena),
tive. and

The initial vortex field - its generation c) eddy viscosity (eroding the vortices).
and wrap up - is rather well understood, These mechanisms can act independently or
except for small scale features of the turbu- in combination. In strong atmospheric turbu-
lence within the wake and the axial core flow lence conditions all can be involved, but the
phenomena. Attention here is focused on vortex system is short lived in such cases and
subsequent events, particularly on those not the subject of study. Some of the main
which are dominated by or which override points about decay mechanisms and turbu-
meteorological factors. lence, particularly with. reference to bursting
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and its comparison to linking, are given in where T1, is time to burst, b is actual span.
greater detail in the report by Tombach. Liss- and k is an equivalent turbulence created by
aman. Mullen, and Barker I1l.1 the airplane (values of k = 0.05 cm`sec :'and

4.0 cm2sec : were found to fit experimental
data for, respectively, the clean configura-

BREAKUP BY LINKING AND tion and the landing configuration). The air-

BURSTING craft has an elliptical lift distribution so that
b, = trb/4, and if Equation (2) is written in

Breakup by linking or sinuous instabil- terms of b, then for k -- 0 the constant of
ity involves the growth of a rather regular proportionality in Equation (2) becomes
sinusoidal pattero. usually symmetrical for 0.39, virtually identical to the constant in
the vortex pair. This is commonly referred to Equation (1). However. the functional and
as Crow linking. The time to link T1 has been numerical similarity between Equations ( 1)
found to depend, statistically. on atmos- and (2) is fortuitious. since the basic

pheric turbulence within the inertial sub- mechanisms are rather different.
range of eddy sizes. (a size range from a few The predicted times are generally
cm to some hundreds of meters), which can within a factor of two of the observed times
be quantified by E. the turbulence dissipation for both breakup by linking and by bursting.
rate te •'-' is proportional to the turbulent For moderate and strong turbulence the
energy at any wavelength within the inertial times are virtually the same for either mode.
subrange). The scale of the linking varies As far as aircraft hazard is concerned, the
around nine times the vortex spacing. and so limiting time for danger to other aircraft is
it is turbulence in the size range of one to ten not just the linking or bursting time. The
times the span or vortex spacing which has hazard can be expected to disappear within
the main effect. 20-30 seconds following the linking event

For moderate or strong atmospheric since the flow quickly becomes rather diso:-
turbulence, the time to link given by Crow ganized. For bursting. the situation is more
and Bate 121 can be put in the form complex. If the vortex core is marked by

ST= 0.41 b 2
/

3
E -1/3 smoke the bursting is identified by the disap-

v - , pearance of the smooth core. Upon bursting
there quickly occurs a significant change of

where Ta is the time to link. b, the vortex state of the vortex, to a weaker configura-
spacing. and e t urbulence dissipation tion, but then a residual organized motion of
rate. For weak turbulence, in which induc- sgiiatitniyotnprit.Cr

tion between the vortices is at least as impor- significant intensity often persists. Core

tant as convection by atmospheric turbhi- bursting is basically a core phenomenas and
fenc, asomwhatmor coplexreltio is breaking LIP or" diffusing the core does not

lence. a somewhat more complex relation is directly alter circulation events at larger
derived which includes the circulation r as a radii.
variable as well as b, and E.

Breakup by core bursting also can be
related to the turbulence intensity. The phys- DECAY BY EDDY VISCOSITY'
ical mechanism by which turbulence initiates
the bursting is unclear. In any case, it ap- Decay by eddy viscosity, rather than
pears that smaller wavelengths of turbulence the breakup by linking or bursting, can be
are of significance here than is the case for observed in two distinct regimes. One regime
the sinuous instability - a scale comparable involves very, very calm atmospheric condi-
to the vortex core size. A heuristic model 1I, tions, when linking or bursting may not be
3], which is scaled by an empirical factor, has operating but when there is still enough tur-
been found to be in reasonable agreement bulence to cause eventual vortex erosion.
with results for a wide range of aircraft. The turbulence scale of significavce is pre-

The general time-to-burst relation is sumably comparable to the vortex spacing or

Sb/, 2 1/3 the dimensions of the descendi~ig oxal con-
)b I RJ_ , (2) taining the two vortices. The other regime
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involves the turbulence generated by the air- The definition of vortex 'strength" differed
craft itself. Such turbulence can be very for the different tests, but it is felt that the
strong and can have a large role in the early major results will not differ if other defini-
decay history of the vortex system. The tions were used.
scale of the aircraft induced turbulence is The figure shows that non-dimen-
much smaller than the scale of atmospheric sionahzing circulation F by an effective ini-
turbulence. In clean configuration the air- tial circulation F,,, and non-dimensionalizing
craft provides turbulence in the boundary distance back d by the span of the generator
layer of the wing which evolves into the vor- b, its lift coefficient C1., and its aspect ratio
tex cores, and in jet thrust wakes which dif- A, the data points coalesce fairly well. Be-
fuse into various portions of the organized yond (d/b)(Cl/A) of 10 (corresponding to the
vortex system. The aircraft in dirty config- region beyond about 100 span lengths), the
uration (gear and flaps down), however, will conservative data fit is
in addition have very strong turbulence C
added to the wake. The scale of turbulence b 9.6(A cL
generated by the dirty aircraft should permit
the turbulence to be involved significantly in In this region the eddy viscosity acts to dif-
the eddy viscosity decay of the wake, possi- fuse the vorticity within the descending oval,
bly in core bursting, but not appreciably in causing wake dissipation to proceed as d -I or
linking breakup. (time)W. Earlier, the mixing evidently is not

The eddy viscosity-caused decay of complete enough to cause appreciable shar-
vortices behind dirty aircraft is illustrated in ing of the vorticity from the two vortices in
Figure 1. Figure I presents observational the pair. It is interesting to note that the
data available two years ago on vortex evolu- shape of the curve on Figure I showing con-
tion behind aircraft in landing configuration. stant F at short distances and thereafter a
The data sources were Hallock's JFK variation as (time)-I is the same as shown in
ground-based measurements using doppler Figure 5 of Hallock et al. [41 for the core
acoustic radar, NASA/FAA flight test mea- circulation of a B747 in landing configuration
surements using probing aircraft (Figure 25, measured by a laser-doppler velocimeter.
FAA-NA-75-151), as well as NASA's towing The curve "break" for the velocimeter mea-
tank results. This data base strongly weighs surement occurred at x/b = 33, a bit closer to
some tests where a Learjet and T-37 were the generator aircraft than the "break"
flown behind a 747 and a 727 - important shown in Figure I wherein much of the data
cases for any operation separation matrix, came from observations beyond the core.

Other investigators have found slightly dif-
ferent shaped curves or noted decay to be
stronger near the ground, but the main fea-
ture of constant circulation followed by

S.... .decay appears consistent with all observa-S.. .'•' • ;tions.

Figure 1 shows the circulation is re-
" .. ,.duced to 20,/( by (d/b)(C,./A) = 50, about 500

-. , span lengths back. For a jumbo jet at ap-
_ .. proach speed, this is about 1.8 nautical miles

back, at a time of 43 seconds. If ambient
- ?' turbulence is moderate, exceeding 2

.. . cm 2'sec ', it is likely that core bursting will
occur before this time with this landing air-
craft.

In contrast, aircraft in clean configura-
tion will have only a slow vortex decay from

Figure 1. Wake strength decay for handing aircrafi as aircraft-generated eddy viscosity, terminated
a function of downstream distance. by a breakup by sinusoidal instability or
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bursting if there is atmospheric turbulence. a stable atmosphere.
In extreme cases of clean aircraft, very low 2. Entraining wake - descent rate
turbulence. and a solitary vortex (its mate slows, vortex separation increases, entrain-
having become somewhat removed and ment occurs, wake oval enlares, rate of in-
breaking up independently) the vortex dura- crease of buoyancy slows down.
tion can be very long. One case of 6 minutes 3. Decaying wake - descent slows (or
duration of a contrail has been reported 151, stops), buoyancy is dissipated. strong en-
and the senior author of this present report trainment occurs, vortices decay. (This stage
noted another long duration contrail from a may never be reached because of breakup by
jet airliner July 24, 1976, over Iowa. In an an instability.)
ordinary contrail breaking up after about 11/i In this characterization, atmospheric stabil-
minutes by an irregular sinusoidal instability ity, per se. appears to play no significant
there was one section 1 km long where the role, while ambient turbulence very much
separation at 11/2 minutes became about affects the rate at which wake behavior
twice as wide as usual and one vortex broke passes through the three stages.
up independently into loops and shreds. The Although theoretical treatment on the
other portion of the pair remained as a descent of a vortex pair in a stably stratified
straight rod for 31/2 additional minutes. for a atmosphere suggests the vortices will draw
five-minute visual lifetime. We have no in- closer and speed their descent, experiments
formation on the strength of the circulation [7, 81 indicated the descent speed generally
for a solitary vortex over these long times: stayed the same and then slowed, while the
the well-defined core merely gives evidence spacing stayed the same and then widened.
of a well-organized flow and a lack of sig- Strong slowing was symptomatic of the final
nificant turbulence. In any case, the hazard vortex decay or breakup. Field observations
to aircraft from such long-lived vortices high and lab experiments have shown that near
aloft seems minimal: there is more than the ground there is a tendency for vortices to
adequate altitude for recovery from an upset. "'bounce" upward above the trajectory
The question arises as to whether or not the which would prevail for line vortices moving
phenomenon occurs commonly at low al- under the influence of the normal image vor-
titudes where a hazard could be created. The tices,
lack of contrails at low altitudes makes the Close to the ground, with the vortices
probability of occurrence of the phenomenon spreading outward, strong stability appears
difficult to ascertain, Fortunately, the capable of inhibiting linking interaction with
amount of time that large aircraft are flown in the image vortex, presumably by inhibiting
clean configuration at low altitude (say vertical motion of the vortex. In neutral and
1000-2000 feet AGL) is small, and the prob- unstable conditions, the presence of the
ability of extremely low turbulence in this ground seems to speed decay by any of the
region is less than it is high aloft, and so the breakup/decay mechanisms. The reasons
phenomenon should be uncommon at al- have not been clarified- core-shape distortion
titudes low enough to create a hazard due to and vorticity generated at the ground surface
upset. have been implicated.

Wind shear has what appears to be a
OTHER METEOROLOGICAL more significant effect on vortex behavior.

INFLUENCES The tilting or banking of the plane containing
the vortex pair has been observed experi-

The evolutionary events in the life of a mentally at altitude 171 and in ground effect
vortex pair in an atmosphere with tempera- [8], as well as in operational situations 19,
ture stability can be considered charac- 101. Occasionally, in the light aircraft tests,
terized in the three steps proposed by Lissa- long segments of the wake were observed to
man, et al. 161. roll past the vertical, resulting in bank angles

I. Inviscid wake -- descends at con- exceeding 900. It appears that crosswind
stant speed, constant vortex spacing, no mix- shear or crosswind shear gradients are re-
ing with ambient fluid, acquires buoyancy in sponsible for this observed rolling tendency
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of wakes. dictability and improving the predictability of
Theoretical treatments relating the di- the limiting hazard cases deserve high prior-

rection of tilt to the direction of shear or to ity. These are more important than improv-
the directions and rate of change of shear are ing understanding of the meteorological in-
not yet definitive. Nevertheless, the reality fluences of the fluid mechanics phenomena
of the phenomenon is accepted. of vortex motion and decay. Improving

In addition to the tilting, another drama- understanding will be helpful for answering
tic (and operationally more significant) as- one remaining critical and vexing question:
pect of wake behavior occurs simultane- how much circulation remains after breakup
ously, at least in the cases in the shear near by core bursting. and for how long does it
the ground. When the wake banks, the upper remain significant?
(generally downwind) vortex appears to
break up (decay) well ahead of the other vor-
tex, often leaving one vortex drifting alone REF-ERENCES

for some time before it itself decays. Interest-
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PREDICTED AND MEASURED WAKE VORTEX MOTION
NEAR THE GROUND

M.R. BRASHEARS, A.D. ZALAY, AND W,R. EBERLE
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.

Huntsville AL 35807

ABSTRACT: Vortex track and meteorological measurements obtained by the Transportation Systems
Center at Kennedy International Airport have been processed and cataloged in a computerized data
management system. A total of 1320 flybys have been cataloged. A calculated vortex track using
meteorological data measured concurrently with the measured vortex track has been generated and
placed in the data management system for each flyby. An analysis of measured vortex parameters and
corresponding vortex parameters generated from the analytic model was performed. A comparison of
calculated vortex residence time and measured vortex residence time is presented. The reasons for
deviations between the calculated residence time and measured residence time are discussed. Design
considerations for a wake vortex avoidance system are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION system (DMS) so that data could be selec-
tively recalled (based on values of meteoro-

The Transportation Systems Center logical, aircraft, and vortex parameters) and
(TSC) has been working toward the de- further calculation and/or plotting performed
velopment of a wake vortex avoidance sys- upon the recalled data to permit meaningful
tern which can be implemented at airports to analysis of the vortex data to be made. Speci-
guarantee safe aircraft separations in routine fically, it was desired to define the conditions
operations Ill. Several tracking systems in- which cause the calculated vortex paramet-
tended to sense vortices and to determine ers from the analytic model to deviate from
their positions have been developed. An ana- the measured vortex parameters and to iden-
lytic wake vortex transport model which tify phenomena which will have a significant
generates vortex tracks based on aircraft impact on the design of an effective opera-
parameters and meteorological conditions tional wake vortex avoidance system.
has also been developed 12, 31. A test pro.
gram was implemented at Kennedy Interna-
tional Airport (JFK) for the purpose of
evaluating the candidate sensing and tracking WAKE VORTEX AND
systems, comparing measured vortex tracks METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
with calculated vortex tracks, and refining
the analytic model. A large quantity of vor- As a part of a comprehensive program
tex sensor and meteorological data were re- by TSC to monitor the behavior of wake
corded during this test program 14, 51. An vortices in the aircraft approach corridor, the
aircraft wake vortex data analysis computer meteorological and vortex parameters from
program was used to process and present the aircraft landing on runway 31R at JFK were
meteorological data, calculated vortex monitored by an array of ground wind
trajectories, and measured vortex trajec- anemometers, two laser-Doppler velocime-
tories in such a manner that meaningful com- ter (LDV) systems, and four instrumented
parisons could be made [61. The data were meteorological towers. Acoustic vortex sen-
then incorporated into a data management sors were also used, but the results were not
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placed in the data management system be- The presence of wake vortices near the
cause of unavailability of corresponding ground was detected by each of three rows of
meteorological data. A plan view of the test single-axis propeller driven anemometers as
site is given in Figure 1, and a summary of shown in Figure 1. The propeller anemomet-
meteorological measurements recorded is ers measure crosswind. In the data process-
presented in Table 1. The table also shows a ing, if the standard deviation of the signal
summary of meteorological parameters from a single sensor did not exceed 0.14
which were calculated from the measured ft/sec over the 128-second average following
parameters and stored in the data manage- aircraft passage, the sensor was declared to
ment system. Data averages were taken over be dead. All active sensor data were filtered
128 seconds following aircraft passage. with a weighted 17-second averaging filter.

"For the vortex tracking calculation, the
anemometer which was determined to be
closest to the starboard vortex at a given
time was that anemometer for which the fil-
tered value of wind was greater than that for
all other active anemometers on the sensor
line at the same time. The time of vortex
passage over an anemometer which had been
determined to be closest to the vortex was

-." the time at which the wind measured by that
sensor was a maximum. By plotting the times

.. .. at which the vortex passed over sensors at
!-..,"-.*. ..... /the various lateral positions. a plot of vortex

__ ,_,_ .: _. lateral position as a function of time was

- .. . ..- ....- " generated. The vortex residence time was
generated by smoothing the curve and de-

/ " /•'. termining the time at which the vortex
crossed the flight corridor boundary. The

Figure I. Plan view of JFK vortex test site. residence time for the port vortex could be
generated in a similar manner by using

Table 1. Summary of Measured Winds and Calculated minimum values of crosswind. (See refer-

Meteorological Parameters ence 7 foi a definition of residence time and
its significance.)

Measured Winds Two characteristics of the ground-wind
u = Headwind sensor are important in interpreting data
v = Crosswind (positive from port side) from it. First, reliable data are obtained only
w = Vertical Component of Wind when the vortex is close to the ground. This

limitation is inherent in the ground wind sys-
Tower Altitude (ft) of Wind Measurement tem. Second, spurious points could be gen-

I 20, 40
2 20,40 erated after the vortex Ift the flight corridor:
3 25, 50, 100, 135 however, these were eliminated in the calcu-
4 20. 30 lation of residence time.

Measurements of the wake vortex
Calculated Meteorological Parameters trajectories were also obtained b\ two
Average of all winds for 128 sec after aircraft passage laser-Doppler velocimeter t LDV) systems
Standard deviation of all winds for 128 sec after aircraft deplo, ed at JFK. The scan pattern used for

passage the test is shown in Figure 2. For the IDV
Average wind speed for all winds for 128 sec
Average wind direction for all winds for 128 sec systems, a CO, laser "as focused at a ise-
V, and p for least-squares fit for wind speed: V = quence of pointN in space ;is shol n in Figure

V,(z/z.j) for tower 3 2. A portion of the beam was backscattered
A and B for least-squares fit for wind direction: by the atmospheric aerusol. Foi -. ,di posi-

O= A + Bz for tower 3 tion of the focal volume in soace, the
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backscattered laser intensity and the aerosol The calculated wake vortex trajectories

velocity (line-of-sight velocity relative to the were generated from a theoretical model [31

LDV system measured by the Doppler shift using the aircraft location, wing span,

in the returned signal) were recorded. In a weight, and airspeed as inputs. The spanwise

comparison of data processing algorithms wing loading was assumed to be elliptic. The

[4], it was determined that the best vortex input parameters, resulting vortex strength,

tracking algorithm is one which identifies the and number of flybys observed for each air-

vortex position as the point of maximum re- craft type are shown in Table 2. The aircraft

turned signal intensity. The vortical motion are assumed to be centered on the runway

of the vortex core causes a high concentra- centerlines at an altitude of 200, 172, 135, and

tion of atmospheric aerosol at the vortex 78 ft, respectively, for baselines 1, 2, 3 and 4.

core boundary. The high aerosol concentra- Although the complete theoretical vortex

tion causes the returned laser intensity to be transport model contains many transport and

a maximum at the core boundary. (See refer- decay mechanisms, the calculated trajec-

ence 8 for a complete description of the LDV tories for the data management system con-

and its data.) sidered vortex transport by mutual induction
and crosswind only. The trajectories were
calculated by a fourth order Runge-Kutta in-
tegration of the transport equations

r r Y2 1

2
=and 2n(Y 2  - YI) + 2- (2Z)2 + (Y2  - Y1 )2

'=v *• (2: + (Y2 - Y1 )

where Z is the altitude of the vortices, and Y,
and Y2 are the lateral positions of the port

Figure 2. Instrumentation at baseline I for JFK wake and starboard vortices, respectively. The +

vortex tests. and - signs are applicable to the starboard

Table 2. Aircraft Characteristics for Calculated Vortex Tra•jectorits

Landing Vortex Number

Aircraft Wingspan Weight Airspeed Strength of Flybys

Type (lb) Obi (ft/sect Mt'/sec) Cataloged

B-747 195.7 462,878 237.7 1397 204

B-707 145.0 194.4007 '11.8 3137 337

B,727 108.0 126,750 ,12.7 2993 297

B-737 93.0 81.500 183.4 2562 4

DC- to 165.3 335.375 234.7 4689 13

DC-9 89.4 63.544 215.6 1788 152

DC.8 148.4 199,375 230.3 3164 M)

L-l0ll 155.3 298.409 234.7 4441 "1

VC. t0 146.2 200,000 230.0 3193 -

BAC- I 11 93.5 64.154 237.7 1553 18t
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and port vortices, respectively. The calcu- measured vortex position at 20-second inter-
lated residence time was the time for which vals. Generally, the LDV measurements give
the upwind vortex reached the flight corridor a good indication of the vortex location for
boundary at Y-- 150 ft. the time periods ranging from 10 to 60

seconds where the vortex structure is cohe-

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM rent and drift of the vortex out of the field of
view or significant decay of the vortex rota-

Wake vortex and meteorological mea- tional velocity does not occur. The

surements obtained by TSC at JFK during groundwind anemometers indicate the posi-

1975 have been incorporated into a com- tions of the vortices from 30 to 128 seconds

puterized data management system (DMS). whenever the vortices have drifted close to

A total of 1320 flybys bave been cataloged the ground and are moving laterally past the

into the DMS. and the distribution of the ground-wind anemometers. The strength of

number of flybys for various aircraft types is the vortices, however, is not known.

shown in Table 2. The cataloged data files .. i

contain vortex trajectories (vortex altitude :. ... ...............
"and lateral position as a function of time) for
both LV systems and the calculated vortex..

trajectory. vortex trajectories (vortex lateral
position ais a function of time) •or each of the
three groundwind anemometer lines, vortex
residence times (time for which the vortex
remains in the flight corridor) for calculated
and measured vortex trajectories, and
selected meteorological parameters. ,

A sample output from the cataloged
data files showing the vortex trajectory and
plits of vortex altitude and lateral position its
functions of time are shown in Figures 3 . ...

through 5. The straight lines in Figure 3 con- Figure 4. Example of calculated and measured vor.
nec) calculated vortex position with LDV rex altitude as a function of time.

S, • im

S... ... I.4......L.,L...L..

4- . *mm

S.. .. i.. .

Figure 3. Example of %aklulntted and mr•anured %,ake Figure 5. Example of calculated and measured vor.
,ortex trajectorie. tex lateral position a% a function of lime.
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Figures 3 and 5 illustrate a problem
which is prevalent in all of the data. Although
both the calculated and measured vortex
trajectories are well defined, they do not
agree. The disagreement is due to the fact
that the meteorological tower upon which the
calculated trajectory is based is located 3300
ft from the runway centerline. For Figures 3
through 5. the average crosswind for tower I
(40 ft) was -6.32 ft/sec, whereas that for
tower3 (50 ft) was -9.29 ft/sec. Therefore.
comparison of calculated and measured vor-
tex trajectories or residence time on a flyby-
by-flyby basis has limited meaning. •

DATA ANALYSIS

In this section the sources of data scat- ,. ................
ter are quantified. and the wake vortex
avoidance system design implications of the
data and data scatter are discussed. In this u 6. (' i f r,\d nC~i•llcd b.
section, all plots contain data for B-707. tir I and b I t elr3.

B-727, B-737. DC-8 and DC-9 aircraft. Data
for wide-body transports were plotted sepa- long vortex life may occur) the two tower,,
rately. Narrow-body data are presented here would be expected to give similar value,.
because of the number of available flybys. Thus, the condition which causes tic
Conclusions for ,ide-body transports are discrepancy (wind guists) is the :ondition

identical with those presented herein for which precludes long vortex life.
narrow-body transports. Figure 6 shows the value of \ýind mca-

k• sured near the flight corridor. A short tower
near the flight corridor may yield better data
than a tall tower further from the flight cor-

,tetoroloniical 7"M'cr 'ariation.%. ridor. Wind data measured from the glide-
slope antenna toimer may yield good results.

A comparison of the wind measured at Because of possible differences in \ ind
the 40-f4 level of tower I (tow\er closest to the bet%\\een tower 3 (upon \ hich the calculated
flight path at baseline I) with that measured \ortex residence time is based) and tosser I
,at the 50-ft level of t0o, er 3 (tower from (near the location \%here vortex residence
which wind data were used for calculated time is measured) and for the purposes of this
Vortex trajectory) is shown in Figure 6. paper. the standaid of comparison between
Winds shown aie the 12X-sec averages tol- calculated and measured residence times is
lowing each flhby. The scatter is expected the calculated residence time in a uniform
because tower 3 is located 3(X)O ft from tower crosswind. For tower 3, the calculated resi-
I. Tower 3 was used for the calculated vor- dence time for the complete %6nd profile is
(ex trajectory because it \- as the only toVker compared with that for a uniform cross mind
with high altitude ( 150 ft) wind data. sts measured at the 50-ft altitude of to%%er 3.

From an operational viewpoint, the dis- The envelope of de\ iation of the residence
crepancy between tower I and to\% ei 3 does time based on a uniform crosswind is thereb.Snot cause problems fo•r it Wake Vortex established. Measuredl residence time,, are

Avoidance System. It is e.xpected that the then compared with calculated residence
large discrepancy occurs during gusty wind times based upon uniform cross\\inds mea-
conditions, Vortex life is very short in gusty sured near the flight corridor. The envelope
conditions. In steady wind conditions (when of deviation is then applied to determine the
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extent to which non-uniform crosswind ef-
fects account for the differences between
measured rcsidence times and uniform 0
crosswind resilence times.

-E/fect of Varittion of Wind vith Altitude.K For the calculated residence time ba-cd \. .

on a complete wind profile, the wid data .

measured at 25, 50 and !35 ft were curve-.• ~~fitted to an analytic form in a least-squares "•'"..
sense. The wind speed was fitted to a

power-law curve, and the wind diection was
fitted to a linear profile. The form of the 41
crosswind wasS,~~ ~ ~~ 4 ..... . ---.. -- -- -4................................ ..-... -- -. ...... 1-

v=Vz (z/zo)p sin(A + BZ) Figure 7. Comparison of measured and curve fitted
0 %k•ind datta.

An example of the fitted crosswind profile is .

shown in Figure 7 with the data measured by

the anemometers on the towers. A plot of the .. ..

individual calculated residence times (based
on the curve-fitted wind profile) is shown as
a function of crosswind measured ai the 50-ft
level in Figure 8. The constant crosswind
residence time and the residence time foit a .. ..
power-law exponent of 0.2 are shown for
reference. While much of the scatter may be
attributed to a non-zero power law exponent, , "
some of *he scatter results from the condition / "
that the curve fitting implies that the value of
wind of the fitted data at 50-ft altitude is not
necessarily equal to the measured data at
that same altitude. This condition is shown in
Figure 7. ..

A direct comparison of calculated resi- Figure 8. Calcultted residence time as a function of
crosswind.dence time with constant crosswind reii-

dence time is shown in Figure 8. There are The second condition of note is when
two conditions worthy of note. The first the calculated residence time is significantly
condition is when the constant crosswind greater than the constant crosswind resi-
residence time is very large ( 120 sec) dence time. In general, wind speed increases
whereas the calculated residence time is as altitude increases. For low crosswinds,
smaller. For the calculated residence time, residence time increases as wind increases.
after the upwind vortex leaves the flight cor- For equal crosswinds at low altitude, the vor-
ridor, reentry into the corridor is not consid- tex with the nigher wind at high altitude
ered. For the constant crosswind residence travels further toward the downwind bound-
time, reentry is considered. As shown, liost ary before reversing its direction and exiting
of the cases in question are those when reen- from the upwind boundary. Therefore, the
try occurs. This suggests that the reentry residence time for non-constant crosswind is
phenomenon may be important. greater than that for constant crosswind.
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Unknow'n Valutes 4ircraft Paraneters. times because the deviations of actual air-
craft parameters from values assumed in the

For measured vortex parameters, sig- analytical models can cause significant var-
nificant data scatter can occur from the Un- iations in voilex behavior.
known values of aircraft parameters. The
calculated residence time is based on nomi- Measured Vortex Data.
nal values of aircraft parameters. However,
there arc unknown variations in aircraft The vortex residence time as a function V
weight (up to ± 251§• of nomiaal values). var- of crosswind is shown in Figure 9 for LDV
iations in wing span (due to different models measured residence times and in Figure 10
of a given type). variations in spanwise load- for residence times measured by ground-
ing factor (due to different flap settings). var- wind anemometers. Constant crosswind res-
iations in airspeed. variations in altitude idence time curves are superimposed for ref-
about the glideslope. and variations in lateral crence. The LDV measured data agrees well
position about the runway centerline. For with the constant crosswind residence time.
example, the vortex of a B-707-120 at
minimum operating weight, spanwise loading 1
coefficient of 0.8. 5 knots above nominal I
landing speed. and 1I ft above and 20 ft to the i

side of the ILS at the middle marker has a
vortex strength of 1895 ft2/sec and a residence ......
time of 113 sec for no crosswind. By con-
trast, a B-707-320C at maximum landing .
weight. spanwise loading coefficient of 0.75.

S' ~5 knots below nominal landing speed, and .
centered on the ILS has a vortex strength of

4246 ft2/sec and a residence time of 47 sec for
no crosswind. The corresponding values for
the nominal valiues of aircraft parameters t
shown in Table 2 are a vortex strength of 3135 -
ft-Isec and a residence time of 66 sec. . . . ..

In addition to the direct effect of un-
known values of aircraft parameters by liguic 9. Vortex residence time M ""asurd with laser

-.. virtue of the effect on vortex descent rate, doppler velocimeter.
unknown values of aircraft pa.ameters also
affect vortex residence time in the determi-
nation of the corridor boundary from which "
the upwind vortex exits. For constant
crosswind, the upwind vortex tor the B-707-
120 described above will exit the upwind :
boundary for crosswinds less than 3 ft/sec .
and will exit the downwind boundary for• crosswinds greater than 3 ft/sec. By contrast., ji I
for the B-707-320C described above, the crit-

ical value of crosswind is 6.4 ft/sec. For the .: ;.A
nominal condition (Table 2), the critical - "
value of crosswind is 4.5 ft/sec. In a constant . .
crosswind of 5 ft/sec. the 1B-707-120 would /,
have a residence time of 46 sec whcreas the .
B-707-320C would have an unrealistic resi- '
dence time of 231 sec. This condition sig- ... ....
nificantly affect, a comparison of calculated Figure 10. Vortex residence time measured with
residcnce times with measured residence groundwind anemometers.
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- WAKE VORTEX AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
-. .... DESIGN CONSIDIERATIONS

In addition to quantification of the ,,cat-
ter to be expected in the calculation and
measurement of wkake vortex residence

1. times. analysis of the cataloged data ha:ý in-
A dicated other trends which have implications

related to the de,,ign of an effective w\ake
vortex avoidance system.

'• ~~Milipleh Basecline Co/tmideraliois..- . -

with..el.An effective wake vortex avoidance
__---------- system must assure the absence of vortices

at all points in the flight corridor. Therefore.
Vortex behavior at different baselines ti.e..

Figure 11. Comparison of residence time measured different initial vortex altitude,) mu,,t be
wkith groundwind anemometers wih ex- considered. From constant crosswind con-

siderations, if the upwind vortex exits from

the downwind flight corridor boundary. vor-
tex residence time decreases with increasing

For the residence time measured by initial vortex altitude. However. if the up-
ground-wind anemometers. the expected wind vortex exits from the upwind boundary.
variation for non-constant crosswind (i.e.. vortex residence time increasecs wvith increas-

scatter boundaries of Figure 6) is superim- ing initial vortex altitude. Since the latterposed for reference. condition is the condition which gives long

Figure I .shows the same measured residence times. it is the condition of inter-data as Figure 10. but with expected var-- est.
iations due to tnknown values of aircraft Thi:; phenomenon is shown in Figue 12
parameters superimposed. It is obvious that for calculated residence times. The residence
the combination of uncertainties in Figures time at baseline I (glideslope altitude :- 200
10 and 11 account for all scatter in the mea- ft is plotted as a function of residence time at
sured data. baseline 2 (glideslope altitude -- 172 ft). For

Because there was some disagreement long residence times, the residence time for
between the wind measured by lower I and bascline I is greater than that for baseline 2.
that measured at tower 2. an attempt was The few exceptions are cases for which the
made to reduce some of the scatter in Figures power law exponent is negative.
9 and 10 by better definition of crosswind. It The design implication of this phenom-
was believed that the crosswind mea- enon is that ifa single baseline vortex sensor
surements may have been disturbed by the is used as part of a wake vortes avoid;ance
vortices. The measured data were plotted as system, it should be placed at the outermost
a function of the upwind tower. The data position (from the runway) at which the vor-
were also plotted for those points for which tex is expected to be a problem.
towers I and 2 agreed within 2 ft/sec. Neither
of these attempts yielded any significant re- Variations with Time 'flI)ay.
duction in the scatter of the data.

Because aircraft spacings must be es-
tablished tip to ten minutes before landing,
an effective wake vortex avoidance system
must be able to predict vortex behavior.
Therefore, variation of vortex parameters
with time of day is very important. Figures
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13 and 14 show the variation in crosswind
and measured residence time (groundwind
anemometer) with time of day for April 17,

.. 1975. It is observed that these parameters
may vary significantly over a short period of
time. Therefore. separations must be based

:.•on residence times which could be expected
to occur with reasonable probability.

IMPORTANCE OF VORTEX
TRANSPORT AND

VORTEX PREDICTIVE MODELS

Figure 12. Variation in vortex residence time with dis- The data presented herein illustrate the
tance from runway threshold. need for both a vortex transport model

__ _....._ (model which calculates vortex behavior
based on concurrent meteorological data)
and a vortex predictive model (model which
calculates vortex behavior based on previous
meteorological data) for both the develop-
ment of a Wake Vortex Avoidance System
and use in an operational system. In the de-
velopment context. aircraft spacing must

provide protection from anomolous vortex
behavior. Therefbre. both theoretical and
experimental approaches to vortex behavior
are appropriate to identify the conditions
under which long vortex life may occur.

In addition. there are many meteorolog-
ical conditions for which vortex considera-
tions do not constrain aircraft separations.

Figure 13. Variation in measured crosswind with time An accurate analytic model allows ideitifica-
of day. tion of those meteorological conditions. The

analytical model provides a theoretical basis
for certification of spacings which may be
used in conjunction with empirically derived
data.

In an operational context, measured
vortex parameters for one aircraft are not
necessarily indicative of those for the next
aircraft. A vortex transport model permits
definition of an envelope of possible values
of vortex parameters, whereas measurement
alone provides specific information for one
aircraft passage only. The optimal system is
one which calculates envelopes of vortex be-

havior with a feedback loop provided by
k ........... :...........•- • measured vortex behavior. Similarly, a pre-

dictive model includes an envelope of varia-
Figure 14. Variation in measured residence time with tion in meteorological paiameters which may

time of day. occur over a specified time interkal.
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CONCLUSIONS 2. Brashears, M.R. and Hallock, J.N., "Aircraft
Wake Vortex Transport Model." J. Aircralt, Vol.
11, 1974, p. 265-272.

The set of vortex measurements re-
corded by TSC at JFK during 1975 have been 3. Brashears, M.R.. Zalay. A.D.. Chou. L.C.. and
cataloged and analyzed. On the basis of the Shrider. K.R.. "Development of Predictive Wake
data analyzed, several important conclusions Vortex Transport Model for Terminal Area Wake

have been made. The meteorological tower Vortex Avoidance,' FAA-RD-76-94. May 1976,
Lockheed, Huntsville. AL.

used for vortex calculations must be located
close to the threshold of the active runway. 4. Bilbo. J.W., Jeffreys, H.B., Weaver. E.A.. Huf-
A calculated vortex residence time based on faker, R.M., Craig, G.D.. George, R.W.. and Mar-

curve-fitted wind profiles can be significantly rero, P.J.. "Laser Doppler Velocimeter Wake Vor-

different from that based on a constant tex Tests." FAA-RD-76-11 (NASA TM X-64988).
Mar. 1976. NASA MSFC, Huntsville. AL.crosswind. The condition in which the up-

wind vortex exits from the downwind flight 5. Brashears, M.R.. Lawrence. T.R,. and Zalay,
corridor and then reenters the flight corridor A.D., "Mobile Laser Doppler System Check Out
may be very important. Variations in un- and Calibration." LMSC-HREC TR D497036.
.known values of aivcraft parameters (actual Sept. 1976, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company.

aircraft weight, wing span, spanwise loading
coefficient, airspeed) can have a significant 6. Brashears, M.R., Shrider. K.R.. Love. D.A..
effect on vortex residence time. The scatter Robertson. S.J.. and Zalay. A.D.. "'Wake Vortex
in the measured residence time can be easily and Ground Wind Meteorological Measurements,"

accounted for by a non-constant crosswind FAA-RD-76-93, May 1976. Lockheed Missiles &• Space Company, Huntsville, At.

and unknown variations in the value of air-
craft parameters. For long vortex residence 7. Hallock. J., Winston, B. Sullivan, T., and Burn-

times. the primary baseline of interest is that ham. D., "TSC Wake Vortex Data Base and Ap-
* farthest from the runway threshold unless plications." Proceedings of Aircraft Wake Vortices

there is a negative value of power law expo- Conference, DOT Transportation Systems Center,

nent. Vortex parameters may vary signifi- Cambridge, MA. Mar. 1977.

cantly over a short period of time. 8. Bilbro. J.. Craig, C.. George, R., Jeffreys. H..
Marrero. P.. Weaver. E.. Krause. M., Dunn. T..
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STATU'S 0O11F TIIF VRTE1-X ADV~ISORY SYSTEM'

EDlWARD) A. siPiTrzIR. JAM1FS N. HALLOCK. AND WILLIAM D. WOOD

(a'nI'ridgcz AlA 02142

AISrR A CT: A* \'title\ Ad iso ry Systenm is CurrentlIyý und~ergoing tests at the Chicago O*Hare I nterna-
tionalI A irport. 13% neasur~ing the %%id rnagiitudc and direction %kith respect to a runway heading, t he VAS
indicate-, \ a a displa% " hen aircraft separat ions could he safely reduiced to three nauitical miles tor all
landine aircraftt Uhe paper presents thle rationale t~or the sys Iemi. thle concept. the system design. ho%% data
ate being ac tli red to check the operation ort the syst em. and the test re%tilts ito date.

INTRODucTION tained 3 nauitical-mile separations uinder In-
strument Flight Rule (IFRI conditions. This

A mlajor ptoblem fatcing out- national air- separation standard was based primarily on
transportation system is the restricted capac- radar operating limits and toa lesser extent on
ity and the resulting airline and passenger tunway occupancy limitations. There were
delay costs at our- high density ait terminals, no separation standards imposed because of
1'he need to increase airport landing and vortex cons iderations.
takeoff capacity under all weat her conditions Wi th t "he introduction of the wide-bodied
without degtading cuirrent high levels of' air Jets and the increasing number of' aircraft
carrier safety is therefore of prime importance operations at the major airports, the wake
ito the atir, transportation system. When the vortex problem has taken on increasing sig-
Major commercial ait terminals operate at ot nificance. The probability of a vortex en-
near saturation in thle cturrent capacity- counter is greatest in the terminal area where
demnand environnment. aircraft delays are light and heavy aircraft operate on the same
commonplace and poor- weather only com- flight path in close proximity and where re-
pounds the delay problem. lixisting airport covety from an Lipset may not be possible
and airway system util izations are projected because of the low aircraft altitude.
to increase significantly by 1990 and to quin- Accordingly. the solution implemented
tuple by 1995. Potential capacity relief' by the Federal A viation Administration
through constrtuction of* more air- terminals is ( AA I in March 1 970) was ito increase the
not likely in the current or near fuiture eco- separation standards behind thle heavy jets to
nomic orenvironmental climate: expansiotn of' 4 nauitical miles, fot following heavy aitcraft
runway quantities at existing terminals is just and ito 5 nautiical miles for at follo\% itg non-
as unlikely. A solution which must be pursued heavy aircraft. In November 1975 the
is to allow increased aircraf't operations into standards wete revised Ito require the addition
and out oft the major terminals by decreasitng of" an extra nautical-mile separation fot fol-
the longitudinal spacings or intervals between lowing aircraft w'ith a maximum certificated
successtve aircraft operations. takeoff I''eight less than 12.500 pounds.

Although the phenomenon of' aircraft Thle FAA has a broad ob ' ecti~kc to in-
wake vortices has been known since the be- creatse the airport and air%\ay system capacit%'
ýinnings of powered flight. it is only recently Iive'olbd by 1995. The need to increase the
that tiperat ional problems associated with the Cap:'eity of the nat ioti s airliorts whilv assut-

pheomeon ave heen experienced. Aircraft in potection against accidelens has led to a1
wake vortices now constitutle one of the ma 'jor program by the FAA to develop an Upgraded
problems confronting the air trafflic control Third Generation IUc;3) air, traffc control
system. Herore 1970. landing aircraft main- system forl thec 1980's. Thle stuccess of' this
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system is dependent upon development of First, the data could be used to assess hov%
techniques for reducing the longitudinal sep- often and under what conditions vortices
arations required to avoid the hazard from pose a potential threat to a following aircraft.
trailing wake vortices, particularly behind Second. by identifying correlations bet%%een
heavy aircraft during approach and landing. the motion and decay of vortices and various

The Transportation Systems Center meteorological and aircraft parameters.
(TSC), under the aegis of the FAA. is de- means for predicting the time history of' vor-
veloping ground systems which will provide tices can be developed. The Stapleton
information on the presence or absence of (DEN) test program at runwNay 261. lasted
potentially hazardous vortices in the ap- from August through November of 1973 \"ith
proach corridor such that a following aircraft vortex tracks from approximately 70(X) air-
may completely avoid contact with these vor- crat't landings recorded. The approach tone
tices. The concept of wake vortex avoidance of runway 3 IR at John F. Kennedy Airport
is based on two considerations which the IJFK) was established as the primary vortex
available wake turbulence data supports: test site from June 1973 until its closing in

I. Meteorological conditions exist a January 1977. Over 15.00) landings \\ere re-
large percentage of the time which cause \'or- corded at JFK. In it joint United States D)c-
tices to move quickly off the flight path or- partment of Transportation and British Civil
decay rapidly in the approach corridor such as Aviation Authority venture. approximately
to not present a hazard to aircraft following on 13.0(X) aircraft landings were monitored be-
the same flight path. tween May 1974 and June 1975 on runx\\.i

2. The duration, intensity and move- 28R at ttcathr-Ow.
ment of vortices can be reliably predicted if The extensive test and data collection
adequate knowledge Of existing meteorologi- program began with the objecti\e of conf'irm-
cal conditions and the generating airciaft's ing the adequacy of the current separation
characteristics are known. standards. The JFK and T)EN data demon-

The feasibility of developing an applica- strated that the standard% were indeed safe
ble vortex system which would utilize the vortexwise for commercial airliners: in fact.
above considerations is predicated on the oh- the data indicated that the separations were
servation that separation criteria are overly almost always too conservative. A sub-
conservative most of the time, as they do not sidiary program at JFK examined the separla-
consider the meteorological effects on vortex tion standards for light aircraft (less than
behavior. 12.50X) pounds) and led to a reconmcendatibn.

since adopted. for increasing the separations
by one mile behind larger aircraft. The
Heathrow effort was initiated to correlate the

RATIONALE FOR VAS reported vortex incidents occurring at
Heathrow with measured vortex behavior in-

Until recently the lack of knowledge side the middle marker. Analysit: of the data
about the life cycle of wake vortices goner- from the three sites contributed significantly
ated by today's large aircraft mandated large to furthering the knowledge about vortex be-
separation distances for following aircraft havior and suggested possible avenues for
and thus limited approach and landing systems which could specify when the sep-
capacities. Analysis of the extensive data oil aration standards might be relaxed.
vortex behavior as a function of meteorolog- The analysis indicated that it wind rose
ical conditions taken during it threc-ycar test criterion could be used to determine when
program at Denver's Stapleton, New York's the separations could be uniformly reduced
John F. Kennedy and london's Heathrow to 3 nautical miles for all aircraft types rather
International Airports I II has indicated that than using the 3-. 4-. 5- and 6-mile separa-
there are wind conditions which predictably tions currently required.
remove vortices from the approach corridor. A Vortex Advisory System (VAS) was

The objectives of the data collection ef- designed to take advantage of the wind rose
forts during the test program were twofold: criterion. The system is based on comparing
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the measured wind magnitude and direction of the system's capability to reliably provide
(with respect to each runway heading) with the criteria for reducing longitudinal separa-
the wind criterion. The Lomparison indicates tions when either the wake vortices have
via a simple display when separations could been blown out of the approach corridor or
be safely reduced to three nautical miles for when the vortices have decayed i,,tl no
all approach and landing aircraft. longer present a potential hazard to t(e fol-

A decision was made to test the VAS lowing landing aircraft. Adequate data most
concept at an airport under actual operating be collected to provide a statisticaliy
conditions. Since the main objective of the nificant evaluation of the system's ability to
VAS is to allow increases in capacity, the determine when the separation-, may b• re-
major high density terminals with a signifi- duced to 3 miles for all aircraft types and to
cant percentage of jumbo-jet operations and determine that the criterion algorithm con-
with capacity at or near saturation were con- tains adequate safety margins for all
sidered for the feasibility tests. Chicago meteorological and vortex conditions as
O'Hare was selected on the following applied to all operating runway scenarios. A
criteria: adequate available real estate for the nine-month evaluation period is planned.
VAS equipment and evaluation instrumenta-
tion, operations near or beyond saturation
during VFR and/or IFR conditions and a sig- VAS SYSTEM DESIGN
nificlnt percentage of jumbo-jet operations
in the traffic mix. The VAS consists of four major subsys-

The main purpose of the current VAS tems: a Meteorological Subsystem for the
system at Chicago's O'Hare is to determine measurement of the meteorological condi-
the feasibility of reducing longitudinal sep- tions existing in the operating corridors of
arations when either the wake vortices have the airport: a Data Processing Subsystem
been blown out of the approach corridor, or which processes all meteorological data and,
when the vortices have decayed and no based on the VAS algorithm, determines
longer present a potential hazard to the fol- when spacings between aircraft may be re-
lowing aircraft. VAS testing was im- duced: a Data Display Subsystem for the
plemented by using an instrumentation sys- display of separation requirements and
tem to measure the vortex positions and the meteorological conditions to the air traffic
ambient meteorological conditions and cor- controllers: and a VAS Performance
relating the vortex tracks with the VAS dis- Monitoring and Data Recording Subsystem
played output. The amount of time that the which monitors system performance, indi-
VAS indicates reduced separations could be cates failures and displays these to mainte-
used will be evaluated to determine how nance personnel. and records all VAS input
many additional operations could be accom- and output data.
modated if reduced separations to 3 miles for
all landing aircraft were in effect. The evalu- Mteorologi(al Subhsystem.
ation will be performed Under all combina-
tions of approach and landing runway The meteorological subsystem consists
scenarios as well as under VFR and IFR of a network of instrumented meteorological
weather conditions. A combination of simu- towers placed about the airport perimeter
lations by NAFEC 121 and actual operations (Figure I). Ideally. each runway end would
at O'Hare will be utilized to complete the be instrumented with a single tower placed
evaluation, It is anticipated that the system approximately halfway between the runway
will allow reduced separations up to NY4 of threshold and the Middle Marker and 800-
the time. and that significant increases in 1000 feet to one side in order to prevent
capacity with resultant reduction in delays vortex impingement on the tower disturbing
will be possible, especially during I FR condi- the meteorological measurements. However.
tions when current capacity is oversaturated. as shown in Figure 1. the proximity of run-

The current effort at Chicago's O'Hare way thresholds generally allows the place-
relative to the VAS involves the evaluation ment of a single tower to serve two ap-
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wire pair to receivers located in the central
"I. " ,' -tower. A 16-channel, 12-bit multiplexer is

i used. The multiplexer operates under the
c .. control of the modem which commands the

scan rate. The modem operates in a lines-
, .switching mode at a crystal-controlled 5440

'- ": Hz bit-rate. Since the modem transmits 34
bits for each 16-bit output from the multi-
plexer (12 bits of data and a 4-bit channel
address), the sampling rate is determined by
the number of channels sampled. Thus, if 10
channels are sampled, the per-channel sam-

A pling rate is 5440/(34 x 10) = 16 samples/
second. In addition to the six multiplexer
charnels used to read the meteorological
sensor outputs, four channels are used to
monitor the status of the tower electronics by
monitoring a precision voltage reference and
power supply outputs, enabling the detection
of electronic failures which could affect the
accuracy of the meteorological mea-

Figure 1. Locations of the VAS meteorological tow- surements.
ers at Chicago O'Hare. All tower electronics are housed in an

environmental enclosure mounted near the
base of each 50-foot tower. Since lightning

proaches, such as tower I monitoring wind strikes are a major problem in this type of
parameters for the approaches to 4R and 32L installation, great care was taken to insure
at O'Hare. against this type of system damage. All input

Each 50-foot tower is instrumented with and output signal lines are protected with
three sets of wind magnitude and direction transient arrestors. The input 60-Hz power
"sensors, one sensor set located at 50 feet, the line is regulated and contains a separate tran-
remaining two at 47 feet. The redundancy sient arrestor.
provided by a triple-sensor installation The O'Hare system does not utilize
greatly increases system reliability insuring commercial telephone lines. Instead,

the acquisition of valid data and sensor- standard FAA control lines normally avail-
failure detection. able at various airport NAV-AID sites are

The wind sensors presently used are used to transmit the data from each
standard cup-and-vane type instruments. meteorological tower to the central tower
The salient characteristics of the wind speed where the VAS microprocessors are located.

N sensor (cup anemometer) are: range of 0-100 The tower instrumentation channel
knots, accuracy of 0.5 knots or 5%, threshold capacity, scan rate and measurement resolu-
of 0.75 knots, and a distance constant of 8 tion are obviously in excess of the require-
feet. The wind direction sensor (vane) has a ments of this application. The ,verdesign
range of 0-360', an accuracy of 5', a 0.75- was deliberate in order to allow system
knot threshold and a distance constant of 30 changes without the n.cessity for major
feet. Both sensors have outputs scaled 0-5 equipment redesign.
volts,

The instrumentation necessary to
transmit the meteorological data from each Daa i'rocessint' v,,.%YNt'n.
tower to a central facility (Figure 2) consists
of a multiplexer which sequentially samples The serial data stream from each
the sensor output arn a line modem which meteorological tower is received by a modem
serializes the data and transmits it over a which converts the input into parallel 16-bit
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the VAS.

words, representing the output of each chan- is the maximum G observed during each 30.
nel sampled by the tower instrumentation, second interval. At the end of each 30-
The output from each receiving modem is second interval, the maximum gust value is
input to individual preprocessors (Intel compared to that of the previous 30-second
8080A microprocessors) packaged on single interval, and the larger of the two is output to
plug-in boards. The microprocessors sample the display.
the meteorological data at a 2 samples/sec- The preprocessor also performs the im-
ond rate. The sampled wind magnitude (R) portant function of failure detection. The
and wind direction (6) are used to compute a sampled R and 0 from each sensor on the
one-minute running average (k and 6i) by the tower are compared at the end of each sam-
following scheme: for each sample compute pling interval and must agree within 3 knots
U =Rsin 0 and V =Rcos 0; then compute U and 10 degrees. Normally, the 50-foot sensor
and V using a running 128-sample average data are selected. If a 50-foot sensor fails. the
and compute R=(U'+V2)1 and O=tan I microprocessor switches to the 47-foot sen-
(V/U). sor which is not in the wind shadow of the

The preprocessor also calculates wind tower. Failure of at least two R's or O's to
gusts. A wind gust is defined using a 30- agree for two successive samples causes a
second interval. Within each 30-second tower-failure signal to be generated. The
interval, the sampled R is averaged using a processor also checks the other quantities
4-sample average (2 seconds), thereby monitored on the tower as well as the ad-
eliminating momentary peaks which would dress sium and timing of the incoming data. A
not affect aircraft. Any peak measured by the deviation beyond preset limits results in a
4-sample averaje is compared to the current tower-failure signal.
wind average R-. if it is at least 9 knots above In addition to outputs of R,0and G. the

Rit is considered a gust, G. The gust value preprocessor outputs system status words to
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indicate which specific failure is detected. Data Display Subsystem.
This information is displayed on a system-
maintenance console thereby providing Two types of displays are used in the
maintenance personnel with the means to ef- VAS, a System Monitor Display (Figure 4)
fect rapid repairs. and a Runwy Monitoc Display (Figure 5).

A separate microprocessor (VAS pro- The System Monitor Display is in-
cessor) receives all inputs from the prepro- tended for use by the tower cab and IFR
cessors, and using the VAS algorithm shown room supervisors. The display indicates in
in Figure 3, determines which aircraft land- summary form all meteorological tower out-
ing separations may be utilized: i.e., the puts and the approach/departure corridors
standard 3/4/5/6-nm or a reduced 3-nm sep- for which the wind measurements apply. Its
aration for all aircraft. As shown in Figure 3, primary function is to provide an overview of
the algorithm consists of an elliptical region the wind conditions across the entire airport
with major and minor axes of 12 knots and enabling the supervisor to select an operating
5.5 knots. respectively, and a 2-knot guard
band around it. The major axis is aligned in
the direction of the runway. A wind condi-
tion resulting in a wind vector R(O) inside the _____ (miff ___ ___

inner ellipse requires the use of the 3/4/5/6 0 0 FU • o
separation criteria, while a wind vector out- F - 0§-17-•51- •S

side the inner ellipse allows a uniform sep-
aration of 3 nm.

The VAS processor utilizes the wind i- __25I] c
parameters measured near each runway ap- iB_,,
proach region and the elliptical VAS al- co 310 E c15 _-.

gorithm to calculate separation requirementsL ____ __ -

for each runway approach. This information W K ]IF
as well as the calculated R, 0 and G are
output to the displays.L i Lo 1T'o9

0 oI1*Ra

Figure 4. The VAS vygtem monitor dpilay..

-. _ ' .. . . _ _ _- : -. . . ,.

I . .. . .. ... -

-SIM,

Val RU4W&T NONIVOS c

Figure 3. The VAS wind criteria. Figure 5. The VAS runway mnonitor display.
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configuration which will maximize traffic displays the me2:.'tred wind and separation
flow for the existing meteorological condi- requirements for each: and the illumination
tions. of the FAIL light alerting personnel to a

The Runway Monitor Display is de- tower. sensor. or system problem.
signed for use by a controller responsible for 2. An LED display indicating in matrix
traffic control on a single runway. As shown form t$. pecific failure detected by the sys-
in Figure 5, the controller selects a specific tern. The i.ED display consists of 7 rows,
runway via a set of thumbwheel switches. correspoiiding to the 7 towers. and columns.
The controller must also indicate whether corresponding to each sensor or quantity
arrival or departure information is desired: monitored: i.e.. when LED (3. 4) is illumi-
e.g.. he enters A32L for arrivals to r'unway nated. it indicates a failure of the wind direc-
32-L.-ft and D32L for departures from run- tion sensor #2 on the tower #3. (6. 8) a loss
way 32-Left. The display thereafter accepts of transmission from tower #6. and so on.
data with the corresponding label from the Ah data acquired. processed and output
data bus. Thus, if A32L is entered. wind by the VAS are recorded by a 9-track digital
parameters measured by tower # I are dis- tape recorder. Each tape contains a complete
played. while a D32L entry causes wind record of all VAS operations for use in sys-
parameters measured by tower #3 to be dis- tem diagnostics and to meet the FAA's oper-
played. ational requirements for a record of all ATC

Separation requirements are indicated operations.
by 'RED-GREEN" lights and are indicated
only when an arrival runway is selected. A
RED light indicates the need to maintain DATA ACQUISITION
3/4/5/6-nm landing spacing. while a GREEN
light indicates that an all 3-nm separation The performance of the VAS is being
may be applied, evaluated using independent monitors of the

Logic in the VAS processor program vortex motion and decay in the approach
combined with the use of the 2-knot guard corridors of the three most active landing
band around the elliptical region separating runways at O'Hare. Also being recorded are
the GREEN-RED operating conditions corn- all incoming VAS data transmitted by the
bine to insure a gradual transition f'ront one meteorological towver net\\ork and the pro-
state to the other. When the winds are within cessed VAS data output stream to the dis-
the guard-band region, both the RED and plays.
GREEN lights are on. This is to provide an A separate microprocessor in the VAS
early indication oft a possible change from equipment console is used as a data format-
GREEN to RED and to provide the control- ter whose function is to acquire all VAS data
ler \with perhaps 15 minutes warning that a necessary for the evaluation of the VAS per-
transition to an increased separation may be formance. The data formattci collects the
required. incoming data from all three sensors on each

of the seven VAS towers, the sensor selected
PIc'j.:'lI,u'1In .\honti ng ,ii, and Data by the tower preprocessor. the calculated
Rccurdin, Suth.•yvstc. average quantities and gust value, the

RED-GREEN calculations for each runkkay
In oi'der to facilitate the maintenance of and any indicated sensorcomponent fail-

the VAS, the VAS equipment console con- ires. The collected data are reformatted and
taining the microprocessors. modem re- transmitted via a modem to a separate data
ceivers, power supplies. etc,. also• contains a recording and display ftacility to be de-
system maintenance panel which indicates to scribed. The validity of the VAS-determineJ
the maintenance personnel the systems safe landing separations is checked by using
status and repair requirements. The mainte- Ground Wind Vortex Sensing Systems
nance display has two major display areas: (GWVSSi deployed for that purpose on the

I. A -'scrolling' type of display which approaches to 'un\ays 14R, 27R, 321..
sequentially steps through all runways and The detection of vortices by the

.3.2
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The data formatter collects all incoming data
from the three GWVSS\s and the VAS and
transmits it via modems to a Mobile Vortex
Data Acquisition Facility (MVDAFI. where

/ the dnt;-: are recorded and displayed to the
S~ t +test systeni' s operators

S4.. -,, Ihe MVI)A 1 'sas d •'!.Int-d ias i.n indC
pendent vorlex dalra ZcqaLI itior I'acility. It

g V"V V V ([V V V V V h i contains its os n G\\\SS linles. mkct.orologl-
cal sensors and towers, data acquisition. di-.
,platy and recording equipment. All electronic

. , , --- equipment is housed in a large van sOhich
I:,iso scies a,, test headquater. The van i,
"large enough to carry all the M\ [)A!: equip-

lien: t-' ,her sites.
At (O'Hare the MVIlA-F vnii Isoc;'i+d

near Ihl thieshohlht of runwx\:i ','I- with it,

Figure 6. The GWVSS. ornial:y hinc ion the recording ard display of'
all data pertinent to the evaluation of the
VAS. In operation, an observer stationed in
the van identifies the type of approaching

GWVSS is based on the fact that the pres- aircraft: i.e.. 1747. DC8. B727. etc.. and en

sure and velocity fields associated with low ters this information via a keyboard into the
altitude vortices extend to the ground and MVI)AF computer. An acotstic airc'at de
can be detected by ground-based sensors. As tector colocated with tile GWVSS generatte.s
shown in Figure 6. the GWVSS utilizes an a rtun-,tart signal when the landing aircrafit
array of propeller anemometers to measure passes overhead. All following data are then
the component of the wind perpendicular to logged automatically. Any of the VAS to\w-
the aircraft flight path. Since most of the ers or (JWVSS lines can he displayed in the
vortex flow field is in that direction, the pits- MVI)AF van by keyboard commniad.
sage of the vortices overhead will cause, as Data are rC,.'orde! iIn two modes,: •

shown in the figure. a large change (increase I. A faist mode \ lien one of' the run-
or decrease) in the crosswind velocity (e- wav,, instrumented \sith a (i GWVSS is used
tected by the sensors located directly under- for landing. Under this, condition all data arc
neath the vortices. recorded.

Currently. Gill-type single-axis propel- 2. A slow mode \\ hen neither of the
ler anemometers are used in the GWVSS, the inrstrumented rntw\ays is actik c. tndLCr this
anemometers arrayed on a line perpendicular condition ( W\SS data are oh• Iousy nol re-
to the extended runway centerline. A fifty- corded and only every fifth V-\S sar:iple is
foot spacing between anemometers is used, recorded, resulting in a reduction in the
the sensor lines extending ±350 feet to each amount of tape used, enabling continuost,
side of the extended runway centerline. 24-hour data recording.

Data from each GWVSS are transmitted The digital data tapes are sent dail. to
to a central location using a technique identi- TSC for data reduction arnd analysis.
cal to that employed for the transmission of
the meteorological tower data. A multiplexer
operating under the control of the transmit- DATA RVI)t"I I(oN AND. ANALYSIS
ting modem sequentially samples the output
from each sensor of a GWVSS, at a At TSC the data are used to check that
4-sample/second rate, the formatted data are the microprocessors are operating ai, in-
transmitted over a wire pair to a modern rc- tended and that vortices are indeed not pos-
ceiver located in the VAS equipment console ing a threat when the VAS display registers
where the data are input to the data formatter. GREEN. Statistics iare generated on how
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often RED and GREEN conditions occur GREEN conditions have been present
and projections made on how the capacity at more than half the time. Thus, a uniform
O'Hare could have been affected if the VAS three-nautical-mile separation could have
were commissioned. Other quantitites such been used for more than half the time with an
as atmospheric turbulence, temperature, and attendant decrease in delay. It is of some
pressure are also being monitored at each note that RED conditions most often occur Lt
tower. Studies are being conducted to de- night and GREEN conditions most often dur-
termine if such meteorological variables (or ing the day: the VAS thus will permit de-
others) could be employed to shrink the di- creased separations during those times when
mensions of the ellipse and thereby gain a O'Hare usually experiences delays.
more effective system.

The GWVSS data are reduced by trans- CONCLUSION
forming the anemometer signals into vortex-
location histories. These tracks are then ex-
amined to find the times for which the port The Fa A decideduto proed with
and starboard vortices no longer pose a the f d y ofcthe t o ae .
threat to a following aircraft: i.e.. the time the full deployment of the VAS at O'Hare,

when each vortex either dissipated or moved Operational components are now being
laterally a sufficient distance that a following selected to replace the experimental equip-ment. The present goal is to have the"had
aircraft would not be subjected to an adverse ened'" system in place ana operating by De-
vortex-induced rolling moment (see refer- cember 1977.
ence Ill for details). The times, the VAS-
displayed winds and vortex conditions, the
aircraft type generating the vortices, etc. are REFERENCES
all entered into a data base for further analy-sis ]IlJ I. Hallock. J.N.. Winston. B.P.. Sullivan. T.E.. and

Burnham. D.C., "TSC Wake Vortex Data Base
Vortices from over 13,000 aircraft have and Applications." Proceedings of Aircraft Wake

been recorded at O'Hare. Included in the Vortices Conference, DOT Transportation Sys-
13,000 aircraft are approximately 1000 tems Center. Cambridge. MA. Mar. 1977.

B-707s, 4900 B-727s, 700 B-737s, 350 B-747s.
700 DC-8s, 2200 DC-9s, 800 DC-s and 200 2. Bollman. J.R.. "Wake Vortex Advisory System

Operational Test and Evaluation," Proceedings of
L- 101 Is. The VAS algorithm has continued Aircraft Wake Vortices Conference, DOT Trans-
to 'predict" reliably the times when a RED portation Sytems Center, Cambridge, MA. Mar.
condition exists. t977.
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ABSTRACT: The ohiectives of the opeiariinal test and evaluation of the Vortex Advisorv System ale described.

INTRODUCTION mtltir.,: separation standards which v'ere in-
troduced after the 747 came into use. Prior to

NAFEC's test and evaluation of the the 747. terminal radar separation standards
Vortex Advisory System (VAS) covers sev- were 3 nmi between all aircraft operating at

eral different areas of interest to the ultimate the same altitude. Now the controller must
User of the system. the FAA. This paper is use 3. 4. 5, or 6 ,mi depending upon the
concerned solely with how th-2 effects of vor- weight category and sequence of the landing
tires condition the handling of aircraft by a aircraft. These increased standards obvi-
terminal air traffic control facility and the ouslv reduced capacity for any airport unless
analytical predictions of VAS impact upon it served a single class of either large or small
airport capacity at Chicago O'Hare Interna- aircraft.
tional Airp., . Other NAFEC personnel are The objective of VAS is to enable some
also evaluating system reliability and main- recovery of that lost capacity when condi-
tainability to a certain extent. However. that tions are favorable to its use. NAFEC is not
type of evaluation is very straightforward involved in validating the system concept or
and follows a standard pattern so it will only making any input on the questions of safety
be mentioned in passing that there is an from an aircrafi dynamics standpoint. Ouur
interest in those :ispects of the system. This basic assumption is that the system will work
paper \ ill discuss the system irom an air as specified: the questions to be answered by
traffic control operational viewpoint, the NAFEC prqject are how much will VAS

The projet ik still in progres, and there buy in terms of increased airport capacity
ilr no epoltablC resulis. Howvxer, it w\as and what are the procedural implications
thought that sufficient interest warrants a which must be fully investigated before im-
brief paper on some of the objectives and the plementation of the system?
technical approach adopted by the NAFEC I Before discussing the proposed method
project team. of predicting capacity. a simple definition for

a complex situation is needed. A good work-
ing definition of capacity is: the average

CAPACITY nximber of total aircraft operations (both ar-
rivals and departures) which can be pro-

Since air traffic control procedures and cessed on a sustained basis by the air traffic
separation standards have a major effect control facility for a given runway configura-
upon airport catpacity. it is not practicable to tion, traffic mix, and weather conditions.
uncouple them and examine each in isola- Many different definitions of capacity can be
tion, The history of how procedures, rules, found in various reports and studies as well
and standards have envolved into what we as excellent explanations of the factors
use today makes ai interesting but time- which cause the numbers to fluctuate from
consuming story. L.et's simply look at the time to time. There are so many independent
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"variables thut arriving at a single number operations conducted is the airport capacity
which precisely describes the capacity tfi an for those cordit.-o.rs. The're arc not enough

... ..airport ait some randomly selected time is such hours for all the configurations which
ti-rpossiblo. must be ,onsidred. how, vr,-. -;c, -%,maller

ST"fic 1.-A has funded and conducted time increments must be used to arrive at
many studies onraimopkrt ,:apacity and delay: some average hourly figure. Reduction of re-
models dating back to ath::i:,J 1960 can be corded radar data will provide that informa-
found. Some fast-time simulation .•(dkeof tion on current capacity as well as much
VAS impact upon capacity ha,,ve been ac- ,,,.reded data on final approach spacing. ,,..
complished using recently developed c:.tpac- ThZ"ART-E !!! dtiv '.-, .. fo fie time
ity and delay model logic which was vali- periods of interest will then be reduced to
dated to yield results within --15 percent of provide some descriptive statistical data on
observed values. The model requires the use final approach spacing for the different con-
of certain implicit assumptions about the dis- figurations and weather conditions. Aircraft
tribution of final approach spacing (which position and altitude information (for prop-

i may not be valid for specific cases). erly equipped aircraft) are automatically re-
Use of ircal data for those parameters corded at 4-second intervals on magnetic
will provide eiP accurate results. tape. This information may be retrieved in its
That greater degree of ac•-fti4,is needed to entirety or. with suitable filters. for selected
support a cost/benefit analysis o time periods, altitude limits, ranges. etc. The
acquisition decisions. "'"duction program used for this project pro-

System benefits can only be quantified vides a computer listing of the following data
by looking at the decrease in airborne delays for each aircraft:
which result from increased capacity (with 1. Weight category of the landing air-
unchanged demand levels). Those familiar craft and the next aircraft in sequence.
with the classical queueing theory capaci- 2. Time of landing and time over
ty/demand/delay curves will recall how sen- selected points on final approach.
sitive average delay is to a very small change 3. Longitudinal distance between the
in the demand/capacity ratio when demand aircraft pair when the lead aircraft is over
approaches capacity. The single-channel each of the selected points.
delay-curve :.lope rapidly approaches infinity 4. Computed gr-.undspeed of the land-
when the utilization factor approaches unity. ing aircraft at the final approach fix.
Although the classical theories do not strictly 5. Reported altitude of the landing air-
apply to this problem. the general principles craft at the final approach fix.
hold fairly well and the delay-curve slope is 6. Aircraft identification and aircraft
very steep during busy hours at O'Hare. type.
Capacity. therefore. is only an indirect mea- Analysis of facility records for the
sure of airport operating efficiency and what calendar year of 1976 were used to segregate
Vi really needed is better information on de- hours of operation into three broad weather
lays incurred by users of the airport. Capac- categories: IFR. VFR (non-visual), and
ity estimates of ± 15 percent simply are not visual approach conditions. The periods
accurate enough to provide managers with when visual approaches may be approved
the delay information they require to evalu- are temporarily set aside and will be investi-
ate the benefits of VAS. gated only to the extent necessary to confirm

Facility recorus provide information on the general belief that VAS benefits for those
how many hourly arrivals and ,tepartures conditions are nil. (In the event recorded
were processed for a given configuration and data do not support that belief, further analy-
set of weather conditions. If enough hours sis will be accomplished.) Final approach
could be found for the same set of conditions spacing during visual approach operations is

when demand upon the system is sufficiently primarily the pilot's responsibility and capac-
high: i.e., very large delays experienced by ity becomes more a function of pilot prac-
all aircraft, it might be justified to conclude rices than is the case during IFR or VFR
that, for practical purposes, the number of (non-viual) operations. Therefore, the proj-
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ect emphasis is placed on those conditions mitted to use. Achieved spacing is just that:

when the air traffic control facility can exer- what is the actual separation between arri-
cise full control all the way to touchdown. vals after everything has been taken into ac-

There are a very large number of possi- count'? The only source of data for this item
ble runway configurations at O'Hare. No at- is the recorded radar data.
tempt will be made to quantify the probable Going from the simplest case to the
VAS capacity for every configuration: only more complex, if all arrivals are in the large
those which were in actual use for a category: e.g., 727's, 737's, etc.. implemen-
minimuni of approximately 4 hours during tation of VAS would result in no capacity
periods of heavy demand in either IFR or benefits because the allowable radar separa-
VFR (non-visual) conditions will be tion between all aircraft is the same as would
analyzed. be permitted under VAS "green light" oper-

An understanding of the proposed pro- ations anyway. Even though the actual aver-
jection technique can best be undeistood by age spacing might be 3.75 versus a desired 3
looking at the simplest of all cases, an inde- nmi, the difference of 0.75 nmi represents the
pendent arrival runway operation (i.e., arri- effect of a plurality of causes which would
val spacing is accomplished totally indepen- still be operative and of no consequence (in-
dent of any departure aircraft considera- sofar as this project's objective is con-
tions). For this case, the arrival capacity is cerned). However, not all arrivals are in the
primarily a function of average spacing be- large category: if so, we wouldn't need VASI
tween successive arrivals and average Reduction of the ARTS-Ill tapes and imaly-
groundspeed on final approach. Although sis of that data will provide a means of com-
there are many other variables which cause paring the "desired" versus "achieved"
those figures, the two which are of most spacing between all weight category pairs to
interest (as well as the ones which are most determine what the distribution is like during
susceptible to analysis) are desired and periods of time when there is a sustained high
achieved final approach separation between demand upon the system. For each runway
different aircraft pairs. Desired spacing is a configuration/operating strategy and weather
book figure and represents the nominal/stan- condition, data such as the following exam-
dard separation which the controller is per- pie will be required:

Configuration I - Weather VFR (Non-Visual), Runway 14R
(Independent Arrivals)

Desired
Lead Trail Spacing Achieved Avg. Variance
A/C A/C (nmi) Spacing (nmi( (nmil Samples

H H 4 4.95 0.83 i0W
H L 5 5.78 0,83 210
H S 6 6.84 (1.83 78
L H 3 3.90 0.83 160
L L 3 3.90 0.83 309
L S 4 4.90 (0.83 92
S H 3 3.%0 0.83 40
S L 3 3.90 0.83 45
S S 3 3.90 0.83 37
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It is unlikely that identical variances in all sider the situation when there is a high wind
categories will be found: however, if so, it which exceeds tailwind or crosswind limits
would certainly make the job easier. for all except one runway. Clearly, in that
Additionally, no a priori assumptions about situation, the only possible mode of opera-
the normality of those distributions will be tion is to conduct both arrival and departure
made. It is, of course, possible that they will operations on the same runway. When this is
fit the normal bell-shaped curve. However, it done, the average spacing of arrivals on final
is also possible to have extreme skewness in approach must be much greater than the in-
either direction as well as greater or less kur- dependent arrival operation because of the
tosis (i.e., sharp or flat peaks) than normal necessity of having arrivals spaced suffi-
and multi-modality. ciently far apart to enable departures be-

Other runway configurations will be ac- tween successive arrivals.
corded the same treatment as the indepen- After adequate distribution data are
dent arrival case. A full explanation of how known, it should be fairly easy to project
other factors (such as exit locations, runway what the achieved spacings would be if the
dependencies, percentage of arrivals, "'desired- spacing is 3 miles between all ar-
weather conditions, and location of crossing rivals. Returning to the preceding example, if
runways) affect airport capacity is beyond the data represents 35 hours of operation, the
the scope of this paper. Some appreciation average capacity is 30.6 arrivals per hour: the
for the way runway dependency affects average in-trail separation is 117.6 seconds
capacity can be seen by a cursory examina- with an overall average spacing between all
tion of a fully mixed operation, where arriv- aircraft of 4.67 nmi and an average approach
ing and departing aircraft use the same run- speed of 144 knots.
way. This type of operation results in very Assuming that the controllers can main-
low efficiency of runways (in the sense that tain the same degree of delivery accuracy
operations rates are much lower than using when the -desired" spacing is changed to 3
separate runways for each type of opera- nmi between all aircraft, an example of the
tion). However, during certain conditions projected data would then be:
there is no alternative way to operate. Con-

Configuration I - Weather VFR (Non-Visual), Runway 14R
(Independent Arrivals)

Desired
Lead rrail Spacing Achieved Avg. Variance
A/C A/C mnmi Spacing (nmn (nmait Samnpl,

H H 3 3.95 0.83 1(X)
H L 3 3.78 0.83 210
H S 3 3,84 0.83 78
L H 3 3.90 0.83 I0
L 1. 3 3M) 0.83 1 N
L S 3 3. 0X 0.83 92
S H 3 3.90 0.83 40
S 3. 03.90 1.83 45
S S 3 3 '1.83 37
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With the same average approach speed enough that an experiment with real aircraft
and a mean separation between arrivals of and real people as test subjects was unthink-
3.88 nmi. the interarrival spacing would be 97 able.
seconds. The average capacity for those This deficiency has been largely over-
parameters is 37.11 arrivals per hour for an come by establishing large-scale, computer-
increase of about 6.5 aircraft per hour. It is assisted laboratories at NAFEC. Concepts
emphasized that the foregoing is merely an may be investigated in sufficient detail to
example and the actual values for that set of warrant adoption. dismissal. or deferred
conditions may be quite different from the judgment until some future date. The DSF is
ones used. one of those laboratories. It is currently

The final step in the capacity analysis being used to develop. evaluate, and gain
will be correlation of VAS history data to confidence in the air traffic control proce-
runway usage to obtain some measure of sys- dures required to implement the Vortex Ad-
tem effectiveness. That is, what percentage visory System.
of time can the "'green light" condition be The DSF rcsembles a modern, auto-I
expected for the runways in use'? There are mated terminal radar fiacilitv. However, the
also numerous statistical tests which will be resemblance is restricted to the operations
applied to help guard against faulty infer- roomn where controllers use radar displays in
ences. the control of traffic. The aircraft targets oni

In addition to predicting capacity, the the displays, are computer-generated and
team will make recommendations on the 'tli~i' by a group of pseudo-pilots from
value of using VAS information in the run- their individual consoles in an adjacent
way selection process. Various operationid room. The systcm can simulate up to 3()00I
constraints frequently make the highest simultancou, targets. 8 radar displays, any
capacity runway configuration unusable (as desired terminail gCography, and route stroic-
in the mixed runway example previously tures sufficiently ccniplex to ,iatisfy the
cited). If, however, two or more configuri- busiest airport requirenlents.
tions have equivalent capacity and there are In addition to 'aluable insights gaLincd
no operational considerations which make from purely subjective reactions to ia given
one more desirable than another, the use of a operation. the system provides for the re-
configuration which would have a VAS cording and processing o['a i\\idc variety of
".green light'' condition should be selected. quiantified ,ystem perf'ormince measures,.
Although there may be no operational objec- Such items ot,f interest as aircraft conflicts.
tions to using VAS in this manner when controller \ orklond, comnlurtications re-
selection can be made prior to a build-up in quirement,. operations rates, route acti\ ity,
demand, changing runways on the basis of aircraft position history, as \i\ell as other in-
VAS lights after demand levels are high may fornmation may be recorded firon an expcri- •!
result in unacceptable trade-offs. This will he ment in real-ti me or fast -time and then
discussed further in the section on simuila- ainal ied itl length by teamns of ,pecialists int
tion. various disciplincs.

1. IS .Simitdittio l .
Digital Simulation Facility (I)SFJ Otvcrvicw.

Simulation ill the I' Harlete iuinal en\ i-
Research, development, and evaluation bnmelt • ill he of great \aitl.e in dtlrl nmining

of new ATC concepts and subsystems %,cre t1e AT operationeal implications of VAS
hampered for many years due to the lack of i and evaluating thie procedural modifications',
suitable laboratory environment. Even when ieqIri to s\ stem implementation,
it was possible to use a field facility to check Additionally. it i, hoped the siniulatihnl ý\ill
out some promising new procedure, daily provide supporting datal for [he capacity pre-
operations could be disrupted to all tnac- dietlions,, Ho\\ever. evalliatioll of the procc,
ceptable degree. In some case,,, the possihil- dii11 nV1 ,i, to US AS in the rall \% 0-ld
ity of degrading flying safety \Aas great is, the principal ieaion fo1 the Simulation and

.. . ... . . ." "- " : , ' " -
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capacity information is of secondary impor- results. Lack of adequate correlation will not
tance, obviate the value of the simulation because,

The procedural questions generally fall again, the principal reason for the effort is
into two categories: (1) feasibility of sys- evaluation of procedures. Some capacity re-
tematic. long-term use of procedures for suits will still be obtained even if adequate
using dual separation standards in the termi- correlation between the data bases cannot be
nal airspace. and (2) methods for coping with found. In addition to procedural questions on
transitions from VAS *'green" to 'red" the use of dual separation standards, it is
modes of operation. uncertain whether the same level of opera-

The initial phase of the simulation will tions can be sustained as in a single separa-
be devoted to procedures using a single run- tion situation. There is little doubt that those
way configuration and three different sets of two cases can be rank-ordered regardless of
operating conditions. (Note: Conditions B the correlation between data bases.
and C both simulate steady state VAS The final task will be an evaluation of
"green" light on.) Condition A: Current sep- the pros and cons of using VAS information
aration standards (without VAS) to obtain a in the runway selection and runway changing
data base for compari,,on %N ith the other two decision process. Assuming that two runway
conditions and the ARTS-Ill data. Condition configurations have similar capacities, is
B: Similar to Condition A with changed sep- there any benefit in changing from a "red"
aration ,.tandards: i.e., use of 3 nmi configuration to a -green'' configuration dur.-
mnifimumr) radar separation between all arri- ing a period of heavy traffic or will the loss of

Sals throughout the terminal airspace. Condi- operations incurred during the changing pro-
tion C: Dual separation standards \will be cess offset that gain produced by a "green"
employed. Outside the final approach zone light operation? If one considers only the
current separation standards will be used. airside environment, it is possible to imagine
After aircraft are established on final ap- that a switch in runways may be desirable.
proach, 3 nmi may be used. Special emphasis However, complete analysis of that situation
w ill be placed on evaluation of the methods cannot be made without it comprehensive
necessary to safely transition from one sep- look at the groundside constraints and
aration standard to another in limited trade-offs as well as possible impact upon
airspace during parallel IFR approach opera- center and tower en route operations. It
tions. seems. at first look, that any conclusions ar-

The VAS algorithm will normally pro- rived at in the DSF on this issue would have
vide advance warning that the ".green" light to be accompanied by the caveat that "the
may be expected to turn "'red" at some time foregoing conclusions are valid assuming
in the future. The duration of the warning that all en route, transition. and ground prob-
period is a function of how rapidly the wind lems can be satisfactorily resolved."
is changing and the specific paIameters used
in the VAS algorithm. The procedural ques- SUMMARY
tion arising is: what time period is needed to
permit the controller to safely and orderly The critical issues on the operational
change from one standard to another? A va- test and e\ aluation of V AS may be simplified
riety of situations and time periods will be its: what are the procedural implications of
exercised to obtain a rea,,onable estimate tf the system and how will operating efficiency
this critical transition requirement. of the airport facilities be affected? The cur-

The DSF data reduction and anal• sis rent proiect will answer the first question by
programs will provide outputs for compari- real-time simulation of VAS in the Chicago
son between Condition A (current separation O'Hare International Airport. The simula-
standards) and the reduced ARTS-Ill data. tion will be of approximately 2 months' dura-
Correlation otf the data will verify \whether tion and will be enhanced by test plan inputs
our- laboratory envir'onment matches the r'eal f'rom 0' Har'e TRACON personnel. Ac-
world closely enough to justify capacity pre- ceptance of the simulation results will be in-
dictions on the basi, of Conditions B and C creased by active participation of O'Hare
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personnel during the simulation. Preliminary mation. should give a higher degree of accIi-
discussions on this subject indicate racy than attainable through the use of purely C
maximum cooperation and support of the analytical or computer models. The sole as-
project by O'Hare can be expected. sumption used in this process is that control-

Prediction of the capacity impact will be lers can maintain the same average delivery
based on use of empirical data obtained from accuracy regardless of changes to the -de-
approximately 15 months of ARTS-Ill tapes sired" separation standard. That assumption
and VAS historical data collected over a has wide acceptance within the FAA and \' ill
6-month period. Correlation of those two be further validated during the simulation ac-
data bases. as weli as other sources of infor- tivity.
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